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C H A P T E R  1

eep, beep …
Phillis Tomson hits the snooze button on his

alarm clock. Another five minutes, he thinks, oh God, please—
another five minutes. But neither God nor alarm clock heed

his prayers and the ringing persists. He hits it again. Nothing

happens. He realizes that he is hitting the wrong machine,

that the unrelenting noise is actually coming from his iPad

halfway across the room. A message is flashing on the screen

in 74-point Tahoma—GET UP, SHITHEAD. THEY’LL CAN

YOUR ASS IF YOU’RE LATE. He knows this because he

wrote the message the night before.

“So let them fire me!” Phillis yells at the iPad.

As if it hears him, the iPad flashes, YOU NEED THIS

JOB. OTHERWISE IT WILL BE YOUR MOM’S BASE‐
MENT. There is a pause as the screen momentarily goes

blank. Then it lights up in 104-point Cooper Black: AGAIN.

Phillis gets out of bed.

He doesn’t shave. He doesn’t shower. He simply puts on

the same pair of pants he wore the day before over the same
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boxer shorts he just slept. The same shirt under the same

navy-blue, faux lamb’s wool sweater. Only the socks are new.

Well, not new per se, as they have several holes where his

unkempt toenails have shredded the fabric. But they are fresh

from the wash.

Dressed, he takes a moment to peer out of his window

and into the world he is preparing to enter. He knows what’s

out there—people. People standing behind blind corners

waiting to yell at him when he accidentally bumps into them.

People on buses ready to squeeze into the tiny seat next to

him with their huge, crinkly newspapers and hot coffee.

People at work who talk about seemingly mundane things,

things to which he has no idea how to respond. Phillis takes a

deep breath and exhales, fogging up the window and blur‐
ring out the world. He closes the blinds.

He pauses at the doorway to the kitchenette where the

toaster sits unplugged on a tiny counter. He’d like a piece of

toast, but thinks better of it—he is pretty sure the toaster

tried to kill him last month during a debauched bread-

ejecting incident. Electrocuted and discouraged, he didn’t

throw away the guilty appliance and hasn’t had a piece of

toast since.

Phillis walks into the undersize hallway that leads to his

front door, where the only piece of artwork is a note left

behind by his girlfriend. It is a breakup letter, which makes

her his ex-girlfriend. It is written in delectable handwriting

that regrettably looks like 18-point Comic Sans.

PHILLIS, I know you think you’ve had it rough, but there are

so many out there that have had it rougher.

PHILLIS HAS NOT MOVED the note since she slid it under his
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door two months ago. Even when he read it, he did so on his

hands and knees, refusing to touch the last thing she had

ever given him.

He does not lock his door behind him. The only thing he

has worth stealing is his iPad. And that goes wherever

he goes.

As he walks into the corridor of his cramped suburban

apartment building, he bumps into the elderly Asian woman

from whom he rents his flat—Lady Aoi. She looks at him

with suspicion because, well, she looks at everyone with

suspicion. But today is a little different. Today her usual look

of contempt is mixed with a bit of curiosity. “Something

different,” she scowls, her eyes narrowing as she examines his

face. “You not right.” Phillis doesn’t know what she’s talking

about and, because he doesn’t want to be late for work and

because he’s afraid of Lady Aoi, he bids her good day. She

watches him walk away and then, as an afterthought, calls

after him, “Don’t forget the rent,” even though he has never—

not once—forgotten the rent.

Phillis heads to his bus. As he does so, his feet crunch on

the autumn’s fallen leaves. If the sound were a font, it would

be 28-point Broadway—and, as an onomatopoeia, would of

course be italicized.

Crunch.
The early-morning sun casts a jogger’s shadow clear

across the street and he accidentally bears down on the shad‐
ow’s head.

Crunch.
Oops. But then he thinks the unthinkable: that he—shy,

meek, lonely Phillis Tomson—has just stepped on the head of

a man who could run him down without breaking a sweat.

And he totally got away with it.

Just ahead, a woman is walking a dog that yelps at every‐
thing—other dogs, stray cats, pedestrians. The woman seems
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not to care that her precious little mongrel is disturbing the

serenity of the early-morning commuters. Revenge, if not only
for him, but also for the good of everyone.

Crunch. Crunch.
Phillis is enjoying this game far too much.
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hillis boards the bus with identical twin sisters

who are playing a game of peek-a-boo. Left and

Right use their mother as the token tree that they hide

behind. Despite their annoying banter, the mother does

nothing, vacantly staring off in the distance with a look that

says, I wonder if there is an Underground Railroad that smuggles
out captive parents. And if so, how can I find it? Left and Right

are loud and fidgety, and they make Phillis nervous.

But at least, he sighs, they’re not sitting next to me.
The sun hangs low in the morning sky, imprinting flat

shadows of houses and telephone poles, trees and street

signs, onto the gray canvas that is the road. As the bus rolls

on, Phillis turns his head to the sky and through closed

eyelids feels the sun and shade on his face. Light, dark.

Warm, cool. Both sensations are soothing. This is the best

he’s felt all morning. He does not open his eyes until the bus

stops near the abandoned parking lot under the bridge.

Phillis is sitting partially in shadow and partially in light.

He opens his eyes, and the eye that sat on the shadowed side

sees Doomsday—harbinger of doom and resident crazy
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person—standing at his usual corner, holding up a cardboard

sign that reads in a hand-painted font oddly similar to 220-

point Rage Italic, THE END IS NIGH.

His other eye—the one in light—slowly adjusts as Phillis

has always wondered what “end” Doomsday is so concerned

about. Life, after all, is filled with so many endings. The end

of a relationship, the end of a good time, the end of a vaca‐
tion, the end of childhood, the end of life. The end of every‐
thing. He’s always wanted to get off and ask Doomsday, but

he never has. And, if history is the judge, he never will.

The bus starts up again, its slow lurch forward bringing

forth a blanket of shadow. The bus is under the bridge.

Before Phillis can close his eyes again, he notices a flashing

light coming from within the bus. He turns and discovers the

source: Left. Well, not Left herself, for neither Left nor Right

shine, but rather the little keychain flashlight Left is

wielding.

She shines her light directly at him. Right giggles.

He turns to the window, hoping they’ll get bored and

stop; but if anything, they’re redoubling their efforts, shining

the flashlight with an increasing intensity. He thinks about

complaining to their mother, but when he hears her mutter,

“Only seven hundred and fifty-two minutes left,” he realizes

she’s counting the minutes until bedtime and will most likely

be of little help. He considers confiscating the flashlight

himself, but decides against that, too. Losing a power

struggle to two eight-year-olds may just be the final straw to

break the aged, terminally ill camel that is Phillis’s ego. So he

chooses his typical path of least resistance—read: his typical

path of no resistance—and prays they’ll get bored of their

new game sooner rather than later.

But they are not getting bored—now they are shining the

light on other parts of him. He can feel red crawling up from

his neck and over his face like the thermometer of the termi‐
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nally shy. He diverts his gaze again, and again it doesn’t

work. He tries to distract himself but can’t. He has a single

thought for the next three stops: Why are they picking on me?
Finally, mercifully, their stop arrives and, as they exit, Right

tugs at her mother’s coat and says, “Mom. Look. He’s got no

shadow.”

The mother sighs sleepily and says, “Don’t bother the nice

man.” And then they are gone.
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t work, Phillis pours himself a cup of coffee and sits

at a desk surrounded by nipple-high fuzzy walls. It

is his world for eight hours a day, forty hours a week, two

thousand hours a year (given his two weeks’ paid holiday). As

of this morning, it has been his world for six thousand one

hundred and sixty hours. His world is five feet squared and,

like his entry, has only one piece of artwork: a poster of a cat

hanging on a piece of string, with a caption reading, in 110-

point Castellar, Hang in there! The cat looks scared. Phillis

always wonders what would happen if it let go. And if that

would be so bad.

As his computer boots up, Skype automatically pops up

with a sound like air being sucked out of a bottle, leaving

behind an empty space of nothingness inside. Phillis likes

the sound.

Before the computer is fully done booting up, he hears:

Chikka, chikka … Chikka, chikka … Bubbles in cyberspace. He

is being Skype-sniped. He clicks Answer and a silhouette of

his mother fills the screen, her head eclipsing the reading

lamp shining behind her.
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“Hi, Mom,” he says. “What can I do for you?”

“ ‘What can I do for you?’ he asks. What can you do for

me, indeed? How about what sons are meant to do for their

mothers, who may or may not be around for much longer?”

“Mom,” he says, lowering the volume on his computer.

“Please, not now … I’m at work.”

“ ‘I’m at work,’ he says. Well, I should hope so. Where else

would you be on a Monday morning? Gallivanting about

with a girl? Oh wait, there is no girl, is there? Whatever

happened to that Sally of yours?”

“You hated her.”

“No, not haaated her—” his mother’s voice takes on a

slightly more strident tone “—I just don’t get all those

tattoos. And how she paints her eyes so dark. It’s … depress‐
ing. Buuut she did make you happy, and I’m happy when

you’re happy. But you’re not happy, are you …?” She dives

into the same liturgy of concerns she has had for him since

he was fourteen. A liturgy Phillis could recite by heart.

As she chatters on, Phillis minimizes his mother’s image

and calls up his work for the day. But before he can open his

e-mail, a shadow creeps up from behind, accompanied by the

smell of expensive cologne. Both scent and shadow belong to

the same man—Frederick, his boss—and a “Heya, Phil”

confirms his suspicions.

Phillis hates that nickname, “Phil.” This is unfortunate

because, to many, Phillis is a girl’s name. They want to—need
to—call him Phil, for clarity’s sake, if nothing else. He tries to

make it abundantly clear that he does not like this, through

disapproving gazes, subtle head-shakes and passive-aggres‐
sive body language, but he just can’t seem to pull it off.

“Hi, Frederick,” he retorts, using his boss’s full name

because, unlike Phillis, Frederick wants to be called “Fred,”

“Freddy,” “Fredaroonie,” “Fredster” or any other name that

implies familiarity, connection and/or admiration.
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“Come on, Phil. We know each other better than that!

Call me Mr. F!” Frederick chuckles. “Just kidding. Just a little

Monday-morning humor to start the week off right.”

Phillis tries to fake a laugh but fails to even pull off a

smile. Thankfully, he is saved by a “Hi there, Freddy” from

his computer.

“Hiya, Doris,” Frederick says, and Phillis can feel his smile.

“Are your arms tired?”

“Whatever do you mean?” Phillis’s mom says in a tone

that implies she knows exactly what Frederick means.

“Tired from fending off all those suitors that must be

banging down your door!” Frederick snorts through muffled

giggles. Phillis suspects that Frederick has a crush on

his mom.

“Oh, Freddy. You do know how to charm the ladies. You

coming to class this weekend?”

He also suspects this crush may very well be reciprocated.

The thought of Frederick and his mom dating absolutely

revolts him.

“You betcha,” Frederick says, shaking his hips and clap‐
ping his hands. Salsa. That’s how Frederick and Phillis’s

mom—and, by extension, Phillis—met. Not that he takes

salsa classes—after he moved back into his mother’s base‐
ment, the deal was that he had to drive her around, which

meant to and from class. Frederick had been standing

outside, in obscenely tight pants and a floral-patterned silk

shirt that had too many buttons unbuttoned, talking to his

mother. When he drove up, Frederick had leaned into the

passenger’s-side window, exposing sweat-matted stomach

hair, and said, “Hi there, Phil. I hear you’re quite the designer.

Come by on Monday and let’s see what you got.”

And that was that. He was interviewed, hired and, three

months later, he moved out of the basement.

“I never miss a class,” Frederick says, placing a hand on
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Phillis’s shoulder. “Question is, can we get this guy to join?

Well, can we?”

Phillis shakes his head.

“Didn’t think so. Anyway, Doris, I must steal your son.

We got a busy, busy day.”

“Of course. Keep him out of trouble!” she says.

“Always do,” Frederick replies. Skype sounds out the end

of the conversation and his mother is gone.

“So,” Frederick says, swiveling him around in his chair.

Phillis knows what’s coming: When will the newsletter be
ready, Phil?

Except Frederick doesn’t ask. Instead, he narrows his eyes

and says, “Say, Phil, did you do something different?”

“No,” Phillis says, taken aback.

“Haircut?”

“No.”

“New shirt?”

“No.”

“Been working out?”

“No.”

“Huh,” Frederick says, walking away.

Phillis finds this little interaction odd, even for Frederick,

and calls after him, “The newsletter will be ready by two.”
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C H A P T E R  4

hillis works uninterrupted—almost. The

uninterrupted is because he does not break for

lunch. The almost is because throughout the day several

colleagues stop by to ask if he has had a haircut, trimmed his

eyebrows, whitened his teeth or a whole slew of other inti‐
mate questions about his personal hygiene.

He is Frederick’s lead—truth be told, only—designer. His

job is to design the posters, brochures, e-mails and newslet‐
ters that Frederick’s company produces. His job is to focus

on the details, making sure every margin is lined up, every

font is consistent, every image properly placed. He maxi‐
mizes images, then minimizes them. He looks at his work up

close and from afar. He knows that one improper comma,

one misaligned margin, one non-monospaced font is enough

to throw the whole thing off. Today’s task is to prepare their

monthly newsletter. A task that, design alone, takes all day.

Lucky for Phillis, that is exactly the amount of time he has.

He is interrupted by Linda. Wonderful, beautiful Linda

with her tight black sweater. The one with the finely knitted
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lilies on the cuffs, their stems a cool white line circling the

bud of a flower threatening to blossom. The lines do not

make up a word, but if they did, Phillis is sure it would say, in

32-point soothing and delectable Lucida Calligraphy, Almost.

Phillis is scrolling through the ninety-seven different

Helvetica variants, clones and derivative designs he owns

when Linda stops by to ask him a question. At first he

assumes that she, like everyone else today, is interested in

figuring out what’s different about him—not that anything is.
But Linda does not stare at him with intent eyes that

examine more than look. She is smiling. And he is happy for

her company. In Phillis’s world, there is no one whose pres‐
ence is more soothing than Linda’s. She is almost soothing

enough to tame the anxiety-ridden lemur swinging from

his back.

“How do you choose?” she repeats with a smile, and he

realizes he did not hear her the first time.

This is it. But what should he say?

“Ummm …”

Not a good start.

“Well …”

Not a good answer.

He knows what he wants to say. He wants to tell her that

the biggest problem with the newsletter is that he has to

choose two fonts. One for print and one for online. He’d like

to mention that he hates how the two mediums are inconsis‐
tent, but it has to be done. The average resolution for print is

300 dpi, whereas the average monitor is only seventy-two.

Practically speaking, it means serif fonts are good for print,

but not for the screen.

Why? he imagines Linda asking.

Excellent question! Because serifs help a reader’s eye follow the
flow of text in print, but causes the letters to jumble together when
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read on a screen. It can even cause headaches. That’s why I have
chosen Arial for online and Times New Roman for print.

Times New Roman? she asks in a conversation that is

happening only in Phillis’s head. Isn’t that a fairly typical font?
It was the default font for Word 98, right?

Yes! Yes, it was! Between you and me, I like Times New
Roman. He would gesture her closer and whisper, I like it
because I love serifs. And with those last words, he’d make

little wings with his hands, playing off the concept that serifs

are the angel wings of fonts. She would laugh.

Oh, how she would laugh.

But Phillis’s imagined conversation never happens.

Instead, Linda politely says, “It must be a tough choice,” and

Phillis is jolted back to reality.

He’s not sure what to say. Worse, he’s drawing a complete

blank. He starts muttering incomprehensibly, and would

probably continue if not for the unmistakable pinging of a

new e-mail from his computer. Quite literally saved by a bell.

< INBOX

From: Frederick

To: Phil Tomson (Designer)

RE: Newsletter
Hiya,

Could you print out the newsletter and bring it by my

office ASAP. Thanks!

☺

PHILLIS WONDERS if Frederick knows he wrote a question and

not a statement and should have therefore ended it with a

question mark, or why Frederick thinks a 

☺

 is an acceptable
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sign-off. He also wonders if Frederick knows how much he

hates emoticons and his particular hatred for 

☺

.

Oh, how Phillis hates 

☺

.

“Sorry,” he says to Linda. “Got to go.” He gets up and runs

to the copy room, unaware that Linda’s gaze is following

him.
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here is a queue leading into the copy room. Burr,
slish—followed by the faint scent of burning paper.

Phillis shifts his weight from foot to foot as he waits. Burr,
slish. Talk-a-Lot Man, the company accountant, is standing

in front of him. He hopes that Talk-a-Lot Man doesn’t turn

around. Burr, slish. Talk-a-Lot Man turns around. Burr, slish.
He opens his mouth, but nothing comes out. Phillis notices

that there are no more burr, slishes and points at the empty

copy room, gesturing for Talk-a-Lot Man to go in. He

doesn’t. He just stares at Phillis, who takes a step back,

bumping into Bucktoothed Girl. She is also staring at him.

Nervous, he cuts in front of both of them.

He pulls the newsletter out of the printer, places it in the

copy machine and pushes its diamond-shaped green button.

A soft murmur can be heard behind him. The murmur grows

into full-on chatter. He can hear the names of his colleagues

being called over to look at something.

With the last page copied, Phillis turns to leave and

notices a dozen or more people staring directly at him.
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Colleagues not just from his department but from other

floors as well. People he knows and people he doesn’t.

“Phil … you all right?”

“Yeah, why?”

Frederick squeezes into the room and pushes the photo‐
copy button, still staring at him. Burr, slish … The light-bar

travels under the glass bed, illuminating the room.

Everyone gasps.

“What? What is it?”

“Push it again,” someone says.

Burr, slish … light … The machine’s open flap acts as a

light reflector.

Burr, slish … light … A bright white light shines on Phillis.

Burr, slish … light … Phillis notices that no one is actually

looking at him.

Burr, slish … light … Everyone is looking at the wall

opposite the machine.

Burr, slish … light … The wall shines with the florescent

lighting of the copier.

Burr, slish … light … Phillis turns and sees Frederick’s

shadow, alone.

Burr, slish … light … “Oh my,” Phillis says just before he

faints.

Burr … slish.
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* * *

It is said that in the beginning, God made light. Then He
made darkness.

Closer to the truth is this: In the beginning, Nature (or
perhaps some Happy Accident) created light and darkness,
life and death.

Closer still is this: In the beginning, God and Nature and
Happy Accident made light. Then He, She and It made solid
objects that light could not penetrate. The result was that
those very same objects cast the first shadows, which thus
became the first darkness.

↔

And closest still is this: In the beginning, God and Nature and
Happy Accident made light and life. And darkness made
itself.
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hillis Tomson?”

“Phil … Phil Tomson.”

“Phil Tomson—are you the shadow that was once cast

from a human by the same name?”

“You mean Phillis? Yes … Yes, I am,” the shadow confirms,

his eyes focusing on their surroundings. They are in wisps of

thick white smoke being whipped about by wind. Phil

assumes they are standing in fog on a windy day until the

mist beneath him is torn apart by a strong gust and he sees

the ground several miles below.

They are floating in a cloud and it smells like rain.

Then he notices something else that is—to Phil, at least

—stranger than being in a cloud with a couple of supernat‐
ural creatures. Phil the shadow is not cast against anything.

He is upright, his shade resting on nothing but air. He

holds up his two-dimensional hand and laughs. As he

bellows out in glee, puffs of cloud pass through his open

mouth, accentuating each roar. In this place, he is flat,

entirely black and has a hole in his head that serves as his

mouth. But he is also free to walk about in open spaces, no
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longer dragged across surfaces upon which he was

once cast.

Phil could not be happier.

“Shadow Phil Tomson!” the clerk roars, bringing him

back to the reality of the situation.

“Sorry,” Phil says, looking up to see who is asking the

question, surprised to discover the clerk is a detached,

floating shark head.

SharkHead stares at Phil with black, unsympathetic eyes,

before continuing. “Is Phillis Tomson, your former host, still

alive?” As it speaks, a crackle of electricity charges the air and

lightning forks around them. Phil instinctively jerks away

from the charge, and a hand belonging to his arresting

officer pulls him back.

Phil’s arresting officer, unlike SharkHead, has a human

body. His head, however, looks like a twenty-sided die with

each surface bearing a different emotion represented by an

emoticon engraved in its exterior. In the extremely short

time he has known Emoticon, he’s seen a 

☹

, √ and a 

☺

.

Currently, his face is set to something that reminds him of a

disapproving mother. Phil assumes that means Emoticon not

impressed.

“Yes, he is still alive,” Phil answers.

SharkHead continues, “Under Article 2.1.3 of Light and

Dark, Order and Chaos, you are being charged with the

breaking of a Natural Law, which states, in its entirety, that

no shadow shall separate from the object from which it is

cast as long as a light source exists and—in the case of living

objects—there is breath and soul in the host’s body.

“Being a natural creature of the mortal realm, you have a

few predetermined rights and obligations that shall be

explained to you now. Please listen very carefully, as it has

been my experience that there are certain expectations that

will not be met here:
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ONE: In contrast to that of the mortal realm and its

ephemeral laws, you do not have the right to remain silent.

When questioned, should you choose not to answer, we

reserve the right to read your thoughts and hold such

thoughts against you. Furthermore, we shall take your

silence as:

A—an obstruction of the law;

B—an admission of guilt; and

C—permission to execute maximum punishment on the

defendant.

TWO: As long as you are within our custody, anything

you say, think or do can and will be used against you.

THREE: A representative will be appointed to you. If you

do not like said representative, this will be unfortunate as

there is no one else. And, before you ask—no, you cannot

represent yourself.

“DO you understand the charges brought before you and the

rights afforded to you?” it snarls.

“No … no, I don’t!” he says.

“They never do,” it says to Emoticon. “Tell me, Shadow

Tomson, what part do you not understand? Please be

precise.”

“All of it,” Phil says.

SharkHead snorts, and Phil gets to see what a shark looks

like when it’s annoyed, which is to say, exactly how it always

looks—hungry.

“Are you not the shadow of Phillis Tomson?” it asks.

“I am.”

“And is Phillis Tomson a human being?”

“He is.”
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“And did you not separate from him, by Earth’s standards,

twenty-one days ago?”

“Well, sort of. When Phillis’s toaster killed him for a

minute—yeah, I separated. All shadows separate from their

hosts when they die. But I didn’t separate-separate, I just …

detached.”

“And when your host revived nineteen seconds later, did

you or did you not reattach?”

“…” Phil is silent.

“Were you unaware of the law?”

“…”

“Shadow Tomson—as previously indicated to you, silence

is not to your advantage. Did you or did you not reattach

yourself to your host?”

“I did not.”

“Then you are in violation of Article 2.1.3 of Light and

Dark, Order and Chaos. Take him for judgment.”

“Look, there must be a misunderstanding. I just wanted

an adventure. I was going to go back. You know … after

a bit.”

“Whether it was a minute, a month or a lifetime, the

charges brought against you are the same.”

Phil jerks out of Emoticon’s grasp and approaches the

mantle over which SharkHead floats. In a soft tone, he says,

“What do you say I go back right now and we forget the

whole thing?”

SharkHead clicks its teeth. “No.”

“Come on—help a brother out …” He cracks a white,

cloud-filled smile.

“Brother?” SharkHead cocks its head to the side.

“Yeah, brother! You know—you’re the terror of the sea,

I’m the terror of the night. We’re cut from the same cloth,

you and I. So what do you say? Let me go and I’ll reattach to

Phillis right away.”
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SharkHead looks at the guilty shadow and, for a flicker of

a second, Phil thinks he sees a bit of compassion in its dead

eyes. Then it starts to laugh, exposing row after row of teeth

with each guffaw, and salty tears run down its taut cheeks.

“That’s rich!” it says. “Rich! Shadow Tomson, thank you. I

shall remember you for the remainder of my immortal life.”

It stops laughing, the transition between joy and joyless

instant, and says, “Take him to a holding cell, where the

defendant shall wait for judgment.”

Emoticon leads Phil away with a 

#

.
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moticon guides Phil to what in any other context

would be a city hall, with its smooth off-white

marble floors, large imposing columns and currently empty

podium. As the shadow’s darkness slides over the white inte‐
rior, his umbra moving in its frictionless glide over cool

granite, he feels a strange energy emanate from its surface.

And he understands that this is no earthly stone. Phil doesn’t

know how right he is … for the slab was shaped from

substances that neither nature nor magic created. They are

expressions of the will of creatures older than the universe.

But that matters little to the shadow now. Now he is

taking in the magnanimous nature of a place that exists

outside of any place that could have been created by nature.

This place, Phil will soon discover, is called the Great

Hall—a sorely inadequate name for a chamber that has

witnessed more secrets than there are stars. Given the

gravitas of the Great Hall, there is surprisingly no décor

here save a single piece of artwork behind the podium. It is

a large and overbearing painting of a starry night, but

unlike mortal paintings, such as The Starry Night, where
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clever brushstrokes create the illusion of depth, this paint‐
ing’s two-dimensional surface goes deep and in and forever.

The Portrait of Everything, as it is called, was assembled at

the very first moment when the very first spark flared all

into existence by joining the three dimensions of space

with the fourth and fifth dimensions of time and

possibility.

Phil—who has spent the better part of his life attached to

a man who has never done anything—is absolutely delighted

at his current predicament. Yes, he is in trouble. Yes, he will

most likely be returned to that monumental bore, Phillis. But
at least he is somewhere that isn’t Phillis’s bedroom or cubi‐
cle, or the bus that takes them between the two.

“Wow …” Phil smiles. Sure, there is a gnawing ache in the

pit of his stomach and his two-dimensional heart is

pounding with the certainty that whatever comes next will

not be pleasant. Still, he smiles. He is having an adventure—

and wasn’t that exactly why he left Phillis in the first place?

He is, in a strange and wonderful way, having a

great time.

He takes it all in with a deep breath. Emoticon, who is

used to bringing in all sorts of beings to stand trial before the

Principles, is puzzled by his prisoner’s joy. Many enter the

Great Hall screaming. Some are stoic. All are afraid. And none
are happy. He looks at Phil with a 

❓

 for a face.

“This …” Phil says, gesturing at their surroundings. “It’s

amazing!”

Emoticon grunts in agreement. He escorts Phil to an

upright lucent flat rock that stands before the podium. He

slaps Phil’s shade onto it like one might stick wet paper to a

window and produces a piece of charcoal from his pocket.

Using the blackened char, he first draws a square around

Phil. Then, from top to bottom, he draws several parallel

lines spaced six inches apart.
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A two-dimensional prison for a two-dimensional

prisoner.

Once it’s complete, Emoticon turns his head to the

thumbs-up position and takes his leave.

Alone, Phil waits for whatever is to come next.

And so the shadow waits.

And waits.

And waits …

It seems that whatever is to come next will not be for

some time. Phil the Shadow is in a Celestial Prison awaiting

his trial, and even the Divine have procedures to follow, delays
and—the most terrifying word the universe has ever known

—bureaucracy.
So Phil finds his mind wandering, but instead of

daydreaming of adventure, glory and destiny finally to be

fulfilled, images of Phillis—his former host—pop into

his mind.

↔↔↔

PHIL WATCHES PHILLIS, who is navigating the streets as he

runs home. Phil wonders how he can still see, or rather expe‐
rience, his now-detached-from human, and, in a flash of

perceived inspiration, he realizes that just because he is no

longer a part of Phillis doesn’t mean Phillis isn’t still a part of

him. His boring host will always be with him somehow—if

not in flesh, then in spirit.

Phil sighs. At least he’s not dictating the shadow’s actions,

and if he must see his host from time to time, that would be a

small price to pay for freedom.

Phil closes his eyes once more and looks in on Phillis, on
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his wide, uncertain eyes and quivering lips. Phillis is walking

home, but to call what the human form of worry is doing as

walking would be a disservice to anything with legs. Phillis

isn’t walking, he is panicking home, if the word panic can be

used to describe both an emotion and action. Phillis is

jerking his head from side to side.

And all the while he is wearing an expression that Phil

knows all too well: panic, worry, fear and an overwhelming

sense of loss. He’s seen that expression many times before.

His human counterpart wore it every time he encountered

any kind of resistance or obstacle to achieving the meager or

mundane things he sought.

In other words, he wore it all the time.

But there was something more in Phillis’s panicked eyes.

He was more than simply overwhelmed. Phil could see that

his shadowless face carried a heavier burden in eyes that held

no hope and lips that had forgotten how to smile. Phil had

seen that look once before—when Phillis’s—or rather their—

father died. They had only been fourteen at the time and the

look that young Phillis wore then was eerily similar to the

one he wore now.

It seems that Phillis is disturbed by the sudden absence of

his shadow.

And for the first time since Phil left, he is concerned

about his former host. He knew his leaving would raise the

alarms in Phillis’s hypochondriacally addled brain—but this

reaction is extreme. Even for Phillis.

↔

WHAT PHIL DOESN’T KNOW IS that Phillis, a man who spends
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the better part of his day paying attention to the minute

details that populate the world of fonts, can hardly believe he

did not notice his shadow was missing.

After all, Phillis was the noticer of text ascenders, descen‐
ders, serifs sans or slab, counters, baselines, tracking, kern‐
ing, terminals, orphans, widows, rivers and rags. Phillis’s

world is black and white with shades in between, and his

shadow is the entity that punctuates his existence. The font

that is styled on the script that is he. Moreover, it has always

existed in some weight or another, ranging all the way from

hairline to extra-black. And to fail to notice something like

his shadow missing—well, that is the very definition of

adding insult to injury.

Now that he has been made aware, he plans on using his

finely honed ability to notice black on white to find the

damn thing, wherever it may be hiding.

So as Phillis walks into the sun, he realizes his shadow

should be directly behind him. He turns, using every ounce

of his observational ability to find it, but Phil is not there.

Other people have elongated shadows that dutifully follow

them around, but he is, sadly, alone.

And for the first time in Phillis’s life, he wishes he wasn’t.

He constantly peers back. Walk, twist, look. Repeat. He is

hoping, praying, pleading with every invisible deity he can

think of for his shadow to reappear. He wonders if the shade

he no longer casts is playing a trick on him. A hide-and-seek

game. Perhaps he is being Punk’d, and the film crew are

taking inspiration from the Peter Pan stage play. Or perhaps,

in truth, it follows from a safe distance—a specter in the

bushes, giggling at his crazed reaction to its absence. For a

moment, this theory seems possible. Plausible, even.

Apparently when Phillis’s shadow left, it took common

sense with it.

So, if his shadow is playing a joke on him, how does one
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end the game? Simple. By pretending not to care. Eventually,

Phillis theorizes, his shadow will get bored and come back.

He attempts his new air of indifference by putting his hands

in his pockets and whistling. He doesn’t know many songs,

so he winds up whistling nursery rhymes. Baa Baa Black

Sheep, Twinkle Twinkle Little Star, Row Row Row Your

Boat and, finally, London Bridge Is Falling Down. But he

cannot fake apathy for long, and at random points, he turns

quickly around. The results of which are best measured not

by what is accomplished, but rather by what is not.

He does not find his shadow.

But he does manage to crack his back, injure his neck and

startle many onlookers.

He passes an elementary school letting out. The street

floods with kids waiting to be picked up. Because he believes

he’s caught a glimpse of his hiding wraith, he continues his

creepy whistling and snappy turning, not noticing that the

people around him have become a lot shorter.

Nor does he hear the Twins say, “It’s him.” Instead, Phillis

starts singing Heigh-ho, Heigh-ho. Somewhere in the back‐
ground, he hears a chorus of high-pitched voices harmoniz‐
ing: It’s off to work we go. He does not turn around, instead

allowing for the hope that his umbra has returned and now

joins him in song—perhaps his shadow is a soprano.

We dig dig dig dig dig dig up everything in sight.

The tune is lovely and he is momentarily swept away by

its lyrics.

We dig up diamonds by the score.

Could this be what his shadow’s voice sounds like?

A thousand rubies, sometimes more.

An amalgamation of Phillis’s voices gone by, a chorus that

is the history of his vocal development. Heigh-ho, Heigh-ho.

Heigh-ho hum … The thought excites him and he turns,

finally noticing the brood of children following him.
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The Twins, front and center, cry out, “See, I told you!”

Phillis has accidently, unintentionally, become a Pied

Piper. He is considering what to do next—perhaps lead them

back with a rendition of Puff the Magic Dragon—when a

frantic woman, followed by a very large gym teacher, starts

running toward them. He considers explaining, even

manages to point to the ground, but then, unlike his shadow,

common sense reappears and Phillis runs.

And runs.

↔

“COME ON, MAN,” Phil the Shadow mutters. “You’re better

than this. Not by much, but you’re still better than this.”

But the truth is, Phil isn’t sure that Phillis is better than

this. In fact, Phillis being bested by schoolchildren seems on

par with his former host’s abilities.

Turning his mind away from the human he had, up until

now, spent his life with, Phil looks at the Grand Portrait and

prays that something—anything—happens soon.

Careful what you wish for, brazen shadow, for in this

place, prayers have a habit of being answered.
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eanwhile, back at Phillis’s office, Frederick is

hanging up the phone. He has just been

speaking with Phillis’s mom, and the conversation … it was

awkward, to say the least. He didn’t want to worry her, but

how do you ask someone about their child’s medical history

without—well—worrying them? And on top of that, how do

you ask someone if their child has had a questionable rela‐
tionship with the forces of light and dark without letting the

cat out of the bag?

Frederick did his best and it was nearly good enough.

Maybe, Frederick thinks, Linda is having more luck.

↔

SHE IS NOT. Not even close.

Linda has spent the better part of an hour trying to

convince the damn lady on the other end of the damn phone
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that she’s not crazy. After she’s been hung up on for the

fourth time, Linda gives up on health services and tries the

police.

They’re worse.

So then she tries the university labs. She’s jostled from

department to department until she finally finds a professor

willing to indulge her.

They discuss various hypotheses as to how a man might

possibly lose his shadow. A virus, perhaps. A skin disease. A

mutation. All theories, all unlikely. Linda is so happy that

someone is taking her seriously that she speaks to the

professor for over twenty minutes before she thinks to ask

him what his area of expertise is.

“Literature,” he replies.

Linda hangs up the phone and calls Phillis’s mobile. No

answer.

She steps outside her office as Frederick steps out of his.

“Anything?” he asks.

Linda shakes her head and turns to the office. Most of the

staff is loitering about, waiting for news, theorizing and

gossiping. Some are intrigued, some are concerned, a few are

frightened and all are secretly hoping that whatever is

happening to Phillis will not happen to them.
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n sharp contrast to Phillis’s worried co-workers

lies a very calm, at-peace Phil. The slab of semi-

transparent rock on which he is trapped is warm, its hard

surface somehow still soft and inviting, smelling of sheets

fresh from the wash. Even the charcoal bars hold him snug,

like a duvet’s comforting embrace. It echoes Phil’s favorite

place on Earth—in bed and under the protective darkness of

the covers.

He is relaxed, and being relaxed he grows suspicious. How

can a prison be so much like home? Then it occurs to him—it is

not like home at all. It is home. Every sensation, feeling,

smell, touch is recreated in this place to mirror where he

feels safest. At home and under the covers. This prison is

trying to make him as comfortable and passive as possible. A

thought enters his mind so quickly that Phil is not entirely

sure it is his own.

Fatten the lamb for slaughter.

Phil doesn’t like being manipulated. All his life he’s been

forced to follow a man whose actions never mimicked his

own. So, he reasons, if this place knows what comforts me, it must
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also know what does not. Phil conjures feelings that he detests:

the moments attached to Phillis, watching him as he cowered

under the pressures of social anxiety, ran away from oppor‐
tunities and hid in the cave that was his apartment. He brings

forth these memories, and boredom washes over him.

He is no longer happy, no longer entertained. He is bored.

And content that these feelings are, at the very least,

his own.

↔

SO HE WAITS, and as he does so, a boredom colored with

several shades of familiarity engulfs him, and he wonders,

How long do I have to wait?

What the …? he thinks, vaguely aware that his thoughts are

being narrated. He thought he had heard voices earlier—an

odd narration of sorts documenting Phillis’s movements—

but assumed that the connection he had once shared with his

human counterpart had yet to be fully severed; that the voice

was actually Phil following Phillis.

But now, in this place, at this time, the voice is louder,

clearer and not only narrating Phillis’s adventures, but also

his own.

Huh—who’s saying that? he thinks, vaguely aware that his

thoughts are audible.

“Wait a minute,” he says both in his head and aloud.

What the …? He looks up and sees what he believes to be a

tiny blue dragon with undersized wings and a thousand eyes.

“Huh? You got to be—” He stares at the tiny blue dragon

as it flaps its wings, twirling its body and performing

complex and sophisticated acrobatic feats.
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It is a creature of grace and beauty, Phil thinks.

“No, I didn’t think that at all,” Phil says. “If anything, I was

thinking about how such tiny wings could move such a fat

body around.”

Tiny but powerful, Phil thinks.

“Again—not what I was thinking. Stop invading my

thoughts …” Phil’s words trail off as he has a thought of his

own. He isn’t attached to Phillis, sensing him across a divide

of worlds. In truth, there is no connection … it is this tiny

blue dragon that narrates Phillis’s actions. If this is true, then

Phil is, indeed, free, free, free from Phillis.

Phil would leap up for joy if he wasn’t, quite literally,

grafted to stone.

A voice from outside his cell calls, “Shadow Phillis

Tomson?”

“Phil,” he corrects, without taking his eyes off the dragon

as he considers this latest revelation.

“Sorry—Shadow Phil Tomson. Pleasure to meet you. I

am your court-appointed council for today’s proceedings,

and— Shadow Tomson, if I may … what are you

looking at?”

“That,” he says, pointing up. “Whatever that is.”

“What?” the voice says. “Oh, that. That is OmniP.”

“Omni—what?” Phil asks.

“OmniP—Third Person, Present Tense, Unreliable,

Omniscient Narrator. The court stenographer.”

“Huh?”

“OmniP—Third Person, Present Tense, Unreliable,

Omniscient—”

“Narrator, yes, I heard you the first time. What is it?” Phil

says, still not taking his eyes off the dragon.

“A Muse.”

“A what?”

“A Muse, Shadow Tomson. They’re mythical creatures
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credited with inspiring the great artists and writers in your

mortal realm. You must have heard of them.”

“I know what a Muse is. What is it doing?”

“Narrating, Shadow Tomson. You see, in this realm,

Muses are used as record keepers. In this case, OmniP is

your court-appointed stenographer. For both you and your

human counterpart. You and your host, along with everyone

involved, is being—for lack of a better word—documented by

OmniP. It’s the court’s way of keeping track of everything. I

must say that this is a stroke of luck … OmniP only slightly

embellishes.”

“Slightly?”

“Well, when compared to Poetic License … yes.”

“Oh?” Phil nods, still not fully comprehending what’s

going on. “Hello,” he says to OmniP.

OmniP does not answer.

“You kind of did.”

No, OmniP did not.

“Well, when you said ‘OmniP does not answer,’ you kind

of literally answered,” Phil says.

OmniP does not answer.

“Again, you—”

The voice interrupts: “I’d leave it alone. I’ve seen these

conversations go on for quite a while and, whereas Muses

are meant to be objective, they are not always. You run the

risk of annoying OmniP and, well, it might start focusing on

your less affable traits or on events that will cast you in a less

than favorable light.”

“How so? What could it possibly do to—” Phil starts, but

OmniP cuts him off.

Emoticon is standing by the podium wearing a 

☺

, proud

for having successfully and gallantly brought in the fugitive

rebel shadow Phil. Meanwhile, back on Earth, Phillis—Phil’s

living host who should have a shadow, but does not because
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the shadow, breaking the Laws of Nature, left—is trying to talk

to Linda when …

PHILLIS’S COMPUTER makes the unmistakable pinging of a new

e-mail.

< Inbox

From: Frederick

To: Phil Tomson (Designer)

RE: Newsletter
Hiya,

Could you print out the newsletter and bring it by my office

ASAP. Thanks!

☺

Phillis wonders if Frederick knows he wrote a question and not

a statement and should have therefore ended it with a question

mark, and why Frederick thinks a 

☺

 is an acceptable sign-off. He

also wonders if Frederick knows how much he hates emoticons and

his particular hatred for 

☺

.

Oh, how Phillis hates 

☺

.

EMOTICON TURNS his head into a 

☹

.

“Oh,” says Phil, “I see …”

The voice picks up. “If I may, Shadow Tomson—as I was

saying, I am your council and advocate.”

Phil turns to greet his lawyer. What greets him back is the

smell of copper and a feverish heat emanating from a brick-

red body of towering muscle twelve feet high. His lawyer’s

head is adorned with the horns of a ram—that is, if the ram

were the size of an elephant. He wears a tweed suit with a

pocket-watch chain hanging from a waistcoat button and

ending in a tiny flapless pocket.

Phil’s first thought is that the Incredible Hulk has dressed
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up as the Devil for Halloween. That, and the Devil wears

tweed. To his credit, he does not flinch when he sees the

devil creature, not knowing that he is standing before the one

and only Prince of Darkness, Devil.
“Thanks for clarifying,” Phil says, looking up at OmniP.

OmniP does not answer.

“If you please, Shadow Tomson, we have a lot to do and

very little time to do it in. Your case is set to be heard shortly

and, well …” There is a pause as the Devil adjusts the tiny,

rimless glasses that rest on the bridge of his nose. “I’m sorry,

but you don’t seem surprised to see me.”

“Was I meant to be?”

“Why, yes. In my many, many years of advocating on

behalf of mortals, I have always been greeted the same way.”

“And how is that?”

“ ‘No, no, please! Don’t take me, I’ll be good!’ ” The Devil

prances about in mock fear, his watch chain softly rustling.

“And so on and so forth.”

“Oh,” Phil says. Searching himself, he finds that he’s not

surprised to see the Devil. In less than twenty-four hours, he

has been arrested by Emoticon, booked by a floating shark’s

head and narrated by a tiny blue dragon with a thousand

eyes. Not only is he not surprised, he is actually happy to see

the Dark Lord. At least the horned fiend is a creature that

Phil has heard of. “I’m … ahh … sorry?”

“Oh, no need,” the Devil says, hiding his frustration less

than he’d like. “As I was saying, we have a lot to do and very

little time to do it in, so if you don’t mind—let’s get to work.”
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he Devil starts combing Phillis and Phil’s life with

the divine’s equivalent of a fine-tooth comb. He

looks at every aspect, every crook, every event in their

combined life, searching for something—anything—to help

their case. The Devil is very thorough.

So thorough that Phil, who hasn’t fully come to grips with

the seriousness of his situation, lets his mind drift to a place

of equal but more familiar boredom—to Phillis.

↔↔↔

PHILLIS IS NOW HOME, tearing through his apartment as he

desperately looks under every cushion, behind every door,

on every surface in every room, for a shadow that is millions

of miles away.

He is overwhelmed with the anxiety of having lost some‐
thing he hardly ever noticed he had. His reaction is not well-
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measured, in small part because he is a natural being in an

unnatural state—this would cause angst in even the most

self-assured mortal—and in large part because Phillis is,

sadly, Phillis.

His chest tightens and his body considers fainting again.

This continues until he manages to formulate a coherent

thought.

Not fair.

It is the same thought he had when, at age four, his

birthday cake was knocked over by Miles Mackie. Miles said

it was an accident, but Phillis knew better. It is also the same

thought he had when he was eight and, despite assurances he

didn’t have to participate, was dressed up as a tree for the

school play. And finally, it was the same thought he had

when he was fourteen and his father decided to leave him all

alone by dying.

Not fair.
Not fair!
NOT FAIR!
If history is the judge, things will always end the same

way as at four when he yelled and screamed, ruining his

birthday party. And again at eight when he tore down the

backdrop, ruining his school play. And at fourteen when he

destroyed the printing press his father had built, using a

wrench his father had thoughtlessly forgot to put away.

Rage bubbles to the surface. He bangs his fist on his

couch until he realizes there is more to life than hitting cush‐
ions. He could be destroying things. He attacks everything

not nailed down. This is the scene in every action movie

where the tough-guy action hero flips tables and breaks

chairs, punches walls and smashes mirrors. And Phillis,

although the antithesis of a tough-guy action hero, does not

disappoint.

It seems that history is a good judge after all.
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WHEN THE MAYHEM IS COMPLETE, Phillis falls to the ground,

exhausted. He is sitting on the floor next to a turned-over

lamp, its bulb exposed, its shade broken from the fall. There

is a carelessly flung shoe lying between him and the bulb.

The shoe’s shadow is running from the light, cascading in his

direction.

That’s when it hits him—shadows hide in the dark.

He turns off every lamp. Rather, he turns off the

remaining lamps, as he had the foresight to destroy several of

them in his tantrum. He closes every window and blocks

every source of light. It is a difficult task, because even with

the curtains closed, light finds a way. He uses old black

markers and duct tape, and after considerable effort manages

to blacken all his windows. Then he sets about unplugging all

the electronics to snuff out their tiny red LED eyes. The ones

that cannot be unplugged—the fire alarm and his building’s

intercom system—are covered with wads of tissue paper that

he sucks to make wet, dense and sticky. He blocks the base of

his front door with towels to prevent the entrance of any

hallway lights.

Once he’s done, Phillis fumbles in the dark. Slowly, delib‐
erately and not entirely without incident, he makes his way

around his apartment until he is content that he has accom‐
plished his mission.

He feels around his walls for a light switch. Instead, he

finds the latch to his living room window. Outside, the world

is turning from day to night.
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A plant that sits on his window sill casts a shadow. But

alas, poor Phillis does not.

Drained and defeated, he feels his back slide down the

wall until he is sitting under his window, wondering why

this is happening. He closes his eyes.

Maybe he should call someone, but who? Everyone he

knows is either from work or his mom. He could go to the

hospital. But hospitals are where people go to die, and he is

not quite ready to do that.

Friends? Phillis doesn’t have (m)any.

Online? Somehow he doubts that WebMD will have a

post about this.

What to do? What to do? There must be something or

someone, somewhere, that can help.

He looks at his phone. Four missed calls from his mom.

Plus two from Frederick and three from Linda.

He thinks of calling back, but it’s late … really late. The

kind of late when the Devil himself is thinking about turning

in. And then it hits him—Sally. Sally, with her black blouse,

black pants, black boots, black mascara hiding her blue-and-

brown eyes, is a goth-girl extraordinaire. And not the fake

kind, either—not that Phillis would know the difference—

but the I dabble with the forces of darkness because I’m so dark
kind. She’ll know something. For sure. Maybe. Possibly?

Given the limited number of people Phillis knows, Sally is

his best bet. She is, after all, the only one he’s ever known to

get into a fight with the Devil … sort of.

It had happened a few weeks before they broke up, after

they had just engaged in … well, engaged. Immediately after,

she sat up, pulling a cigarette and something Phillis didn’t

quite see from her bag. While smoking, she fumbled with

that something, caressing it with a distant sadness. This

bothered Phillis, because he was, given what had just tran‐
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spired, pretty happy. He made his way over to her and put his

hand on her shoulder. Whatever she was looking at, she

tucked away before he could see it. Then she looked down at

the ground and said, “You know who the Devil is?” Phillis

said nothing. “A pathetic, horned bitch!” Startled, Phillis

looked at her with troubled, questioning eyes. As she lay

down, she answered his silent Why would you say that? with

“Because I owe it to my mother.” As if no further explanation

was needed. And Phillis, being Phillis, did not pursue the

issue, content to fall asleep next to the only girl who ever let

him touch her in that way. But that expression—Pathetic,
horned bitch!—always stuck with him.

Now, sans shadow, he really, really wishes he had asked. If

only just once.

He may get the chance yet.

He knows it’s a long shot, but Sally is all he can think of

that makes sense. She’s the only one he knows who thinks

about things like Heaven and Hell. What’s more, she seems to

have a personal grudge match with the Devil—a supernatural

being. Phillis losing his shadow is most likely a supernatural

event or a super-weird medical condition. If it’s the latter,

he’ll seek medical help. But if it’s the former, maybe Sally

can help.

He reaches for his cell phone and dials Sally’s number. No

answer. He thinks about sending a text, but decides this is

not the kind of thing one shares via SMS. After all, what

would he write? He imagines the 12-point Helvetica

message:

HI SALLY, long time! What’s new? I seem to have lost my

shadow. Seen it? Call me ASAP!
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HE LOOKS at his iPad’s clock. Quarter past two—she’ll still be

at the pub where she waitresses. If he runs, he should get

there just before it closes. Phillis jumps to his feet and races

out of his apartment, stepping on Sally’s letter.
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o, no, no!” Phil cries out. “Don’t you go back to

that bitch. She never loved you … and she never

will. Come on, Phillis! You are better than that!” And as Phil

cries out that phrase for the second time today, he realizes

that what he meant to say was that Phillis “deserved better

than that.”

And he meant it. Phil might not respect him, but after a

lifetime together, even the shadow could not deny he wished

the best for his former host. And that did not include Sally,

with her manipulative ways and dark nature. Phillis deserved

someone who would temper his anxiety, not inflame it,

someone who could accept his meek ways, not punish him.

That someone would have to be better than Sally.

And him.

This last thought struck him as he briefly considered that

maybe, just maybe, it was he who wasn’t good enough for

Phillis—and not the other way around. After all, it was the

shadow who couldn’t accept Phillis for being the way he was.

Phil would have considered this further if it had not been
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for the Devil looking up at him over his armless, circular

reading glasses. “Excuse me?”

Phil shakes his head. “Nothing—I just checked in on

Phillis and he’s, well, he’s being Phillis. On overdrive.” Then

Phil’s eyes narrow as a thought occurs to him. Phillis was the

embodiment of nervous, unconfident energy, but his reac‐
tions, his utter fear, were extreme, even for him.

“In fact,” Phil says, half out loud, half in thought, “Phillis is

being Phillis revved up to maximum … His reaction to me

missing is blown waay out of proportion. I mean, all this

drama just for me not being there? A bit extreme, don’t

you think?”

“You … or rather the lack of you … is more important

than you think,” the Devil says, his nose still buried in the

files that are Phil and Phillis’s life.

“I am?” Phil says. He is the main character of this story?

Shadows are used to lurking in the background, and for Phil

to be thrust so completely into the limelight is unusual.

“Indeed,” the Devil agrees. “And as for your observation

that Phillis is overreacting, Shadow Tomson, you must

understand that mortals are governed by Natural Laws. One

of which has been broken by you. He is reacting the only way

he knows how.”

“And how’s that? He never noticed me before, and now …

well, I’ve never seen him so motivated.”

“Fear, Shadow Tomson. Fear. He notices because it is

happening to him. But soon, as is already evident, others will

notice, too. And as more time passes, more and more crea‐
tures will notice,” the Devil hisses, “and react. Depending on

their nature, some will be curious, others will be wary, and a

few will be violent. Regardless of their instinctual reaction,

all will approach him with fear.”

Phil laughs. “Who could be afraid of Phillis?”
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The Devil looks at Phil over the rims of his glasses and

says, “Not Phillis. Phillis without Phil. There’s a difference.

Natural Laws are the elements of the world that mortals take

for granted, the parts that just are. And when what just is is
no longer, mortals become very, very afraid.”

“Afraid? Why? I don’t understand what the big deal is!”

“The big deal, Shadow Tomson?” The Devil sighs and puts

down Phil’s file. “How do you think your world works,

Shadow Tomson? By magic? The Laws are not arbitrary

rules set by malevolent entities. They are the very Principles

that allow your world to exist and perpetuate itself. Without

Light and Dark, Life and Death, Order and Chaos, Up and

Down, Love and Hate, you and your kind could not exist.

Your world and mine are very, very different places, but we

are eternally and irrevocably bound by one fundamental

element: balance. And like any scale, tip one side too far and

the whole thing falls over. Everything, Shadow Tomson.

Should the mortal world fall out of balance, so too will my
world tumble.

“Do I believe that the punishments issued by the Laws are

too harsh? Yes. But I also believe that the guilty must be

punished. Am I the faithful advocate of all those who break

the Law? That is my burden and I accepted it long ago. Am I

blind to the gravity of the crimes my clients commit? No,

Shadow Tomson, I am not. A missing shadow is a very—big
—deal, indeed.”

“Hey, are you representing me or judging me?” Phil shoots

back.

“A bit of both, Shadow Tomson,” the Devil says, returning

to his file. “A bit of both.”

↔
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THE DEVIL IS QUESTIONING Phil about Phillis when an unnat‐
ural feeling of anticipation suddenly comes over them. His

head swims and his vision blurs. If he had a mouth, it would

be dry; if he had a stomach, he would be nauseated; and if he

had a heart, it would be beating furiously. Nervous and

excited and afraid, Phil wonders if this is what a heart attack

feels like … and if shadows can have heart attacks.

The Devil stops mid-sentence and whispers, “They’re

coming.”

Phil looks around and sees no change in the room. “How

do you know?” he asks in a hushed tone.

“The feeling. You can always feel them coming before

they actually do.”

“Oh?” Phil says. “Makes sense.”

“Really, Shadow Tomson, how do you figure?” the Devil

murmurs, suspicious that his client can “make sense” out of

any of this.

“Well, this stone that I’m stuck on also works on feelings.

And Emoticon there—” Phil points at his arresting officer

standing at attention as he waits for his bosses to arrive “—he

runs on emotion, doesn’t he? Sure, it’s two-dimensional,

uncomplicated emotion, but it’s emotion nonetheless, right?

I think that somehow this whole place is emotion, or at least

shaped by it.”

“Hmph.” The Devil is impressed.

“No, I’m not,” the Devil says loudly, glaring at the dragon.

Yes, he is.

Phil looks around the room. There are no doors or

windows through which the Principles can enter. Then he

sees it: The Portrait of Everything shifts and changes as four

globes approach from its void. They grow until they are at its
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center, their combined diameters consuming nearly half the

painting. Then, two by two, they pop out, making a sound

that Phil imagines to be that of nothing suddenly being filled

by everything. Air being forced into a vacuum.

Light and Dark, Order and Chaos have arrived.

“What is …?” Phil starts to ask, but the Devil hushes him,

and in a barely audible whisper says, “Listen to OmniP’s

narration. It will explain all.” Phil nods, silently thanking

both Devil and Muse alike.

Despite the attempts of many a Muse, there are no words

to describe the Principles, no poems to capture their magnif‐
icence. There are only feelings. Warmth and fear, joy and

sadness, love and hate. Awe and boredom. Each orb

combines these emotions to create a feeling uniquely

its own.

True, the feeling the Principles evoke could be given a

name, but it would be empty as the word blue when used to

describe the ocean or the sky. Still, over the centuries Muses

have given these emotions names that correspond to the

Principles they represent.

Light is light. Dark is dark. Order is order. And Chaos

is chaos.

A simple solution to a complex problem.

The four Judges take their place on the podium. Behind

them, the other Principles, two by two, hover. All have coun‐
terparts, save the three lone Principles of Miracle, Destiny

and Time, who have no equal opposites.

“Thanks,” Phil says, smiling at the dragon.

OmniP does not answer.

Light and Dark, Order and Chaos shift in their intensity

and brilliance. Emoticon steps forward and does what Phil

can only assume is a presentation of the case. No language is

used, no sounds uttered, but the interaction is an unmistak‐
able communion.
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After a few moments, the Judges flicker and the Devil

steps forward.

“Yes, Your Honors, we are ready to proceed,” says

the Devil.
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eanwhile, back on Earth, Phillis’s mom is

pouring herself a cup of tea. Phillis is an odd

child, but she knew he would be before he was born. After

all, he is his father’s son … and Phillis’s dad wasn’t exactly

your “in-the-box” kind of guy.

“Phillis is doing the best he can,” she says out loud. She

isn’t talking to anyone because, well, she’s alone. But that

never stopped her from airing her thoughts. “My boy Phillis

—he’s a good boy. And doing so much better now that he

found gainful employment at Frederick’s company.”

Frederick … that was an odd call from him earlier, and

she worries he might be losing it. “Really, to think, Phillis—

no shadow?” she says to no one in particular. “What an odd

thing to say. Still, you never know. You could be hit by a bus

or infected by some disease. You could lose an arm or a leg …

or a … a shadow?”

↔
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ELSEWHERE IN PHILLIS’S WORLD, Lady Aoi—his landlady—is

watering her cactus. She’s a bit disappointed—she did not

adequately strike the fear of life and limb into the heart of

that sniveling, pathetic tenant of hers. But there had been

something distracting about the man and, well, she got

distracted. She is too old to get distracted. Too old and too

practiced.

Regardless, she will have to make a point of reminding him

not to be late with the rent (not that he’s ever late), because

time is an important Principle that must be respected. Ohhh,
if we were in the old country, he’d understand that, Lady Aoi

thinks. But we’re not in the old country, are we? We’re in this one,
where no one respects the old principles, and … oh my …
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lsewhere, Phillis’s shadow is on trial. It is a long and

arduous process that is particularly boring for Phil,

who cannot hear what is going on. The Devil is presenting

Phil’s case. Like Emoticon, he does not use words. Flickers

and patterns exude from the Principles as the Devil emits his

own presence with heat and the scents of blood, fire and

brimstone, filling the room with emotions of pride, fear,

hope and all-encompassing awe.

But, as the opening arguments come to a close, boredom

replaces all other feelings. The Devil is discussing Phil and

Phillis’s life—although Phil would argue that it is Phil’s and
Phillis’s lives—justifying why the shadow left. He does so by

sharing the one emotion that, until today, had been the

dominant experience of Phil’s existence: mind-numbing,

soul-crushing, essence-destroying boredom.

The sensation encompasses Phil’s aura and his mind

wanders. First to random old memories of his life before and

then to the evening when the toaster killed Phillis.

Phillis had been surfing the web on his iPad, playing his

favorite game, Find a Font I Don’t Recognize! Common results
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were Arial, New Times Roman, Calibri. More creative

searches revealed Bodoni, Bodoni MT, Bodoni MT Poster

Condensed. And a few Google images came up with Gill

Sans MT, Gill Sans MT Condensed, Gill Sans MT Ext

Condensed Bold. But still, nothing unique.

Phil was bored and began to play his favorite game, The
Death of Phillis? At first the game took on cartoonish quali‐
ties. Fantasies. A piano falls from high above, a tiny shadow

centered on Phillis’s head growing until he is standing in the

antithesis of a spotlight—a spotshadow. A bus rams into

Phillis, the vehicle’s intangible shadow hitting him a moment

before the very tangible bus. Phillis trips off a bridge, Phil

hitting the water a split second before him.

But lately his daydreams were less fantastical—a gas leak,

a mugging, choking on a peach pit, tumbling down the stairs

or an electric shock. All harmless fantasies conjured by the

imagination of a powerless and bored entity … right?

“Hey!” Phil says, looking at OmniP, but then, on second

thought, he shrugs in agreement.

After all, what else could a shadow do other than wait and

hope? That’s when it happened. Phillis was making a late-

night snack, playing Find a Font I Don’t Recognize!, when he

came across a text in 11-point HE DID NOT RECOGNIZE at

the exact moment his toast popped out. Not taking his eyes

off the screen, Phillis went to retrieve his toast with his free

hand, not realizing it still held the butter knife.

The result: sparks and death by electrocution.

Phil, too, was shocked—but only metaphorically. Phillis

was not breathing, his chest did not rise and no heartbeat

could be sensed. He was dead. In his panic, Phil tried to help,

but what could a shadow do? He had no tangible hands with

which to pump a heart, no lungs to blow air and no voice (at

least, not one that worked on the mortal realm) to call for

help. He was helpless and … free?
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Free!
Free!
Free!
Phil danced about the room, a shadow no longer bound

by the Laws of Nature. Sure, according to the letter of the

law, he’d have to wait until Phillis’s body was dealt with—a

few days until someone discovered the body and another

couple until it was put in the ground. He could wait. He had,

after all, waited this long. Then he could go anywhere he

wanted. And the best part was he had a lifetime to do it.

Unlike their mortal counterparts, shadows can only die of

old age. Phillis had died young. It didn’t get better than this!

Where would he go? The Darkness? Or perhaps the

ShadowLands? But those were places open to shadows who

had already been kicked off Earth—and there was so much

more of Earth to see! Japan, Italy, Brazil. Canada, Scotland,

the Mariana Trench. The Eiffel Tower, Pisa, the Pyramids.

Disneyland.

And that was when the second shock of the evening

happened.

There was a cough.

Followed by a groan.

And with an “Ouch,” Phillis came back to life.

What did Phillis do with his first breath of renewed,

blessed life? He spoke two words.

“Maiandra GD.” The font that had stumped him earlier.

Standing, Phillis went about his business as if nothing had

happened. The only sign he knew anything unusual had

happened was that he avoided his toaster with an eerie suspi‐
cion. Phil found this reaction to survival so insulting to life

that he didn’t even notice that when Phillis returned to his

living room he did not return with his shadow—Phil.
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↔

THE DEVIL GRUNTS, jarring Phil from his daydream. Then he

winces, the tips of his horns sagging below his shoulders.

There is a pause and the Devil shakes his head, flipping

through Phil’s file. Dark flickers shades of black, each hue so

singular they might as well be a different color altogether,

and Light sparkles white flares that pulsate at a thousand

distinct intensities. Order and Chaos, however, do nothing,

their sequence and disorder motionless.

There is a growl. Phil feels an intense heat as the smell of

sulfur overpowers the room. The Devil’s head is cocked

upright, his chest pushed out, as he contorts his body in an

inhuman pose of pride and self-assurance. He lifts Phil’s file

in the air and inaudibly advocates. Dark is still, but Light

burns, matching the Devil’s heat with its own, and Phil can

feel the passion with which both sides present their case. For

a brief moment, Phil senses that the Devil is winning, that

the Principles agree with what is being conveyed. But Dark

pulsates and a coolness absorbs the heat.

Another, completely different emotion washes over Phil

—despair.

The Devil’s body language now lacks confidence, and

when he drops his shoulders, the tips of his horns resting

against his collarbones, Phil feels panic setting in.

Is the Devil losing? And if he does lose, what will my punish‐
ment be? Incarceration?

Banishment?
Worse—reattachment?
“I can’t! I can’t do it!” Phil cries out. “I can’t spend another

minute with him. I can’t spend another day with a man who

is having a decade-old debate with himself as to whether or
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not Playbill is the most apt font for theaters to use. I just

can’t. Jail, exile, anything! Anything but reattachment.”

Phil clutches the cell’s bars. They’re spaced six inches

apart and should be simple enough for a two-dimensional

creature to slip through. But no matter how hard he tries, he

simply cannot peel himself off the slab. Again and again the

outside world rejects him and he is forced back into his cell.

The laws of physics do not apply, and the irony of it all

dawns on him—the very Laws of Nature that he is guilty of

breaking are in this place broken to keep him locked away.

The Devil interjects. “Your Honors, may I have a moment

with my client?” There is some flickering and, nodding

deferentially, the Devil turns to Phil. “Shadow Tomson! Get a

hold of yourself. We are fighting, not only for you, but for

everyone you’ve ever known. Your behavior simply cannot

be tolerated.”

The Devil’s gaze holds Phil’s and finally jars him from his

frenzy. The panic subsides. Phil takes in a deep breath,

calming himself. “OK, sorry. My bad.” He takes in the Devil’s

words. “Can’t be like this. Can’t panic. Fighting for my

freedom and for … Umm, wait a minute—what do you mean,

‘everyone you’ve ever known’?”
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s Phil fights for his life, Phillis is about to get into a

fight of his own. It starts with him wandering

through the streets toward Sally. As he does, he notices

shadows everywhere. The text of a darkened world.

White-picket fences, elongated by porch lights, run along

the crowded sidewalks. They form a row of i’s, except that

their pointy terminals look more like canine teeth than dots,

and what first seems like a harmless row of a relatively

innocuous letter becomes that of some horrible gnashing

monster’s mouth.

Parked cars sit in the shadow monster’s mouth, their

windows—ultra-light, stretched-out apertures of lowercase

n’s—the creature’s rabid foaming; the curve of the car’s sleek

body the slope of its tongue.

Hedges, garbage cans and weeds are the ground-up

remains of its victims. A stop sign, its lollypop.

As Phillis runs down the macabre road, he cannot help

but feel like food.

He shudders. His brisk walk turns into a run, cutting

through a small, unlit parking lot under the bridge. In the
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center of the lot, a single streetlight flickers, hardly chasing

away shadow with its dim attempt at illumination. And on

the far side, at the nook where the base of the bridge meets

the ground, the soft ambers of a fire’s light flicker from old

oil drums, warming some of the city’s homeless occupants.

Under normal circumstances, Phillis would have been too

frightened to enter such a dark, uninviting space, but he

figures the darkness is really just one large shadow, and now

that he is without shadow, he should really just get over his

fear of the dark.

Halfway, he realizes that simply deciding to overcome a

fear does not actually make one fearless. He is repeating his

ten-year-old self’s mantra of “There are no monsters in the dark.
There are no monsters in the dark. There are no monsters in
the dark.”

This last thought comforts him.

That is, until the first punch.

The blow catches Phillis completely by surprise. He is

also unprepared for the kick to his shins and someone

shoving him to the ground. He does, however, have full fore‐
knowledge of the set of wheels that smash into his stomach.

Skaters. Their leader, a monstrous child no older than

fourteen, stands over Phillis demanding money.

“What?” he manages, just as a steel-tipped boot delivers a

kick to the ass.

One of the monstrous child’s minions cries out, “You

the man!”

The Man yells another demand that Phillis doesn’t quite

catch before kicking him again. And again. The streetlight, as

if accentuating his pain, blinks out as the Man draws back

his leg, only to light up again at impact. The result is a flash

of shadow kicking air.

“Oh, wow!” the Man says, kicking again. “Guys, take a

look at this!” Another kick.
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“What?” asks Minion 1.

“This,” says the Man, drawing back his leg. “Watch!”

“Oh, balls!” says 2.

“Is that even possible?”

“Must be!”

A kick to Phillis’s stomach and then a voice says, “What

are you? An alien?”

“A vampire?” 3 asks.

“Shit. We just kicked Dracula’s ass!” 2 high-fives 1 and 3.

“Whatta we do now?”

“Kick him again.”

Phillis tries to protest, but before he can utter a sound,

they carry out their plan with another kick. “Oooff!”

“So, where’s your shadow?” asks the Man.

“I don’t know.”

“What?”

“I said I don’t know … I don’t know. I don’t know!”

“What? You lost it?” the Man says. His crew laughs. Then,

with another kick, the Man turns to 1 and asks, “You think

this shadowless dude got any money?”

“Don’t know,” says 1.

“Well, then check!”

Then there is a “Hey!” and the Man yells, “Not him again,”

as they run away—but not before taking Phillis’s wallet and

the few remaining shreds of his dignity.

↔

A HAND HELPS PHILLIS UP, and he is greeted by his savior—

Doomsday, sans sign. “You don’t have much luck in this

place, do ya?”
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“Sorry … what?” he says, standing up and dusting himself

off.

“I said, ‘You don’t have much luck in this place.’ ”
“I heard you, I just don’t know what you mean,” Phillis

says. His situation has improved from painful to confusing

and he is grateful for the change.

“This is the second time you got your butt kicked here,”

says Doomsday. “Next time you decide to have a fight, I

suggest you do it somewhere else. New location just might

mean better results for you.”

“OK … but just one question. When was the first time?”

The old man grunts and walks back to his oil barrel

without answering him.

Doomsday may be a broken man, but as he returns to his

radiating fire, Phillis notes that the shadow this man casts is

magnificent.

↔

NOT THAT PHILLIS leers too long at its umbra. Instead, his

eyes go to the gold sign across the street. In 1000-

plus-point Gigi—

THE WORLD’S End

—and a misguided sense of relief washes over him.

It’s late, so there’s no one in the bar except Little John and

Akira (bouncers), Rim (owner) and Sally (goth-girl extraordi‐
naire), who is wearing her typical black stockings under a

short black skirt, a black T-shirt with a white skull and

mascara that accentuates her eyes with deep, thick black
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circles—is she trying to be a goth or a raccoon? Phillis

isn’t sure.

They’re all sitting around a table, sipping on their respec‐
tive beers, when he enters.

Rim is the first to see him. “Well, well, well—I’ll be a

horse’s ass. How are you, Phillis?”

Both Little John and Akira give Phillis an appreciative

nod. “Long time, buddy.” Phillis doesn’t see which one of

them said it but is pretty sure it was Little John, as he has

never heard Akira utter a single word.

“Ummm … Fine?” Phillis isn’t sure why he says this as a

question. He’s looking right at Sally, who returns his gaze

with a scowl threatening to turn into a snarl.

“Not sure, huh?” Rim says, chuckling. “Same old Phillis.

We missed you round here. You may have broken up with

this one, but that doesn’t mean you’ve broken up with

us, too.”

Sally turns her scowl on Rim, who raises his hands in a

defensive gesture. “I’m just saying that we miss Phillis. Best

listener you’ll ever meet.” He winks at Phillis and turns to the

bouncers. “Boys—we should give these two a little bit

of space.”

And with that, the three of them stand and head to the

back of the bar, leaving Phillis alone with Sally. His heart

races, his throat tightens. This is what Sally does to him.

Makes him panic.

“Well,” she says.

“Hi, Sally.”

“Jesus, Phillis. You look like hell.” She nods at his swelling

left eye.

“What? Oh, this? I had a little problem with some skaters

and—”

But before he can continue, she not so much asks but

demands, “What do you want?”
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He’s not sure how to bring it up. Does he blurt it out? Or

segue into some conversation she’s obviously not interested

in having? Phillis considers his opening statement for three

seconds, when Sally bursts in.

“If you want me back, forget it. You’re just not my

scene, Phillis, you got it? I don’t know what this ‘black eye’

act is, but it won’t work. You think you can just waltz in

here and pretend like you’re some kind of badass and I’ll

fall to my knees? There are plenty of messed-up guys that

I could …”

Phillis is no longer listening. He wants to, but can’t. The

rant is proving too much for poor, shy Phillis’s heart, which

is no longer racing. It is surging. His palms are slick with

sweat and he’s so dizzy it feels as though his head is

unscrewing from his shoulders. He might faint. Again. He

takes several calculated breaths, trying to focus on anything

but Sally’s rage. Anything at all.

That’s when a strand of Sally’s hair catches his attention.

A single stem of the letter J hangs down her forehead, casting

the shadow of the strand’s arc on her forehead. With each

word she spews, it flops back and forth, as if punctuating her

rant. If it were a font, it would be—nothing. It’s just a line. A
line that’s taunting me! He wants to get rid of the line. Back‐
space, Delete. Send it to Trash, Empty Trash.

“Ow!” Sally cries, rubbing the crown of her head. “What

was that?”

“What was what?” Phillis asks, jolted from his epic battle

with the shadow of a strand of hair. A shadow, he notes, that

is no longer there.

“Something pulled my hair.”

“Not me,” he says preemptively.

“Of course not you. You haven’t moved since …”

And she picks up right where she left off.

Then Phillis does something uncharacteristically Phillis.
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He interrupts her by screaming, “I’ve lost my shadow! That’s

why I’m here. My shadow—it’s gone!”

Sally eyes Phillis suspiciously. “What?”

With a gulp, Phillis whispers, “I don’t suppose you’ve

seen it …?”

↔

SALLY IS PACING BACK and forth. Rim is still holding on to

both glass and rag, neither moving. Little John has not

stopped moving since Phillis’s announcement, circling him

in an effort to find his missing shadow. Akira is, as usual,

silent.

“How is this even possible?” Rim says, breaking the

silence and the spell that held him from cleaning the glass.

Little John chimes in, “When I was in the army, I heard

about some really messed-up shit. Like this one guy who

never slept—fucking never. And another story about a town

that heard the moon speak, and—”

Rim slams his glass down on the counter. “What are

you doing?”

“Telling stories that are … you know … relevant.” Little

John’s voice betrays the full knowledge that this is simply not

true. “Well, at least I’m trying.”

Rim grunts. “What about you, Akira?”

“Yeah, what do you think?” asks Little John, seizing the

opportunity for redemption. “I mean, I’ve seen those

Japanese cartoons. People flying about, shooting crap out of

their hands. That’s got to come from somewhere.”

They all nod as if being Asian gives Akira some authority

over the situation.
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Akira takes a step closer and says the only word Phillis

has ever heard him utter, and it echoes in Phillis’s head.

“Evil.”
Evil.
Evil.
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s Phillis is pronounced evil by his friends, the Devil

—the true Lord of Evil—is looking at Phillis’s

shadow in exasperation. “Shadow Phil Tomson—do you

mean to tell me you are unaware of what will happen should

you lose today?”

“…”

“Oh, Hell! How can I put this?” the Devil says, removing

his spectacles. “The Universe, Shadow Tomson, is built on

the Principles of opposing forces and balance. Up and Down,

Left and Right, Happy and Sad … In your case, the Laws you

have offended are Order and Chaos, Light and Dark: the

Judges. You live—rather, lived—here.” The Devil stretches out

his hand, exposing his palm. From it a holographic image of

a galaxy appears. He taps the hologram. It spins until it

settles on a familiar blue planet. “Throughout your planet’s

history, various ‘creative’ elements have chosen to break one

or more of the Laws and, well … see for yourself.”

An image of a lush forest fills the area. “As you can see,

this was once fertile land, but now—” the Devil taps the

hologram again and the forest turns to a barren wasteland
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“—it is known to humans as the Sahara Desert. You see, the

banana trees decided they’d grow better if they were planted

further to the east, where there was more sun. They de-

rooted themselves and migrated. They walked seven miles

before the Laws intervened.”

“And?” Phil asks, unimpressed.

“And? And, Shadow Tomson? A once-thriving ecosystem

died overnight. Because Laws were broken. And not just

there. This cliff face—” he taps the hologram again and

shows Phil a picture he recognizes: St. John’s Head “—was

the site of a waterfall that made Niagara look quaint, until

water decided to flow upward.

“The long and short of it, Shadow Tomson, is this: trees

don’t walk, water doesn’t run up, fire doesn’t burn cold,

mountains don’t move, rocks don’t fall in love and shadows

never, ever, ever separate from their hosts. When they do,

they are—”

“Destroyed?”

“Worse. Erased.”

↔

“ERASED? WHAT—? WHAT DOES THAT MEAN?”

The Devil sighs, pressing his red talon hand against the

umbra that is Phil’s shoulder, and in a soft voice continues.

“Time cannot be reversed; exceptions cannot be made. The

Laws have but one viable recourse: rewrite the offended

history and return the world to what it once was—balanced

and unbroken. It will be as if you and Phillis never were.

This, sadly, is particularly harsh on the people who knew

you, however briefly or tentatively. Should you be
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pronounced guilty, the Laws will rip out all the parts of them

that are filled by you.”

“And what takes those parts’ place?”

“Nothing.”

“And? What happens to them?”

The Devil’s lip curls and he shakes his head. “Depends on

how well they knew you.”

“There must be something we can do! I can’t be the first

shadow to have left. How did you defend them?”

“By arguing the merits of the case.”

“Justifying why we … I … left?”

“By appealing to their sympathies.”

“Appealing? Sympathy? Look at them—they’re little orbs

of light. Do you really think sympathy works on them?”

The Devil is silent for a moment before saying, “I have a

real good feeling about this one.”

“The Devil’s optimism is not a comfort. Please tell me my

options.”

“There are none.”

“There must be!”

“If you’re so smart, suggest something!”

Phil thinks. “Argue that we didn’t break the Law?”

“How exactly do you plan on explaining to the eternal

Laws of Nature that no natural law was broken? I am fairly

confident, Shadow Tomson, that they know when they’ve

been violated. But please, go ahead and convince them that

shadows should be free to do what they like. And while

you’re at it, why not convince Up that it is, in fact, Down?”

“We’ll appeal.”

“To whom?”

“To Mercy! That’s why it exists, right? To forgive?”

“Mercy, Shadow Tomson? Has it not occurred to you that

every single client, once pronounced guilty, falls into a state

of ‘Oh please! I beg you! I’ll be good’?” The Devil exaggerates
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his stance as he mocks previous clients’ pleas, his spear‐
headed tail whipping behind him. “No, Shadow Tomson,

Mercy does not intervene—and its apathy makes its oppo‐
site, Cruelty, somewhat of a moot Principle, wouldn’t

you say?”

“I’ll pray for a Miracle?” Phil interrupts.

“Again, Shadow Tomson, you are assuming that you are

somehow unique. Everyone appeals to Miracle, but Miracle

never listens.”

“Miracles aren’t real? If it never acts, it can’t be—”

“Believe me, Miracle is real,” the Devil interjects, “but it is

not reactive. It only comes out once in a blue moon and for

reasons I have never understood. All I do know is it has

never, ever intervened on behalf of a plea.”

“Then what should we do?”

“We’re doing it, Shadow Tomson! This is the best course

of action, a course set by thousands upon thousands of years

of experience. So, if you are done objecting to my methods,

perhaps you will be kind enough to allow me to continue?”

“Sure. Go ahead. But before you do, answer me this. If

you’re such a smart guy with so much experience—and

what’s more, the ‘champion of mortals’—why do you have

such a bad rep?”

“I hardly think that is relevant.”

“It is!”

“…”

“Come on, explain to me why you are the Devil and not

someone like, I don’t know, Erin Brockovich.”

The Devil’s eyes narrow in anger. This is a conversation

he’s had a thousand times before. “Because,” he mumbles,

“Erin won her case.”

“Sorry—did you say, ‘Erin won her case’?”

“Yes,” he retorts, “Erin won her case.”

“And you? Have you won a case?”
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“Yes.” The Devil seems uncomfortable with his choice of

word. “Well, technically I was present during a victory …

of sorts.”

“One! One in … in … How long have you been

doing this?”

“Since damn near the dawn of time.”

It is a little-known fact that a shadow’s face can lose

color. But unlike a human, a shadow does not turn various

shades of white. It becomes various levels of opaque.

Phil is nearly clear.

There is a flicker from the podium. “Shadow Tomson, it

looks like we’ve run out of time.” Looking up, the Devil says,

“Yes, Your Honor, we are ready to proceed.” And with that,

the Devil tells the Principles how much Phil the Shadow

really wanted to go to Disneyland.

↔

THE DEVIL IS PASSIONATE. The Devil is resolute. The Devil is

losing.

The flickering intensifies, and a look of concern washes

over the Devil’s face. He casts his gaze downward and with a

heavy sigh says, “I am so terribly sorry, Shadow Tomson.”

“What? That’s it?”

“I’m afraid so.”

“So now they’re going to … what … erase us and in the

process hurt everyone we’ve ever known? That’s not justice.

That’s not balance!” Phil looks up at the Principles. “I made a

mistake. I’m sorry. I was selfish. I didn’t want to live with

that man for another minute. If you only knew him as a child

—he was so brave, so smart, but everything changed when
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his dad died and now he’s … he’s … miserable. Miserable.
Miserable! How can I live with such a disappointment when

there is so much life to live? How?”

“I told you, Shadow Tomson, neither Mercy nor Miracle

will listen.”

“I’m not appealing to them,” Phil screams at the Devil, at

the whole courtroom, “I am speaking to Destiny. Every night,

every single night, Phillis would sleep and I would meld into

the darkness of his room and stare out that window. Do you

know what I could see? A poster! A poster of Space Moun‐
tain lit up by a little boy’s night-light from across the lane. It

was the same poster Phillis had in his room growing up! I

would stare and dream of riding in darkness. And not just

Space Mountain, but everywhere. So much to see and do in

this world. So much to experience! And I was stuck to a man

who jumped at the sight of his own shadow. At the sight

of me.

“I was made for more! Destined for more!

“So when Phillis’s toaster killed him, I had to take the

chance. I had to free myself. Isn’t that what destiny is about?

Grabbing hold of the opportunities given to you?” Phil

screams his words at Destiny, who does not flicker in return.

It does not glow, continuing its orbit around Time and Mira‐
cle. Three Principles, all unmoved.

“I’m sorry,” says the Devil. “We tried.”

“No—please—my family! Sally, Linda, my mom … even

Phillis. They don’t deserve this! Please! Kill me! Take Phillis …
I beg you … but don’t erase us!”

Dark growls, This has gone on long enough. Too many
mortals have seen the shadowless human. Too many
moments that must be erased. Begin the Event!

“The Event? The Event! This isn’t a show that everyone

will marvel at! This is my life and the lives of a lot of inno‐
cent people.”
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Phil’s executioner steps forward—a being made entirely

of light. It doubles itself and then quadruples.

Phil yells, “They don’t deserve this!”

It orbits around Phil’s umbra, shining with a growing

intensity.

“Please!”

The executioner does not heed.

“If that’s the way you want it, then bring it on!” Phil

screams as he fights the only way he knows how—by

summoning the darkness within. It grows and the light

struggles to overcome. But a shadow cannot exist in light,

and his executioner is pure light.

Bit by bit, piece by piece, Phil begins to fade.
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s soon as Phillis leaves the bar, Sally goes to the back

room, where she pulls out a little cross necklace her

mom gave her when she “went astray.” “Don’t let the Devil

consume your soul!” her mother had cried, and then she

went on to threaten her (on the Devil’s behalf, mind you)

with Hell and brimstone. Fire and torture. Sally, out of anger

and rejection, said, “I hope I meet him. And I hope he takes

me as his bride and fucks me. I love him! I love him! I love

him!” That was three years ago and all Sally has from those

days is the little cross that now sits in her hand.

That’s when it starts. Rim, Akira and Little John scream

simultaneously. At first, she thinks it’s a joke. What else could

cause such a coordinated cry? But when she starts to feel it

herself, she knows. Phillis.
Damned Phillis.

↔
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FREDERICK AND LINDA are arguing about Phillis. What should

they do? Who should they call?

Just when the argument is turning into a full-out fight,

the Event starts.

Not that Linda or Frederick or anyone else in Phillis’s

office understands. All they know is that a part of them,

however minor, is disappearing. At first Linda and Frederick

lose their trains of thought as images of Phillis flow back and

forth in their minds. Then they resume their argument, only

to lose sight of it (and him) again.

Then come the headaches. The nosebleeds.

And finally—the screaming.

↔

PHILLIS’S MOM tries to call him, but he doesn’t answer. Upon

hearing his voicemail for the umpteenth time, she swears

that the next time she sees him she will guilt him with her

age, the sacrifices she’s made … his father. Everything and

anything. She’ll make sure that Philli … Phil … Ph …

What was she thinking about? It’s all so hazy and she’s so

old and fragile. Old and …

What’s wrong with her? I need some fresh air, she thinks.

She opens her front door, stumbles onto the pavement. Her

nose is bleeding …

↔
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DOOMSDAY ALWAYS KNEW he was crazy, but now he’s starting

to worry about just how crazy he really is. Just today, he

witnessed a shadow being captured by an Emoticon. The

shadow tried to run, but a light appeared in front, casting

him in the other direction. He tried to hide under a car, meld

his shadowy essence with the darkness beneath, but gravity

reversed, lifting the car up and revealing him. He tried to

fight, his shadowy hand a black fist of rage, but before he

could make contact with a 

!

, time froze. At first, Doomsday

thought Emoticon had paralyzed the shadow, stopping his

fist mid-flight, but then he noticed a paper bag frozen in

midair. That was his first clue. His second was that he

himself was frozen. It was then he realized this creature had

the ability to stop time altogether. Stop it and step outside of

it, because the Emoticon moved perfectly fine, cuffing the

helpless shadow. Once the shadow was subdued, the

Emoticon called up a strange, green glowing globe, touched

it and—poof!—shadow and 

☺

 were gone.

At first, he is happy to shrug this off as his insanity

kicking in, but he’s just saved a man without a shadow from

a gang of skater punks and, well, it’s all proving too much.

Doomsday watches as Phillis runs across the lot. Sitting by

his fire, he wonders what next to write on his cardboard.

Something about the end for sure, but what? What message

could capture all he’s experienced? He starts to write “The
end is” in his usual Rage Italic when he stops. Something is

just not right.

What should I write?
What should I write?
“What should I write?” he says to no one in particular.
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his may be Phil’s story, but who is Phil without

Phillis? So as Phil fades, and everyone Phillis

knows begins to lose their minds, Phillis is alone and unsure

what to do next. As far as he can tell, he has no more options.

He’s sitting on a curb hoping that something—anything—

will save him from his paralysis.

He can’t go back to work, partly because it isn’t dawn yet,

but mostly because he remembers how they looked at him

and he can’t stand the thought of mistrusting, fearful eyes—

especially if they are worn by Linda.

He supposes he could go home, but what use would that

be? His shadow isn’t there, so going home would mean being

there alone. If he was going to be alone and waiting, he might

as well do it in here.

He could go to his mom’s, but she’d just worry and force

him to go to the doc—

As he considers this last option, his phone rings,

answering his prayers of what to do next.

But Phillis is about to learn how some prayers should go

unanswered.
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↔

PHILLIS IS at St. Mercy Hospital waiting in E.R. to see his

mom, who suffered some sort of psychotic event. At least,

that’s what the person on the phone said. The nurse at the

reception is far too frazzled to notice him.

“Excuse me,” he says in his usual meek manner.

She does not look up as she pushes a button on the

phone, encouraging the person at the other end to pick up.

“Come on, pick up, pick up, pick up! Oh, thank God! There’s

more coming.” He can’t hear what the nurse on the other

ends says, but from the flicker in the receptionist’s eyes, it

must have been a cuss. “I don’t know,” she snaps back, “a

dozen or so. I know we don’t have the capacity, but we’re the

only hospital in— What do you want me to do, turn them

away? Just prepare as best you can. You don’t have a lot of

time.” She hangs up.

Seeing his chance, Phillis turns back to the exasperated

lady and says again, “Excuse me, I’m here to see my moth—”

“Damn it!” the receptionist says, looking past him and at

the door, where a screaming man on a gurney is being

wheeled in.

Much to Phillis’s surprise, he knows the man. It’s Freder‐
ick. His boss is shouting out nonsense: “Salsa—newsletters—

designs—fonts. Great designer! Salsa—tasty Salsa Mama.

Tomson! Great curves.”

“What?” Phillis says, hearing only the last bit. “I knew it!”

But Frederick is too busy babbling to notice.

Another gurney follows: Talk-a-Lot Man, then Buck‐
toothed Girl. Then another and another. But it’s when Linda
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is carted in that Phillis’s heart skips a beat. Linda is also

babbling: “How was your weekend? Can you help me with

…? Would you like to grab a coffee? Would you like to go to a

movie? Would you like to kiss me?”

“What?” he asks, hearing only the last bit. “What did

you say?”

Just like Frederick, she ignores him, continuing her

babbling. “Should have asked him on a date. Should have

kissed him before he left.”

“Who?” Phillis asks. “Who?”
Linda jolts out of her daze—“Phillis!”—and then falls back

into her babbling.

Phillis follows them upstairs, fully aware that everyone he

knows is in this place because of him and his shadow. That

somehow he is responsible. He should have told someone.

Been more proactive. Less of a coward. If they had caught

this earlier, it might have been avoided. And now it might be

too late. Maybe they could do some tests, experiments on

him, and, hopefully, find a cure. Maybe I can help, he thinks as

they enter the psychiatric ward. Sally, Rim, Akira, Little John

—even the bus driver who takes him to work every day—are

already here. And others, people he knew well and people he

saw daily. Even his high school drama teacher is here and—

“Mom!” he cries out, rushing to her side.

She reaches out a hand. “Who are you?”

“It’s me. Phillis. Your son.”

“My son. My son was a miracle, a gift, and you …” Her

eyes widen and an elderly, accusing finger extends outward.

“You are not real. Not real! NOT REAL!”
Her cries draw the attention of the others, who also point

and join in her cultish chant: “Not real!”

“Not real!”
“Not real!”
“NOT REAL!”
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He looks around as everyone he has ever known or cared

about jeers and points and accuses him of not being real.

Overwhelmed, sad and defeated, Phillis does the only thing

he can think of.

He leaves.

↔

PHILLIS FINDS himself sitting on the pavement just outside

the hospital after having experienced the most awkward

social situation of his entire life. Which, given how awkward

Phillis already is, is saying something. And now he is sitting

outside, wondering what his next move should be.

Another ambulance shows up. Phillis is relieved when a

body bag is unloaded from the back. He sighs a breath of

relief. Not because the person is dead. He’s just relieved that

it’s not someone who will point fingers and chant at him.

NOT REAL!
As the gurney passes, Phillis notices the black tarp pulled

taut by the mass of the body it contains. Whoever is in there

was very, very fat and the diet of death has yet to kick in.

The black tarp bulge casts a shadow, which Phillis looks at

with envy. In his jealousy, he reaches out to the dead man’s

umbra and lets it glide over his outstretched palm. He closes

his eyes, imagining he can feel it wash over him like one

might feel a breeze or the gentle rush of water. He can feel

the cool touch of the shadow, a silk scarf brushing over him

…

Phillis opens his eyes. He is not imagining the touch of

the shadow. He actually feels it.

And it feels him back.
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Much to his astonishment his hand is casting a shadow—

just not his shadow.

Phillis stands up, backing away from the attached umbra

as the fat man’s shadow holds on to his hand, pulling him

back. He runs and the shadow reacts exactly like a shadow

should—it follows. He darts inside the hospital, dragging

behind him a shade that is far too large for him. Seeing the

sign for the men’s room, Phillis rushes inside.

Why? He couldn’t quite tell you. Perhaps he thinks he can

wash away the unwanted specter. Or maybe if he closed the

door fast enough, he’d be able to shut it out. Alas, a door is

nothing for a shadow whose only requirement is a three-

dimensional object and light. It enters unperturbed, its hand

still attached to Phillis.

By instinct, Phillis uses his free hand to pry away the

darkened grip. The expected result would be, well, nothing.

After all, one simply cannot peel off a two-dimensional hand

with no mass. But in a day filled with things that simply

cannot happen, Phillis is able to tear it from his body.

Separated, he is now standing in the men’s bathroom of

St. Mercy Hospital staring at a fat man’s detached shadow—a

shadow, it should be noted, just as confused as Phillis. But

unlike Phillis, who runs when frightened, the fat man fights.

It charges. Phillis puts out his hand, stopping it mid-

stride. Pushing, he tumbles it backward, its gloom crashing

against the bathroom wall. This is Phillis’s first fight and—

much to his surprise—he’s winning. The shadow gets to its

feet and jumps up, achieving a height of which its obese host

could have only dreamed. It is trying to use its weight—or

that of its recently deceased human—to pin him down and,

for a moment, Phillis is blanketed in shadow.

That is, until Phillis blows.

The first breath is Phillis breathing out in exasperation,

but when he notices the fat man’s umbra fill up ever so
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slightly, Phillis blows again. And again. Until there is a

Michelin Man–shaped balloon bouncing in the bathroom. It

flails its arms, trying to move itself out of the room and away

from Phillis. Away, as if it is scared of him.

Something is scared of … him?
With this realization, a sensation of pride swells up in

Phillis. He is the victor. He is the conqueror. He pounds his

chest. He is the winner. He puts his leg on the inflated

umbra, posing much like a big-game hunter might over a

fallen rhinoceros.

But the weight of Phillis’s leg and the fact that shadows

are not meant to be inflated causes a rush of air to push out

of an orifice that the shadow did not know it had. It zips

away, bouncing on the walls until it eventually whizzes out

the bathroom’s open window.

↔

PHILLIS IS BREATHING HARD. He has just put up a respectable

fight and has fared fairly well. He feels triumphant.

Victorious.

If he were a wolf, he would howl.
A lion, he would roar.

A dragon, breathe fire.

Alas, Phillis is Phillis, and all he manages is a gentle, half-

hearted grunt.

He feels great … right up to the moment he looks at

himself in the mirror and notices that he is almost

completely transparent.

“Oh my,” he says—and for the third time in less than

twenty-four hours, he faints.
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n a place where only mythical creatures are
welcome, there is a shadow being erased.

It is a slow and painful process, and Phil is powerless to
stop it. To his credit, he fights until it becomes apparent that
fighting will not yield any favorable results—and then he
fights even harder. If he is to disappear, well then—damn it!—
he’ll go down swinging.

Elsewhere, Phillis is fighting off a fat shadow, and
although they are dimensions apart, Phil feels an odd sense
of camaraderie with his former host.

But whereas Phillis is winning his fight, Phil is not. Phil,
his energy nearly depleted, looks over at the Devil. What a
great guy, he thinks. He did his best.

The Devil is reading Phil’s file.
Too bad his best wasn’t good enough.
The Devil runs over to the portrait as the Executioner’s

light doubles.
Not much longer now, Phil thinks.
Phil’s body contorts in pain. He is barely a watermark

now. He knows that continuing to fight only means more
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pain. All he has to do is let go. Would that be so bad? But Phil
does not let go, summoning darkness against light. But his
darkness is no longer distinguishable from the light. A
moment longer and it will be over. Just one more
second and—

The Executioner stops. Phil, barely a blemish, is lying
down as his darkness slowly returns.

“What? What’s going on?” he manages to ask.
A red hand helps him up. “We have ourselves a bit of an

unprecedented situation,” the Devil says. “It seems that
you’ve won a reprieve.”
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s Phillis lies on the bathroom floor of St. Mercy

Hospital, he hears a gentle click, click as one of the

stall doors swings back and forth.

Click, click.
The familiar sound takes Phillis from dream to memory.

He is watching a six-year-old version of himself.

Six-Year-Old Phillis is standing in his father’s lab.

Six-Year-Old Phillis is burning a plastic plate and gath‐
ering the soot in a bowl. He looks around, making sure his

mother isn’t watching from some dark corner of the room,

before taking in a deep breath of black smoke. He doesn’t

know why people hate the smell or why it is bad for you. He

loves it—and how can something he loves be bad for him? His

father is kneading acacia gum, blending it with honey and

salt. The projected images move slightly faster than a normal

six-year-old could. In fast-forward, Six-Year-Old Phillis is

watching his father pour the concoction into a crucible. The

room is filled with gears and machine parts and other items

his father has hunted, ordered or made over the years. There

is no sound, save the clicking of the projector playing an old
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home movie. He is sorting letters from gutted old typewriter

hammers that he and his father bought at various flea

markets, bazaars and antique shops. Teeth, his father had

called them. The blocks on which letters sit are called teeth.

Each tooth has a different letter in a different size, in a

different font. So many teeth. So many letters. All so differ‐
ent. Unique. Beautiful. Six-Year-Old Phillis and his father are

obviously in conversation—there are gestures and head

movements that imply discussion, instruction and joy. Their

lips move faster than human lips should. With their quickly

spoken words, far too shortly lived smiles and laughter that

dissipates as quickly as it comes, they continue their work.

His father has a cigarette masterfully balanced in the corner

of his mouth; it bobs up and down as he speaks, the ashes

growing as the paper burns.

The memory jumps to Eleven-Year-Old Phillis and his

father. They are still in the lab, except now the room seems

smaller. Present-Day Phillis isn’t sure if that is because

Eleven-Year-Old Phillis is bigger or because the room is half-

consumed by an old printing press that he and his father

have built. There are many bits and bobs littering the room,

but fewer than before. Most were used in building the press,

its reassembled ancient gears a golden black from oiling and

polishing. Father and son are pressing and pulling gears, and

after a long time they pull out a piece of paper. On it is a

blurred image—the press is missing an essential part that

allows the ink to rest steady on the printed page. He can’t

make out what his father intended it to be. He only knows

that his father has been trying to print that one page for over

half of Eleven-Year-Old Phillis’s life. Eleven-Year-Old Phillis

holds up the paper to the camera. Despite the failure, his

father is smiling. He gives Phillis a hug and they wave at the

camera, hands fast and unnatural. Then, glancing over his

shoulder, Eleven-Year-Old Phillis says something and his
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father laughs—and then coughs—before the movie ends,

leaving only a white light projected on a white, water-stained

wall and the click, click, click of a ribbonless projector.

The last memory is of Fourteen-Year-Old Phillis. He is

alone in the room, the printing press is complete and a one-

page story is loaded up in the damn machine. An inkwell sits

next to it—store-bought, because neither Phillis nor his

father could figure out a recipe good enough to run through

the machine. All he has to do is pour the ink in, pull the lever

and retrieve the piece of paper. That’s it. But that was some‐
thing he was meant to do with his father. Which won’t be

possible now. So instead, Phillis—wearing a black suit with a

black tie, black socks and black shoes—chooses to take a

wrench and destroy it. Again and again, he smashes the

machine, reducing it to its essence. Little pieces of metal.

Teeth. He does this as his way of saying goodbye. After all, at

the hospital when the doctors said his father was fading and

now was the time to say goodbye, Phillis ran away from his

father’s hospital bed, instead of toward it. So each blow, bang
and smash will have to be his goodbye. And Phillis says his

farewell in a blind rage.

When he is done, he goes upstairs, where his mother

stands, surrounded by people who are all, also, wearing

black.

Click, click goes the old projector.

Click, click.
Alas, those click, clicks are memories of before. They are

also the gentle swaying of a bathroom stall door that swings

against the handle of its own lock—unable to latch closed.

Not that it matters—before its clicking can become an

annoyance, it is rudely interrupted by the beep, beep, beeping

of Phillis’s iPad.
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BEEP, beep …
Phillis Tomson’s alarm clock is ringing. He opens his eyes,

expecting to be in his bed at home. Instead he finds himself

in the bathroom of St. Mercy Hospital. His iPad’s beeping is

growing louder.

He looks at it, expecting to see, in 74-point Tahoma, GET

UP, SHITHEAD. THEY’LL CAN YOUR ASS IF YOU’RE

LATE AGAIN. But rather than the programmed message, he

reads, in 11-point NSimSum:

Phillis—get up.

“What the …?”

It’s me! Now get up!

“Who is ‘me’?”

Me. Your shadow. Phil.

“You have got to be kidding me.”

This is no joke. It’s me. Now get up! We have work to do

and not a lot of time to do it!
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PART II

Another Day, Another Font
Another (sadly, unwelcome) Adventure





* * *

In the beginning, God and Nature and Happy Accident made
light, but few understand that darkness made itself by
existing contrary to light in the form of shadow.

Shadow is the eclipsed sun, the suppressing gray of overcast
and the all-encompassing night—for when the sun sets, the
darkness that follows is the Earth’s shadow casting upon
itself.

But shadow need not be so grand. It is also the silhouetted
hand that protects the eyes from a blinding light, the outline
of a lover cast by pale moonlight, the sum of a thousand indi‐
vidual leaves under whose canopy one rests. And the dark‐
ness of sleep is but the shadow of an eyelid.

Shadow is eternal, endless and everywhere.

↔
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And the irony of it all is that mortals spend the majority of
their short and insignificant lives in the umbra of shadow,
hardly ever noticing that it is there.

That is, until it is not …

***
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C H A P T E R  2 0

eep, beep …
Phil watches his former host refuse to open

his eyes again. Phil knows what Phillis is doing … be passive,

pretend everything is fine and hope that when he eventually

does have to open his eyes, he’ll be back home in bed. The

last thing Phillis will want to do is face up to the fact that he’s

lying on the bathroom floor of St. Mercy Hospital.

Phil, who is discovering just how everywhere shadows are,

has invaded Phillis’s iPad and is manipulating the circuitry to

do his bidding. The first thing he does is turn up the volume.

Beep, beep … Phillis stirs, feeling around for the iPad.

Beep, beep … Finding it with his eyes closed, Phillis turns

down the volume.

Beep, beep … it rings until Phil turns the volume up to

maximum.

BEEP, BEEP … The sudden loudness wakes Phillis up and,

opening his eyes, he fumbles with the iPad’s home button

and the screen goes black.

Then blinks on again …
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BEEP, BEEP … Seems that Phil is working through some

of his anger at Phillis in a passive-aggressive manner.

“What the …?” Phillis starts, looking at the iPad screen.

Beep, beep, it rings again before flashing, Phillis, for the

love of everything you hold holy and true, please stop

turning your iPad off …

“I’m going crazy,” Phillis mutters.

You’re not crazy. It really is me. Your shadow.

“…”

It’s me …

“How is this even possible?”

What?

“You? The iPad?” Phillis says, stumbling over his words.

Did you know that circuitry has shadows? Phil writes, his

letters crawling across the screen. I’m literally possessing

your iPad. Here, watch!

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog appears

in 12-point Arial Black. The quick brown fox … the English

pangram used to test typewriters and keyboards for the last

sixty years. The quick brown fox … the first message sent on

the Washington–Moscow hotline. The quick brown fox … the

sentence Phillis has written over and over again, used to

display every single font he has collected in his twenty-

seven-year obsession. Phil chooses this sentence because he

knows that of all the combinations of words in the English

language, these nine words, ordered in this particular way,

are Phillis’s favorite.

Phil may not love fonts like Phillis, but after years of

being forced to study them, he’s learned a thing or five.

Besides, if you wanted Phillis’s attention, the shortest and

most effective way to get it was through fonts.

And Phil needs Phillis’s attention.

So the shadow types out that sentence again and again,

growing serifs to morph the words’ font into Bell MT—The
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quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog—then exasperating

the letters’ curves into Blackadder ITC—The quick brown

fox jumps over the lazy dog—emboldening the words into

Broadway—The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog—

before bringing it down into the unmistakable type of Forte

—The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

Phil is enjoying this game far too much.

“No, this can’t be happening!” Phillis says, kicking the

device across the bathroom floor.

It beeps again. Then again. Phil pops out of the iPad just

enough to see Phillis staring across the bathroom floor in

utter fear before pivoting and heading out the door.

Seeing that his host means to leave without his iPad, he

turns on the beeping again. It gets louder and louder—beep,
beep, BEEP—until it stops altogether … then Phil taps into

the machine’s speakers and, in a robotic woman’s voice, says,

“Phillis, I know this is a lot to take in, but it really is me. Your

shadow.”

“Siri?”

“No. Phil.”

“Phil?”

“I abbreviated our name. You know, to avoid confusion.”

“This,” Phillis says, “is not happening.”

“It is. And the sooner you come to grips with it, the

better.”

“I’m going crazy,” Phillis mutters, pacing back and forth.

“Hell, I am crazy. I’m crazy and I’m talking to myself through

my iPad.”
“You’re fine.”

“I AM NOT!” Phillis screams down at the flat screen on

the floor.

“Yes, you are.”

“NO, I AM NOT!”

Vertical white volume bars scroll across the center of the
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screen as the iPad is set to max volume. “Trust me … You are

FINE,” Siri announces as loud as the iPad’s speakers will

carry her voice.

“How can I trust you?!? I’m crazy and you are really just

me telling me what I want to hear!”

“Huh? What are you on about?”

Phillis sighs in exasperation. “You should know. Rather, I
should know.”

“OK, let’s say you do know but need to explain it to your‐
self anyway. Just to make sure you know what you know.

You know?”

“Fine. I’m upset, right? I’m going crazy? And that’s scary. I

want to assure myself that I am not going crazy, even though

I know full well that I am. That way, when I console myself

by telling me that I’m not crazy, I’d then turn around and act

confused just to keep up the act that I’m not me …” Phillis

pauses before adding, “Even though I really am me.”

“Now I really am confused.”

“Argh! I can be so stupid sometimes. Let me explain this

to myself real slow so that even I don’t miss a thing, OK?”

“By all means, go ahead,” Phil says through Siri.

“The only way to prove to myself that I am not me is by

pretending that I don’t understand what I mean,” Phillis says,

overpronouncing each word.

“Oh? OK … but let me ask you this. Do you understand

what you mean?” Siri’s voice says, matching Phillis’s cadence

perfectly. The result is not the sarcasm his human host

achieved, but rather, it comes off sounding as if the iPad’s

battery is dying.

Phillis picks up the screen and yells into it, “That’s not

the point!”

Words flash on its surface, one at a time, as robotic femi‐
ninity reads to him in a low-volume voice: “I think it is.

Listen, as much as I’d like to indulge your little existentialist
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meltdown, we don’t have much time. There is more going on

here, and if you give me a moment to explain, I’ll—”

“You know what? I don’t have to listen to me anymore!”

Phillis says, shoving open the bathroom door. He takes two

steps before turning back around and picking up the iPad. “I

paid a lot of money for me—I mean you. I mean this.”
Phillis turns off the iPad, turns off Phil, before putting it

in his bag.
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hil chases Phillis down the hospital hallway and

toward the waiting room. Being shadow, Phil is

not only surprised at how fast he can move—after all, he has

spent his life attached to a man who rarely ran and when he

did, it was slow, clunky, embarrassing, laborious, barely

faster than a normal person’s hurried walk—but unattached,

Phil isn’t only fast, he’s nimble.

People, gurneys, poorly attended potted plants—these

aren’t obstacles that impeded his progress, but rather

textures that offer little friction and serve only to tickle his

dark underbelly as he flowed over them.

Phil passes Phillis and enters the waiting room at the end

of the hall, where he invades a muted television that is the

prerequisite of waiting rooms the world over.

The television is tuned to some news channel where a

presenter silently prattles on about the terrible acts that

humans have committed against other humans. Phillis

enters, pausing for only a second to look for the exit.

And in that brief stop, the television’s screen buzzes a

snowstorm of white and gray as pixels turn black, one by
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one. This draws everyone’s attention. Including terrified,

running Phillis, who looks up with growing dread at the

screen.

Once it is a solid slab of dark, seemingly random white

letters pop up on the screen until they form, in 38-point

Stencil, how do you explain this?

Stencil—a font that tries to imitate a style formerly rele‐
gated to high school banners, but still, an effective typeface

to catch one’s attention.

A man with an icepack on his head points at the screen. “I

think I hit my head harder than I thought. Tell me you

see that?”

“Yes, I see it,” Phillis says in a soft, caring tone. “And …

HACKERS!” he screams at the TV screen.

Really? Hackers? Come on—is this really the best you can

come up with?

“Yes.” It really is the best Phillis can come up with.

Ok, let’s assume you’re right. Who are these hackers,

exactly?

“The NSA, Julian Assange. Edward Snowden!”

Do you really think the NSA, Assange or Snowden would

be interested in tormenting you?

“Cool,” says Icepack, “you’re talking to it.”

“No. Yes, I mean— Oh hell,” Phillis sputters as he takes to

the street, where he hopes to find an escape from his

menacing shadow.

But instead, Phillis finds himself on a street littered with

people who are going about their day, each with a device of

some sort in their hands—which offers a perfect opportunity

for Phil, who hops from iPhone to Android, iPad to Kindle,

Apple Watch to Fitbit.

A man playing Angry Birds scowls as he reads aloud,

“Stop! You’re wasting precious time.” He taps the screen and

the game returns. “Yeah,” he mutters to himself, “I probably
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have better things to do.” A lollipop-sucking teenager

scrolling through Facebook reads, “Listen to me …” Then her

newsfeed returns and the teenager holds her phone close and

whispers, “OK, Facebook, I’m listening—what do you want

me to do?” A lost tourist on Google Maps utters, “You have

no choice!” He mutters, as a worried look creeps over his

face, “But it only got three stars.”

“Oh, man!” cries Phillis. “You have got to be kidding me!”

That’s when Phil does something he doesn’t think

possible—he stretches himself so that he can invade several

devices at once. The effect is a half-dozen people looking up

from their devices, their gazes eerily synchronized, and

showing him their screens. On each is an image of Phillis

standing with someone he knows: his mom, Sally, Linda,

Frederick, the guys at the World’s End and, finally, his dad.

“I can’t! I can’t! I can’t!” Phillis screams at the confused

people, then he crosses the street and runs into a small park.

But as soon as his footsteps touch the grass, he is inter‐
cepted by a young woman, wearing far too little for the late-

afternoon chill, looking up from her Kindle.

In an unsure voice she says, her grass-green eyes simulta‐
neously confused and amused, “A lot of people are counting

on you and I can’t do this alone.”

Then she scans the horizon. “Am I on Candid Camera or

something?”

The only answer she gets from Phillis is an “Arrgh!”

before he stomps away.
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C H A P T E R  2 2

hil follows Phillis up a hill, where his former

host, satisfied that no screens, phones and

possessable electronic devices are in sight, plops himself

down on the grass. Seeing that his human counterpart is on

the edge, he does not invade either the iPad in his bag or the

cell phone in his pocket, but instead sits next to him. They

are almost aligned, almost attached, but Phil, determined to

be free, makes sure there is a gap between where flesh stops

and shadow starts.

The sun is beginning its descent, casting golden rays of

red and orange onto the skyline. Office windows reflect the

dusk’s slow embrace, and for a few minutes it looks like the

city is on fire.

A light wind carries brittle leaves in its invisible wake,

leaves that glide slightly above the ground, that drag their

shadows over the uneven earth below. It also brings the smell

of the forest and a cold that tells him he should go inside.

Neither human nor shadow listens, both wrapping their

arms around themselves as a world once engulfed in the
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effervescent colors of gold and orange, red and yellow,

slowly fades to black.

Beep, beep …

Phillis ignores the beeps, assuming it to be his shadow

trying to communicate with him yet again. Messages like: his

shadow needs him (well, if that’s the case, why did he leave?),

the Principles are threatening them (whatever Principles are),

people are counting on him (well, they shouldn’t. He never

asked for their help, so why should they expect his? He has

lived his life doing his damnedest to never get attached to

anyone or anything—because, well, they will all eventually

go away.

Sally did.

His dad did.

Even his own shadow did.)

Beep, beep …

Phillis pulls at the grass, little tiny snaps snap!ing in

chorus with the iPad’s pleas. Beeps that gradually increase in

frequency and desperation. Stop it, he thinks at what he has

in his hand. A dozen capital I’s, or perhaps lowercase L’s.

Depends on how you look at it. He puts two down at a

thirty-degree angle, their apex pointing at the city. Then he

places a third blade across its two legs. A capital A, the

crossbar giving the letter texture and depth as it lies over the

other blades’ legs.

Beep, beep …

“Enough already!” he cries, finding a twig and twisting a

few strands of grass together until it becomes the bowl of a

lowercase B.

Beep, beep …

In the last twenty-four hours, he’s lost his shadow, gotten

into two fights, been tormented by the Twins and rejected by

pretty much everyone he knows.

Beep, beep …
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And the only thing that will make it right is to … what?

Two more blades and another twig join together to

become a capital F.

Beep, beep …

The entire alphabet is written in grass and leaves and

twigs as the beep, beeping becomes a steady stream of noise.

Beep, beep. He looks down. It could, he supposes, be a font. It

would have to be hand-drawn and smoothed out, but … Beep,

beep. “Oh, shut up, shut up, shut up!” he yells at his bag. “I’m

not going to pick you up, so you can beep as much as you

want and—” beep, beep “—I still won’t—” beep, beep “—pull you

out of my—”

—bag … But the beeping isn’t coming from his bag. It’s

coming from his pocket. In his frustration he did not realize

that the whole time, the beeping was coming from his phone

—but of course, his iPad is turned off. He pulls his phone out

and sees its power bar flashing red.

Beep, beep …

His phone is about to die. And he has two new voice

mails.

“Hello, Phillis honey … Stupid machine. Phillis, please call your

mother. I’m worried about you … so please put an old woman’s

heart to rest and call me back.”

She’s speaking in a soft tone she uses when she’s really

worried, a tone Phillis has only heard three times now. The

night his father died, the night he called her and said he was

seeing things and now—tonight. And as her words gently

cascade from his phone, his heart beats with a remorse and

love for a woman who, despite being overprotective and a bit

unhinged, was always there for him.

Her voice goes silent and then her harsh, familiar shrill

says, “And what kind of son are you, anyway—leaving a woman in

my condition to worry about you? Call me. Now!”

Click.
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“Ah—hi … I’m just calling to check up on you. I really, really

hope you’re OK. I know we don’t know each other very well. I

mean, you’re always so quiet … You’re shy. And that’s OK. Shy is

OK … even really, really shy is OK. Even your special brand of ‘I

should probably talk to a professional’ kind of shy is OK. Just

means we get to try a little harder to make you feel comfortable.

Anyway … I’m rambling. I do that when I’m worried. And I am

worried. About you, that is. Please give me a call so that I know—”

Click, clack.

The screen flashes an empty battery twice and blanks out.

He stares at it for a long, long time before pulling out his

iPad. With a sigh, he turns it on.

“OK, fine,” he says, “let’s say I go along with all this …

What now?”

The iPad flickers to the Pages app and says nothing, an

empty white page illuminating the features of Phillis’s shad‐
owless face. Then it flickers to life.

Well, let me begin by saying that

New Times Roman. His shadow is using New Times

Roman. The most commonly used of all fonts. The font of

choice when one wants to deliver bad news in the least

aggressive, most comforting way possible. Phillis knows this

and so too must his shadow. Phillis is suddenly very, very

worried, but the sentence does not continue to completion,

but rather begins to delete itself—

Well, let me begin by saying th

Well, let me begin by sa

Well, let me

Well

—until Phillis just can’t take it anymore. “Just out with it!”

he cries.

After a pause:

It seems that me leaving has caused quite a problem for,

well, everyone.
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↔

OVER THE NEXT COUPLE HOURS, Phil tells Phillis everything.

About the toaster, Phillis dying, Phil leaving, the Principles,

the trial and the Event. About being erased and how it affects

everyone they know. Phillis balks at the mention of the

Devil, remembering all the stories Sally had told him about

the Prince of Darkness, to which Phil answers, Actually, he’s

not such a bad guy.

Phil tells Phillis everything except one small but vastly

important and beautiful and brilliant thing: he omits OmniP.

There are enough oddities without the addition of a nearly

omniscient tiny blue dragon with a thousand eyes—as

amazing as the dragon is.

Phillis takes it all in and after a long silence says, “And

now you’re back. That will fix things, right?”

It’s not that simple.

“Why not?” Phillis asks, his face lit by the soft glow of the

screen. Phil’s switching back to NSimSun is a small relief,

but he still feels the panic rising higher.

It’s been too long and

Phillis interrupts. “I’ll sew you back on—it worked for

Peter Pan. Or Velcro. It’s probably easier with Velcro. Or we

can just pretend. You know—fake it till you make it.”

No … you’re not listening. It’s gone too far. Too many

people have seen you without me. And the Event has already

started. The Principles are already making an exception by

pausing it.

“An exception? An exception! You mean they might start

the whole thing up again?” Phillis stands, rubbing his hands
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together as he paces the hill. “No, no, no—I can’t go through

that again!”

There is this rogue shadow who’s been on the run for a

long, long time. They want us to bring him in.

“Why us?”

I don’t know. I think it has something to do with how

long we’ve been separated. I don’t think a shadow and host

have been apart as long as we have and, well, that puts us in a

unique position to catch the Rogue Shadow.

“How so?”

Like I said, I don’t know. When the Devil escorted me out

of the Great Hall and into the Path of Clouds that leads to

Earth, he said, “Of all the places in this Universe and others,

only the ShadowLands are hidden from us. They are unde‐
tectable for … um, regrettable reasons that do not concern

you. But you are shadow, and when shadows are no longer

attached to their hosts they have only two places they can go:

to the ShadowLands or into the Darkness. Go to the Shad‐
owLands.” I think that somehow I will be drawn to the Shad‐
owLands, or the Universe will help me find it or something.

It’s all rather confusing.

Phillis gives his iPad a blank look.

Long story short … a shadow detached from a host does

not belong in this world. I either go to the ShadowLands or

“go into the Darkness”—a shadow’s equivalent of “going into

the Light.”

Again another blank look from Phillis.

Dying, Phillis, dying. Shadows go into the Darkness when

they die, just as humans “go into the Light.” And since I’m not

dying, I suspect the Universe or destiny or whatever sets

things right is going to get its cosmic tighty-whities in a twist

and actively intervene by helping me get into the Shadow‐
Lands. And once we’re in there, we get this Rogue Shadow
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for the Principles and—baddabing, baddaboom—we’re

home free.

“So go. Get him.”

No, we have to go together.

“You must be kidding me. Why? You’re the one who left.

You’re the one who caused all this and you’re the one who

needs to fix this. Alone!”

I would if I could, but they won’t let me.

“Why not?”

There is a pause as Phil considers the answer. The truth is,

he would be better off without his human host. The Shadow‐
Lands would assume him to be another shadow refugee. But

with a human in tow … that’s bound to attract the wrong kind

of attention. And what’s more—Phillis is a coward. And not the

lovable I know you got it in you! kind of coward. He’s the kind

that other cowards look at and think, Come on, dude, grow a pair!

A super-coward. If cowardliness was a nation, he’d be their

leader—provided he wasn’t too afraid to accept the office. Phil

knows it, Phillis knows it, everyone who knows him knows it.

And so, too, should the Principles, right? They heard

OmniP’s descriptions, and the Devil told them all sorts of

damning stories about Phillis. Are they idiots? His thoughts,

not mine. Hadn’t they created all there was, is and ever will

be? So why would they insist on Phillis tagging along? Phil

thinks back to the Great Hall. Outside of the podium on

which the Principles rested and his stone slab prison, the

room was empty.

Except for that portrait.

The Portrait of Everything … Phil recalls how the Judges

made their eerie exit from its dark expanse, entering the

Great Hall two by two. And what about the others? Floating

in pairs, as if they were caught in the orbit of their opposite,

listening from the portrait’s edge, waiting for judgment to
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pass. Their quest is obviously important to them—all of them

—and something so important shouldn’t be hindered by

someone as insignificant as Phillis.

Unless, of course, they want him to fail or … Balance, the

iPad flickers.

“What?” Phillis says.

Balance. Phillis can’t see Phil, but he’s slapping his ethe‐
real forehead with his two-dimensional palm. How could I

be so stupid? The answer was staring at me all this time.

These Principles don’t think like you and me. They think in

terms of Balance.

Pairs.

Opposites.

They are two entities bound together for eternity. The

conjoined twins of the cosmos, forever together and forever

creating, destroying and recreating. And when you’re joined

together for eternity, you stop thinking in terms of I, and

think in terms of We.

“I don’t get it.”

Don’t you see? To these guys we’re one creature with two

minds—just like them. We are not separate, because being

separate disrupts Balance. That’s why we have to go together.

↔

“SMART,” OmniP says.

The Devil nods. “Indeed. This shadow is very clever.”

↔
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PHILLIS READS and rereads his iPad. He doesn’t like to leave

his apartment, let alone travel. But these Principle thingies

need them to work together. Fine, he’ll do the same half-

assed job he’s done every time he’s had to work with a part‐
ner. Just like in high school, university and work, whenever

he’s been paired up—as long as he showed up, did his part to

a reasonable level of quality and kept his opinions to himself,

people left him alone. How is this different? OK, sure, they’re

going to go to some mystical land where his shadow will be

team leader and instruct him to do things like wrestle down

other shadows and …

Oh boy, Phillis thinks, starting to panic, I … I don’t think

I can …

But before he can finish his thought, the iPad writes,

Once we’re in the ShadowLands, you won’t have to do

anything but hang back. I can take care of the rest.

Phillis sighs. “Promise?”

Promise.

Phillis looks at his dead phone and thinks of Linda and

his mom and all the others. I have to … to show up. That’s it.

Show up and I’ll be helping them. And who knows? If all goes well,

I might even get a bit of the credit. Enough credit to ask Linda

on a date? Phillis doubts it—but still, it’s nice to dream.

He takes in a deep breath and puffs out his chest as his

face hardens with resolve. “OK, I’ll do it.” For the briefest of

seconds, Phil does not recognize the confident, determined

man who has replaced his meek, cowardly former host. But

then Phillis’s shoulders slump and a worried look replaces

the confidence that shone a moment before. “Ahhh … so …

what now?”
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hen Phil and Phillis were being erased, the

Man was on a half-pipe, skateboard on the

edge, about to drop down.

OK, I can do this, he reassured himself, taking a deep

breath as he let himself fall. As his skateboard glided down‐
ward, he tried to shake the growing darkness that was

spreading within. The Man, who had spent the better part of

his fairly short life trying to be the scariest thing around, was

now the one who was scared.

Earlier that day he had met a real monster.

Was the Man scared of monsters? No. Then why was he

shaking?

After all, the Man had been dealing with monsters all his

life. Since he was a little boy, the monsters under his bed

were his responsibility because, well, there was no one else to

do it for him. His absent father wasn’t around to get rid of

them and his drugged-out mother wouldn’t get up from

whatever surface she was lying on for anything that did not

make her limited list of priorities—a police bust, another hit

and food when absolutely necessary.
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In fact, the first time he saw a monster—a giant, boy-

eating slug under his bed—she callously answered, “What do

you want me to do about it?” and then offered him the only

motherly advice she would ever give him: “Go fight it your‐
self. Aim for the balls!” Of course, when the Boy (for he was

only four at the time and it would be another eight years

until he earned his more mature pseudonym) went back to

his room to face the creature, he discovered it was not a

monster after all, but rather a crumpled-up blanket shrouded

in the bed’s shadowy underbelly. The darkness had, as it so

often does, smoothed out its ruffled edges, casting the illusion
that it was a giant slug and not his Power Rangers blankie.

Still, his mother’s advice stuck with him: aim for the balls.
A philosophy he would liberally apply to everything and

everyone. Other skaters, meddlesome adults, dogs—even a

cop, once.

But he’d never had the opportunity to kick a monster in

the balls until earlier this day.

And what did he do when he got the chance? He let it go,

allowing himself and his crew to be chased off by that tooth‐
less bum. Ball-kicking opportunities come and go, but this

one he’d regret forever.

The Man was halfway through a triple ollie when the

Event started, affecting him with the same disorientation and

headache as it had so many others whose lives Phillis

touched. As the Man fell, he wondered if this was what death

felt like.

When he awoke—ten minutes later, according to his crew

—his first and only thought was about the man who had lost

his shadow. His second thought was how some mistakes

cannot be left uncorrected.
“Roll out,” he cried to his crew, five enthusiastic fourteen-

year-olds and one slow but quite large sixteen-year-old.

“We’ve got a monster to kill.”
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hillis and Phil climb down the hill and take to the

streets. The plan, written in 12-point Sylfaen,

seems simple enough:

1. Go home;

2. Wait till morning when Phillis’s bank opens;

3. Get to the bank;

4. Withdraw every penny;

5. Find the place they need to go, which Phil knows

to be hidden in a desert kingdom;

6. Buy a plane ticket to said desert kingdom;

7. Somehow traverse said desert kingdom’s immense

and very empty desert;

8. Somehow find the gateway to a magical and

mythical place called Irim Emad;

9. Somehow enter the aforementioned magical and

mythical place;

10. Somehow locate and bring the rogue shadow to

justice.
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POINTS 1 through 5 were simple enough. The rest of it,

however, was pretty vague. Phillis wonders why the Princi‐
ples couldn’t have been a bit more helpful.

Just be thankful they’re giving us this chance.

“Some chance. Do you have any idea how many desert

kingdoms there are?” Phillis says as he types in a Google

search. “Australia, Arizona, Africa, for example—and those

are just the A’s. Let’s not forget the Middle East—Bahrain,

Saudi Arabia, UAE, Oman, Kuwait, Qatar and bloody friggin’

Yemen. Not to mention all the present-day nations that the

Sahara is a part of … and then there are ancient kingdoms to

consider, and—”

I get it.

“No, I don’t think you do. There is throwing darts in the

dark and then there’s this. We don’t have a chance in

Hell to—”

“We’re going to get help,” Siri’s voice interrupts.

“From who?”

Phil takes a deep, dark breath as he manipulates the

tablet’s circuitry to write: The Universe.

“What?” Phillis says, rolling his eyes. “The Universe? Ask it
and it shall answer kind of thing?”

Yep.

“Oprah was right.”

Seems so. Look, even I’m struggling to wrap my head

around this and I met these guys. All I know is that we’re in

an unnatural state, and the natural order of things will try to

fix us. For lack of a better word, the Universe will actively try

to get us where we need to go.

“Hah, so essentially all we can do is go about our business

trying to find a magical portal while we wait for the Universe

to find us and give us a map?” Phillis says.
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Now you’re getting it.

“No. No, I’m not …” Phillis says, rubbing his head. “And

tell me, how long do we have for all this to happen?”

Till the next blue moon.

Phillis looks up at the night sky, where a full moon shines

brightly on the world below. He’s not sure if it’s a blue moon.

He doesn’t even know what a blue moon looks like. Is it

actually blue?

72 hours.

Phil, too, doesn’t know what a blue moon looks like, but

he chooses seventy-two hours for two reasons: One—it’s

enough time to get something done, but not enough time to

procrastinate. And two—seventy-two hours seems to be the

pre-agreed amount of time given when presenting a dire and

time-limited situation. It’s the preferred time limit used in

most action movies, right? So, if he’s going to take a stab in

the dark, he might as well hedge his bets by guessing the

most popular option.

“Seventy-two hours? How the hell are we expected to do

this in seventy-two hours? No, no, no …” Phillis’s head spins

at the utter impossibility of their mission. “Can’t we

just run?”

What?

“Hide? You know, just like the fugitive shadow did.”

SURE, the iPad flashes in 224-point Cooper Black. The

word is followed by images of Phillis’s mom, Sally, Akira,

Rim, the office party album shared on Facebook.

“OK, OK, I get it. I’m not saying we should. I’m just

asking if we can. You know, if it goes wrong.”

I know this is a lot to take in, but

“Ooofff—”

He had been looking down at his iPad this whole time, so

he didn’t notice the bystander loitering about. “Sorry,” he

says, “I didn’t see you there and, ah— Oh, crap!”
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↔

THE MAN IS ON A MISSION. He knows it, his crew knows it

and most importantly the Universe knows it.

He knows the Universe knows it, too, because when the

Man turns down the road toward St. Mercy Hospital, he

serendipitously sees the man who lost his shadow rushing

through crowded streets.

The Man assumes it is simply luck that the object of his

desire should randomly and coincidently pass right in front

of him. What he doesn’t understand is that luck has nothing

to do with it. Nor do his desires. It is simply the work of an

orderly Universe acting in an orderly way.

For you see, the Principles, knowing they cannot be

everywhere at once and at all times, placed the desire for

balance in some mortals. Some merely seek to right what

they perceive as wrong, while others are a bit more fanatical

in their need to fix what is broken. Consider them the

world’s antibodies. Then there are those like the Man: homi‐
cidal psychopaths determined to erase mistakes, no matter

the cost. In other words, they are the Universe’s radiation,

chemotherapy and invasive surgery all wrapped into one.

And once they’ve been put on their correctionist path, they

are completely, absolutely and unabashedly insane.

They are known far and wide, their names whispered in

the dark places where fugitives hide.

Conservators.
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umph! Ow! Stop it!” cries Phillis. But the Man

doesn’t stop. Won’t stop. Even after his Minions

think Phillis has had enough and back off, the Man contin‐
ues. Phillis, wholly unfamiliar with the concept of Conserva‐
tors, doesn’t understand why he won’t stop. Even if he was

familiar with the term, one doubts Phillis would compre‐
hend that Conservators don’t stop because they can’t stop.

All Phillis knows for sure is that this is serious—as in life-

and-death serious.

“What do you want?” Phillis shouts, managing to

scramble away.

“To send you back from where you came!” the Man

exclaims.

“What? My apartment?” Phillis really wants to go to his

apartment.

“No—Hell!” The Man charges. Phillis gets up and runs

behind an abandoned car. The Man circles to the left; Phillis

also circles to the left. The Man circles to the right; Phillis

also circles to the right, all the while keeping the burnt-out
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car between them. A Minion approaches from the left and

does the unexpected: he goes through the car’s doorless,

burnt-out husk, forcing Phillis to make a mad dash out into

the open.

He’s running when he hears the Man’s skateboard hit the

ground, followed by the rumble of wheels on asphalt. The

rumble becomes a chorus of rumbles as the Minions get on

their boards and join the pursuit.

The thunder of wheels gets louder as the Man closes the

distance. Just when Phillis is sure he’ll feel a hand on his

back, instead he hears a crash.

The Man has fallen over. And what’s more, his Minions,

rather than helping him up, stare at the ground next to him.

“Holy crap,” says Minion 1.

“Is that for real?!” cries 4.

On the ground there is a fight going on between the

Man’s shadow and Phil.

Phil, to his credit, is winning.

However, when the dull-witted sixteen-year-old Minion

catches up, the battle takes a turn as his shadow joins the

fray. “Oh, cool!” announces 2 as he positions himself so his

shadow can fight. “Watch this!” And with that, Phil is battling

five shadows, their darkness literally overwhelming his.

Phillis thinks about running. In the past, he would have.

He would have run all the way home, locked his door and hid

in the closet with his iPad, some food and a bat. But now he’s

considering helping. He assumes—correctly—that without

his shadow, this kind of thing is just going to keep on

happening. So instead of running, he decides to do some‐
thing. Alas, poor Phillis is quite unpracticed when it comes

to doing anything, let alone something. He is at a loss for what

to do.

What to do?
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What to do?
What to do?
But then he glimpses salvation. In a can.
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hen Doomsday turned twenty-two, he
graduated from an average university with

average grades and a completely useless degree in Creative
Writing. He looked at his job prospects and quickly discov‐
ered that such a degree proved only that he could write,
correctly split infinitives and quote Shakespeare. Whereas
potential employers like to know that their employees can
write and can pull out a sage quote when needed, they more
often than not require a little bit more.

Had Doomsday known how difficult it would be to find
gainful employment, he might have considered studying
something more practical. Then again, he might not have.

Unemployed and without any real prospects, Doomsday
quickly realized he had three choices:

1. Settle for a menial, unsatisfying job;
2. Start his own venture;
3. Continue in academia.
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The first was sad, the second daunting. But the third …
the third had appeal. He could continue his studies, special‐
ize, write a thesis, become a teaching assistant and then, if
the fates smiled upon him, become a full-time professor
teaching literature to others who, like him, did not know
better.

But what to study? What to study …
After long deliberation, he decided he would study story

structure and the dynamics that it entailed. Specifically, he
would dissect the storytelling formula of successful animated
children’s movies and figure out the exact recipe used to
make hit feature after hit feature. Then, who knows? Maybe
he’d write his own hit feature, or at least teach others how to
write hit features.

Foolproof, right?
It might have been, had it not been for one small and

unplanned predicament. Doomsday was insane. As in certifi‐
able. And although he had not yet lost his mind, it was only a
matter of time before he found himself doing something in
which he could, indeed, lose it.

Studying cartoons was as good a something as any.
As he studied, a slow but highly measurable shift in his

thinking began to take root. At first it was that he related to
the heroes of the stories he studied. Then he began to see
parallels between their stories and his own life. This was
followed by him identifying parallels between their stories
and the lives of others, until finally it culminated in
Doomsday believing that everyone, everywhere, was the hero
of their own story, while simultaneously being the secondary
and tertiary characters of other people’s stories—of which
those people were the heroes themselves. All these stories—or
rather, lives—followed the same story structure that Disney,
Pixar and other producers of animated features used—that is
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to say, an inciting incident, an adventure, a turn of fortune, an
overcoming of an obstacle and then—wham! bam! kaplook!—
victory. The hero, after claiming his hard-earned prize, would
ride off into the sunset and live happily ever after.

The End.
And therein lay the problem … although the credits

rolled, it was not, in fact, The End. Life went on. A sequel?
Perhaps, but often sequels were the pale afterbirth of their
predecessors. A spin-off? Possibly, but heroes did not often
feature in spin-offs, as those types of stories tended to give
secondary characters a chance to become the hero.

An alternate history? A choose-your-own-adventure
book? A musical adaptation?

And that dilemma is exactly where Doomsday lost his
mind: contemplating how it was that The End was not ever
really The End.

So Doomsday began trying to figure out what The End
was and where it could be found, and as he did so, he soon
forgot to shave, shower and pay rent. Eventually he became
homeless, filthy and alone—but that didn’t stop him from
continuing his search. After all, he did have enough card‐
board to write his theories down.

And that was exactly what he was doing when the Event
took place—trying to find The End. As he contemplated a
question that has no answer, the memories of a manless
shadow and shadowless man started to disappear. This is
what a fast descent into madness must feel like, he thought as
parts of his mind were ripped from his being.

But what Doomsday didn’t realize was that a man already
insane cannot become more insane. Rather, in the world of
mental health, it seems that two negatives make a positive.
Two wrongs, a right. As Doomsday warmed his cold hands
on his barrel of fire, he felt better, healthier and saner than
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he had in a long, long time … all thanks to a chance
encounter with the man who lost his shadow.

So when that very same shadowless man grabs his barrel
and yells, “Help me carry this!” Doomsday feels compelled to
comply.
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oomsday and Phillis are carrying the flaming

drum toward the circle of Minions. To their

credit, the Minions, seeing two adults charging at them with

a barrel of fire, move out of the way. The flames strike the

pavement with a swoosh of heat and light, scattering dark‐
ness and fighting shadows alike.

“Now run!” Phillis screams, pleased that Phase One of his

plan worked. Hopefully, he will be fast enough for Phase

Two to be equally effective.

↔

FOR A HOMELESS MAN and a man who rarely left his home,

Doomsday and Phillis are surprisingly spry.

They are outrunning the Man and his Minions and, for a

time, Phillis thinks they might escape. But then his legs start
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to burn and it gets harder and harder for him to catch his

breath. He knows that unless they get away, and soon, they

are goners.

Doomsday, however, has a plan.

“This way! I know where we can hide.” He leads them into

a dark alleyway behind a large supermarket. At the far end sit

a bunch of dumpsters. Doomsday looks into the largest one

and says, “Perfect. Rotting fruit!”

“There’s no lid,” Phillis says, but when he hears the rolling

thunder of doom that is skateboard wheels on asphalt, he

jumps in. “Auugh—how exactly is this perfect?” he says,

removing a banana peel from the top of his head.

“The hero always escapes by hiding in fruit, spoiled or

fresh,” Doomsday whispers, placing the banana peel back on

Phillis’s head. “And in this story, you’re the hero.”

Phillis, although happy for the explanation, does not

agree with the fruit logic, nor that he is a hero. But what’s

really bothering him is that he does not believe hiding in an

open dumpster is a good idea. He is about to voice his

concerns when he hears the Man and his Minions

approaching.

“They couldn’t have gotten far,” says a Minion.

“They didn’t,” says the Man. “They’re down here.”

There is palpable hesitation, and then Minion 4 says, “But

it’s dark.”

“So?”

“So, umm … isn’t it a bad idea to go into the dark when

chasing, you know, a shadow?”

“Coward,” the Man says, stepping forward—step—and

tapping the edge of his board against the concrete—tap.

“Come on, follow me.”

Step, tap.
Phillis and Doomsday are in an open-faced dumpster. All
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the Man needs to do to find them is look inside. There is

even a single uncovered bulb that illuminates the darkened

alley just enough for the Man to see them.

I’m no hero, Phillis thinks. A real hero would know what to do.
Step, tap.
If he were Captain Kirk, he would tap on his lapel and

demand that Scotty beam him up.

Step, tap. “What’s that?”

If he were Dorothy, he’d click his ruby his heels and say,

“There’s no place like home.”

“Someone’s coming!” Step, tap.
If he were Frodo, the Great Eagles would swoop in and

save him.

“Shit … no, no … we’re out of here!”

Step, tap. Step, tap. Step, tap.
“Come back here, cowards!”

And if Phillis were Bruce Banner, he’d turn into the Hulk

and SMASH!
“What the …? Oh, hell—I’m out of here!” cries the Man,

followed by scuttling Converse and rolling wheels.

But Phillis knows he is no hero. He is—

Wait a minute, did I hear that right? he thinks.

The scuttling fades as both wheels and skater get farther

away, and when the noise dies down, Phillis risks looking

over the rim of the dumpster. He sees the Man skating after

his Minions, away from the alleyway and away from him.

“See, I told you it’d work!” says Doomsday, beaming with

a Cheshire cat grin.

Phillis looks over at his savior and says, “You’re insane.”

Doomsday smiles even wider. “Not anymore.”

↔
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AFTER TRIPPING up the Man and surviving a shadow ambush,

Phil follows them from a safe distance, trying to think of

what to do. A direct confrontation would be useless; there are

simply too many loyal shadows to fight off. Perhaps a trick or

a diversion? Maybe lead them on a wild-goose chase. Or …

When he sees all those skaters closing in on Phillis in the

dumpster, Phil considers going to the ShadowLands by

himself.

He is still mulling this option when the silhouette of what

looks like the Starship Enterprise appears, followed by a pair

of high heels. The Minions stop and marvel at the shadows

of these images being cast on the alley’s brick wall—

“What’s that?”

“Someone’s coming!”

—but when extremely large shadows of supersize eagles

—one could even call them Great Eagles—appear on the

ground, they look up. Phil looks up, too, but he instinctively

knows all these shadows don’t belong to any substantial

substance. They’re simply shadows, like him.

Upon not seeing the creatures that should be casting the

shadows, the Minions become scared—“Shit … no, no …

we’re out of here!”—and run away, leaving the Man alone in

the alley. It looks at first like he’ll go it alone, until a shadow

that might be Phillis’s (not Phil, mind you) appears. It trans‐
forms into a large, hulking beast.

“What the …? Oh, hell—I’m out of here!” And with that,

the Man runs, too.

Wow, Phil thinks.

↔
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WOW.

“OmniP,” the Devil interrupts, “save the commentary for

the extended version.”

“Sorry,” says OmniP.

↔

“THANKS,” Phillis says to Doomsday as they ungracefully help

each other out of the dumpster.

“My pleasure,” Doomsday says, still with that Cheshire

cat smile.

Phillis starts to walk away and Doomsday follows. It

occurs to Phillis that being savedthe same man three times in

one lifetime deserves some kind of reward. But Phillis has

nothing on him that could be given as a reward, and instead

offers a firm and hardy handshake of gratitude.

“Really, seriously, honestly! Thank you. For everything.

I’m Phillis, by the way.”

Doomsday takes Phillis’s hand and says, “Pleased to meet

you! I’m … I’m …”

Oh, poor Doomsday. Having spent the better part of his

life alone on the streets, he has forgotten his own name. “I’m

…” he repeats, still trying to recall that name from another

life and still absently shaking the hand of the man who lost

his shadow.

Phillis, uncomfortable with physical contact, really, really

wants his hand back.

“Doomsday?” Phillis says. “Ah, that’s what I’ve always
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called you—because of your signs. I hope you’re not

offended. Please don’t be offended.”

Doomsday has not had a name in a very long time. Far

from offended, he chuckles in delight. “Doomsday? Dooms‐
day. Oh, happy days, that’s my name. Doomsday!” Still

enthusiastically shaking Phillis’s hand, he repeats, “The

name’s Doomsday. Nice to meet you.”

“Ah, yes, nice to meet you.”

“Yes! Yes, it is!” Doomsday says. “I mean—nice to

meet you!”

“OK,” Phillis says, uneasy. “Thanks again.” Pulling his

hand back, he walks away—but Doomsday still follows him.

“Ummm … so, I guess I’ll see you around.”

“Yes! Around. And near and far and under and over and in
—you’re going to see a lot of me. I’m coming.”

“What?”

“I’m coming,” says Doomsday. “You see, I’m part of your

story now.”

“Huh?”

“Don’t you see? I’m the wise man sent to help you figure

things out!”

“You?”

“OK, maybe not the wise man. But the critic here to point

out plot holes and help guide the narrative.”

“And once again,” Phillis says, wanting to roll his eyes but

still unable to be so rude. I bet Phil could do it, he

thinks. “You?”

“Or the muscle? Perhaps the demolition expert. Or maybe

comic relief. Regardless of my specific role, I’m now a part of

your story and I’m here to help you on your sure-to-be-ill-

fated mission.”

“Oh? Why?”

“Because I owe you my sanity.”

“Are you sure?”
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“Yes, yes I am. Now, where are we off to?”

And with that, Doomsday joins Phil and Phillis on their,

as he so adeptly put it, sure-to-be-ill-fated mission.

↔

GREAT, a critic. Just what this story needs.

Ohhh, how OmniP hates a critic!
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he rest of the walk home is mostly uneventful. The
uneventful part is that no one chases, screams at or

attacks them—or, more specifically, Phillis. The modifier
mostly is due to the Twins, who live on Phillis’s street, staring
intently at him as he passes. They look as if they want to
attack him—if not for the annoying fact that it’s well past
their bedtime. Furthermore, an argument with their mother
over killing Phillis—something their party pooper of a
mother is sure to forbid—makes the whole prospect of an
attack simply not worth it.

So they get safely to Phil’s old apartment building and
walk up the three flights of stairs to his front door. Phillis
pushes his door—but it does not open.

It’s locked. But he hasn’t locked the damn thing once
since he moved in.

Phillis searches his bag for his keys and finds them
beneath a journal he hasn’t written in once and a bunch of
napkins filled with doodles of his potential yet-to-be-unveiled
font. A caramel candy has melted, and sticky, sugary goo
follows his keys as he yanks them out. Yuck, he thinks,
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cleaning the key with his shirt. Yuck, yuck, yuck. He shim‐
mies it into the lock and turns. But nothing happens. The key
is stuck. And no amount of the admittedly meager pressure
that Phillis is capable of makes it budge.

He’s just about to ask Doomsday to give it a whirl when a
voice from behind him says, “What you doing? You shouldn’t
exist.”

Phil pops out of the iPad in Phillis’s bag and sees the
scariest person he knows—Lady Aoi. She’s going to start
pointing. Chanting. But she doesn’t. She does something
much, much worse.

She just stares at Phillis, puffing away on her perpetual
cigarette.

“Hi, Ms. Aoi,” Phillis says. “The rent, right? I won’t be late.
First of the month. I promise.”

“I said, you shouldn’t exist.”
“Well,” Doomsday supplies, “that does seem to be the

prevalent opinion—”
She turns her gaze mercifully from Phillis to Doomsday.

“Who you?”
“Me? I’m Doomsday.”
“Sure you are,” Lady Aoi says, looking him up and down.

“Idiot. I not talking to you. I talking to him. You shut up now.
And you—answer me. Why you still here?”

“…” Phillis says, or, rather, does not say.
“You should be gone,” Lady Aoi continues. “Erased. You

and your shadow.”
“What are you talking—?” Phillis starts.
“You know exactly. Now answer me.”
“…”
“Answer me,” she demands, but Phillis is utterly gobs‐

macked. “Fine, I ask him.” She grabs Phillis’s bag, puts her
thumb and forefinger inside and starts to pull. Phil feels a
sensation that he hasn’t ever felt. He’s being pulled and
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pulled. Looking down at himself, he sees his long, stretched-
out thread of shadow follow her fingers. Then, much like one
would test cooked spaghetti, she tosses him to the wall,
where Phil sticks in all his shaded glory.

“You! Answer me!”
Phil mimes something impolite in mixed company. Lady

Aoi responds with the universal symbol for shoving things
where things should not be shoved, to which Phil mouths,
What the hell are you, lady?

“Me?” Lady Aoi says, puffing two rings of smoke that
circle one another. Suddenly, she straightens up, looking
more refined—regal, one might say—and drops her fake (not
to mention, I might add, a completely stereotypical and racist
trope) accent and speaks in clear, cogent English.

“I am the one who stood up to those damn Principles
before your worthless ancestors grew opposable thumbs.”
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nyone and everyone who knew Phillis experienced

various degrees of pain when the Event started. The

Twins had strange headaches and nearly floored their

mother when they asked permission to go to bed early. The

Man passed out. Those who knew him well suffered a full-

blown psychosis. Even the bus driver, who never really

noticed the quiet man with the bus pass, experienced an

unusually high level of anxiety that morning while driving.

Everyone felt something … everyone except Lady Aoi.

Her old body housed an even older mind and that older

mind knew exactly what to do when parts of it were threat‐
ened with erasure. It knew there are places within that even

the Principles don’t know about, and to avoid losing memo‐
ries, one must temporarily store them there. A technique she

has perfected over many thousands of years.

And how old is Lady Aoi? So old that when the neighbors

joke that they know mountains younger than her, they have

no idea how correct they are. She is, for lack of a better

word, ancient. And most if not all mountains are indeed

younger than her.
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Lady Aoi’s existence began much like all other complex

life on Earth: as a single cell. But unlike most complex organ‐
isms, her life did not begin as the single-cell gamut that

resulted from an egg being fertilized by the impaling sperm.

Rather, hers began as a bacterium, to be exact.

In her early days, Lady Aoi spent her time much like any

other bacterium did, swimming aimlessly around in the

primordial soup that was early life. But for reasons that

neither Lady Aoi nor the Principles quite understand, she—

unlike her fellow bacteria—strived to be something more

than a single-celled organism that blindly swam around in

muck and sulfur and lava and carbon. There were places to

go. Things to see. But in those early days, there really wasn’t
anywhere to go—and even less to see. So Lady Aoi decided to

stick around until there was somewhere to go and something

to see. And she did.

For four hundred million years.

What exactly imbued Lady Aoi with the desire to see

more, no one can say. Some blame Destiny for endowing

Lady Aoi with such ambitions. But the truth is that in those

days, there was so little sentient life that had need for a

purpose that Destiny had yet to even fully form. Perhaps,

some Principles theorize, Lady Aoi’s desire for more is what

endowed Destiny. But this, too, has it flaws and one quickly

falls into that age-old debate: Who came first, Lady Aoi or
Destiny?

Who can say?

If anyone would bother to ask Lady Aoi what it was that

let her live when almost every other creature that had ever

existed died, all she would be able to say with any certainty

was that one day, seemingly from nowhere, she heard a voice

that was equal parts audible and internal that said, Live. What
do you have to lose?
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And that was enough. An idea that sparked a desire that

guided the course of her long, long life.

Live.
What do you have to lose?
Lady Aoi decidedly stuck around until there was more to

see. And life on Earth did not disappoint. It just took its

sweet time. Eventually—millions of years later—the world

began to take on more complex forms.

And as there was more to see, Lady Aoi began to realize

that her current form as a single-cell bacterium was simply

not effective to do all there was to do. She noticed other life

forms, far more complex in their composition, that were far

better suited to experience the world. For one, they had eyes

to see with and ears to hear with. But what most intrigued

her were the fins and claws and tails with which they fought,

ate and moved.

Inspired, she split.

Literally.

As in, into two.

Then three. Then thousands … She split until she became

something else entirely. Something that has not been docu‐
mented nor fossilized.

Her destiny was set: she would constantly evolve as her

world did. And one day—roughly thirty-five thousand years

ago—Lady Aoi evolved into a human … of sorts.

For although she looked and acted human, she had seen

things no human has. And seeing is believing and believing is

knowing and Lady Aoi knows close to everything. She

knows that life is unfair, that no matter how immortal you

think you are, everything that begins will eventually end, and

that the Principles, although omniscient, are stupidly one-

dimensional in their thinking. Her thoughts, not mine. How

can a Universe such as the one she’s known for tens of thou‐
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sands of millions of years choose to erase those who strive

for more?

She’s seen it a thousand times—some hapless element,

mineral or mortal, strives for something unnatural, only to

experience the same enviable result. The Event. And what’s

more, the Event meant not only losing the offending, brave

creature, but also a collective forgetting.

Lady Aoi refused and refuses to forget.

But how could she go on remembering when the

Universe insisted she forget? When there is a will, there is

way, and Lady Aoi’s way was the development of her own

counter-Event. An unEvent, if you will.

That is what caught the Principles’ attention, all those

years ago.

Here was a mortal who remembered. Moreover, it was not

doing what mortals do best: dying. By the Principles’ estima‐
tion, they had been offended. But which Principle was to try

someone who had offended so many of them?

After a long deliberation, it was decided that Life and

Death, Memory and Oblivion would be her Judges.

They sent Emoticon—who in those days was not twenty

emoticons, but rather the twenty symbols that represented

the twenty ancient elements used to make the Universe—to

bring her in.

Lady Aoi, who had yet to evolve into a mammal, choosing

to roam the Earth as a dinosaur, had trouble fitting in the

Great Hall.

The Principles chained her feet and her neck before

charging her with the crimes of Remembering and

Not Dying.

The Devil was brought in to defend her. Lady Aoi sat

patiently while the Emoticon and the Devil communed with

the Principles. And when she was pronounced guilty (as
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everyone is), Lady Aoi asked to make a final statement. The

Principles flickered their permission.

Lady Aoi stood up, cleared her throat and, with an eerie

and terrifying certainty, told the Principles they could not

erase her.

That is, not without erasing themselves as well.

How, the Principles scoffed, did she think that worked?

Firstly, Lady Aoi began, if Remembering was a crime,

then everyone here was equally guilty. After all, the Devil,

Emoticon and the Principles themselves remembered, and if

they were so determined that the natural order of things be

kept, then they should suffer the same fate as she did.

The Principles flickered but could see no flaw in her

argument. In the interest of preservation, both self and

universal, they waived the crime of Remembering.

Still—Life and Death had been offended.

So what? Lady Aoi asked. If Death was offended, it was

because it was insecure—and Death’s insecurities were its

own problem, not hers.

The Devil intervened, stating that his client did not mean to

offend such a lofty Principle as Death. But before he could finish

his thought, Lady Aoi chastised him with a look that could turn

lava cold and the Devil shut his mouth with a toothless frown.

Apparently, he was wrong. Lady Aoi did mean to offend Death.

She continued by stating that, yes, she did not die, but that

didn’t mean she could not die. She simply chose not to die.

Was such a choice truly a contradiction to Death? No, it

wasn’t, for she was not denying Death. Not at all. Death was

all around. Creatures were eaten by other creatures. Animals

got sick and plants succumbed to disease or fire. Fish

drowned when they stopped swimming and birds fell when

they stopped flapping. In the end, all creatures embrace

Death. How could they not? Death was, is and will always be
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everywhere. Her crime—if you can call it that—was simply

choosing not to return Death’s embrace. Not yet, at least. She

might one day. Maybe. Possibly. Only time will tell (Time

seemed to want to jump at this opportunity, but Lady Aoi

was quick to clarify that she meant time, not Time). But until

that day, how could her deferral be a violation?

And as for Life—Lady Aoi promised to celebrate it with

every breath she planned on continuing to take.

The Principles flickered. They fluttered. Some went dark,

others bright. In the end—and no thanks to her horned

advocate—they acquiesced. Before another flicker could be

had, Lady Aoi left. Emoticon tried to stop her, but he had no

recourse to further detain her. The Principles knew it, the

Devil knew it, Lady Aoi knew it, and, albeit begrudgingly,

Emoticon knew it … but not before giving Lady Aoi the

universal symbol for I’m watching you.
“Watch away,” Lady Aoi said as she walked out of the

courtroom and onto the cloud path that eventually led to the

top of a Mountain (which one, I dare not say). From Lady

Aoi’s perspective, she did not want to wait around for them

to change their mind, nor did she want to test them further.

And as she walked away, she prayed to never meet any of

them again.

↔

AND NOW, thousands of years later and with another Event

on the horizon, Lady Aoi did what she always did. She chose

to remember. Lady Aoi picked up the drawing of Phillis that

she used in her ritual and shook her head.
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So much trouble to remember a man who was largely

forgettable.

And now she is staring at a man who should not exist,

wondering why this laughably dull tragedy of evolution

should receive mercy when the majestic falls of St. John, the

banana groves of the Sahara and the cold fires of the Arctic

saw none. True, life is unfair. But there is unfair and then

there is this … And this, by her estimation, is simply unac‐
ceptable.

Not that Lady Aoi says any of this to Phillis, Phil or

Doomsday.

Instead, she silently invites them into her apartment.
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ady Aoi’s apartment is not what Phil expects—not

that he knew what he expected. All he can say with

any certainty is that he did not expect sparsely

furnished rooms filled with piles and piles of masterfully

produced hand-drawn images. Some of the images are of

famous places: the Pyramids, the Arc de Triomphe l’Étoile,

Stonehenge, the Taj Mahal, the White House … But most are

drawings of places he’s never seen or heard of—or imagined.

What’s more, the drawings are different than anything

he’s ever seen. The subjects are not represented by the

skillful placement of various lines, shapes and markings, but

rather by the skillful absence of lines, shapes and markings. A

photograph’s negative—and being a shadow, Phil cannot

help but fall in love with her artwork.

Phillis—on the other hand—is stunned. Phil invades the

iPad and ask-pings. Phillis doesn’t look down. Phil pings

again, and on the fourth ping, Phillis sees the words What’s

up? on the screen.

A more introspective and articulate human being might

have said, “I am a man who has thus far dedicated my life to
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fonts. I have poured over thoughts of fonts, considered

hundreds of combinations. I am a man for whom the ques‐
tion of ‘serif or sans serif’ is of divine importance. A man

who believes in the power of black letters on white paper.

And despite this being my sole obsession, it has never, ever—

not once—occurred to me that it could be seen the other way

around—that it is not black staining white, but rather white

surrounding black. That is what her drawings now force me

to consider, and I am in awe.”

But Phillis is not a man capable of such eloquence.

Instead, he shakes his head as he struggles to find the words.

He starts and stops before finally settling on, “Her drawings

are beautiful.”

The iPad flashes in agreement, She’s different.

“No kidding,” Phillis whispers, picking up another sketch.

And it’s not just her sketches. Look down. At her shadow.

It’s missing.

“It’s right there,” he says, pointing.

Yes, but hers isn’t like an ordinary shadow, like me. It’s …

it’s lifeless.

As if hearing their unhearable conversation, she looks at

the darkness she drags behind her, saying nothing. Lady Aoi

is not in the habit of sharing and does not tell them that her

shadow, unlike her, did not have the will to live forever. Nor

does she mention that it died centuries ago, leaving behind a

flattened husk she drags around like a morbid wedding-dress

train. This is far more information than she wishes to share.

“Oh …” Phillis says, watching Lady Aoi’s shadow as it

drags behind her into another, smaller room. “I guess that’s

something you’d notice … you know, being a shadow

and all.”

That’s not all. Look! And then a solid red arrow appears

that takes up more than two-thirds of the screen. Its tip is

aimed at a fixed point in the room where a nook that might
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have once held a reading chair is. But there is no reading

chair there. Instead it is filled with something else.

Something far more disconcerting. To Phil and Phillis,

at least.

The nook is, for lack of a better word, a shrine. A shrine

dedicated to the less-than-dynamic duo. Picture after picture

after picture of their face from every imaginable angle,

wearing every conceivable emotion, cover the back wall.

Shadow and flesh, flesh and shadow. They’re looking up,

down, left, right. They’re contemplative, angry, sad, happy,

laughing, pensive. And even though every flaw, blemish and

shortcoming is mercilessly represented, they’re quite

beautiful.

What is most striking about these images is that not only

does Phil detail Phillis’s face, but Phillis does the same for

Phil. Almost as if the human is the shadow, and for the first

time in Phil’s life he feels he is being given as much attention

as his dull, humorless counterpart.

Both shadow and former host are in awe—not of Lady

Aoi’s skill: that is a given at this point—but at how beautiful

they are. But it’s more than that…they are two creatures who

have spent their lives believing they are less than common,

more than plain. If not ugly, unattractive. If not boring, unin‐
teresting. If not mediocre, below average. But here, staring at

themselves in this way, they see that those beliefs are simply

not true. Not of them—not of anyone. For every living being,

seen in a certain light, complemented by certain shadings, is

magnificent. And they…they are no exception.

In other, more plain words, they are discovering for the

first time they are not as detestable as they once thought.

Their gratitude is short-lived when Lady Aoi hisses, “In

all the millennia with all the erasing, how is it that the dullest

person I have ever met in my four hundred million years of

existence managed to get this far?”
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“Ouch,” says Doomsday.

“Yeah,” Phillis mumbles. “It, well, I …”

“No, not you,” Lady Aoi interrupts. “Let the shadow

explain. From the machine.”

The room is silent.

“I’m waiting.”

Seeing the iPad flash, Phillis holds it up for all to see.

Fine, the iPad reads. What do you want to know?

“Everything.”

↔

VIA IPAD, Phil tells his once-scary, and now very, very scary

landlady everything he had explained to Phillis, leaving out,

for a second time, OmniP.

↔

NOT THAT OMNIP CARES. Sigh.

↔

ONCE HE’S DONE, Lady Aoi lights a cigarette and sucks it

down in a single breath. “So the Principles are making an

exception? Interesting.” Letting the ashes drop, she strolls
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into Phillis’s shrine and lights a candle. Cinnamon and

lavender fill the air.

She returns and kneels over the stacks of sketches she’s

drawn over the course of who knows how many years. She

flips through drawings of waterfalls and trees, clouds and

rivers, faces belonging to people who once existed but are

now forever forgotten. She stops on a sheet of aged parch‐
ment, stained yellow by the passage of time.

“Time to draw you again,” she says to the face of a young

man, unshaved and grinning, his eyes bright and intelligent,

betraying his absolute and uncompromising love of life.

↔

“WAIT, I REMEMBER HIM,” sighs the Devil from his celestial

perch. “He never slept. But not sleeping isn’t a crime. No Law

of Nature is broken by simply being tired. No … what was

his crime again? I can’t remember …”

His crime was traversing the land of dream and memory

in order to breathe life back into his one true love.

“That’s the one!” exclaims the Devil.

But that is another story.

“Indeed,” the Devil agrees. “Please, OmniP, take us back to

the story.”

↔

LADY AOI RETURNS the image back to its place among the
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forgotten and goes into her bedroom, and that is all there is

to say about that.

↔

AS LADY AOI DRAWS, Doomsday is sitting a bit too close for

Phillis’s comfort. That wide smile of his is looking less

Cheshire cat this close up and more … hobo. All exposed,

old, long-neglected teeth. He’s shaking his right leg and

running animated fingers through his beard. He is, literally,

brimming with excitement. Phillis meets the anticipation in

Doomsday’s eyes with his own look of suspicion, and for a

brief moment their eyes lock.

It has been a long, long time since Phillis met the gaze of

another. He notices the random splatters of green and blue

that rest on the hazel backdrops that are the old man’s irises.

This rejected, no longer insane, dirty man’s beautiful eyes are

asking a question Phillis does not understand—a question

punctuated by the tributaries of wrinkles that jut out from

their corners, the quotation marks of an aged face.

The experience is intense and unique and not something

Phillis has a lot of experience with. He sadly has very little

experience exchanging long longing glances with another

human being, and this connection makes him very uncom‐
fortable.

He turns away, lacing his hands on his lap, white knuckles

exposed from their nervous embrace. He feels his cheeks

turn from off-white to pink to a fireman’s red.

And all the while, Doomsday stares.

“Well?” Doomsday asks.

“Well what?” Phillis answers.
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“Are you ready to, you know, pick up the mantle? Put on

the cowl? Snap on the cape? Are you ready to be great?”

“What are you talking about?”

From the other room, he can hear Lady Aoi shuffling

about, various household items banging and clacking against

one another. The shuffle stops for a brief second as she cries

out with a huff of distain, “Who knows? The man is clearly

an idiot,” before resuming her thumping and clattering.

“Not an idiot!” Doomsday says, standing up and pacing

across Lady Aoi’s small, cramped living room—only a couple

steps each way. “This is the part of the story where the hero

commits to his task. The inciting incident is over—in your

case, losing your shadow. That was followed by the fallout—

people losing their minds, an attempt on your life and so on

and so forth. Then you were called to your mission. A call

you admirably ignored, might I add.”

Phillis cocks his head. “Admirably?”

“Yes! You did exactly what you were meant to do!”

“I tried to run away.”

“Exactly! You resisted. There are always a couple scenes

where the hero tries to deny their destiny. The self-doubt:

‘I’m not strong enough/smart enough/good enough.’

Followed by an outright refusal. Ignore, fight … run away.
They moan about how they never asked for this, but in the

end the Greater Good calls to them and, despite not being

strong, smart or good enough, they have to try. People are,

after all—”

“Counting on me,” Phillis says with a sigh.

“Do you mind? I’m soliloquizing,” Doomsday rebukes.

Then, with a dramatic pause, he resumes as if never cut off:

“—counting on them. That is the hero’s arc. At least, the first

part of it.”

“The first part?”

“Yes, you still have to train, transition, fail—preferably
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seven times—lose, suffer and face unsurmountable odds and

certain doom before it’s all over.”

“What …?” Phillis’s head swims with anxiety and he feels

as though he might faint. Again. Why, he wonders, do I always
faint when there are many more convenient responses to stress?
Shaking, nausea, vomiting, excessive sweating …

“Ignore him,” Siri’s voice pipes in. “And you, Mr. Literary

Critic, you’re not helping.”

“I am!”

“How?”

“By pointing out how ill-equipped he is for the mission!

And how that’s all destined to change. He is …” Doomsday

stops mid-sentence. Circling Phillis, examining him as one

might a prize horse, he says, “Unless …”

“Unless what?”

“Unless you’re not the hero.” Doomsday grabs Phillis’s

cheeks and examines his teeth. “You are, after all, the most

passive, self-absorbed main character I’ve ever met. You are

the very definition of the ‘unlikely hero.’ Passive and pathetic.

A writer’s nightmare, really.”

And a narrator’s.

“I mean, you’d make a pretty despicable secondary char‐
acter as well. Maybe a tertiary, but even waiters, commuters

and pedestrians have backbones …”

“Hey!” Phillis says, pulling away from the old man’s prods

and pokes.

Doomsday shakes his head, unaware of his social faux pas.
“But that doesn’t matter. What matters is when you accept

your fate. Now or later.”

“Why is that important?”

Doomsday rolls his eyes. “What do you mean, why? Isn’t it

obvious?”

“No, it really isn’t.”

“You’re kidding me. Are you telling me that you never
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watched a Shakespeare play or stole Flowers in the Attic off

your parents’ shelf? You never read Stephen King, Jim

Butcher, Terry Pratchett? When makes all the difference

because when decides what kind of story you’re in and

whether or not you will survive the ending. Because if you

are the sort of main character who never accepts his fate

then you are in a tragedy and will most likely die—but if you

accept your fate right off, then you’re probably in an action

thriller and will live, but not until you’ve adequately suffered

and lost something very, very precious to you.”

“What if I’m the kind of protagonist who hopes this is all

a bad dream and I’ll wake up any second in my bed having

never met any of you?” Phillis asks.

“Eighties cliché soap-opera device that was already

overused when they did it on Dallas.” Doomsday looks

squarely at Phillis and adds, “The original,” as if that means

something to Phillis and will ontribute to the desired gravi‐
tas. When Phillis merely blinks at him in incomprehension,

Doomsday resumes pacing. “No, this is definitely not

a dream.”

“OK,” Phillis says, “what if I’m just … going with

the flow?”

“Comedy. Probably a sucky one, too.”

“And do I survive?”

“Depends on whether or not this is a dark comedy.”

“Are you jokers finished?” says Lady Aoi, returning from

the shrine room.

“Yes,” Doomsday and Phillis say in unison.

“Good,” Lady Aoi utters as she steps out of the room. She

is no longer wearing her bulky housecoat. She is in a white

tank top and tight jeans that leave little to the imagination,

which is probably a good thing because when it comes to

Lady Aoi’s body, one’s imagination would be completely

wrong.
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When one imagines the body that belongs to a face with

wrinkles so deep they might as well be tributaries, it is

covered in liver spots and moles and ancient, gray, steel-wool

hairs in places not meant for ancient, gray, steel-wool hairs.

One expects varicose veins pumping red and blue blood

beneath translucent, paper-thin, wax-textured membranes

that barely pass as skin. And one expects that very same skin

to be poorly pinned on a skeleton that stands upright only by

the grace of modern medicine and will.

What one does not expect is a body that is strong and

smooth, each muscle purposeful and powerful. A body with

firm shoulders of auburn, perfect and unblemished. A body

that has all the right curves in all the right places.

“Ready or not, no matter. We go! And he goes with us!”

Her ancient voice has not changed with the revealing outfit.

Lady Aoi, unencumbered, stretches. Or rather, contorts,
twists and coils her body in unnatural and titillating ways.

“Oh my,” Phillis says.

“Holy … wow,” Doomsday echoes.

Hold me up, I want to record this, beeps the iPad.
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ady Aoi is climbing a rope attached to the grappling

hook she just lobbed through the museum window.

She does not bid the others to follow. It would be

better if they didn’t. But when she revealed her need to

collect a couple of items from the museum, Doomsday

insisted they join. According to him, they had to if their

quest was going to succeed. Despite thinking this unhygienic

man an idiot, Lady Aoi did not protest. After four hundred

million years of existence, she has grown to appreciate the

value of idiots. They often help, albeit through means

completely opposite of their intentions.

Phillis, on the other hand, does not trust Doomsday. He

insisted on a clear and reasonable answer as to why he

couldn’t just wait for Lady Aoi down here, or better, back at

the apartment.

“Because we’re after the McGuffin,” Doomsday said.

“Not an answer.”

“Yes. It is. This is the part of the story where our hero—”

he tapped Phillis on the chest “—retrieves the McGuffin. In

Aladdin, it was the lamp. Little Mermaid, the shell. Dumbo, the
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feather. Once we retrieve it, well, that’s when the quest really

starts!”

“I thought Phil leaving was when it all started,” Phillis

mumbled.

Now Phillis is standing outside the museum, remem‐
bering every failed gym class he was ever forced to take.

“Go on,” Doomsday encourages, “you can do it. We’re all

here to help.”

On both counts, Phillis isn’t so sure.

Come on, the iPad flashes. You’ve come this far.

“That,” Phillis says, grabbing the rope, “is most often the

worst reason to keep going,” and shimmies up the rope

without grace or, much to his surprise, incident.

↔

THEY FIND themselves in a room filled with shelf after shelf

of books. Old, antiquated fonts line the broken spines that

hardly stand vertical on the shelves. It seems that gravity

taxes the old, whether animate or not, just the same. Ancient

leather-bound tomes, each painstakingly given its own space,

stand side by side waiting for eager minds to digest the

wisdom they possess. Each one bears the battle scars of time

with pride, wounds that have been tended to by caring,

careful hands. Spines half-ripped hold on, literally (and

possibly literarily), by threads. Pages remain attached by the

grace of some past suture, be it taped, stapled, glued,

fastened, clasped, pinned, nailed, clipped, perforated, dry-

spit or ancient-sweat fused. And each one of them has two

stories to tell. The one that their pages contain and the

perhaps more interesting story of how they wound up here.
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“What are we doing here?” Phillis asks.

“Don’t touch anything,” Lady Aoi says.

Phillis takes her instructions to heart. Doomsday, on the

other hand, doesn’t. How could he? A man who has spent his

life dedicated to story, he is in a room that is quite literally

(and, once again, literarily) his vision of heaven.

“OmniP! Stop it with the puns!” says the Devil.

It is simple wordplay and OmniP cannot.

Doomsday runs his fingers along the spines, careful not

to disturb them, smiling as if he is somehow digesting their

words through osmosis.

Phil, too, runs along the tomes, his shadow flowing

between the spaces that pages hold.

It does not take long for Lady Aoi to find what she is

looking for: an old book with dry, brittle packing tape for a

backbone and a plain glass jar that, once upon a time,

held jam.

“Got it. Let’s go.”

“Go?” Doomsday says. “We just got here!”

Lady Aoi glares at him.

“Fine,” Doomsday says with a sigh. Remembering some‐
thing, he is instantly reanimated, turning to Phillis. “Did you

find it?”

“Find what?”

“The McGuffin!” Doomsday reminds him. “Nothing here

strikes your interest?”

“Some of the fonts are quite interesting …”

“Oh, come on. One of them might have magic powers.

Pick one!”

Phillis looks at shelf after shelf of old but otherwise quite

ordinary-looking books. He shakes his head.

“Come on! There has to be something.”

“This is interesting,” Phillis says, picking up the first thing
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he sees: a very ordinary, non-magical, stubby yellow No. 2

pencil.

“That’s it!” Doomsday says.

“Is it?”

“Yes! Now, you’ll discover its magical abilities, learn to

harness them and then lose it, only to learn that the power

was always in you in the first place.”

Phillis eyes the little pencil dubiously. “Really?”

“Well, that or you’ll discover that it actually does have

magical powers, lose it and then, at the last minute, find it

just when you need it most.”

“Again, I ask … really?”

“Yeah, either/or. Both motifs work.”

“Fine,” Phillis says, pocketing the pencil to shut up

Doomsday. “I’m so glad I came along.”
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fficer Rutter does not have much to do on his

routes, and as a result has lots of time to think. In

the old days, he mostly thought about the latest TV shows.

He thought about all the comedies and dramas he wanted to

watch, as well as the stuff he didn’t. He thought about what

he liked and hated. And about what kind of TV show he’d

write if he was ever given the chance.

But today, he’s not thinking about TV at all.

He’s thinking about his wife and how she left him. Right

in the middle of an old Doctor Who rerun. She just got up,

picked up her purse and said, “Enough is enough … and this

is enough.” She hadn’t even waited for a commercial.

That was three days ago. Since then she hasn’t answered

any of his calls, she’s ignored all his e-mails … she hasn’t even

logged in to their Netflix account—not once. Officer Rutter

is consumed with grief and doesn’t know what to do or

think. He’d give up all the TV shows in the world to get her

back. Even Star Trek (well, maybe not Captain Kirk … some

things are too precious).
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These are his thoughts when he gets the call to go check

out the museum.

And although Officer Rutter is not the best policeman in

the world—having scored below average on his exams,

performed less than adequate on his physical and once

getting kicked in the balls by a fourteen-year-old skate‐
boarding punk—he certainly isn’t the worst.

He turns the squad car around and drives to the museum

to find an odd trio by the side window: a homeless gentle‐
man, an ancient Asian lady coiling up the rope of a grappling

hook—and a man who should by all accounts be completely

forgettable, but … something about him does not sit right

with Officer Rutter.

The car screeches to a halt in front of them and he turns

on his high beams. Then, stepping out of his car, he unhol‐
sters his gun and screams, “Freeze!”

Much to his relief, they do.

OK, he thinks, so far, so good. Time to book ’em. Except there is

still something not quite right about this scene. The old woman

is odd, sure, but that unassuming man in the middle, who had

turned around as if to run before freezing … Officer Rutter still

can’t place it, but something is definitely off about him.

That is when he realizes what it is. He stares at the back

of the man’s head, bright in the light of the high beams. All he

can do is splutter, “Is that even possible?”

↔

PHILLIS, Doomsday and Lady Aoi are halfway across the

parking lot, Lady Aoi still whipping the rope behind them,
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when the high beams hit them. The light is bright and hot,

and both Lady Aoi and Doomsday block it with the palms of

their hands.

Phillis, too, instinctively tries to block the light, but his

hands cast no shadows and all he manages to do is place an

obscenely white palm in front of his face that acts more like a

window than a shield. The light shines through his skin and

bone, exposing prism-like blue and red veins. A half rainbow

of white, red and blue burns his eyes. He tries to turn away,

but his skull is no more dense than his palm, and this time

the light burns his eyes from behind.

From the blinding brightness a voice yells, “Freeze!”

Phillis freezes, the backs of his eyes searing. Then

he hears:

“Is that even possible?”

Meanwhile, Phil, realizing that the officer noticed his

absence, considers casting himself on the ground, but then

thinks better of it. A missing shadow is a mystery—a shadow

that grows out of seemingly nothing is a horror. No, better

to sit this one out, safe in the iPad in Phillis’s bag.

“You, in the middle. You don't have … you know … a …

shadow.”

“I know,” Phillis says, trying to tilt his head in a way that

least hurts his eyes. “It left me.”

“What?”
“It left me,” Phillis repeats.

“What do you mean?” Officer Rutter asks. “Like a

divorce?”

Phillis hadn’t really thought of it that way, but now that

the officer mentions it … “Yeah, I guess so.”

“Can it do that?” Officer Rutter says, looking at his own

shadow with a newfound distrust.

“Apparently.”

Officer Rutter takes it all in and asks Phillis the same
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question he’s asked himself a hundred times before: “What

could you have done different?”

“I don’t know,” Phillis says, really thinking about it. It is a

question he, too, has asked himself since being left alone as a

child. “Maybe I could have been more adventurous. Gone out

more. Maybe noticed it every now and then?”

Officer Rutter nods. “Yeah, you never know what you got

until it’s gone, right?”

“No kidding,” Phillis says, suspecting that this conversa‐
tion has ceased to be about him. “But, hey, it’s never too late.

We’re off to the ShadowLands so I can do this thing that will

hopefully get my shadow back. That’s why we broke into the

museum. I needed this … ahhh … McGuffin.” Phillis slowly

pulls out the pencil and presents it to the officer between a

thumb and index finger, as if surrendering a gun.

Officer Rutter doesn’t seem to notice. “ShadowLands,

huh? Sounds dangerous.”

“It is … but I gotta go. I really want things back to

normal.”

“Back to normal? But isn’t it normal that caused all the

problems in the first place? There has to be a better reason

than back to normal. If I get my Martha back, I swear the last

thing that will happen is us getting back to normal. Don’t

you think?”

“Uh … yeah, I guess so.” Phillis isn’t sure what else he’s

doing this for if it’s not for normal. None of this would have

happened in the first place if Phillis knew how to be normal.
“How perfect is this!” Doomsday chimes in, clapping his

hands. “The mini-revelation that will eventually blossom

into the life-changing epiphany! Don’t stop! Don’t stop!

You’re having a moment here. What will you do different

when this is all over?”

Phillis shrugs.

“Come on, that’s not good enough. Not anymore. What is
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it? The one thing you’re going to do just before the credits

roll?”

Phillis shyly looks around and, under his breath, says, “I

guess there’s this girl at work who …”

But before he can continue, Lady Aoi murmurs under her

breath, “Idiots,” as she crouches down and—
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“I’m hoping if I save her, she’ll notice me,” Phillis whispers to

an out-cold Officer Rutter.

↔

Totte … totte …
Totte… is the sound of a piece of gravel stuck in the stolen

police cruiser’s tires. It reminds Phillis of the Crunch of the

leaves beneath his shoes, and therefore it is 28-point

Broadway—but Phillis does not enjoy this sound as much.

That moment, walking to the bus, stepping on leaves and

another man’s shadow, now feels a lifetime away. It is a

whole new Phillis who now sits in a stolen car after a

successful museum heist. He is sure that if he shared these

thoughts with Doomsday, the homeless professor would

ascribe it to some narrative device or another.

Totte … totte …
At least, Phillis assumes it’s trapped gravel. He is the only
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one who seems to have noticed that strange, repetitive

sound, and that very fact makes him believe it is unimpor‐
tant. After all, if that noise was important, one of the others

would say something.

And even if he did believe it necessary to point out, he

wouldn’t. Not after Lady Aoi took out a cop ten yards away

with a single leap, then cuffed him with his own handcuffs

and left him on the front stoop of the museum to be found

by the morning shift. Some things are better left alone—

more to the point, some people are best left undisturbed.

And despite Phillis being necessary for the mission, he

doubts that Lady Aoi would have a problem dragging him

along in a burlap sack. So they drive to the old airport at the

edge of town in silence.

They are going down a backroad that doesn’t lead to

arrivals or departures, but rather gets them directly onto the

tarmac—the private section where the rich store their

personal planes. And at the far end, front and center, is a

particularly large hangar. This is what Lady Aoi heads

toward.

She stops the car a few feet from the hangar and gets out.

She pulls back the hangar’s old tin doors, revealing a World

War II B-25 Mitchell bomber.

Turning to the car, she smiles and says, “You don’t get to

live forever without collecting a few toys.”

KAPLOW!
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hey are all strapped into Lady Aoi’s airplane. An

airplane she just happened to have stored away on

a private airstrip less than two hours out of the city.

How is all this possible? Doomsday wonders.

He doesn’t share his thoughts, though. He keeps silent

because he knows that if he expounds on the element of

literary conventions that he is thinking about, he will be

kicked off the plane. He is right to keep silent.

But he is also wrong.

For you see, the convention that disturbs him has to do

with the cardinal sin of modern storytelling: coincidence.

For decades bordering on centuries, coincidence was consid‐
ered the lazy writer’s crutch. And given that Doomsday fully

believes that we all live in story, the coincidence that not

only did Phillis live next door to Lady Aoi, the only being

who ever escaped erasing, was already too coincidental for

his liking. Now that he discovered she also owns a plane …

well, that is too much coincidence to be tolerated.

Doomsday would be right if his cornerstone belief was

right. For whereas we are all heroes of our own story, we do
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not exist within a story. We live on the edge where life and

fiction meet … and on that edge, coincidence is not coinci‐
dence, but rather something else entirely: Destiny.

That is an important distinction.

And that is what Doomsday, in his insane obsession with

story, fails to see.

↔↔↔

LADY AOI TAKES OFF.

As soon as the plane is at cruising altitude, she asks

Doomsday to hand her the book from the museum. In a

knee-jerk, defensive instance, he says, “I’m reading it,” for

although Doomsday is an easygoing man—a description

often ascribed to him by those who knew him in his pre-

insane, insane and, now, post-insane days—he does become

considerably surly when someone disturbs him while he

reads, watches a movie or tells a story.

“Excuse me?” Lady Aoi replies in a tone that simultane‐
ously carries the stern rebuke of a mother, the offensive

nature of an elder and the soft, warning growl of a predatory

animal.

Doomsday immediately sees his mistake and hands her

the book. “What I meant to say was that I can look up what‐
ever you need.” After a pause he adds, “I’m very good at read‐
ing,” as if being a good reader is the very value add he brings to

this adventuring party.

Lady Aoi snatches the book from Doomsday and says,

“Answer me this,” opening the volume to its middle fold.

“This book … it is ancient, unique and holds many secrets of

the Universe?”
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Doomsday nods.

“And you, being a good reader …” Her voice is old and

wispy as she goes into a whisper. “Tell me, how many

languages are you good at reading?”

“Well,” Doomsday says, “English, of course, and a bit of

French … I suppose I could fumble through Spanish.”

Lady Aoi glares at him pointedly. “See the problem?”

Doomsday does not. Phillis, on the other hand, does. An

ancient book containing the very Laws of Nature would

most likely not be written in English, and certainly not in

French. In fact, he’s fairly certain it would be written in some

language currently not in circulation.

And yet, when Phillis looked over Doomsday’s shoulder,

curious about what font the secrets of the Universe would be

written in, he saw that this book is, indeed, in English. He

saw Beneventan script, 12-point, possibly 13, with its distin‐
guished red-and-black font play and its signature single line

that connects all the letters of each word together. The font

is obscure, difficult to read and has only ever been used by

Latin-speaking Benedictine monks in the sixteenth century.

But despite the cursive handwriting being a marvel of

contours, having an utter lack of counter space, and its use of

elaborate and exceptionally long tails for serifs, the writing is

clear as day. And in English … not Latin.

“You should speak your mind more often,” Lady Aoi says,

and Phillis blushes with the compliment, not entirely sure if

he did speak his mind (he did not), or if she simply read it

(she did). “This book has been written in all languages dead,

living and soon to be born. It translates its secrets to the

worthy reader… so yes, if you can read it, you are a good

reader. But a good reader is not good enough. You must also

know how to ask the right questions.”

She pulls out her cigarette lighter and holds it to one of

the pages.
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“Stop!” Doomsday screams, but Lady Aoi pushes

him away.

The pages do not catch fire. They glow. From the crease

of the book’s spine come forth several sparks and a font that

Phillis instinctively knows to be celestial, divine and unique.

Doomsday, too, is mesmerized by these words that are

beyond his excellent reading ability. “What does it say?”

“It is telling me where we must go,” she says, shaking

her head.

“We know where we need to go?” Phillis asks, encouraged

to have a destination. “We don’t have to wander aimlessly in

a desert, right? This is good news, isn’t it?”

Lady Aoi rotates the symbol hovering in the air above the

glowing book, lost in thought as she watches it spin.

“No,” she says. “No, it isn’t.”

↔

LADY AOI FLIES the plane while Doomsday pores over the

stolen book. Phillis has found a blanket to lie under, closing

himself off from the world.

Phil stares in disbelief at his former host. With all that’s

going on, his human counterpart chooses to retreat, to play

some twisted form of adult fortress where nothing can hurt

him under the covers. The shadow shakes his head, reassured

that despite all the problems his leaving has caused, it was

the best thing he ever did. Scanning the airplane’s large,

hollow chamber, he considers engaging Doomsday’s shadow,

but alas the homeless man’s shadow has shown no interest in

Phil, only muttering one disdainful word to him when he

tried to engage earlier—detacher.
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Phil can only assume that detacher is the shadow’s equiva‐
lent of deserter—or, worse, traitor—and decides against trying

to speak to him.

Instead he invades Phillis’s iPad once more and talks to

Doomsday. “Learn anything interesting,” Siri’s voice asks.

Doomsday shakes his head. “I keep asking the book what

we need to know and it keeps telling me the same story,” he

says, pulling out grimy reading glasses from his coat pocket.

He cleans the lenses with his sleeve, only making them more

grimy. After several wipes, Doomsday gives up and returns

his glasses to his coat pocket and says, “Something about the

Sleepers. Apparently a lost tribe, observing ancient ways no

longer tolerated, sought escape from persecution by hiding

in the desert. There are only two ways to hide in a desert:

one is to die. The other is to find a cave. The latter is what

they did.”

He starts to read, “ ‘Believing they had found salvation,

the tribe fell into a deep and unnatural sleep. So powerful

was their slumber that they did not stir when the King,

having found their cave, blocked its entrance, proclaiming

that they should wake to darkness and die of hunger as

punishment for their beliefs, which led them to their doom.’

“Except the Sleepers did not die. Check this out:

“ ‘One day, many years later, a shepherd happened upon

the cave’s entrance. Curious, he unblocked it. The Sleepers

emerged from the cave, leaving their shadows to guard their

new home. They approached the shepherd and, after much

discussion about moons and harvests, determined that they

had slept for one hundred years. A long time, indeed.

Perhaps enough time for the land and its people to change

and accept the Sleepers’ ways. The shepherd, an honest man,

told them that, sadly, not enough time had passed and that

the new King would sooner see them dead than free. So the

Sleepers asked that the cave be sealed once again.
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“ ‘The shepherd did as they bid.

“ ‘Time passed and another shepherd opened the cave.

Again the Sleepers emerged without their shadows and

through conference determined that another hundred years

had passed. Again they asked their questions—would their

ways be tolerated? To this, the shepherd, a good man, told

them that the new King would surely put them to death

should they be discovered. So the Sleepers asked that the

cave be sealed. Again time passed.

“ ‘This continued in the same manner for hundreds of

years. When the seventh shepherd opened the cave for the

seventh time, the Sleepers once again asked their question,

received their answer and requested that the cave be sealed.

But this shepherd, unlike his ancestors, was not a good man

or an honest man. He was the worst kind of man, a coward

who above anything else feared death. After determining that

the Sleepers had lived for over seven hundred years, he

believed they knew the secret to life immortal. So when he

sealed the cave, he left thinking about how rich he would

become once he brought the new King to them.

“ ‘The new King demanded their secrets, but no amount

of torture could make them speak. They would not tell him

how it was they lived for seven hundred years. In delirium

and in pain, the last of them uttered a single sentence with

the last of his breath: “Only light without darkness is forever.” ’ ”
Doomsday closes the book with the last words.

“Oh,” Phil asks, lowering Siri’s voice to a whisper. “Did

me leaving turn Phillis into a Sleeper? Like the shepherds in

the story?”

Doomsday looks over at Phillis sleeping under the

blanket and says in a hushed voice, “I don’t think the Sleepers

literally slept. Not like Phillis, at least.”
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↔

WHAT PHIL and Doomsday don’t know is Phillis is not asleep,

but rather entertains himself under the blanket by practicing

his newfound ability to play with shadows. Using the low

light of his cellphone and random items in his bag, he makes

shadows out of book corners, pens and discarded candy

wrappers and then pushes, mangles and rejects them as he

tosses darkness around the cabin. He is so enjoying his new

powers that he doesn’t notice the edges of his blanket being

lifted by a forceful breeze.

It is only when the breeze turns to a full-force gale that

rips the blanket off of him that he looks up and sees the Man

at the plane door. He’s screaming over the rushing wind, “I’m

taking this plane and all of you down!”

“Where did you come from?” cries Phillis, instinctually

trying to get as far away from the open door as possible in an

effort to escape the threat. Phil, in his usual oppositeness to

Phillis, is instinctually running toward the door in an effort

to deal with the threat.

“Idiot!” Lady Aoi screams, holding on to the plane’s

controls with all her considerable strength. “Get that door

closed before he kills us all!”

“Idiot—who? Oh, yeah … me.” Doomsday charges

forward, only to meet the tail end of the Man’s skateboard.

The Man leaps over the old man’s crumpled body to rush

across the plane’s small cabin and jump on Phillis’s turned

back.

“Get off me, you monster!” screams Phillis.

“I’m the monster? I’m the monster! You don’t have a

shadow and you call me a monster?!”
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“I do have a shadow! He’s somewhere in the plane!” Phillis

cries.

“Huh? Where?” the Man says.

But before he can look around the plane’s interior, his

eyes go dark as Phil uses his umbra to cover the Man’s eyes.

The Man may be blinded, but he doesn’t need eyes to pull

Phillis toward the open door. Phillis starts to scream, but a

gust of wind rushes into his lungs, forming a kind of cranial

parachute. He closes his mouth. Phillis edges away from the

door, conscious that the only thing going for him is that he is

on his feet and actively moving further from the door. That

is, until the Man shifts his weight and throws him off

balance—

—causing them both to tumble out the open door.

To his credit, Phillis tries to grab whatever he can. He

holds on to a loose strap and the edge of the door, pulling

with all his strength. But Phillis is, sadly, not strong enough,

neither physically nor mentally. Eventually the fear of death

makes way for the acceptance of his situation.

He’s going to die. Plain and simple. This is The End. Or at

least his end.

It is funny how the mind works. As Phillis contemplates

that he is going to fall to his death, the poster in his office

pops into his mind. You know, the one with the cat hanging

on to a string and a caption that reads, in 110-point

Castellar:

Hang in there!

HE ALWAYS LOOKED at that terrified cat and wondered what

would happen if it let go and if it would be so bad. Now that
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he’s about to fall, he thinks that, no, it really wouldn’t be. If

this is how he’s going to die, well, it’s kind of cool, isn’t it?

After all, how many people fall out of planes after being

wrestled down by a maniac skater? As far as deaths go, this

would be a good one. Or at least an interesting one.

He closes his eyes and lets go, expecting the rush of free

fall as gravity does its thing. But instead of falling, he just

hangs there.

Phil is holding on to Phillis.

This shouldn’t be possible, Phil thinks. I shouldn’t be able to

hold on to anything, let alone him.

But he is. And what’s more, he’s not alone. All the

shadows on the plane are helping. One by one, they are

reaching out to Phillis. Shadows of the chairs, straps,

luggage. Everything. Even Doomsday’s unconscious shadow

is part of the umbra trying to pull him back in.

It seems that in his resolve to die, another part of him was

resolved not to.

A part of him calls forth the shadows of the plane and

tells them to hold on, to save him. This Phillis knows to be

true because the little voice inside—the one that is usually

full of doubt and fear—tells him it is so.

And now that he’s aware of what’s happening, Phillis

pulls back.

Shadow is not the only thing attached to Phillis, however.

The Man is still holding on, desperately trying to pull him

away. “Stop,” Phillis says. “You’ll kill us both.”

This does not seem to be an argument that dissuades

the Man.

As the Man struggles to pull Phillis down, his grip loosens

—he is, after all, fighting the force of being dragged by a

plane thirty thousand feet above the ground—and eventually

he can’t hold on any longer. Phillis, displaying an uncharac‐
teristic heroicness, grabs the Man by the shadow and tries to
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pull them back into the plane. But the Man wants out—

preferably with Phillis—and, after a long struggle, Phillis’s

grip fails.

The Man, shadow and all, plummets to the Earth.

↔

UNBURDENED, Phillis manages to pull himself back in.

Doomsday closes the door and the roaring rush of air is

shut away. Silence.

Safe and relieved, Phillis …

Phillis …

↔

“PHILLIS WHAT, OMNIP? FINISH YOUR SENTENCE.”

OmniP cannot.

“What? Why?”

Because OmniP is narrating a story where Phillis is the

hero. What Phillis did is not very heroic.

“Oh,” says the Devil.

Oh, indeed.
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h,” repeats the Devil as he listens to the narration

intently, searching for a stray sentence that might

foreshadow success or failure. What he really wants to know

is whether or not he will, finally, win his first case.

“Second!” the Devil shouts—

But he knows that is incorrect. Lady Aoi would have

walked away with or without the Devil’s help (truth be told,

her acquittal would have been faster without him). And let’s

be honest—simply witnessing a victory is no victory at all.

“You impertinent imp!” the Devil cries out from the pain

that the sting of truth inflicts. Hoping to sting the stinger

back, he says, “Storytelling in the present tense does not

heighten tension.” Still, the Devil knows that Phil and Phillis

surviving would be a boon. Moreover, to save a shadow of all

creatures would go a long, long way in undoing what he once

did. After all, the Rogue Shadow would not be if—

“OmniP,” the Devil says in a low, menacing growl.

But that is, perhaps, another story.

The Devil approaches OmniP and, adjusting his glasses,
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says, “This is not my story and I will thank you to mind your

own business.”

Again, the Devil knows this to be false. True, he is not the

main character. And truer still, this is a story about Phil and

his human host. But if it hadn’t been for the Devil’s trickery

all those millennia ago, neither he nor Phillis would be in this

situation.

And Phil … well, Phil would have simply never been.

“You are testing my patience,” the Devil not so much says

as threatens. “Focus on the subject at hand.”

But your part of the story will need to be told soon

enough. And now’s a really good spot, given the narrative

flow.

“OmniP. Please. I’m not just another character in one of

your tales. As you said, soon enough—”

But—

“Soon enough. Now, please, for the time being, focus

on them.”

Very well, then …

↔

THERE IS an attachment created when one human is respon‐
sible for the death of another.

Somewhere flying above the Earth, Phillis is crying,

mourning the loss of a boy—for in death the Man can surely

be a boy once more—who had tried to kill him. The others

attempt to console him with comforting but meaningless

words: “You were defending yourself.” “You tried to save him.”

“It’s not your fault.” These assurances do not help, heal or

alleviate his pain. In truth, no words can. For when one
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mortal is connected to another’s departure, nothing short of

a resurrection can help.

Phil has slunk off into the darkest recesses of the plane,

where even other shadows cannot find him. He, too, mourns,

but his mourning carries with it the added burden of guilt. If

it wasn’t for him, the Man would be alive. If it wasn’t for him,

Phillis’s loved ones wouldn’t be in the hospital. If it wasn’t

for him—

“Enough!” Phil screams, cutting off that last thought

before it manifests itself. “Enough …”

Both will cry in the hours remaining before this bomber

lands, Phil silently and Phillis anything but. They will mourn

for the Man, not knowing that their tears are the best the

Man could ever hope for. His absent father would not have

known. His lost mother would not have cared. And Minions

1 through 4 would have breathed a sigh of relief, happy to be

free of the tyrant who ran their little gang.

And what’s more, Phillis and Phil cry for a boy who is far

from dead …

… and a villain who is far from finished.

↔

THERE—A little foreshadowing for you.

“Stick to the story, OmniP,” says the Devil.
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he plane lands hours later. Phillis does his best to

compose himself as they disembark.

One by one they walk onto a tarmac where no bus waits

to drive them to the airport. Nor are there traffic-control

personnel in fluorescent jumpsuits with truncated

lightsabers that guide their way. There are no tourists, busi‐
nessmen or wayward travelers. There is only Phillis, Lady

Aoi, Doomsday and an iPad containing a certain shadow.

They walk parallel to one another, and Doomsday is abso‐
lutely positive that somewhere, someone is watching them in

slow motion as they take their iconic first steps on their

soon-to-be heroic mission.

↔

THE PRINCIPLES suddenly start flickering and fluttering.

OmniP, the Devil and Emoticon look up at The Portrait of
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Everything and notice that at its center Dark and Light rotate

around one another, no longer attached. They orbit one

another at dizzying speeds, always dangerously close but

never touching or straying too far. Surrounding them are

Love and Hate, Up and Down, Anger and Joy, Soon and

Never, Victory and Defeat, Mercy and Cruelty, Attached and

Alone and every other Principle known and unknown. A

thousand moons surrounding two orbits in distress.

Even Destiny, Miracle and Time have stopped their rota‐
tions to observe Light and Dark.

Dark flickers and Light glows. They pulse, get closer, then

divide, dim to near disappearance, brighten to near-blinding

encumbrance. What are they discussing? No one knows.

Neither the Devil nor Emoticon understand.

And as for OmniP—even omniscience has its limitations.

“Am I hearing you right?” the Devil mocks.

Still … if one were to guess using their vast experience as

narrator for so, so, so many proceedings—

“Oh, here we go,” says the Devil.

—one would assume they are fighting. About what? Spec‐
ulation may be had, a stab in the dark taken, an educated

guess proposed: Balance.

“Isn’t that what the shadow said,” the Devil says, “earlier,

when sitting on the hill?”

Indeed. And his best guess is my best guess, too. Princi‐
ples never fight except when it comes to matters of Balance.

↔

LADY AOI LEADS them to a small deserted building. From a

doorway that possesses hinges but no door, they can see
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burnt-out neon lights hanging loosely from an unpainted

ceiling, chairs scattered haphazardly, tables askew from old,

sun-worn walls from which paint is peeling. There are

posters of the Eagles, the words Hotel California written in

68-point Rockwell, on the walls. Hotel and/or California this

place is not, but the words can never leave seem aptly appro‐
priate. From outside, they can smell pee and sweat and other

odors unwashed human flesh emits.

Before crossing the threshold, Lady Aoi mutters,

“Shadow, no matter what happens here, remain in the dark‐
ness. Understand?”

Beep, goes the iPad.

“Good.” With a sigh, she steps inside. They walk through

the unremarkable building, hallways filled with items that

once would have been appropriate for an airport, but are

here merely relics of a civilization long gone. They might as

well be exploring some ancient temple, such is the sense of

abandonment that this place carries. That is, until she takes

them below.

She weaves through corridor after corridor with a

familiar ease until they come upon a room whose walls are

covered with maps depicting borders long forgotten. They

are met by the back of a plush maroon leather chair that is in

far too pristine condition to be worthy of this place. A man

sits in the chair—though all they can see is his sandaled feet

resting on the desk before him. He is staring at several moni‐
tors, each showing the live feed of the building’s security

cameras. With a click of an unseen keyboard, the monitors

fill with black-and-white versions of their little ragtag group.

“Lady Aoi.” Sandal Man does not turn around as he

speaks. “I had hoped that I would die before meeting

you again.”

Lady Aoi throws the bomber’s ignition key onto the desk

in front of him. “I’ve come to return what I borrowed.”
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Sandal Man picks up the key. “Too little, too late.

Now go.”

“Oh good!” Doomsday chimes in enthusiastically. “Our

first obstacle!”

Lady Aoi looks at Doomsday. “Idiot,” she spits, but the

word has lost what little effect it had on the homeless profes‐
sor. Turning to Sandal Man, she says, “I offer you an

exchange. Something you want for something I want.”

“Lady Aoi, denying you what you want is something I

very much want. So please tell me so that I may know the

value of what I deny you.”

“Access to the cave.”

Sandal Man snorts as the security camera zooms in on

them. First it sets its elevated gaze on Doomsday, then

Phillis. “The cave,” he says. “Why …?” His voice trails off as he

sees it. “You’ve found one—?” He hurriedly turns, bidding

them to follow. “One still in existence?”

↔

IF CONSERVATORS ARE the ever watchful, ever diligent white

blood cells that protect the Universe of those who choose to

break its laws, then so too must Viruses, Bacteria and Disease

exist (all capitalized to represent their singularity in cosmic

nature and purpose) with the purpose of usurping those very

same laws.

And truth be told, they do exist—anyone who has ever

spent time in the Great Hall can attest to that.

So what can be done with such beings? Well, that is a

matter of divine debate, for even the lowliest of life, be it of

the single or multi-celled variety, deserves a chance to be
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something. To pronounce them bad or wrong without due

process is something the Principles are loath to do. The fact

that every lawbreaker—save Lady Aoi—has been erased is

not something that bothers the Principles … they have been

judged and fairly so, at least by their estimation.

But that is the fate of the Viruses, Bacteria and Disease

that are brought before this tribunal. Just like their uncapital‐
ized, minor counterparts, many of them live their entire lives

without committing a severe enough violation against the

natural order of things to warrant the Principles’ attention.

They are the minor colds, the twenty-four-hour stomach

bug, the nasty hangovers.

And that is what Sandal Man is—a minor ailment on the

tan-skinned surface of the Earth’s deserts, a low-level

Bacterium that is savvy enough to challenge the Natural

Laws without actually breaking them.

And how does Sandal Man commit his crimes against the

Universe? By collecting items that should not be. He is an

archiver of magical items, talismans and charms—a role he

inherited from his father, also a Bacterium.

And so far this Archiver has collected a water jug that is

always full, a horn that blows much louder than something

of its size should, a deck of cards whose owner will always

pull up the right shape, number and color needed to win …

and these are only part of his collection, for indeed he

possesses a few dozen other items, all imbued with minor

magical talent.

He also owns a plane. Or rather owned a plane. A B-2

Bomber, to be exact … one that flew in World War II and was

said to be made of luck and filled with favor, for no matter

how hard the enemy bombarded it with anti-aircraft shells,

and no matter how many fighters took to the skies to end

this plane’s journey, the B-2 Bomber never fell.

An aircraft charmed, and the Sandal Man’s prize posses‐
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sion until it was taken by a fellow Bacterium (who evolved

from actual bacteria)—a lady who never died.

It had been love at first sight, the day Sandal Man met

Lady Aoi, for when he saw her, he immediately knew she was

a fellow Bacterium and assumed her a Disease as well.

He was only half-right. For Lady Aoi may be a being who

found a way to live forever as one of the Universe’s Bacteria,

but that does not make her a Disease.

Diseases infect, spread and ultimately kill. Lady Aoi does

none of those. Her infection of immortality does not spread.

And as for death—that is the exact opposite of everything

Lady Aoi stands for.

As for infect, however, that she does do, but only because

those who know her secret often wish her to share her

ability to live forever.

And in this, Sandal Man is no exception.

But it was more than her forever that infected Sandal

Man. There was an attraction that underlined his pursuit of

her, a desire to combine (and ultimately lie) with the two

things he loves most—magic and women.

Sandal Man showered Lady Aoi with lavish, enchanted

gifts, hoping to win her heart. And if her heart was not to be

won, then her body would do.

When she refused, he tried to persuade her that destiny

brought them together, and who was she to deny such

a thing?

“Have you met Destiny?” Lady asked. “I have, and Destiny

cares less for us than you might believe.”

Still, Sandal Man was half-right when he prescribed

destiny as the reason they found each other. Destiny (both

Principle and concept) did bring them together, but not so

that two Bacteria might find happiness in each other.

Destiny brought them together for another reason

altogether.
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A reason that, in the nine months that Sandal Man

courted Lady Aoi, he would only stumble upon on the last

day they spent together. For Lady Aoi refused all his gifts,

and it wasn’t until the day he showed her all of his properties

that she finally acquiesced.

From Sandal Man’s perspective, on the eve of that last

day, Lady Aoi entered his chambers and took him. Their

lovemaking was passionate, intense, all-encompassing. The

kind of embrace that poems, songs and sonnets praised.

Beautiful, unforgettable, perfect.

When it ended in the culmination that lovemaking so

often does, Sandal Man fell into a fitful rest where he took

Lady Aoi again and again in his dreams. And when he awoke,

seeking to turn dreams into reality, he discovered she was

gone and so was his plane.

Angry and bitter, Sandal Man vowed two things: to never

love again and to see the lady who never dies draw her last

breath.

↔

THAT WAS Sandal Man’s perspective. Lady Aoi’s was quite

different.

For what Sandal Man didn’t know was that in all his

attempts to win Lady Aoi’s heart, nothing impressed her.

Nothing save the B-2 Bomber, which, when she saw it for the

first time, a little voice spoke up from deep within and said,

You must possess this plane.
And so Lady Aoi visited Sandal Man’s bed once and only

once. Their encounter was brief, functional and unsatisfying,

culminating with Sandal Man praising a deity he didn’t
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believe in at his climactic moment, while leaving Lady Aoi

cursing the same unbelieved-in deity for keeping her so far

from her own apex.

Still, their encounter served its purpose. Sandal Man

slept, leaving the keys to his treasures unguarded. Lady Aoi

sifted through them and, taking the keys that would grant

her access to the bomber, took to the sky.

As the B-2 gained altitude, she wondered why she had

stolen the plane and, what’s more, what would she do with it.

After all, it wasn’t like there was a garage she could park it in.

She shrugged these thoughts away because the little voice

had told her to take the plane and she’d been compelled to

listen. It was, after all, the same little voice that told her to do

a hundred little things over her millions of years … and

never once did it lead her astray.

But that was fifty-some years ago, and now the plane had

found its way back to the desert. Something Lady Aoi would

have never guessed would happen.

And as she stared at her one-time lover, she wondered if

her little voice was well. Perhaps the years were taking its

toll, for this little voice, her compass that always pointed

true, had lately been acting strangely. It may have once told

her to live forever, but in the last few years, it also dictated

that she rent her flat to Phillis and, when he returned

unerased, help him.

On the surface, these were two poor life choices, and

Lady Aoi couldn’t help but wonder if her little voice was

telling her everything.
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C H A P T E R  3 6

andal Man leads and Phillis notices that his heel

casts a shadow on its sole before it is snapped up

again, slapping the bottom of the man’s feet. Snap, shadow,

snap.

Snap, shadow, snap.

He leads them into another room filled with ancient arti‐
facts. Old maps, lamps, gems, mirrors, carpets and other

talismans are carelessly littered about. Sandal Man picks up a

mirror and looks into it. What is reflected is not the strong,

confident man who curates this magnificent room, but

rather a bumbling, pimple-faced boy, terrified and

determined.

“Bah, I have little use for these memories. Still …” says

Sandal Man. He turns, and Phillis sees that Sandal Man is not

the stereotypical Arab he expected, complete with a big,

unkempt beard, suspicious eyes, sunbaked skin and

cigarette-stained teeth. Rather he has a well-groomed goatee,

wide eyes, healthy mocha skin and pearly white teeth. How

unstereotypical of him.

Sandal Man hands the mirror to Phillis to see if it reflects
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his image. And in a way it does, but it does not reflect the

Phillis who is, but rather the Phillis who was. Sadly, there is

little difference between these two Phillises, and what is

reflected back to him is much the same as what Phillis sees

in any normal mirror, except for a few tiny details. His nose

casts a shadow back on his face, his brow’s canopy protects

his eyes, the curl of his lips is highlighted with a hint of

darkness and his dimple is no longer a white hole on

his cheek.

“Interesting,” says Sandal Man, grabbing another item

from his shelves. “A man who is static is not the master of his

own life.”

“Exactly!” Doomsday pipes in. “The hero’s journey is that

of change and—” His voice is cut off as Lady Aoi hits him on

the back of the head.

“Shut up,” she says.

Sandal Man picks up a fluorite prism and shines his flash‐
light through it and onto his own hand, which in turn casts a

shadow onto the ground. The shadow holds still for a

moment, then moves independently of the Sandal Man’s

hand. “Shadow has will,” he says, clenching his fist. His

shadow, a fraction of a second later, imitates. “Most do not

have a strong one, mind you, but still. Will is will. And every

now and then, one comes along that is exceptional.” He casts

the light on Phillis and no shadow falls. “Ahhh … good. This

one’s shadow really has left him.”

Sandal Man returns the artifacts to their chaotic shelving

and, surprisingly (to Phillis, that is), bows to Lady Aoi. “It

seems that you have found another unusual item for my

collection. A valuable addition indeed.”

“Not for sale.”

“Come, come. There is always a price.”

“Excuse me,” Phillis says, mildly shocked they are

discussing the sale of him much like they would a carpet in a
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bazaar. He’s also a bit surprised that they both seem inter‐
ested in having him.

It feels kind of nice to be wanted.

“Quiet,” Doomsday says, nudging Phillis in the ribs.

“You’re talking during an important scene.”

“Oh,” Phillis says, rubbing his ribs.

Lady Aoi looks at Phillis and Doomsday with utter deri‐
sion. “Idiots. More annoying than parrots.”

Sandal Man cuts in. “I’ll pay you in gold and gems and

diamonds.”

Lady Aoi turns her gaze back to Sandal Man. “Like I said,

not for sale. Exchange.”

“Exchange. Sell. All with the same result. I own the man

who lost his shadow.”

Lady Aoi ignores Sandal Man’s dramatics. “I want access

to the cave.”

“Hah, again with the caves … Lady Aoi, you know that we

have searched them and found nothing. They are empty …

Now, enough of this. His weight in gold seems like a fair

price, no?”

Lady Aoi looks Phillis over, and it looks to him that she is

actually considering Sandal Man’s offer.

“Hey!” says Phillis.

“Shush!” Doomsday says with a finger over his lips and

another elbow in Phillis’s ribs.

“Not empty,” Lady Aoi says, “just searched by fools. Fools

without this.” Lady Aoi puts a hand on Phillis’s shoulder.

Sandal Man looks again at Phillis and nods. “True.”

“So, I offer an exchange. Grant me access and I will give

you the one thing that none of your toys can.”

“And what is that?”

“Immortality.”
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C H A P T E R  3 7

he flickering on the celestial plane continues. The

fight intensifies—but the truth is that the word

intensify simply cannot begin to capture what is happening.

True, the globes do indeed intensify in their struggle, but

they also dull, stop, pulse and flicker in the ways that only

pure energy can. Then Light suddenly stops doing anything

—and so, too, does Dark. The other Principles chatter and

clamor. Then, without warning, they, too, stop. And every‐
thing goes dark.

And cold.

And empty.

For a second, time stops and the Universe is empty. And

nothing becomes everything.

For a second. But some seconds last an eternity, and

OmniP, for the first time ever, is truly terrified.

It starts again with a flicker, a single pulse of energy

shoots through the heart of all, and the Universe comes back

to life, as the flow of time resumes its course.

Emoticon is called forth. He is given instructions to meet

Phil and Phillis at the gateway to the ShadowLands. He is to
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accompany them on their quest. No, not interfere, not help.

Just be there. In fact, it’s best that they don’t know he’s there

at all. He should slink around in the shadows, out of sight,

and wait for further instructions, should further instructions

be necessary.

Emoticon rotates his head to a pensive -_- and dutifully

leaves the hall. The other Principles return to their normal

orbit. All except Light and Dark, who remain centered in The
Portrait of Everything, still unattached from one another.

The Devil steps forth. “You promised my clients that they

would get a chance …”

The Principles flicker—their decision has been made.

This is insurance, nothing more. And provided that Phil and

Phillis do what is required of them, they will honor their

agreement.

They are, after all, Principles. Not politicians.

The Devil, unsatisfied with their answer but helpless to

do anything about it, turns back to the celestial window and

does something he swore he never would.

He prays.

↔

IN THE DESERT, each grain of sand reflects the sun so that

light shines from both above and below.

The jeep traverses the desert terrain as one would expect

a ship to sail rough seas. But unlike with a ship, crashing

does not mean drowning. It means dying of thirst. Up and

down they go, Sandal Man masterfully navigating the sand

dunes, not so much by going directly up each slope but along

its side. At first, it was quite enjoyable, but now it is nauseat‐
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ing. Phillis looks around, expecting everyone to be as sick as

he is. But he is alone in his misery.

↔

DOOMSDAY AND LADY AOI sit in the back reading the book

together, looking for clues. Their hands occasionally touch as

they turn a page or use their fingers to trace a passage. Some‐
thing strange is happening in these touches. Well, not

strange, as this happens all the time. But it is strange for

them. Doomsday has spent the last few decades alone and

untouched, sleeping on cold concrete floors, using trash fires

to warm his chilled body, using story to comfort his freezing

soul. He is not used to being touched.

And as for Lady Aoi, she’s spent damn near forever never

touching, never collaborating. These accidental touches lay

the foundation for something neither expected. Despite

calling him an idiot over and over again, Doomsday actually

has a spark of intelligence that Lady Aoi cannot dismiss.

Unlike most mortals, who see things so three-dimensionally,

Doomsday sees things with the fourth perspective of Story.

And what’s more, he is brave and loyal, two more rare quali‐
ties. She likes Doomsday, and Lady Aoi rarely likes anyone.

Who knew that Ancient and Insane were compatible, she

thinks.

↔
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THEY CONTINUE for a few more hours before stopping at the

foot of a dune. “We must continue by foot,” Sandal Man says.

“The locals do not like any mode of transportation that

doesn’t run on food and water.”

“Locals,” Phillis repeats as they walk up the dune. “How

can anyone—or anything, for that matter—live here?” His

feet sink to his ankles in loose sand. Phillis, exhausted, is

breathing hard, but Sandal Man walks as if he is on solid

ground.

“Life,” Sandal Man says as they near the top, “is every‐
where. Behold.”

Phillis struggles to take the final steps, grasping on to a

ledge of sand that sifts through his fingers. But once the

zenith is reached, he sees it. A temple. Except this is no man-

made sanctuary, for no mortal hand could construct such

perfection. What Phillis sees is a mountain created by wind

and sun and the occasional falling of rain. A shrine carved

and crafted moment by painstaking moment, perfected by a

million years of attention.

What Phillis sees is his tomb.

↔

DESPITE IMAGERY from movies and depictions in literature,

an oasis is not a few palm trees growing by the side of a

puddle.

An oasis is considerably more. It is an island in the

middle of the desert. For like an island, the oasis is teeming

with life. And like an island, this life is marooned there

because it cannot easily cross the surrounding waters to
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other lands. But unlike an island, life is not trapped by water,

but by sand.

This oasis is inhabited. Bedouin have lived here for

centuries. And as this land invisibly transformed itself into a

nation whose borders absorbed this oasis, the nation claimed

these Bedouin. First the nation came and took information

about who the Bedouin were, how many lived here and how

they sustained themselves. Then they gave them

infrastructure. Some roads (although the Bedouin refuse to

allow roads to come all the way to the oasis, they are happy

that the roads go most of the way), equipment (mostly jeeps,

some generators) and some townish amenities: a market, a

prison, a hospital (occupied by exiled doctors who annoyed

the regime enough for banishment, but not quite enough for

death). Then the government gave them IDs. “Why?” the

Bedouin asked. “Because you are nationals of our nation.”

“So?” the Bedouin asked. “So, as a member of this nation you

have certain rights, like access to the market, prison and

hospital we’ve built for you.” “Oh,” the Bedouin said, shrug‐
ging. “Oh,” the government said, “there is another reason for

these IDs. You see, now that we are a nation, we have a border

that signifies the end of our lands and the beginning of our

neighbors’ lands. You are no longer allowed to wander into

their lands.” “Why not?” The Bedouin were confused. “Because

that is another country,” the government said, as if that settled

the matter. “Oh,” the Bedouin said, “but how will we know

that we’ve crossed the border?” The government, having

anticipated this question, gave the Bedouin a map. There was

a line in the sand. Literally. “There,” the government said.

“That is where you do not cross.” And the Bedouins’ response?

Well … they are a wise, ancient people who have had this very

conversation before, when the last government came and told

them they were citizens of this nation and not that one. The
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Bedouin will always do as they please—and if they happen to

venture over some imaginary line into another nation without

their ID, oh well. But they did not share this. Instead, the

Bedouin said what the government wanted to hear. “OK.” The

Bedouin said “OK” because, although the roads are liked but

not loved and the prisons tolerated if not occupied, they do

like the doctors. Not because the doctors set their bones (it is,

after all, hard to break a bone when falling on soft sand), but

because they are educated men who don’t believe in magic.

Men of science who pee themselves every time a jinn or an

ifrit happens by. And that, if nothing else, is good for a laugh.

And the Bedouin treasure laughter above all.

↔

DESPITE STATE IDS and popular perceptions, this place

belongs to the Bedouin.

Sandal Man knows this. Lady Aoi knows this.

Phillis knows this.

Most importantly, the Bedouin know this.

“We seek entrance into the caves. We are here to reveal its

secrets,” says Sandal Man to an old Bedouin who is smoking

tobacco that smells like apples, “to find the secret of the

Sleepers.”

The old Bedouin laughs; there is no secret in those

caves. They have been tested, searched and lived in for

centuries. They have found nothing that turns myth into

legend.

The man does not say any of this. It is implied with his

single laugh. Yet somehow Phillis understands the implica‐
tions, clear as a bell. As does, it seems, Sandal Man.
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“But I have … this,” counters Sandal Man, presenting

Phillis.

The old Bedouin does not need to be told why this

foreigner is special. In a place where the sun is relentless, one

learns to live in shadows. With an interested look and a wave

of his hand, the old Bedouin grants Phillis permission to

enter the cave.

↔

THEY STAND at the mouth of the cave. It is more of a straight

drop than an inviting slope.

“Here,” Sandal Man says, and turns to Lady Aoi. “My

guarantee?”

Lady Aoi pulls out the jar she had borrowed from the

museum and opens its lid with a single twist. Placing her

mouth over its opening, she begins to wretch, much like a cat

does when calling up a hairball. Except what comes out is

not mucus-ridden fur—it is light.

Lady Aoi is literally vomiting light.

She snaps closed the jar and hands it to Sandal Man.

“There,” she says, “now you have it.”

“Hah,” Sandal Man says, eyeing the jar. “And what am I to

do with this?”

“If I don’t return, you drink it and you have your immor‐
tality. But if I do return, you give me the jar and I give you a

small piece of light. Enough for maybe two hundred extra

years—if, that is, you are not a smoker.”

“And what is to stop me from simply drinking it now?”

“Rules. You drink it while I live, you die. I die and then
you drink … well, that is very different, is it not?”
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Sandal Man pulls out his gun from his gallabiyah. “And if

I kill you right now?”

Lady Aoi smiles. “Try.”

Sandal Man stares at her for a long, silent moment. At

first, he is confident that all he needs to do is pull the trigger

and immortality is his. But like the shadow that creeps across

land with the setting sun, doubt blankets his optimism. She is

too old and too smart to be taken down by a mere bullet. No,

whatever event will end Lady Aoi’s terribly long life will have

to be something more grandiose. Meaningful.

Sandal Man puts away his gun with a chuckle. “No, no,

you misunderstand. I am a man of honor, not a thief.” His

affable demeanor disappears. “And men of honor know there

are many deceptions in this world and beyond. This … jar …

is not enough. You could enter and simply wait for me to die.

After all, a hundred years for you is nothing, but for me? No,

not good enough. I need an assurance that you will return in

a timely fashion.”

“I’ll stay,” Doomsday says without hesitation or prompt.

“What?” Phillis says.

“I’ll stay! As your prisoner.”

“Why?” Phillis asks.

“I’m ‘saving the cat’!” Doomsday whispers.

“Huh?”

“Come on! You gotta know that convention?”

Phillis’s blank look clearly indicates he does not.

“Man, oh man, you’d be lost without me. Save the cat! It’s
when a secondary character does something selfless like

putting himself in harm’s way to save a cat. Makes him

instantly more likable and more important for the story.

Don’t you instantly like me more now?”

“Idiot,” says Lady Aoi.

“Anywhoooo …” Doomsday turns to Sandal Man and

pushes out his chest like some fearless, nameless Good
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Samaritan in a disaster film. “I will stay. When they come out

and you get what you want, I go free. But if they don’t come

out, you can kill me. Just make sure it’s something grandiose

like being buried in the desert or sacrificed to some old, dead

god. Whaddya say? Surely that’ll be enough collateral

for you.”

“What? An idiot is not collateral! They are probably happy

to be rid of you. How do I know they even care for you,

anyway?”

Lady Aoi realizes that she sees Doomsday as collateral

because she values him. This is both a shock and revelation.

But as for Sandal Man—all he sees is an idiot. OK, Lady Aoi

thinks, let me show him what I am only beginning to see myself.
With that, Lady Aoi walks over to Doomsday and says,

“Because he is my idiot.” Then, in one deft movement, she

leans in close to Doomsday and locks her aged, wrinkly lips

over his. This is the first kiss Doomsday has had in over

twenty years and it awakens parts of him he’s long forgotten.

For Lady Aoi, however, this is her first kiss in over two

centuries and what was unlocked in Doomsday was rebuilt in
Lady Aoi.

“Ahh, the Distract-with-a-Kiss trope,” Doomsday

whispers.

“Idiot,” Lady Aoi whispers back before they break their

embrace.

“Enough evidence for you?” Doomsday says a bit

unsteadily.

Sandal Man still isn’t sure, but he knows this is probably

the best deal he’ll get. A few hundred extra years or the

chance to kill a fool. Either way, he estimates, a good use of

his time. “Yes,” he says, “I suppose he will have to do.”

“Great!” Doomsday says. He turns to Phillis, beaming that

Cheshire cat grin. “See, I told you that you’ll need me.”
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hey are at a mouth of the cave, except unlike

traditional mouths, this one goes straight down.

It’s called spelunking. Phillis knows this because Frederick

spelunks. He has seen the vacation photos and wonders

where a name like spelunking comes from, thinking it must be

the sound a body makes when it hits the ground.

Sandal Man agrees.

“We have searched her belly, begged her for her knowl‐
edge, coaxed her to reveal her secrets, but all she has given us

in return is some pottery, some human bones and one skull

of a dog. But you, my dear friend, you are of like. Go. Go

inside and ask it to reveal its secrets.”

Phillis is no rock climber, but he does know a few things

—mostly from movies—and he is confident that this man

does not care for safety. There are no harnesses. There are no

clips. And as for a secondary, precautionary rope? Forget

about it. There is, however, a rope tied around his waist and

three Bedouin prepared to lower him down.

Sandal Man gestures.

“Huh?” Phillis says.
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Sandal gestures. Again.

“What?” Phillis says.

Sandal Man gestures. More forcefully. All the while

pointedly eyeing the cave mouth.

“Oh?” Phillis says. He wants Phillis to actually jump
in. “No.”

Sandal Man cocks his gun.

Phillis jumps in.

And Phil—unseen by the Bedouin or Sandal Man

—follows.

↔

PHILLIS IS BEING LOWERED into the darkness.

Not that the darkness in uncontested. The sun’s light

reaches down into the caves below. Sadly, though, the light

can only accompany Phillis for so long before it too is

absorbed by the darkness. Foot by foot, Phillis is lowered

until the light above is the size of the sun that hangs in the

sky. Doomsday calls from the pinhole of light above, “Just

remember there will be a twist and then a decision you’ll

have to make. Oh, and most likely some sort of sacrifice.

Don’t despair too much, though. I’m pretty sure your story is

a comedy, and comedies always work out in the end. Well,

maybe not dark comedies … but you’re too awkward to be a

hero of one of those.”

“How … how can you be so sure?” Phillis yells up.

“Because after The End, we all get to live happily

ever after.”

“Oh,” says Phillis as his feet touch ground. He turns on the

flashlight and its light illuminates several yards of cave in
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front of him. Beyond that—darkness. And beyond that,

Phillis can only assume, more darkness.

Lady Aoi greets him at the passage. She entered without

aid of rope, flashlight or caution.

From above he hears Sandal Man call down, “Keep your

wits about you. And hurry! Hurry, my friend, for glory

awaits you.”

Asshole, flashes the iPad from Phillis’s bag.

↔

LADY AOI WALKS AHEAD of them. She has no problem navi‐
gating the darkness, whereas Phillis feels he must calculate

every step, lest he stumble upon some loose rock and suffer a

twisted ankle.

Phil, on the other hand, glides across the lightless

crevasses and unlit stone with a careless ease. He is fast,

nimble and free. And what’s more, he can see in the dark‐
ness, both Lady Aoi and Phillis appearing to him like colorful

beings in a well-lit studio. The light and dark play here is

fantastic … not that he can share this with his compatriots.

That would mean invading the iPad and to do so now would

only slow him down.

“Hurry up!” Lady Aoi says, not knowing exactly how

hurried Phil is. She is, of course, yelling at Phillis.

“I’m trying,” Phillis mutters as he cautiously takes his next

step, careful not to step on a loose rock and twist his ankle.

“Try harder,” Lady Aoi yells back.

“I want to get to the ShadowLands in one piece. Well,

mostly one piece—I’m guessing entering with an unattached

shadow technically constitutes two pieces.”
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“Humor?” Lady Aoi asks.

“An attempt,” Phillis admits.

“Good, keep it up. And move faster,” she says, and with

that disappears down another darkened path.

↔

HOURS PASS and they wander endless tunnel after endless

tunnel. Always the same. Phillis would walk and Lady Aoi,

who had scouted ahead, would return and say, “Dead end

—this way!”

This happens again and again, until Phillis decides to just

sit down. “Call me if you find anything,” he thinks of saying

to her, but decides better of it. She’ll figure it out.

He’s thirsty. Really thirsty. He wonders if he should take a

swig from his canteen or wait. He might be down here for a

long time and, well, he doesn’t want to be dehydrated. Or

worse, die of dehydration. How long does that take? The

body is, after all, seventy percent water. It does need to regu‐
larly replenish itself. But why die? Why not shrink down to

nothing? Like Alice in Wonderland—

get really,

really

small

and then really,

really

big.

Phillis wonders if Alice, with all that shrinking and

growing and floating and falling, ever truly existed. A few

months ago, he would have dismissed her as fictional, as he

would have Peter Pan and Captain Nemo and Dumbo and so
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many others. But given his own predicament, he’s not so sure

anymore. Maybe, just maybe, they’re all real.

And maybe, just maybe, Doomsday has a point, after all.

“Maybe,” Phillis mutters.

He prays for a white rabbit to pass by and show them

the way.

↔

PHIL, on the other hand, has been gliding through the dark‐
ness, finding the same dead ends as Lady Aoi. He’s quite

adept at running through the gloom of these subterranean

corridors. He still, however, cannot speak and therefore

cannot coordinate with Lady Aoi and Phillis—a frustration

amplified every time she passes by, next to or through him.

Damn it all to Hell, he thinks as Lady Aoi explores

another passage he’s already been down. This is useless. He

has grown accustomed to spending time inside that cramped

iPad so much that he now thinks in 24-point NSimSun.

In the distance he sees Phillis not moving, his flashlight

casting its beam against the wall ahead. He approaches, his

umbra dispersed as he passes in front of the light and rein‐
serts himself in the iPad.

What’s up? Why did you stop?

“This is hopeless. We’ve been wandering around for

hours. There’s no gateway. Just an empty grotto.”

Come on, after everything you’ve seen, experienced, you

honestly believe we can’t do this? Phil says, looking at his

former host and wondering how it is that this man would

quit so soon when all he wants to do it keep trying, looking,

gliding. Upbringing or genetics? Neither made sense to Phil
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because hadn’t he also had the same upbringing? He lost his

shadow father at the same age and to the same disease. He

grew up with an overprotective shadow mother. And as for

genetics—Phil isn’t sure what kind of DNA shadows have, if

any, but that discounts the undeniable truth that both he and

Phillis were cut from the same cloth.

“I’m not sure anymore,” Phillis says in the same dejected

voice he used when Sally asked him if he had anything else

to say.

Fine, you don’t believe, but I do. We’ve got to keep

moving.

“Why?”

You know why. Siri’s voice comes out even and robotic,

and does not convey the anger Phil feels. If he was able to

speak, he would have screamed that sentence into Phillis’s

quitting ears. If he was human, he would have grabbed his

former host by the collar and slammed him against the cave

wall as an emphasis to accompany each word.

“Yeah,” Phillis says, his voice distant, “I do.”

Phil stops, not expecting Phillis to so readily admit he

understands what is at stake. For a fleeting but very real

moment, Phil believes his human counterpart will get up and

resume the search. But Phillis doesn’t get up. He just stares

ahead into the darkness.

Phil doesn’t know what else he can say, and for a short

while, both shadow and host are content to sit, side by side,

literally and figuratively in the dark, with only the glow of

the iPad illuminating the literal part.

The silence might have lasted much longer had Phillis not

done something unexpected. He says out loud what he’s

thinking, knowing full well that the one word uttered most

likely will lead to a fight: “Why?”
Excuse me?

“Why? Why did you leave?”
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I told you—your toaster separated us and

“You could have reattached.”

…

“So, why? Was I that bad?”

…

“Answer me! Please, I deserve that much, at least.”

I left because I wanted an adventure.

“You could have waited.”

For what?

“For me to go on an adventure?”

Phil can hardly believe what he is hearing. Oh, come on!

You never do anything.

“I do!”

Going to work and coming home doesn’t count.

“I was saving up for a vacation. Somewhere exotic.”

Really? Like where?

“You know …”

No, tell me—if you were saving up, you must have had an

idea of where you’d like to go. Where? Tell me.

“Well, I was still considering my options, and …”

Phillis’s complete lack of self-awareness causes whatever

passes as blood among shadows to boil. Phil is livid. Here, let

me help you. Was it here? An image of the Eiffel Tower pops

up. Or here? The White House. Maybe here? A beach in Goa,

a temple in Kyoto, the Tree of Life in Bahrain, the Pyramids,

the Blue Mosque, the Vatican. Where? Tell me.

“Stop!” Phillis screams, then whimpers, “Stop …”

And besides, how do you know that I would want to go to

where you want to go? Huh?

“But …”

But what? I’m your shadow and I should enjoy whatever

you enjoy? Is that it?

“No … but …”

Well, I want to go here. Always have, always will. A video
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of several people lining up for Space Mountain appears. The

video fast-forwards to the slow ascent and the enviable fall.

Phillis, who hates heights, fast-moving vehicles and the dark,

turns away.

See? You can’t even watch a video of it! You would have

never, ever gone anywhere near the kind of places I

like. Never.

“That’s not true,” Phillis says, his lips frowning in a pout.

“I’m glad you left. And when this is all done, you’re free to

keep going. I won’t stop you.”

Maybe I will.

“Good.”

Good.

“I’m turning you off.”

You wouldn’t dare. It would mean being alone in the dark

—and we all know how much you hate the dark.

“Oh, yeah? Come on—one more word and I’m shutting

you off. One … more … word.”

Centered and in 18-point Playbill, Phil writes:

Playbill is absolutely the best font possible for theater

brochures.

Phillis grabs the screen and fumbles with the buttons to

turn it off. The screen goes blank and then quickly flashes to

life with a .

“I hate emoticons.”

;)

“I hate you.”

Feeling’s mutual.

“Oh, screw you!” Phillis says, stepping away from the

iPad. Then, turning back, he adds, “You know, I wouldn’t be

in this situation if it weren’t for you. It’s … it’s …”

Not fair?
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“Yes, not fair!”

And what exactly is not fair?

The glow of the iPad reflects off of Phillis’s sheened eyes

as he says, “It’s not fair that all my friends and family suffer

because you left. It’s not fair that if I don’t die in this cave, I’ll

most likely die in the ShadowLands. And even if I do survive,

it’s not fair that my life is over.”

Oh—big lose!

But Phillis doesn’t notice Phil’s rebuke. He simply stomps

his foot and cries out, “Not fair!
“Not fair!
“Not fair!” Phillis picks up the iPad and flings it. Phil

knows that his former host’s intention is to destroy it. That is

what Phillis does when pushed to the edge—breaks the toy,

flips the board, storms out never to return. But instead of

hitting the cave wall in front of them, instead of shattering

into a thousand pieces of glass and plastic, instead of the

expected thunk!, thaak! and thuck! the glow of the iPad sails

forth, unhindered, beyond the cave wall. A shooting star cast

from the hand of Phillis.

Forward, farther and forthright, the iPad flies.
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hillis peers down the hole that up until a moment

ago he thought was a wall. In truth, the hole—

about the size of his TV—is a window that peers into

another cavern. Inside is pitch-black, save for the iPad’s

glow. He examines the wall around the hole and realizes that

the hole is purposely hidden by clever carvings that, no

matter where the source of light is, always obscure it with

shadows. No one would find it without knowing that it was

there in the first place.

That, or dumb luck.

↔

I CAN JUST HEAR Doomsday now: “Coincidence—a literary

device that’s been out of fashion since Jane Eyre.” Ugh!

“OmniP—the story!”

Sorry …
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PHILLIS LOOKS for a way in and notices that it is not just one

hole, but holes, plural. Twelve of them, to be exact. And at the

end of the row is a particularly large boulder resting against

the wall. Except it is not a whole boulder. Phillis finds upon

inspection that its bottom half is empty space—the boulder

only looks complete because of the shadows that hide the

hole beneath.

This one is large enough for him to crawl through.

↔

ON THE OTHER SIDE, he finds himself in a large cave. Or a

large cavern that—once—may have been a cave; but because

of the patient and meticulous care of human hands and

human ingenuity, it is now an area larger than any apartment

block standing in any metropolis the world over. And Phillis

has crawled into its central area—a marketplace, main street,

central park. All around him are ancient artifacts that could

fill a hundred museums and occupy the focused minds of a

thousand academics. Bowls, jugs, tables, chairs, awnings,

tools—everything a community would need to survive.

Phillis does not know where he is, but one thing is clear:

long, long ago this place thrived with life.

Lady Aoi pushes ahead.

“You’re welcome,” Phillis says.

“You’re lucky,” Lady Aoi replies.

Phillis flashes his light around as he walks through the
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area, and slowly it dawns on him that there are portholes on

every wall—windows for the apartments where people slept.

Although ancient, it is not that different from communities

now. There are little stages where people can gather for

events, presumably to watch their stories being acted out as

live theatre. There are stalls where people can trade and

desks where children can learn. A play area. A canopied

enclave filled with hammers and forges and an oven—a

blacksmith’s lab. Another for a mason and a carpenter. There

is the butcher’s table. A loom for cloth. An apothecary’s store.

The common things found in any community.

These are the remnants of a village. A town. A civiliza‐
tion. And it takes Phillis the better part of an hour to wander

through its center.

Phillis wanders until he finds a room larger than the

others.

“Where are we?” he says.

Not sure. No 4G down here.

“Where …?” Phillis doesn’t finish the thought, looking

around a room that he can only assume was once a place of

worship. He surmises this because there are row after row of

cushions lined up, presumably to comfort prostrate prayers.

And just like another place of worship familiar to Phillis

where there is an altar, at the far end of this room stands a

stone. On it is, in 10,000-point ancient carvings:
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Lady Aoi touches the carving and shakes her head. An

ancient memory has been awoken. A memory Lady Aoi

wishes had stayed long buried.

As Phillis continues to explore, his flashlight starts to

flicker. On, off. Light, darkness. Darkness, light.

Darkness.
Phillis hits the flashlight several times. It does not turn

on. He fumbles in the dark—if he can just get the batteries

out and rub them together maybe he can get a spark, another

flicker of light. The batteries need to be replaced, but this is

the best he can do down here. Clumsy hands remove the

dying or dead batteries and rub them together, and clumsier

hands return them to the flashlight’s innards. Or they try to.

In his eagerness to create light, Phillis drops the batteries—

and with a click, clack, cluck, the two D cells land on stony

earth and roll away.

Phillis is on his hands and knees, praying that he will

somehow find them. How? He’s not sure. How can anything

be found in this darkness?

Darkness.
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But this place is not pitch-black. It is not even particularly

dark. At first he thinks his eyes have adjusted to his

surroundings. Or better yet, his shadowless state has

somehow granted him the ability to see in the dark. Then

Phillis realizes why it is he can see.

The earth is glowing.

↔

Tiny florescent lights wiggling around in the dirt. Phillis

picks one up. Doing so must have scared it, because it blinks.

Then its friends start to blink. Then the friends of its friends,

until an entire community of light is chattering. A world

conversing, a universe collaborating—the darkness beneath

is lit brighter than any cloudless day the desert has ever seen.

Phillis sees thousands upon thousands of tiny biolumi‐
nescent worms wiggling in the dirt and on walls and hanging

from ceilings. Thousands upon thousands of fireflies take to

the sky, little floating lamps lighting his way.

They are a million minuscule stars, together brighter than

any one sun, each doing its bit to chase away the darkness.

And indeed, the darkness has been chased.

“Look,” Lady Aoi says, pointing.

↔

Among the million little stars are two that stand apart and

alone. And beneath the second star to the right is an opening.

Y
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* * *

Ziiiiim, ziiiiim …
Ziiiiim …
That is what traveling through time and space sounds like

to Phillis.
When he wakes, he finds himself in a world that is

entirely white and black.
More than that, Phillis is in a world of beauty. To say this

place is simply made of black and white implies that it lacks
vibrancy, texture or effervescence. Nothing is further from
the truth. Colors dull. They distract. Details are lost in hues
of yellow and orange and blue. But in this world—in these
ShadowLands—the tiniest details are illuminated with shad‐
ings and contrasts that enrich objects in ways that color
simply cannot.

An eternity of familiarity would not dull this world.
Phillis does not notice the two-dimensional creature

standing next to him. A creature identical to him in height
and build and demeanor. An estranged creature that is now
attached to him, not by light, but by the shared awe with
which they stare at the sight before them. They are looking
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at a city that crawls up the face of a mountain. A city made
entirely of uncolored structures of shadow, cast from a halo
of an unmoving sun whose source is hidden behind the tip of
the mountain.

↔

“There,” Lady Aoi says, pointing. “There is where we must
go. There is where the fugitive hides.”

***
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Details, Shadings, Thoughts
Resurrections, Surrenders and Lanterns





* * *

(Some say that) in the beginning, God and Nature and Happy
Accident made light. And then darkness made itself.

In other words—light was made, but darkness became,
thus satisfying the very condition needed to be divine. For
the divine exists because of its own power, and not because
of the power of another.

Sadly, mortals—humans especially—believe darkness
lacks divinity. They wrongly assume that darkness does not
inspire. Darkness does not create. Darkness does not give life.

But this is simply not true, for it is in darkness that
humans are closest to their own divinity.

After all, when embraced by the veil of darkness, one’s
imagination often runs wild –conjuring images of monsters,
marauders and maniacs.

Darkness is when one dreams. And dreams are the
cornerstone of inspiration. And inspiration paves the road of
innovation. And innovation is but one step before mani‐
festation.

And, finally, it is in darkness that mortals experience the
holiness of sleep, for sleep is the mortal’s way of practicing
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death; each night mortals die again and again, only to be
reborn in the light of dawn.

Imagination, dreams and sleep are the gifts that darkness
has given mortals. Gifts for which darkness will never be
thanked.

↔

There is one last gift that Dark has given mortals: fear.
For it is in the darkness that humans find their greatest fears
—and it is in the light that they prepare.

***
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hil can’t quite decide what the path to the

ShadowLands is like precisely. It is unlike

anything he has ever seen, experienced or imagined.

They are walking down a colorless road that is covered

with mist. That’s not quite right. They are walking down a

colorless road that is mist. And what’s more, they are walking

on top of the mist.

A quite literal walking-on-clouds-type situation not

unlike when he met floating SharkHead. Except then he

walked on condensed condensation. Here the mist is some‐
thing else.

He takes in a deep breath of heavy air and lets out a slow

breath.

“Whoa,” he hears Phillis say, pointing at the mist.

Phil looks down to see the funnel of mist sprout out

directly in front of him. He holds his breath and the funnel

disappears. He blows out again and the funnel reappears.

“Oh my,” Phil says, immediately recognizing the familiar

phenomenon. “Even the air has a shadow here.”

Phillis nods in agreement. Then in an absent voice, says,
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“I wonder,” as he bends down and touches the ground. The

mist follows his former human’s hand as he lifts it up as if

attached … No, not attached. Attracted.

Phil does the same, and the simple act causes two obser‐
vations to occur one after the other, leaving the normally

unmutable shadow silent.

The first is this: Phil can feel cold vapors tickle down his

hands and forearms and he’s suddenly aware that he’s able to

interact with his surroundings. As a shadow, he’s used to

being interacted with—rather than being the one who proac‐
tively interacts.

This realization is shadowed—forgive the pun—by the

second realization that he, too, is not attached to anything.

Rather he stands vertical in the air, not slapped onto any

surface. He’s standing like a human stands—three-dimen‐
sional, feet on the ground, head to the sky.

For a creature that has spent his life gliding along

surfaces, this sensation truly baffles him. He takes an uncer‐
tain step forward. He is suddenly aware of gravity and his

verticalness. He can feel his feet supporting a previously

unperceived weight that is his body. He takes another step,

then another, his movement becoming more assured, and on

his third step he jumps up in triumph, only for his legs to

finally fail him. He falls on the floor with a thud, sending

mist every which way.

“Idiot,” Lady Aoi says, not looking in his direction, but

staring straight ahead.

Even though her back is decidedly turned on him, he

suspects she saw his little display in all its un-

gazelle-like glory.

Still, her words draw Phil’s attention to his compatriots

and, looking at them for the first time in this strange land, he

notes that they are somehow transformed here. Yes, Lady

Aoi is still Lady Aoi, but she’s now black and white. It is as if
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someone took a high-definition photo of her and then

removed all the color, including gray. And that’s what makes

her all the more intriguing. Her face is black with white trib‐
utaries that accentuate the crow-feet wrinkles pouring from

her eyes. Her irises are black, her eyeballs white. This pattern

paints her entire body. Black then white. White then black.

With nothing in between.

Then he looks over at his former host, who stands with

his hands folded over his chest and his head tucked down,

eyes fixed on the ground in front of him. Phil sees, or rather

feels, Phillis’s fear and would have been drawn to his former

host, ready to offer some assurance to the being he’d spent

the majority of his life attached to, had there not been one

distracting, almost terrible detail to the man.

↔

PHILLIS HAD ASSUMED his unusualness was the same kind of

unusualness as Lady Aoi but, seeing both Phil and Lady Aoi

staring at him so intently, knew he wasn’t so lucky.

“What?” Phillis asks, and begins touching his face. He

wonders if he has something on it … like a mustard stain or

broccoli in his teeth. The contrast must be a striking white

stain for all to laugh at. Of course, it doesn’t occur to him

that he hasn’t eaten anything with mustard in days, and as for

broccoli, well … he hasn’t eaten that in years.

“You are … are …” Phil says, walking closer to his once-

host, “off-white.”

“Excuse me?”

“Off-white. Beige, to be exact.”

“More like … washed-out pink,” Lady Aoi offers.
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“Excuse me?”

“Rather sickly in this place,” Lady Aoi says.

“You look like you’ve seen a ghost,” Phil says.

“Or dying. You could be dying,” Lady Aoi offers with all

the tact of a funeral salesperson in a cancer ward.

“I feel fine. The only ghost I’ve seen is you,” Phillis says. He

fumbles to pull out his iPad, then, using the front-facing

camera, he looks at himself. Much to his surprise, he is,

indeed, off-white. Beige. A washed-out pink.

Phillis is, he realizes, the same shade of color he was in

the real world. Unlike Lady Aoi and Phil, being in the Shad‐
owLands has done nothing for his complexion. He is, here,

what he was there: Phillis. Except here, with the absence of

color and his clothes in black and white, his washed-out

nature is pronounced.

“Weird, huh?” Phil says, gently nudging him.

“Idiot,” Lady Aoi says.

“What about my … my condition?” Phillis asks, tagging

behind. “You said I’m dying?”

“Either you are dying or you are not. Might as well die or

live over there.” She points at the city in the distance.
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ining the path are trees that grow out of the mist,

their trunks swirls of black and white that never

quite become gray. The trees’ branches display thou‐
sands of leaves that, upon first glance, seem unique in their

own swirl of white and black. As if they are not attached to

the trees’ branches, but like the mist following Phil’s hand,

hang because they are attracted to them. Phil does not under‐
stand how he knows this—maybe because he is a shadow in a

land made of shadows—and he is sure only that the leaves

hang on their branches because, unlike him, there is nowhere

else they would rather be.

They have found their place in this world.

Phil looks over at his host, who meanders down the path

with the same confused eyes a cat has in an airport, and

wonders if he could ever live attached to that man again. He

supposes if it meant the lives of everyone they know—but it

would have to be for a reason as grand as that.

Still, Phillis is someone he has spent his life with and he

does care for the human.

The bumbling, distraught human who is fumbling with
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his pocket, obviously looking for something and panicking

that he can’t find it. Phillis’s pocket hand motions become

more frantic and Phil considers reassuring his former host.

Perhaps a shadowy hand on a shoulder. A ‘what’s the prob‐
lem?’ concerned look on … But before he gets a chance,

Phillis stops rummaging and starts laughing.

Then Phillis does something that makes Phil wonder if

he’s judged his human too harshly. He makes a joke … of

sorts. “Life is but a stage and—” Phillis starts freeing his hand

from the pocket and jutting it out before him in a classic

Shakespearean pose.

“Don’t you start. We left that homeless literature

professor behind for a reason,” Lady Aoi barks.

“Yeah, I was just thinking of him. I seem to have lost my

McGuffin.”

“Your what?” Lady Aoi scoffs.

“My McGuffin. Doomsday said I’ll need it to complete my

mission. And I’ve lost it. Started to panic, too, but then I

remembered two things. First—according to Doomsday, my

absolutely essential, must-have weapon needed to win the

day—my McGuffin—is an ordinary, half-used pencil. Second

—Doomsday is crazy. Good dodge by me on that panic

attack.”

Phil senses pride in his former host’s words, and why not?

Phil is proud of him. The panic-addled man averted full-

blown panic … by himself. The human is changing, Phil

notes, and for the first time he has slight hope that Phillis

may become the kind of person a shadow might want to

hang on to.

“But seriously,” Phillis continues, the edges of his smile

nearly touching where the umbra of his ears once hung.

“Look at us! We’re following the yellow brick road, the bread

crumbs, the second—”

“Stop it.”
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“—second star to the right and straight on till morning!”

Lady Aoi snorts and Phil laughs.

“Come on! You got to admit it’s the appropriate reference

for our situation. I mean, I’m Peter Pan and there’s my shad‐
ow.” Phillis points at Phil.

“A boring, strait-laced, fearful Peter Pan, but a Peter Pan

nonetheless,” Lady Aoi concedes.

Neither Phil or Phillis can tell if Lady Aoi just attempted

a joke, but that doesn’t matter. Shadow and human burst out

into laughter, grabbing their guts as they both, in eerie

synchronization, fall to their knees.

“Idiots,” Lady Aoi says, unable to completely suppress

a smile.

↔

JOKES DELIVERED, they walk on, and eventually Phil matches

strides with Lady Aoi. Not that Phillis cares—his spirits are

lifted, and in good humor he starts to really interact with his

surroundings.

As they tread along, he grabs at the mist—the shadow of

air—and starts to do something decidedly unPhillis-like.

He plays.

The mist is a far more interesting canvas than Phot‐
oshop, Illustrator, Paint, Publisher, GIMP, InDesign or any

other design program he’s used. And what’s more, he is

learning that he can combine his shadow powers with the

mist to create some truly inspiring work. He molds the

ductile smoke into his very favorite fonts, writing their

names in a cloud—Lucida Fax, Lucida Sans Typewriter,

Footlight MT Light, Gungsuh, Copperplate Gothic Light
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and, of course, the font that got him on this path: Maiandra

GD.

The fonts were fine. Great, even. But what about adding

effects? He throws up a tuft of smoke and outlines it with

shadow. What to write? he thinks. Then he remembers Linda

and writes, in 32-point Lucida Calligraphy, Almost.
Phillis wishes he could take a picture of his creation and

show it to Linda. When this is done, he thinks, I’m going to ask
her out. Then Phillis imagines the heart-wrenching pain that

is rejection and adds, Maybe. His tuft of smoke changes, too,

and now reads, Maybe.

Then his thoughts fixate on another person in his life, but

this is someone he doesn’t like. Frederick. Oh, Frederick

would flip if he could see the kind of designs, layouts and

fonts this place can make. Phillis would love to show Fred‐
erick his creations just so he could deny Frederick the use of

them. Frederick would offer Phillis more pay. Frederick

would offer him more perks. And Phillis would refuse.

“How’s my go-to guy?” Frederick would say, and to that

Phillis would answer, “Your go-to guy is—”

But Phillis stops this thought dead in its tracks. He’s being

too harsh on the man whose only real crime is being a lousy

boss. That … and liking his mom.

He kicks at the mist and watches as a small tuft of white

drifts up and straight ahead. It snags on a tree branch, a lone

snowflake suspended midair—and that’s when Phillis sees it.
Or rather, them. The trees cast shadows that, in turn,

become trees themselves. They are a self-projecting entity

that perpetuates itself. Mirrors facing mirrors. All coming

from one light source—the hanging sun that sits just behind

the mountain and has not moved since they arrived in

this place.

Incredible, he thinks.

“Guys,” he calls ahead. “These trees are shadows. I mean,
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we can all see that, but … the shadows cast shadows. It’s all

a … a …”

“An illusion, a mirage, a glamor, a lie?” Lady Aoi

volunteers.

“No. It’s all an intricate design. This place was made.”

“Idio—”

“No, I’m right! Watch,” Phillis says. He steps over to a tree,

then continues past it, stopping instead at the shadow the

tree casts. Kneeling, he snaps off a shadow twig from the

tree’s shadow. The corresponding twig on the standing tree

also snaps off. And what’s more—so does every twig down

the line. “They’re both real! They are each other’s shadow.”

Lady Aoi looks around, and when she has sufficiently

considered Phillis’s words, she steps in close, examining him.

She wonders if the trip over to the other side had somehow

made him smarter. “Hmph,” she says, before lighting a black-

and-white cigarette. “So, you got one right. Doesn’t make up

for all your idiocy.”

“Kind of does,” Phil says.

Lady Aoi glares at Phil, glares at Phillis and walks on,

puffing shadow smoke, which looks almost the same as

regular smoke.

“Ahhh … thanks,” Phillis says to Phil.

“Don’t mention it.” Phil gives his former host an exagger‐
ated salute before continuing up the path.

It is a long road to the ShadowLands’ heart. Surely there

will be trouble along the way.

↔

WHILE PHILLIS CONSIDERS whether or not he is dying in the
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ShadowLands, back on Earth, Linda, who has been staring

vacantly out her hospital window, has her mind pulled to a

thought altogether not her own. It seems that the attachment

she has to Phillis traverses this world and the other, and she

is now looking at the cuff of her wrist, the word Almost
swimming in the murky currents of her mind. Almost.
Almost. Almost.

“Almost what?” she says, her own words breaking her

from her spell.

Merely feet from her, Frederick, too, is stirring. He’s

thinking about the newsletter and how it would be great to

give it a bit more flare and pizzazz. Come on, he thinks. I’ll
pay you double. Triple!

“How’s my go-to guy?” he mutters out loud.

Linda looks over at her comrade-in-insanity and says,

“Phillis?”

“Yeah … Phillis.”
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C H A P T E R  4 2

hillis and Phil walk down the misty path until

they enter what looks like a graveyard. It is the

only word that past experience brings to mind—what else do

you call a dark field with evenly spaced white stones?

“Ohhh,” Phillis says, his voice almost playful. “Eerie.”

Phil looks at his former host with suspicion. When the

old Phillis said something like that, he meant it. There was

no playful intonation, no mirth in the comment. Just dread.

And yet this Phillis actually used the word with a hint of

humor. It could be that Phillis used the less-than-dreadful

tone to mask his fear, that deep down inside he is in full-

blown, DEFCON 3 panic … But still, he tried to be brave,

and such an attempt, even one so feeble, was a worthy

improvement over the Phillis of old.

And so the shadow rewards his human with a rueful nod

and says in a voice full of mock gravitas, “Here rest the fallen

shadows.”

“Shadows die?” Phillis asks. Then, remembering their talk

earlier of shadows who do not go into the dark, revised his
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statement by adding, “I mean, when shadows die, they can be

buried? You don’t just … you know?”

“Fade into black? Oh, yes. I mean, I think so … Well, I

don’t actually know what happens to shadows when

they die.”

“Neither do we,” and by we Phil suspects he means the

human race—the only we Phillis can confidently claim to be a

part of.

“No,” Lady Aoi says harshly. “Shadows may die, but I do

not think they die in this place. In this place shadows live

forever.”

Phil and Phillis look at her skeptically. Then Phil says,

“How do you know? Sure, you’ve lived for damn near

forever, but last time I checked, even the great Lady Aoi had

never been here. You don’t know everything.” And with that

he gives Phillis a look that says, Back me up, bro, but given

that Phillis’s mouth is hanging open in the perfect O of shock

that anyone, let alone someone who had been a part of him,

would dare speak to his ancient and undying landlady in

such a way, Phil knows he is decidedly on his own.

Lady Aoi snorts. “Maybe … but I’m still smarter than

you.” She pulls out a match and lights it. Its white flame

chases away the dark. Behind it, Phillis notes, there is noth‐
ing. It is as if she literally ripped a hole in the world with

her match. “Call it intuition. One immortal sensing

another. But I feel that life and death behave very differ‐
ently here. Besides, it stands to reason that if Light and

Dark cannot come to this place, neither can any of the

other Principles.” Satisfied that she has made her point,

Lady Aoi lights her cigarette before tossing the still-lit

match on a shadow in front of one of the white

tombstones.

As soon as the flame touches the ground, they hear a yelp,

and a dark figure writhes to escape its light. In the brief
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second it is illuminated, Phillis sees it: a shadow, full-bodied

and complete, lying in a bed of darkness.

↔

THE YELP TURNS into a full groan as one of the white stones

stands up and stomps on the match. Once the flame is extin‐
guished, the stone turns toward the wanderers and, well,

whistles, if such a high-pitch groan can be called a whistle.

The effect is that all the stones lift off the ground—as if

ghosts suddenly animated—and glide toward the hapless

travelers.

“What the hell are they,” Phillis asks, backing away,

“walking stones?”

“Not stones, you idiot, it’s a trap,” Lady Aoi says.

“Get ready.”

“Get ready for what?” Phillis asks as the stones stand up.

Now that they are moving, he notes that they aren’t stones.

They’re Halloween ghosts, figures in white sheets. They

look like—

“Klu Klux Klan?” Phil says, completing Phillis’s thought.

“Quite ballsy for you guys to form a chapter in the Shadow‐
Lands. Though I suppose you are a ballsy bunch, aren’t you?”

Phillis looks over at Phil, who is standing with chest out

and feet planted. His hands are slightly raised and he wears a

maniacal smile that simultaneously says, Do your worst and

I’m having fun. And Phillis does not doubt that Phil is having

fun. After all, he’s terrified, which can only mean the shadow

is enjoying himself.

Still, seeing his former specter’s determination, Phillis

decides that for once he should follow the lead of his shadow
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rather than the other way around and, imitating Phil’s pose,

sticks out his chest and plants his feet.

None of the white stones say or do anything.

“I mean, come on, you guys couldn’t have taken into

account your setting before forming your little gang? The

only thing stupider would be forming an anti-ice group in

the Artic,” Phil says.

“Very funny,” says one of the WhiteSheets. “But we’re

not KKK.”

“Are you sure? ’Cause you guys look like extras from

Mississippi Burning.”

Lady Aoi does something Phillis has never seen her do

before. She cracks a smile. Then her face goes stone-cold and

she says, “They’re not KKK … they’re guards to the Shadow‐
Lands. Every pirates’ haven, thieves’ den and terrorist

training ground has one. Why would the ShadowLands be

different?”

“Absolutely true. Why would the ShadowLands be differ‐
ent?” The speaking stone bows, the hem of his white sheet

lifting just enough from the back that Phillis can see a

shadow underneath. They are not stones at all, but rather

shadows wearing a white costume, and suddenly Phil’s jokes

make sense. They really do look like a KKK chapter, except

what was under these men’s sheets was something Phillis

doubted any real member of the KKK would approve.

The same WhiteSheet who spoke earlier steps forward.

He gestures for the other WhiteSheets to surround the trio,

which they do as they pull out bayonets and point their

pointy ends directly at them. From the way the other White‐
Sheets obey him, Phillis can only presume he is their leader.

“The question is … what are you?” WhiteSheet Leader

pokes Phillis with his nightstick and looks over Lady Aoi.

“You are three-dimensional, so that means you are not a
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shadow … And you—” he gets in close to Phillis’s face “—you

are what, exactly?”

“Don’t touch it,” says one of the WhiteSheets. “It might be

contagious.”

“I’m not contagious.” Phillis gulps. “And I’m not an it.”

The WhiteSheets ignore this. “What is it? And why does it

look like that?”

“Could be a … monster?” suggests a WhiteSheet.

“Hah,” laughs Phil. Seems that ever since he left his

former host, everyone thinks Phillis is a monster. Phillis is a

few things … and monster is not one of them.

“Might be Death,” says another, “coming to carry away

our dark souls.”

“Wait a minute,” says Phillis. “I’m not any of those things.”

“Yep, it’s definitely Death.”

“What should we do?”

“Kill Death before Death kills us.”

They are closing in on him now, bayonets aloft.

“Wait a minute,” Phillis repeats.

“He’s not Death or a monster,” says WhiteSheet Leader.

“How do you know?” asks a WhiteSheet with a quivering

voice.

“Because this guy is shaking worse than you are. Neither

Death nor a monster would be so afraid. No, this guy is

worse than a monster. Worse than Death. He’s a … human.”

“Human?”

“In the ShadowLands?”

“Oh, gross!”

“Disgusting!”

“Unnatural!”

“How?”

“Yes, how?” agrees WhiteSheet Leader, directing the ques‐
tion to Phillis. “Who are you and why are you here?”
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“We’re looking for a safe haven from the Principles,”

Phil says.

WhiteSheet Leader pulls out his own bayonet and points

it at Lady Aoi. “And you?”

“Like he said … safe haven,” says Lady Aoi.

“Do you hear that, boys? They’re here because they think

the ShadowLands are safe.”

All the WhiteSheets laugh at this.

“A haven this is … but safe?” WhiteSheet Leader says.

“Now, that depends on who you know.” He nods to his

WhiteSheets and gestures to the trio with his bayonet.

“Kill them.”

“You can’t,” Phillis says, because, well, he can’t think of

anything else to say.

WhiteSheet Leader, amused, lifts a hand to halt the

advancing WhiteSheets. “And why is that?” he asks.

Phillis may have given them reason for pause, but he has

no idea why they can’t kill them. Luckily, Lady Aoi can.

“Because, idiot, we are the first non-shadows to enter these

lands in a very, very long time. Killing us would be wasteful.”

WhiteSheet Leader considers this. Then, with an arrogant

waving of his bayonet-thrusting hand, says, “You are right.”

Phillis breathes a sigh of relief.

WhiteSheet Leader turns to his WhiteSheets. “Beat them

within an inch of their lives.”

Phillis sucks his sigh of relief right back in.

↔

AS THE WHITESHEETS resume their advance, Phil lifts up his

fist in answer. Lady Aoi readies herself for a fight. And Phillis
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… he prepares to fall into the fetal position the first chance

he gets. Phil, sensing Phillis’s plan says, “Stay behind me and

first chance you get—run.”

“Run where?”

“Back to the entrance. Get help.” What Phil doesn’t add is,

If you can find your way out again. And with those last words

thought but not said, Phil stands in front of his former

human, determined to save Phillis if he can.

All the WhiteSheets advance except one, who is smaller

than the rest and visibly shaking beneath his white sheet.

“Are you sure this is a good idea?” he asks, his voice unsteady.

He is looking timidly in every direction. “One of the Princi‐
ples might have followed them here … or worse—the

Icosahedron.”

“Who?” WhiteSheet Leader and Phil ask in unison.

“You know,” Timid WhiteSheet says, “the cop with the

twenty-sided head.”

“Oh, you mean Emoticon,” Phil says. “He’s not here.”

“Emoticon?” WhiteSheet Leader asks. He gestures for his

WhiteSheets to hold back.

“Yeah, Emoticon. The guy who works for the Principles.

He’s not here.”

“And how do you know?”

“ ’Cause when that multi-faced son of a misguided

Advanced Dungeons & Dragons game came after me, I

showed him who’s who.”

“Are we talking about the same multi-faced creature?”

“There’s more than one?”

“Based on what you are saying, there must be. No one has

ever faced him and escaped—save one, and that situation was

—” WhiteSheet Leader pauses as he considers his next

words, before settling on one “—special.”

“I have.” Phil pounds his chest as he speaks.

“You are referring to the Principles’ Avatar?”
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Phil nods. “The one and only.”

“And he captured you?”

“Yep.”

“Then what are you doing here?” If one could peek under

WhiteSheet Leader’s cloth, one would see a shadow making a

skeptical face.

Phil is beginning to see his chance. “I got away.”

“No way.”

“Yes way … as in, away.”

“You’re lying.”

“Nope.”

“Then you must be exaggerating.”

“Nope. Got clean away,” Phil exaggerates. Then, remem‐
bering how powerful Emoticon is, he decides to embellish

his story further by adding what he believes will make it

more believable. “I had help … these two.” He gestures at

Phillis and Lady Aoi, who are smart enough not to contradict

him.

WhiteSheet Leader nods. It’s clear he doesn’t believe Phil,

but he also does not disbelieve him. He’s just not sure. After a

long moment, Leader chuckles, pointing at the trio. “When

the scout told us that two humans had entered here, all of the

ShadowLands was abuzz with excitement. That’s why the

boss sent us to come greet you. Who knew that, in addition

to humans, we’d have a comedian as well. Beat the Celestial

Cop … there’s only ever been one person who’s done that,

and, well, he is ten times the fighter all three of you are

combined. And—”

“She,” Lady Aoi interrupts.

“Excuse me?”

“Not he … she. Me, to be specific. I am the one who beat

the Celestial Cop, and I beat him again helping these two

idiots.” The latter statement may be a lie, but the former is

not. Lady Aoi did, indeed, beat Emoticon. But not in battle.
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She beat him the moment she left the Celestial Court

unharmed. He wore a for half a century after that day.

“Really?” WhiteSheet Leader says, clearly skeptical. But

once his eyes settle on Lady Aoi, doubt grows wide and deep

within him. Anyone who looks at the immortal can immedi‐
ately see she is a force, not of nature or of the divine, but

rather in and of herself.

“Yes, really.”

“And why did you help these two the second time?”

“Because that one owes me rent.” She nods in Phillis’s

direction.

Phillis stammers, “R-r-rent? I … Yes, I do. I mean, did. I

did. I’m all paid up now.”

Lady Aoi tsks at Phillis and turns her gaze back onto

WhiteSheet Leader. “I got involved before I knew what was

happening. Chased Celestial Cop away. But Celestial Cop is

like a dog with a bone, a squirrel with an acorn, a politician

with a lie—that is to say, he is tenacious. Won’t let it go. He’ll

come back again and again. And that is why we are here …

we need a place to lay low. We need the ShadowLands to lay

low. A month … maybe three. Then we’ll be on our way.”

Turns out that Lady Aoi is a fantastic liar.

“A month?” WhiteSheet Leader says. “Maybe three? Then

you’ll leave?”

“You have our word,” Lady Aoi says.

“Your word. Hear that, boys? She promises to hang out

here for a month, maybe three, then she’s out of here. All of

them are out of here.” WhiteSheet Leader starts to laugh. All

of the WhiteSheets join in.

Phillis, Phil and Lady Aoi have no idea what is so funny,

but better this than being beat within an inch of their lives.

Once WhiteSheet Leader is able to control himself again,

reaching under his sheets to presumably wipe away shadowy

tears of laughter, he says, “You three amuse me. OK, no beat‐
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ing, boys. Sorry.” Several audible groans from the White‐
Sheets. “For now, at least. That might change when you meet

the boss.”

“Boss? And who is that?” Lady Aoi asks with more defi‐
ance in her voice than Phillis is comfortable with.

“Who is the boss? Why, he is the guy who created

this place.”

“Bingo,” Phil mutters under his breath.

Lady Aoi nods in understanding. “Good … then take us to

your boss.”

↔

HAD DOOMSDAY BEEN WITH THEM, he would have been

excited by what had just happened. After all, they were

following the “Why don’t you just shoot them?” trope—the

story would be over if one of the WhiteSheets simply put

Phil and Phillis out of their misery. But they didn’t. Instead

they are taking them into their lair, in which lies one of four

possible outcomes:

1. they can escape using their own prowess and guile;

2. they can befriend the rogue shadow and

temporarily pretend to be henchman material

while biding their time;

3. they can get help from a disgruntled henchman; or,

perhaps, from a kidnapped scientist forced to

work for the rogue shadow; or, maybe, from a

secret sleeper agent; or—and this is the least likely

possibility—from a jilted and/or spurned lover;

4. or they can die.
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Whatever the trope used, this bodes well for their success.

Just a couple more reveals and then off to the climax.

But Doomsday is not with them. He’s on Earth with

Bedouin who mostly ignore him. After all, if Doomsday were

to try to escape, where would he go?

Alone, he speaks to the book. The old Bedouin, who

cannot speak English, wonders if the Khawaja knows that

you are supposed to read a book, not talk to it. But even if the

Bedouin could speak English, he wouldn’t say anything. Let

the Khawaja have his eccentrics. What harm could it possibly

do?

“Who is the rogue shadow?” Doomsday asks the book.

The book is blank.

So are the expressions on the Bedouin faces that watch

this strange Khawaja speak to a book. One among them

speaks English—not a lot and not well, but well enough to

translate to the others. We shall call him Translator Bedouin,

for obvious reasons.

“The Principles have risked balance to capture the rogue

shadow—specifically allowing Phil and Phillis to

escape. Why?”

The book doesn’t answer.

Translator Bedouin translates.

“Why haven’t the Principles been able to capture him

so far?”

Again the book doesn’t answer.

Again Translator Bedouin translates.

This time there is a response from the elderly Bedouin to

whom Sandal Man originally spoke. He stands and attempts

to hand Doomsday unleavened bread and goat cheese. The

elderly man worries that Doomsday’s strange ways are

driven by either dehydration or hunger.

Not that Doomsday notices. He simply takes a sip of tea

and asks, “Why do they want the rogue shadow so badly?”
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Still the book doesn’t answer.

Elderly Bedouin returns to his shisha pipe.

And still Doomsday asks more questions. And still no

question is answered. Until, that is, he starts to ask exactly

the kinds of questions he would when crafting a story. “Sto‐
ry,” he says out loud to an aged Bedouin who smokes apple

tobacco on a bubbling shisha, “has four main pillars: Setting,

Character, Premise and Plot.”

Translator Bedouin translates. Elderly Bedouin nods in

comprehension. You don’t get to be a wise old man of the

desert without knowing a thing or two about good story‐
telling.

Doomsday continues. “For this particular story—let’s call

it The Man Who Lost His Shadow—the premise can be

answered with the story question: ‘What would happen if a

shadow leaves you and doesn’t come back?’ And as for plot

… well, it’s ‘Find the rogue shadow; save many lives; return

the balance.’ Connecting premise and plot can be compli‐
cated, but so far it’s been done relatively well. Of course, I

wouldn’t have done it this way … but we are where we are.

“Characters are clear, too. Phillis and Phil, Lady Aoi and

me. The Devil and the Principles. And a whole cast of

secondary characters, of which you are one.” Doomsday

points at Elderly Bedouin, who responds with a puff of thick

white exhale that curls around his face.

The old man raises an acknowledging hand, then resumes

stoking the coal in his pipe.

“As for setting … well, there’s home, then here. The plane

… and of course where Phil was held for trial. So that, too,

we know. All places that are either commonplace or

explained. What is missing are the ShadowLands … that’s the

part of the story I don’t understand.” Doomsday snaps his

finger in excitement. “And that’s the part of the story I need

to figure out before I can move on. By Jove, I think I know
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what to ask!” In Doomsday’s excitement, he lifts a hand to

high-five Elderly Bedouin.

The aged man looks at his presented palm with confusion

before handing Doomsday the pipe. Dutifully, because

Doomsday knows that to reject such an offering may be

considered rude, he places its tip in his mouth.

Having done so, he opens the book to ask his question.

With a cough that lets out a bloom of smoke, Doomsday

utters, “How did the Shadowlands come to be?”

The smoke clears to reveal word-filled pages.

As Doomsday reads—

↔

“OK, STOP,” the Devil says.

But this is the part of the story where you come in.

“I know—and I don’t want to hear it.”

You don’t, but look around you.

The Devil does as instructed and is met by dozens of

curious eyes. “No.”

The eyes intensify, begging to know, and the Devil gets

the distinct feeling that this is what disappointing a puppy

must feel like. “No,” the Devil repeats.

A chorus of “Please!” echoes in the Great Hall.

“I said NO,” the Devil insists.

Then something happens over which even the Devil has

no control. Doomsday starts to read aloud.

“Stop!” the Devil commands.

I can’t. He is the point-of-view character right now, and—

“So move somewhere else,” the Devil huffs.

OmniP can feel his anger.
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Fine, I’ll go back to Phillis. But you’re only delaying the

inevitable. Before we can go back to Phillis and Phil,

however, there is one more thing we have to do.

The Devil eyes OmniP suspiciously. “What?”

We have to visit Doomsday one more time …

“No—!”

… if only for a second …

↔

AS DOOMSDAY READS the story relevant to his friends’ adven‐
ture, he feels confident in their mission. After all, everything

is going according to a classic story arc. He is sure that, as

long as everyone follows the formula, it will be a happily-

ever-after ending.

But then he sees a wrench in the machine: Phillis’s pencil.

The one he stole from the museum. Phillis left it behind. And

it is far too early in his story for him to lose his McGuffin.

↔↔↔

BACK ON EARTH, another event is happening that will

threaten the course of this story. It lies with a fallen character

who, like the phoenix, has found a way to rise from the dead

and breathe fire within his heart.

That character, of course, is the Man.

For, earlier when the Man fell, he did so while thinking

back to the first time the shadowless monster had made him
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fall. He had been doing a triple ollie and the Event had

knocked him unconscious for the better part of an hour.

Here he is, falling—again. And he is falling because of that

shadowless monster. The moment before he passed out, he

had wondered if this was what death felt like.

Here he is again, wondering if this is what death feels like.

If so, why does death feel like falling?

Well, whatever the answer is, the Man is determined not

to pass out again.

If Death waits for him below, he will meet the bitch fully

awake and with his middle finger firmly pointing to the sky.

Who knows? Maybe he’ll even get a chance to kick Death in

the balls.

The thought pleases him. The Man is now prepared to hit

the earth fully awake. He assumes that hitting the ground at

such an alarming speed will turn his body to so much mush.

He hopes it will be fast enough that it doesn’t hurt. But what‐
ever happens, he’s determined to spend his last minutes

doing what he loves most.

Riding his board.

He mounts his board midair. If only the boys could see me

now, he thinks. They’d all be like, Holy shit! And they’d clap

and cheer and he’d be an even bigger hero to them than he is

already.

The Man can see the ground now. They had been flying

over a mountain range. Jagged, uneven rocks rush up to greet

him. This is going to be epic, he thinks. He knows he should be

afraid, but he simply isn’t. One second, he assumes. It will hurt

for one second and then—SPLAT!—game over. He can take one

second of pain. He’s sure he can.

And so he falls. Closer and closer—the ground is hurling

toward him. Here it comes, he thinks—but instead of SPLAT!,
he goes through the earth. And he’s not slowing down, either.

Down, down, down through layer after layer of darkness.
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The Man, not seeing anything, realizes there is darkness

and then there is the complete and utter absence of light. He

must be traversing through stone that cannot begin to

comprehend the concept of light. Indeed, these rocks have

not heard of that Principle, Light, and wouldn’t believe you if

you described it to them.

Down, down, down the Man goes until he notices that the

darkness has a soft tinge of crimson.

Down, down, down, as the crimson grows, grows, grows.

And then he enters it—a ball of fire hotter than dragon

flame and sin and sun and just about anything else the Man

imagines to be hot. Then he stops, suspended in molten lava

as hot as the surface of the sun.

The Man does not burn.

The Man does not even sweat.

“What the hell is happening?” the Man says. “Where

am I?”

Death isn’t here.

In fact, there is nothing here but fire and a strange orb

that flickers. It flutters and it lights up, and the Man realizes

it is speaking to him without words or gestures. Words and

gestures confuse. They distort and can be misinterpreted.

They possess shades of gray. And there are no shades of gray

in what this Orb is saying.

The Man is getting a second chance.

A second chance to live.

A second chance to complete what is yet to be completed.

A second chance to kill the man without a shadow.
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he parade of WhiteSheets usher Phillis, Phil and

Lady Aoi into the shanty city. As they do, a cold

wind comes in from the mountain. At least, that’s what it

feels like to Phillis. But as they wind up the slope that is the

city, two things happen that make Phillis doubt the very

reality of this place.

One: the cold wind isn’t a wind at all, for wind comes and

goes, rushes and flows. Wind moves. But a wind’s movement

is inconsistent, changing with the rotation of the Earth, the

rising of the tides, the position of the moon and a thousand

other variables Phillis does not know. This wind is constant

—like they are standing in front of a fan whose blades whir

steadily. WhiteSheet Leader pulls his robes tight around him

as he mutters, “The chill of an unhappy soul.” Phillis doesn’t

know what he means by this, and doesn’t have the guts

to ask.

Phil, on the other hand, would have asked if only he had

heard what WhiteSheet Leader said. Alas, Phil does not hear

him, for he is too busy being mesmerized by the second thing

that caused his fleshy counterpart’s doubt.
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Two: the slope they have just walked up isn’t the base of

the mountain, but a hill leading right to the face of a cliff.

They are still a ways away, but even from this distance Phillis

can see that the cliff face is taller than any skyscraper he has

ever seen. It must climb three miles at least, ending in a peak

barely obscuring that strange sun that never rises or falls, but

just hangs like a star in an unmoving night. It hangs just

behind the mountain, its burning amber the source of light

from which the whole of the ShadowLands is cast. This is

evident from the shadows that stream out of its uneven

surface, making the parapets and protruding steeples,

masterful stone carvings and gargoyle sculptures, elaborately

decorated windows and embossed balconies. This isn’t just a

palace—it’s a castle, shrine, church, citadel, wonder and

dream all wrapped into one. This is a place worthy of a king,

an emperor, a wizard and/or a demigod. And in all of the

ShadowLands, this is the only place that is not rundown,

downtrodden or falling apart. Up close, he notes that it is

more than its impossible nature that draws his attention. It’s

also the quality of light it casts. For a sun is composed of

various hues of red, orange, amber and yellow, while this sun

holds no tones or shades typical of a giant gaseous ball of

fire. Its color is solid and white.

↔

THEY DO NOT WALK through the grand entrance carved into

the center of the cliff face, or even one of the side doors that

line various parts of the rock. No, they are taken through a

door that barely hangs on, its hinges in need of replacement.

WhiteSheet Leader knocks twice, two pathetic knocks that
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Phillis imagines as 9-point Poor Richard, knock, knock, but

he daren’t try to spell it in the wisps of shadow right now. A

moment passes, then two, before a hunched-over shadow

opens the door.

If it wasn’t for the creature’s horns, Phillis might have

thought this new shadow belonged to an ogre, or maybe a

troll. Certainly no human could cast an umbra of this

magnitude.

“He’s a minotaur,” WhiteSheet Leader says. “And just in

case you were wondering, Earth is not the only realm that

creates fugitive shadows.” Then, turning to Minotaur

Shadow, he says, “Take them to the dungeon and make sure

the cell is both shadow and physical. We have … humans.”

Minotaur Shadow snorts and, sticking his nose close to

Phillis’s head, takes in a deep breath before sniffing out the

scent of him. “Human,” he says. He turns and sniffs Lady Aoi.

“Not human.”

“Really?” WhiteSheet Leader’s voice is distant, pondering

this new information. But he shakes the thought away. “Very

well, we’ll get to the bottom of this—later. Take them.” He

hands Phillis and Phil over to Minotaur Shadow, and Lady

Aoi joins their new captor of her own accord.

Minotaur Shadow inhales twice more, before leading

them down long winding steps that are made not only of

shadows but also rock. At the bottom, he puts them in a

room and draws forth shadow to act as a door. But shadow is

only good at trapping shadow. So Minotaur Shadow also

moves a giant boulder, preventing Lady Aoi or Phillis from

getting back up the stairs.

For now, they are trapped in a cavernous room below.

And there is nothing any of them can do.

↔
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PHILLIS, Phil and Lady Aoi have only been in the Shadow‐
Lands for what feels like a few hours. But time in this place

can be deceptive. That is why, for Doomsday, it’s been a full

three days without any sign of his friends.

This troubles Doomsday, but he knows he can do nothing

about it at the precise moment. So he seeks to distract

himself. As Phillis, Phil and Lady Aoi traverse the perilous

ShadowLands, Doomsday traverses a different but equally

hazardous landscape altogether: Story.

Doomsday travels sweeping Story vistas via the three

most common modes of transportation: reading, listening
and telling.

In terms of reading, Doomsday pores over Lady Aoi’s book.

He’s not sure what he’s looking for, nor does he know how to

ask, but he hopes that eventually he’ll find something—

anything—that will be useful in his mission. He is, after all,

the Comic Relief—and one of the most important roles of

Comic Relief is finding something of extreme value and

assuming its worthlessness until the very last possible second.

The most interesting and possibly important story he’s found

so far is about the creation of the ShadowLands, and

although thoroughly entertaining, Doomsday fears that

because he believes the story to be relevant, it most likely is

just a red herring. It is, after all, not yet the very last possible
second.

In terms of listening, Doomsday has found that the

Bedouin love to tell stories—stories Doomsday digests

through the retelling Translator Bedouin does for his benefit.

Most of them are fables about traversing the deserts and

involve—stereotypically—camels and scorpions. What is

characteristically unstereotypical is that they do not so much

tell a story as display it in a narrative disguised as conversa‐
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tion. The most interesting story, if you can call it that, is when

one of the elders comes into the tent with a scorpion impaled

on the tip of his knife. “You—Dhumesdhay—” for that is how

the Bedouin pronounce his name “—look at her. Look at

how she attacks the metal of my blade as if the blade is a life

that can be killed. Is she stupid, Dhumesdhay?” Before

Doomsday can answer, the elder smirks and says, “No, she is

not. She knows that what she attacks cannot be hurt, but she

is fighting the only way she knows how. And she is fighting

for what is most precious. Look.” The elder holds the blade

close to Doomsday and he sees a much smaller, nearly trans‐
parent, light green baby scorpion on its mother’s back. It,

too, is impaled. “Do you know the story of the fox, the river

and the scorpion? Of course you do—it is overplayed, again

and again and again, as a warning about how one cannot

change one’s true nature. Cliché, neh? But did you know that

this breed of scorpion carries its child as a traveler on her

back until the child grows enough and can go its own way?

And do you know how that moment is celebrated? By the

child piercing its own mother—literally a knife in the back.

Tragedy worth the most prestigious of literary prizes, neh?

Then he eats her. Is that betrayal?” The elder grabs the moth‐
er’s tail. “Or nature? And another question that begs to be

answered: Do you think this creature to be so stupid, so

unaware, as to not know that this is her fate? To be killed by

her own child? After all, did she not do the same to her
mother? Of course, she knows that to give life means death.

And yet she willingly does so. She births life. Feeds it. Fights

for it. And why? Nature, of course.” The elder hands

Doomsday the knife and says, “Nature is not evil. Nor good.

You will be wise to remember that, Dhumesdhay.” Again

Doomsday feels this story is important and again dismisses

it. Comic Relief should not know wisdom from drivel and

drivel from wisdom.
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In terms of telling, Doomsday must literally sing for his

supper. Again, Translator Bedouin shadows Doomsday’s

words in the Bedouin’s language. Doomsday doesn’t know

any stories save the ones he studied. Broadly speaking:

animated children’s movies. More specifically: Shrek, Dumbo
and Bambi. Of course, the Bedouin know these stories. They

may live in the middle of nowhere, but even Nowhere has

Shrek. But they have never heard these stories told quite like

Doomsday tells them. While twirling around, symbolizing

the transformation of Princess Fiona from human to ogre,

Doomsday says, “The purpose of this transformation is

called Hero’s Journey and it is the part of the story where the

hero simultaneously gets and figures out what they always

wanted.” Then Doomsday stuffs a chicken’s feather in his

nose, spreads his arms apart and, zooming around, says,

“Dumbo doesn’t need the feather. What he needs is to believe
that he can fly. He uses the feather simply because sometimes

we need something that gives us permission to believe.” And

then Doomsday pantomimes Bambi inspecting his dead

mother’s body, saying through tearful eyes, “Every story

needs an inciting incident—the moment when the hero is set

on his or her path. That one meaningful event that changes

everything. A sad and wasted life is one where either there is

no inciting incident or, worse, it is ignored.” The Bedouin

ask for story after story. They all love his delivery, his

honesty, his passion. All of them.

All of them save Sandal Man, who sits in the corner

examining Lady Aoi’s Immortality Jar with growing

obsession.
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hillis, Phil and Lady Aoi sit on the floor of their

dark, drab cell. Black droplets click against the

stone floor (shadow drops, but what their source is, and what

font they best describe, Phillis cannot tell). There is the

photographic negative of a skeleton chained to the wall:

black bones outlined by a white background.

Phillis muses to himself that this dungeon’s architectural

plans must have been taken from every overdramatic, poorly

written piece of fiction. This place is so stereotypical that it

surpasses typical, bypasses cliché and leaves overdone in its

wake. Phillis wonders what it means to be trapped in a paint-

by-numbers dungeon. He is not sure, but suspects that if

Doomsday were with them, he would say their formulaic

prison means they will either be OK, they are totally screwed

or they are doomed to face some unforeseen and horrible

twist. Phillis hopes it is the former, but judging from how

things have gone for him lately, he suspects it will be the

latter.

A shadow rat appears from seemingly nowhere and

surveys the room before scurrying across the floor and
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biting off one of the shadow skeleton’s photo-negative toes.

The rat disappears with the toe, back into the walls.

They sit for a long, long, long time.

Phillis notes that he is not hungry or thirsty. He should

be, as it has been hours since he last put anything in his belly,

but the cravings are just not there. He wonders if Lady Aoi

and Phil feel the same way, but decides not to ask. After all, if

they are hungry or thirsty, what good will it do to remind

them? And if they aren’t, like him, what would the question

contribute to the mission?

Here, in this dungeon of all dungeons, he does not need

anything … and could simply go on and on and on.

These are the thoughts that swim around Phillis’s head

and would continue to swim around if not for an undertow

dragging them away, replacing them with another thought

altogether.

It starts with Phil saying, presumably to Phillis, “Another

fine mess you got us into.”

He speaks the words in a 1950s gangster drawl. Phillis

looks up to see his shadow giggling to himself as he leans

against the prison wall.

Lady Aoi tsks. She is not amused. “Excuse me?” She not so

much as asks as challenges Phil to go on.

Phil takes the challenge. “I was just thinking about when

we were kids,” he says, nodding to Phillis, “and how we’d

watch cartoons … you know, like Scooby-Doo, Mr. Magoo,

Bugs Bunny. Every now and then they’d get themselves

locked up in a cell exactly like this, and Dad, if he saw it,

would always say the same thing: ‘Another fine mess you got

us into.’ It didn’t matter how many times he said it, it always

got to us. We’d laugh and laugh and laugh.” Phil’s giggles

grow into chuckles. “Remember?”

Phillis thinks back. He had totally forgotten about that,

but now that Phil mentions it, he does remember. His dad
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always said that whenever one of his cartoon heroes wound

up in some terrible predicament. Phillis would laugh. A lot. It

wasn’t that the joke was funny—it really wasn’t. He laughed

because his dad was trying to be funny, and Phillis loved his

dad. A joke by a loved one, no matter how bad, deserves a

laugh. But a bad joke told a thousand times deserves hysteria.

“Another fine mess you got us into,” Phillis echoes, and

now he is giggling, then chuckling, then laughing.

They throw their heads back and squeeze their eyes shut.

And even though they are not attached, their gyrations and

gestures are perfectly in sync. The two of them laugh so hard

that they clutch their stomachs with one hand as they wipe

away tears with the other.

“Idiots,” Lady Aoi says, and then she does something that

neither Phillis nor Phil thought they’d ever see. Lady Aoi

chuckles.

This sends the shadow and human into renewed hyster‐
ics, and as they gasp for breath, both are lost in the merri‐
ment of the moment, momentarily forgetting that their very

existence is uncertain. When their laughter eventually fades,

Phillis and Phil have the exact same thought: Not all the times
were bad.

“You know, I’ve been meaning to ask if you know how I …

well, we … got our name?”

“Why would I know?”

“I don’t know,” Phillis says sheepishly, “you might have

been awake when Mom and Dad were talking, or maybe my

dad’s shadow … you know, your dad … might have

told you?”

And for the first time since arriving at this place, Phil

considers this. His dad died the same day as Phillis’s, and

even though the shadows had been close, his dad also kept

the secret of their name.

Phil shakes his head. “When the cancer started to
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consume them, he began doing all these little rituals to try to

keep him going. The biggest one was the secret of our name.

He believed that keeping secret somehow—”

“Kept him alive,” Phillis says, his voice distant. “Like

father, like shadow, huh?”

“Yeah, silly superstitions, but I kind of think it worked.

After all, our dads lived quite a few more years than they

were supposed to.”

“But not forever.”

“Not forever,” Phil agrees.

Phillis looks at his shadow and considers him. Phil, like

Phillis, grew up not knowing the origin of his name. Phil, like

Phillis, lost his father. But Phil, unlike Phillis, did not grow

up consumed by worry and panic. He grew up brave and

strong and determined. Phillis admires his shadow for being

who he is despite their common pedigree and experience …

and wishes he could be a bit more like his shadow. Then,

realizing he could, he does what his shadow would do—he

cracks a joke at the expense of the most dangerous person in

the room. “Not like her,” Phillis says with his father’s nuck-
nuck 1950s detective accent.

“Not like her,” Phil echoes, suppressing a smile.

“Idiots,” Lady Aoi says, pulling her coat on close.

With that, the two of them—shadow and human together

—start to laugh and laugh. And laugh.

And just when it seems they’ll never stop, their cell door

opens, prompting them to shut their mouths.

WhiteSheet Leader walks in, carrying a chair, which he

puts down. He takes a seat. “Enjoying yourselves?” he asks.

No one answers him.

WhiteSheet Leader nods. “I’m going to ask you a ques‐
tion, and believe me when I say that your life depends on its

answer. Who sent you?”

“Like we said,” Phil answers, “we’re on the run.”
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WhiteSheet Leader raises his hand. “So I’ve heard. A

human and a shadow hiding from the Principles. That’s

never happened before. How did you separate?”

“Well, ahhh …” Phillis starts.

“Not you—the shadow. How did you separate from

your host?”

“He died.”

“And you decided not to join the Darkness?”

“Phillis came back to life.”

“Ahhh, I see,” WhiteSheet Leader says. “And so now you

are on the run?”

Phil nods.

“A more common story than you’d believe. Reattach or go

on the run. And here is the only place to run.”

“Is that what you did? Come here rather than join the

Darkness?” Lady Aoi asks him.

WhiteSheet Leader nods. “In a way. Let’s just say I was

given the choice between fading away and coming here—”

“You came to the ShadowLands to live out the rest of

your natural life,” Phillis says. He immediately regrets stating

the obvious.

His comment, however, still adds to the conversation.

WhiteSheet Leader, hearing this, mutters, “If only it was that

simple,” his voice distant and filled with kindness. Then, as if

remembering where he is—or perhaps who he is—White‐
Sheet Leader clears his throat and says in a forceful voice,

“Stand. You and the shadow.” He stands himself and opens

the door.

“Where are you taking them?” Lady Aoi asks.

“That is none of your concern. You will be dealt with in

due time. Until then … march!” He gestures for Phil and

Phillis to leave the cell. Several other WhiteSheets are

waiting for them in the hall outside.

“You know where to take ’em, boys,” WhiteSheet Leader
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says in an odd tone. If Phillis had more emotional intelli‐
gence, he would have identified WhiteSheet Leader’s tone as

sad. Mournful, even.

↔

ELSEWHERE—IN the center of the Earth, to be exact—the Man

is being transformed.

At first he is upset with his current form. For one thing,

he’s solid white. He’s always felt that white washed him out.

That’s why he always wore black. Second, he’s attached to his

skateboard. The parallels with Marvel Comics’ worst super‐
hero, the Silver Surfer, is undeniable.

But then he starts to notice the differences. Lots of differ‐
ences. For one, the board is as much a part of him as any

limb, which means that, short of having it surgically

removed, the Man can’t be separated from it. (The stupid

Silver Surfer was always getting knocked off his like a poser.)

For another, the Man is a badass monster-slayer out for

carnage. The Silver Surfer was a good guy, always doing lame

good-guy things.

But the biggest difference is that there are two of him. At

first, when the Man sees a second, completely black version

of himself, he’s all like, WTF? But then he knows, just knows,
that this WTF version of himself is his shadow. What’s more,

even though WTF is distinct, unattached and intelligent,

WTF is still an extension of himself.

And there are more differences. Cool, new powers that

will be useful in taking down the shadowless monster. Not

that he has time to explore them all now. No, he’s on a

mission. He’ll have to learn on the job.
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The Man and WTF turn their boards upward and start

climbing through thousands of miles of molten lava and

minerals and rock. They go up as easily as they went down.

And once they break the surface, somewhere in the depths of

the Atlantic, they swim up as effortlessly as gliding through

air. They even see a whale—not that the whale sticks around

to investigate what these strange creatures might be. A whale

knows what should and should not be down here, and the

Man and his shadow should, unquestionably, not be here.

Once the Man and WTF break the Atlantic’s surface, they

look at each other and smile.

“First star to the left,” says WTF.

The Man nods in agreement. “And straight on till

evening!”
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s the Man and WTF hover above the Atlantic Ocean,

Phillis and Phil are led into a lavishly decorated

palace room. It takes a moment for their eyes to adjust to

what they are seeing.

Normally, a shadow is a single layer superimposed onto

any surface near the corporeal object from which it is cast. In

this place it’s different. The shadows here are layered and

seemingly without source, lying one on top of another, like

stacks of cards or piles of paper. Layer upon layer of shadow

overlap every surface, and each stratum writhes and wiggles,

shakes and settles, contracts and expands. Their darkness

covers all surfaces, twisting and turning to the rhythm of

some imperceptible orchestra.

As he watches the haze swirl and curl, ebb and flow, with

dazzling grace and exquisiteness, Phillis knows these

shadows exist for one purpose and one purpose only: to be

beautiful. That may be a noble pursuit in and of itself but it is

an illusion. That much, Phillis is sure. For although every‐
thing about this room screams luxury, there is one element

to it that betrays the illusion: the smell. It is musty. It
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reminds Phillis of an damp old basement. Phillis is half-right,

for what he does not know is that the ShadowLands are, in

fact, a powerful and lawbreaking shadow permanently cast

on the side of a mountain. Whereas the dungeon and other

aspects of this place are inside the mountain, the palace room

is, in fact, outside. And the shadowy foliage, deprived of sun

for so long, reacts exactly like any barely living flora in an

abandoned basement would: with wood rotting and ancient

mold growing unchecked and unchallenged. Beauty tanta‐
lizes the eyes and the imagination often falls for the glamor,

filling in the blanks. But smell—that is a mortal sense that

cannot lie. The nose will always sense the truth. And the truth
of this place is that it is corrupt. Phillis smells its corruption

despite what his eyes tell him.

“So who are these two?” asks a voice. “And why does one

of them look like his white is infected?”

Both Phillis and Phil have been so distracted by the

impassibleness of this room they failed to notice that on the

far wall sits a throne, its frame made from the same riotous

shadows. The voice comes from whoever sits on that throne,

but neither Phillis nor Phil can make out anything or anyone.

Whoever it is must be a shadow—only shadows can be made

invisible by shadow.

What they both do notice, however, is a pinprick of light

emanating from a lamp sitting high above the throne. The

Lamp itself is too far to reveal any real detail, but what it sits

on … that, on the other hand, is filled with detail. Gears and

cranks, pulleys and tackles, wind their way up the dais on

which the Lamp sits. An antiquated mechanical system that

Phillis and Phil will soon learn allows its owner to focus and

widen its light’s trajectory, pivot its gaze both along the x-

and y-axes, as well as brighten and dim its beam.

And behind the Lamp: a stained-glass window made from

light and shadow. But this stained-glass window does not
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depict a single scene like those in a church or mausoleum.

Instead it shows multiple scenes that metamorphose into one

another like a child’s light mobile. Scenes of wandering

Bedouin with their caravans, a man being torn asunder, a

shadow plucking light from its dead body—all play out in the

background in exquisite detail.

And all the time, Phillis notes, the light beyond the

window does not penetrate these halls. It is blocked out, its

radiance forever only touching the outside wall. It is as if this

window is treated with an anti-light substance—a kind of

shadow visor.

A shadowy hand reaches for a smaller dais that is the

Lamp’s control panel. Twisting one of its dials, he illuminates

the throne enough so that he can now be seen on its seat.

He directs a dull light onto his prisoners, revealing Phil’s

umbra and Phillis’s off-white skin.

“Ow … infected,” murmur several indistinct voices from

behind. Phillis and Phil turn around to see hundreds of

umbras, all eagerly awaiting the fate of the human and his

shadow.

“I’m not infected,” says Phillis, offended. “I’m human.”

Phil nods in approval. His former host is growing bolder

with each new challenge.

“Same thing,” offers the shadow on the throne, and Phillis

sees that he holds aloft an intricately shadowed scepter.

“Master,” WhiteSheet Leader says, thus confirming that

the bethroned figure is, indeed, the infamous rogue shadow.

Phillis and Phil have never been so close and yet so far from

their objective. “This human and his shadow seek refuge here.

They claim they are hiding from the Principles themselves.”

“Really? A human? It has been a long, long time since I

met a human. Tell me, hu … man, what is your name?”

“Hu-man, hu-man,” the voices from behind them chant.
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“Well?” Rogue Shadow repeats with an impatient voice.

“Phillis,” Phillis says.

“Phillis?” Rogue Shadow’s voice brims with amusement

now. “Isn’t that a girl’s name?” Then, raising his voice to be

heard by the entire palace, he cries out, “I may have left the

mortal realm a long, long time ago, but things haven’t

changed that much, have they?”

The crowd laughs. Phillis notes it is not the laughter of

those genuinely amused—it is more like the laughter crowds

give when prompted by an all-caps, 300-point Stencil

LAUGH sign used in live studio audiences.

Not that Rogue Shadow notices. He is smug with his little

joke, but more smug with the knowledge that any joke he

says—funny or decidedly, unambiguously not funny—will

always be met with laughter. Such guarantees are among the

many perks afforded to homicidal dictators.

“Tell me,” Rogue Shadow says, “how did you get a name

like Phillis, anyway?”

Phil stands up. “It’s a very popular name in Fin—” But

before he can finish his sentence, a white strip of light covers

his mouth. Or rather, erases his mouth.

Phil has been muzzled.

Rogue Shadow raises an eyebrow suddenly outlined in

light at Phillis, not even sparing a glance in Phil’s now-silent

direction. He is still waiting for his answer.

Phillis shakes his head in fear, not daring to try “Popular

in Finland!” or any other obnoxious answer. Instead he opts

for the truth. “I don’t know.”

“You don’t know?” Rogue Shadow echoes.

“My fa–father chose my name.”

“And you never sought to ask him?”

“I did … but he died before I could.”

“Died, huh? That’s too bad.” The way Rogue Shadow exag‐
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gerates too tells Phillis that he doesn’t really think it’s too bad

at all. “Well, you might just get a chance yet.”

For a moment, a fleeting second, a quick breath, Phillis

thinks that Rogue Shadow knows his father … that somehow

his dad didn’t die, but came to the ShadowLands. But with

the next, less fleeting moment, he realizes what Rogue

Shadow really means.

“A fugitive human and his shadow are, indeed, interest‐
ing. A bit too interesting. They may draw exactly the wrong

kind of attention … that of the Principles.” Rogue Shadow

chuckles before sighing, “Alas … a human in the Shadow‐
Lands may bring their attention here. So you see I have no

choice. Throw them out of the Hole.”

“Hole?” Phil blurts out.

“Hole, Hole, Hole,” echoes the crowd.

“Indeed. The Hole,” Rogue Shadow says. “That is where

we get rid of all our garbage. And by garbage, I mean

unwanted occupants. And by unwanted occupants, I

mean you.”

Immediately three WhiteSheets grab Phillis and Phil and

start to lead them away.

Phil punches one of the WhiteSheets, kicks the other.

Then, lifting his fists up, he says, “Who’s next?” Or at least he

tries. The strip of light still covers his mouth, and not so

much as a “Mmmph?” escapes his shadowy lips.

“Ooh, a fighter,” Rogue Shadow says. With a wave of his

scepter, he gives Phil his mouth back. “Tell us, fighter, any

last words?”

Phil cries out, “We have outrun the Principles, defeated

Emoticon and tricked a Bedouin tribe to get here! We’re not

going to let you kick us out without a fight!” He may be exag‐
gerating, hyperbolizing and embellishing, but Phil figures the

only way out of this is a wee bit of bravado.
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Rogue Shadow lifts up his scepter, silencing the room.

“Excuse me … Emoticon?”

“The Principles’ Avatar,” whispers Timid WhiteSheet.

“Interesting … and you say that you defeated this

creature?”

“We did. Isn’t that right, Phillis?”

Phillis, who has never met Emoticon, doesn’t want to

contradict his shadow, so he nods. He nods hesitantly and

without conviction, nor with the bragging bravado worthy

of someone who actually did defeat Emoticon.

“Really?” Rogue Shadow says, amused. “Then perhaps I

have been too quick to judge. Please, please … go on. What

else have you endured to get here?”

“Emoticon, the Devil and the Principles,” says Phil, fists

still raised.

“We were chased away by my coworkers and ex-girl‐
friend and her friends,” Phillis pipes up, though still

hesitantly.

“We were attacked by a homicidal skateboard gang and

their shadows.”

“Oh yeah, and I was attacked by a bunch of children, too,”

Phillis says, gaining confidence. “And let’s not forget dealing

with my landlady and Doomsday … they were no picnic.”

“Breaking into the museum.”

“And the cop.”

“The plane ride.”

“Yeah, the plane ride,” Phillis echoes.

“Sandal Man.”

“And being lost.”

“And—”

“Enough!”

After a pause, Phillis mutters, “The weird WhiteSheets.”

“Enough!” Rogue Shadow says. “Interesting stories, but
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stories rarely satisfy.” Au contraire, asshole. “But I know

what will satisfy. I know precisely what will satisfy.”

Rogue Shadow twists his light around. From the

windows through which the never-setting sun shines, the

world around them begins to move, morph and manipulate

itself. The palace hall ceases being a hall and becomes some‐
thing else.

Phil and Phillis watch as the palace becomes an audito‐
rium. And with another twist, the auditorium evolves into a

stadium—a boxing ring, to be exact—with Phillis and Phil in

its center.

Rogue Shadow waits as the living shadows, residents of

the ShadowLands, pour in from the streets, as at the start of

some international televised event on Earth. Once the

stadium is full to capacity, he speaks, his voice projected to

all. “They claim to be great warriors. They may be … they

just may be. Why not see if their little story has any truth

behind it?”

Amid the roaring approval of the crowd, he gestures to

the center of the ring—a shadow dressed in a tuxedo,

complete with white bow tie and even whiter cummerbund,

appears beside Phillis and Phil. He holds an old-timey micro‐
phone hanging from a cord that disappears in the rafters

above.

“In the black coRNER,” the Organizer bellows into his

microphone, pointing to a dark figure materializing in a dark

corner of the ring. Its umbra reveals a twelve-foot-tall giant

with the head of a frog and talons for hands.

“His name means darkness and Darkness is his name! He is
the undisputed champion of this world. His lifetime career includes
one thousand three hundred and three wins. All by knockout! Make
some noise for the Shadooooow of the KUUUUUK!”

The crowd erupts, their cheers the rolling thunder of a

thousand claps of darkness.
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“And in the white corner is a human and his shadow,” the

Organizer mumbles.

↔↔↔

BACK IN THE CLICHÉD DUNGEON, Lady Aoi can hear that far-

off thundering of hoots and cheers, laughter and cries. She

knows a fight is going on and can only assume that Phil—

and perhaps Phillis—is at its center.

Lady Aoi is neither concerned nor afraid. In fact, the only

emotion she experiences is that of boredom, which is both to

be expected and strange.

It is to be expected because a creature who has lived since

the beginning of life itself rarely feels concern, for they know

that whatever is important now most likely will not be

important a week from now, let alone a month, a year, a

century or a millennium. And as for fear … when you’ve lived

forever, faced off against the Principles and walked away,

and know the secret of remembering, very little in creation

can actually scare you.

These emotions are to be expected.

But it’s also strange that she is bored … after all, a crea‐
ture who has lived as long as she should be used to waiting

around by now. And, so bored, she contemplates whether her

boredom is to be expected or strange.

Whatever the answer, her boredom is short-lived.

Without warning or prompt, her cell door opens seemingly

of its own accord. Lady Aoi, ever the cautious immortal,

approaches the open door carefully and peers outside. At the

far end stands a hooded figure. He beckons her to follow.

She is wary at first. After all, she is a prisoner and one
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does not get freed without consequences. She wonders if the

hooded figure is her savior or her doombringer.

One question plagues Lady Aoi: to follow or not to

follow?

That is the question.
Lady Aoi walks to the end of the hall and outside. There

is a long winding stair that goes up. She follows. Another

door, this one leading to the roof of the ShadowLands’

palace.

She steps outside, her eyes setting on her savior/doom‐
bringer immediately. The figure starts to move again. Lady

Aoi, who has both hunted and been hunted by many animals

throughout her long, long life, knows the figure is purposely

luring her to this place. Like the wiggling worm on a hook,

the meat in a snare or the brightly colored tail of a snake, this

figure is leading her into a trap. Reason tells her to stop, to

not be lured in, but the voice from within, a voice she has

learned to trust over the many years, says, Whatever the threat
may be, you are faster, smarter, stronger. Go. Deal with this, before
it deals with you.

She follows the figure outside, calling out “You?” as she

does so. There is, after all, no point in stealth. He knows she’s

there. No, better to put a light on her presence than operate

on false pretenses. The figure continues to walk away, to put

distance between her and her friends. He moves in a way

Lady Aoi recognizes—each gesture, each stance, each limb is

intentionally placed instead of the careless just because way

most mortals use their bodies. Yes, she’s seen those gestures

before, but she still can’t quite place where. It is almost as if

she has … forgotten. But Lady Aoi does not forget! No, she is

merely having trouble recollecting, that’s all. Still, the need to

bridge the gap between knowledge and recollection propels

her even farther, despite the obvious dangers.

Still …
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Still …

“You,” she repeats as she follows him into an alleyway

made of mist that is equal parts shadow and light. The figure

stands with his back to her. Under any other circumstances,

she might think him deaf or dumb. But these are not other

circumstances. The figure is not deaf, not dumb. He is confi‐
dent. Confident that, should this lead to a confrontation,

there is only one way it will end. Knowing this, yet gripped

by a desperate need to solve this mystery, Lady Aoi circles

the hooded man. “You. You heard me when I called. But still

you walk away. Not very nice. Not very nice at all.”

And now, face to face, the figure removes his cowl and

stands before her, no longer hooded, a figure or a mystery.

What is the old saying? she thinks as a bright light engulfs

her body.

Curiosity killed the—

↔

ELSEWHERE, Phillis and Phil are—

↔

“NO!” the Devil bellows.

What?

“Lady Aoi! Is she dead? Is she alive? Who killed her?”

…

“OmniP, I am not playing around! Tell me!”
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OmniP does not know.

“How can you not know?”

OmniP does not know.

“OmniP!”

What OmniP knows is that Lady Aoi can no longer influ‐
ence the plot. She is, from the story’s point of view, dead. But

you and OmniP both know this kind of death is not final.

Not complete. She may very well return.

“Are you foreshadowing?”

…

“Well?”

Yes.

“And who is the hooded figure?”

OmniP does not know.

“OmniP … there are worse fates than death. I know them

all. Now tell the truth.”

OmniP is telling the truth. OmniP does not know.

Someone or, rather, something is blocking my view of the

story. Whatever has neutralized Lady Aoi has done so in

such a way as to hide itself from OmniP and all who listen to

OmniP’s story. OmniP is, after all, only almost omniscient.

“Great job, OmniP. Wonderful to know that omniscience

can blink out at the most crucial of moments,” the Devil says,

perhaps sarcastically, perhaps not. “Sarcastically. I promise

you it was sarcasm.”

You know it to be true. OmniP does not have to tell you.

“Oh, I most definitely do not know it to be true, OmniP.”

The Devil, however unsatisfied with the answer, knows it

to be the truth.

“Why, you little … OK, OmniP. Two can play at this

game,” the Devil says. Looking at The Portrait of Everything, he

mutters an old incantation that provides, for lack of a better

word, luck to those whom he names. Luck of the Devil is still,

after all, luck. He bestows this luck on Lady Aoi. “I’m not
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going to let my only successful client be murdered.

Not now.”

May OmniP return to the story?

The Devil finishes his ritual. Then he says, “Yes.

Please do.”
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C H A P T E R  4 6

ing! ding! is how the match begins.

The Shadow of the Kuk charges Phillis, deliv‐
ering a swift blow to the face. Phillis does what he always

imagined he’d do in a fight: fall to the ground, cower in the

fetal position and hope it all ends much sooner than later.

The Shadow of the Kuk hits him again, a good swift kick that

connects with the side of his leg, travels through his body

and into his empty stomach. The results will be a bruise the

size of a grapefruit on his leg, he is sure.

“Ahhh!” Phillis cries.

The Kuk takes a step back and, dragging the human by

the arms, he lines up Phillis’s head like one would prepare a

football for a penalty kick.

But before he can follow through, Phil jumps on him and

the Shadow of the Kuk must contend with the shadow on his

back. “Come on,” Phil says, venom on his lips. “Do your

worst.” To accentuate the point, Phil delivers two swift

punches to the Kuk’s umbra.

The Champion of the ShadowLands does not need to be

told twice—he does his worst. In this case, his worst is to
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jump straight up. After all, inside of this mythical creature’s

frog head is a frog’s brain, and jumping is what frogs do best

—or, in this case, worst. The Kuk’s shadowy legs morph into

a frog’s and he quickly squats down and leaps several

hundred feet straight up. The result is a very unbalanced Phil

who must first contend with the g-force created by going up,

and then the unnerving falling sensation of going down, and

finally the impact of hitting the Kuk’s shoulders when they

slam into the ground.

The breath is knocked out of Phil and he slides off the

Kuk’s back. The Champion is unfazed. He goes up and down

all the time.

Free of Phil, he turns his attention to Phillis, contem‐
plating his next move as he approaches the cowering human,

his frog legs only partly morphed back. Should he break his

back, throw him out of the arena or just toy with him to egg

on the crowd? The chants indicate the crowd’s preference,

making his decision for him. The Kuk, after all, knows that

Champion and popular is far better than just Champion.

He makes a show of it, slowly nearing his victim. But his

other victim—Phil—grabs his leg and punches his thigh inef‐
fectively—thud, thud, thud! Again and again Phil’s fist

connects with the frog’s leg, which feels exactly as Phil imag‐
ined a frog’s leg should feel: soft, squishy and malleable.

Thud!
For a brief moment, Phil thinks he is winning—thud!—or

at the very least doing some useful damage—thud!—but when

the Kuk grabs Phil’s fist before the next thud! can even thud!,
he knows it was all part of the show.

The Shadow of the Kuk grabs Phil by his forearms and

pulls. Phil’s shadow stretches. The Kuk is literally elongating

him. Phil screams, looking down at the still-cowering Phillis.

“Phillis, please! Do something … anything. Help!”

Phillis looks up to see his shadow being stretched like
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black clay. Shadows are far more elastic than he had previ‐
ously thought—not that Phillis has ever really given it much

thought. But now, at this thought, he is suddenly filled with

them. Thoughts, that is.

“How eloquent you are,” the Devil smirks.

It’s an action sequence. OmniP would not presume to

waste the reader’s time—

“Get on with it!” the Devil says, rolling his eyes.

Very well.

Phillis thinks, It’s an old designer’s trick, elongating a single
part of the image to give it the illusion of being far away or larger
than it is. But this technique rarely works. There’s something about
objects being out of proportion that disturbs the eye. Best not to
elongate; best to keep images as they are. That’s what Ctrl+Alt+Del
is for.

Control-Alt-Delete! If only I could do the same here and …
With that last thought, Phil snaps back into proportion.

The Kuk tries to stretch him out again, but can’t.

Phillis is somehow controlling the design of this fight.

“Great!” Phil says, seeing what must have just happened.

“Now do something else.”

The Shadow of the Kuk, realizing that this human is more

of a threat than he had previously thought, drops Phil and

charges at Phillis instead. Despite his frog’s head, the Kuk has

now morphed the rest of his shadowy body into a more

humanoid shape, something that Phillis—still cowering—

finds odd. A frog should run like a frog, no matter how his

body looks. This just doesn’t match. It’s like two perfectly

good fonts placed on the same page and suddenly making the

other unsightly—they just don’t belong together! You

wouldn’t put Times New Roman and Copperplate Gothic in

the same design, would you?

“Do something, Phillis!” Phil cries out.

And then it clicks—that is how Phillis can use his powers.
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Phillis stands and, using his finger, changes Kuk’s

shadowy legs back into those of a frog. Or it should be said

that Phillis—not much of an artist, at least in this respect—

changes them into something that from the right angle and

with the proper lighting one might, if they were feeling

generous, mistake for frog legs. Either way, the transforma‐
tion is enough to trip up the Kuk, who comes crashing down

to the hard floor.

“Ahhh!” cries out the Shadow of the Kuk.

“Do you yield?” Phil says, standing over Kuk. “Do

you yield?”

Kuk looks at his distorted body, dismayed at the human’s

lack of artistry, and nods.

“OK, Phillis, let him go.”

“What?” says Phillis, looking up. “Oh yeah.” Then, visually

imagining the Undo key on his keyboard—Ctrl+Z, Ctrl+Z,
Ctrl+Z—he returns the Kuk’s legs to normal.

Well, normal for a Kuk, at least.

↔

PHILLIS—AND, by extension, Phil—have won.

They scan the crowd, one giant lake of shadow, and what

greets them is a thousand dark faces of silent awe. The

silence is eventually broken by Minotaur Shadow, who

watches with growing respect. He hasn’t seen a fight like that

since Theseus killed his host with the sword of Aegeus.

Minotaur Shadow starts stomping his foot over and over

again, chanting “Hu-man, hu-man, hu-man!” He is joined by

others in the crowd until the entire audience is crying out

in joy.
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“HU-MAN! HU-MAN! HU-MAN!”
Phillis has never been a celebrity before. And now that

the ShadowLands’ inhabitants cry out his name (or at least

their name for him, which, Phillis must admit, he quite likes)

—“Hu-man! Hu-man! Hu-man!”—he can’t help but feel a

swell of pride. He can do anything.

Wayward shadows? No problem.

Angry ifrit? Easy.

Pissed-off golem? Without even breaking a sweat!

He has, after all, defeated the Champion of the Shadow‐
Lands, the Shadow of the Kuk!

“We won,” Phil says. “It’s over.”

Over? Hearing that word, Phillis returns to his old self.

Oh, how Phillis prays that it is, indeed, over.

But it isn’t over. Far from it.

This becomes abundantly clear when a beam of light

shoots out at Minotaur Shadow and quite literally blows its

shadow into a million little pieces of black.

↔

DOOMSDAY FINISHES READING the story for the second time

and is standing outside a tent, contemplating what he has

learned. He is munching on some leftover baklava—his

reward for his passionate retelling of The Little Mermaid. He

stares up at the night sky, marveling at the blanket of stars.

It is incredible, he thinks. So many of them are hidden by the
city lights. Light, he’s learning, hides just as well as darkness.

He sees a falling star and, remembering Pinocchio,

wishes for the safety of his new friends as they traverse the

ShadowLands. But then he sees another falling star,
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followed by yet another. These last two comets do not fade

away like their predecessors, but grow brighter and

brighter, until they pass overhead, knocking Doomsday

down.

“Oh my,” he says, seeing them up close, “I thought you

were dead.”

The falling stars, which are not stars or falling, drop into

the same cave that Phillis had once climbed down.

↔

“BUN-BARDMENT OF OBSTEECLES,” says a very flustered

Translator Bedouin who is doing his best to not only trans‐
late Doomsday’s words, but also convey their sense of

urgency.

“Not ‘bun-bardment’—bombardment! Bombardment of

Obstacles!”

“Bomb.” They understand the word bomb. And boom. And

bang. And, in a pinch, they’d probably get bing, too … but this

extended word is beyond their comprehension and Trans‐
lator Bedouin’s abilities. “Maybe if you say again?” he

suggests. “Slowly, please?”

But Doomsday is too excited and too in a hurry to take

things slowly. “We’re entering Act Three,” he explains. “In

other words, we’re in the Bombardment of Obstacles part of

the story. That’s a phrase I would have coined had it not been

for the unfortunate timing of losing my mind.”

The translator tries his best.

Sandal Man snorts, saying something in the Bedouin’s

tongue, but Elderly Bedouin silences him with a grunt.

“Go on,” Translator Bedouin says to Doomsday.
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“It is the part of the story where the hero will find himself

facing off against insurmountable odds.”

“Hero?” The translator has stopped translating.

“Yes. Hero. Phillis.”

“Phillis?”

“Yes—Phillis. The man who lost his shadow.”

“Oh … Phillis.” The translator nods, then quickly catches

up the others.

“He’s in trouble. The falling star, which wasn’t a falling

star at all, is going to kill him.”

“And you want?”

“To help.”

“Who?”

“Me.”

“You?”

“Yes.”

“How?”

“By going to the ShadowLands and, well, helping.”

“Again—how? No one knows the way in.”

“I do,” Doomsday says, pulling out Phillis’s pencil. “At

least, I think I do…” he whispers to the pencil.

“This is ridiculous,” says Sandal Man, repeating himself in

Arabic for the Bedouin’s benefit.

The elder lifts his hand and says the only word he has

ever uttered in a tongue other than his own. “How?”

↔

THE MAN DOESN’T KNOW how he knows—he just knows

he knows.

He follows the first star to the left until dawn before
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reaching the oasis. There he sees that pathetic bum standing,

staring up at him, stupefied. He thinks about stopping long

enough to rid the world of that pestilence, but decides

against it. There are more important things to do. Besides,

that bum has a knack of interrupting his plans.

Better to deal with the important stuff first.

There will, after all, be time for him later. Still, a close fly-

by just to knock the fear of … well … the Man in the bum

couldn’t hurt, right?

The Man and WTF giggle to themselves as they fly by,

literally seeing the whites of his eyes—a sign of fear, they’re

sure. Then it’s down the hole and toward the gate.

They whiz through the tunnels, the Man burning at

maximum heat, WTF likewise. Then he zooms through that

pathetic attempt at hiding the hole where he is greeted by

thousands of bugs. “Yuck,” he says, forcing his body to heat

up and instantly crisping the insects into flakes of ash that

swirl in his wake like little underground snow flurries.

Then, like a bomb, with a boom! bang! and a bing!, he’s

through the gate and into the ShadowLands.

Next stop: Carnage. Mayhem. Death.
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s Doomsday is pleading with the Bedouin, Linda

and Frederick prepare to embark on a journey of

their own.

It seems their connection with Phillis isn’t as tenuous as

one might expect. What’s more, it seems Phillis’s victory over

the Shadow of the Kuk has caused his confidence to rise to

new heights—stratospheric, by Phillis’s standards. This has,

in turn, resulted in his former boss’s and current love inter‐
est’s consciousness rising, not to previous before-the-Event

heights, but significantly more than they were moments ago.

It seems Phillis and his friends are linked, and as his

confidence grows, so too does their sanity. Who knew confi‐
dence and sanity were connected? This is especially

surprising when one is reminded these connections are not

in the same body.

Linda and Frederick pull themselves out of their beds and

meander to the door. If it weren’t for the fact that their

bodies were wholly intact, one might mistake them for

zombies. They are not far off. Linda and Frederick have just

suffered a celestial lobotomy and are consequently not all
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there. By all accounts, the only reason they are able to

perform even the smallest of actions is because their intrinsic

muscle memories are largely unaffected by the Event.

“Mmmm …” Frederick says, fumbling with the door

handle.

“Neh,” Linda responds.

They want out. They want to go to work. More specifi‐
cally, they want to find Phillis. Since they mostly only saw

him at work, they believe that is where they must go.

“Yeeee,” says Talk-a-Lot Man. “Haaa.”

Linda turns at the sound of her coworker’s voice. In the

haze that is her mind, Linda realizes that if she can convince

the others to help, well then, finding Phillis will be that much

easier.

“Phillis!” she says.

“Phillis …” the room echoes. “Phillis … Phillis … Phillis.”

It is the war cry of the terminally slow.

“Phillis …” One by one they get up.

“Phillis …” Phillis’s mom struggles out of bed.

“Phillis …” Frederick helps her up. But when his hand

falls in hers, he says, “Salsa!”

“Salsa …”

“Phillis,” corrects Sally.

“Salsa,” insists Frederick.

“Phillis,” argues Rim.

“Phillis … evil Phillis!” cries Akira.

“Salsa,” repeats Frederick.

But his mom’s maternal instinct kicks in. “Phillis!”
she says.

Fredrick nods in agreement. “Phillis … then salsa.”

↔
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THE DOOR HANDLE is proving a bit of a challenge for Phillis’s

horde of zombie coworkers, friends and family, so they try

another strategy. They start banging on the door.

“Phillis!” they cry out.

A nurse comes running and, not realizing that their own

semi-catatonic state is keeping them locked in an otherwise

unlocked room, opens the door.

The zombie crew shuffles out past a bewildered and

more-than-slightly creeped-out nurse. “Wait a minute,” she

calls after them, “where are you going?”

“Phillis …” says Little John, using his bulk to push past.

“Phil … what? Wait. None of you have been approved for

discharge.”

“Phillis …” they cry as they walk out.

“Stop!” she says as a last attempt, which is rather silly of

her, as they have all gone well past her now. Zombies they

may be, but fast zombies. They’re no 28 Days Later zombies,

but they are certainly faster than George Romero would

have liked.

“Um,” the Devil says, “what’s with all the zombie

references?”

The nurse is a bit of a horror-film buff.

“Stop!” the nurse says again.

“No stop,” Frederick calls back. “Phillis and salsa go.”

↔

THEY ARE ON THE STREETS. The nurse who just called the

police has dropped the receiver and is trying to convince the
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wandering patients to turn around, but they are simply not

listening. Soon she is joined by every nurse, doctor and

candy striper, all of whom are now also out on the streets,

trying to convince the wandering patients to return to the

hospital.

None of them are listening.

Out of sync and in monotone, they chant Phillis’s name.

“Phillis … Phillis … Phillis.”

The first cop on the scene is Officer Rutter who, despite

his head still being sore from the night before, pulls out his

bullhorn. “Please, everyone, turn around.”

The zombie horde does not listen.

Other cops show up. Since Officer Rutter is first on the

scene, they ask him what to do. “Follow them, I guess,” he

says, shrugging.

“Shouldn’t we try to take ’em down?” says the youngest

cop.

Officer Rutter looks up to see the Channel Six News heli‐
copter hovering above. “No, they’re not really breaking any

laws. In a way, this is a chase, so we should follow protocol.”

“What protocol?” says one of the junior cops.

The closest Officer Rutter can think of is the protocol

used in car chases. It states that the police are to follow at a

safe distance, matching their speed with that of the

assailant’s in an effort to prevent them from speeding up and

driving recklessly.

The other officers agree to his logic. What follows is the

slowest police chase that has ever transpired.

↔
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THE CROWD GROWS with others who have been affected by

Phillis: skaters, people who regularly saw Phillis on the bus,

Left and Right, Left and Right’s mom, the jogger whose

shadow Phillis had Crunched. They are all compelled to join

the group, although not one can clearly answer why.

As it progresses down the streets, the zombie horde

begins to amass other followers, too. Bystanders and

onlookers who are curious as to who these slow-moving

people being followed by similarly slow-moving police are,

exactly. They want to know: What is happening? What’s up

with this woman named Phillis? And why don’t they walk at

a normal pace expected of normal people?

The horde stops outside Phillis’s work, where Linda

ushers in those affected. As for the rest of the crowd, she

raises an arm into the air and cries out “Phillis!” before

turning into the building herself. Frederick, who is the last to

enter, also turns to the crowd and yells a single word. The

word does not refer to the name of the man who most in the

crowd mistake for a woman. Nor does it offer a clue as to

what is going on or how to stop it.

It is a word that refers either to a dance or a Mexican

condiment.
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ore often than one would expect, victory is

defeat. And this looks to be the case for

Phillis and Phil.

Winning the fight against the Shadow of the Kuk means

that Rogue Shadow sees them as a threat. Rogue Shadow

deals with threats the same way he deals with everything that

displeases him: by throwing them into the light.

It starts with the minotaur who dared to praise Phillis.

And it does not end there.

He slams his scepter three times before maniacally

twisting dials and pulling levers on the Lamp’s remote dais.

As he does so, he whispers, “Everyone leave. Now.”

The shadow inhabitants do not need to be told twice and

immediately start fleeing for the exit. There is an obvious

panic, made terrifying by the fact that it is shadows that are

panicking. Usually it is the dark that causes the panic; it is

not the dark that feels it.
Before it is reasonable to expect the overflowing stadium

to clear out, Rogue Shadow turns his scepter and light slides

across the room, obliterating any shadow in its path. “I said
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LEAVE!” Rogue Shadow screams. He twists a knob again and

destroys several more shadows.

Phillis watches this, his human mind not fully compre‐
hending that these shadows are not being chased away by the

light—they are being eradicated by it. Phil, on the other

hand, knows full well what Rogue Shadow is doing.

“Stop!” Phil cries out.

“Why should I?” asks Rogue Shadow, obliterating a family

of umbras with a single blow.

“They’re your people.”

Rogue Shadow slows the light. “My people?”

“Your subjects. Your denizens … whatever. Stop hurting

them.” Phil looks up at Rogue Shadow with defiance. He

figures that if this is to be his last moment alive, then let him

at least live it well. Since a steak dinner and wine are out of

the question, he figures bravery will have to do. “You’re

nothing but a … a sniffling little child throwing a tantrum.”

“I am, am I?” A white line forms again on Rogue Shadow’s

brow so he can lift his newly conjured eyebrow in amuse‐
ment. Which he does. “Go on.”

But before Phil can go on, Rogue Shadow twists the light

and it slowly creeps toward him, its beam rubbing away any

shadow in its path, much like an eraser does graphite. Phil

starts to move, but several WhiteSheets immediately grab

him. And that is when Phil understands why they wear what

they wear. Light cannot destroy them. White reflects light.

Black absorbs it.

But that observation is a little late. Before he can do or

say anything, the light is upon his umbra. “Come on, you …

you …” But Phil cannot think of the word. There is no insult

that encapsulates the epic asshole that is Rogue Shadow.

“Bully,” Phillis offers.

It is not the word Phil was looking for, but it will have to

do. “Bully,” the shadow echoes.
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Rogue Shadow reacts exactly the same way every bully

ever being accused of being a bully reacts. By laughing. A

loud, exaggerated, I don’t care kind of laugh.

But he does care. Every bully does.

But this bully hides it well. Twisting his hand again,

Shadow Rogue continues the light down its path. Phillis,

realizing what Rogue Shadow intends to do, summons

shadow after shadow to block it. But, whether it is a

bombardment of shadows or the simple penumbra of a

dainty shade, light always chases away darkness.

Phillis’s efforts are useless.

He switches tactics, focusing instead on Rogue Shadow

himself. He stretches the shadow of this realm, trying to

reach the diabolical fiend, but just as it reaches Rogue Shad‐
ow’s dais, it stops, as if prevented by an invisible shield.

Even Phillis, with his newfound powers, cannot affect the

throne. This truly is Rogue Shadow’s domain.

“Stop,” Phillis pleads.

“Why should I?” Rogue Shadow answers.

“You’re killing him.”

“Indeed! And I’d kill you, too … right here and now,

except last I checked light doesn’t have the same effect on

humans as it does on shadows. We’ll have to use the Hole

on you.”

Now the light is upon Phil. For the second time in less

than a week, he is being erased by light. At least this erasing

will not hurt his friends, nor will it erase Phillis. Phil takes

comfort in that.

“This isn’t right!” Phillis cries out. He is beginning to feel

rage build up within him … It would have exploded out of

him then and there, but he used the word right instead of fair,

and alas, right is not the right word to bring out his fury.

Rogue Shadow laughs. “What does right have to do with

anything? Right is what I want, and right now I want to
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destroy this shadow.” Another twist and now Phil is fading

away. He would need a miracle to survive at this point.

That miracle is exactly what he gets: in the form of

WhiteSheet Leader walking into the throne room. His brisk

stride betrays a need to deliver a message to Rogue Shadow

before it is too late.

Rogue Shadow calls back the light. “You are correct about

one thing, I’ll admit. I am being rude. Why kill the shadow

when we have guests? Show him in.”

From the far wall enters a figure with many flat surfaces

for a head. It takes Phil several double- and triple- and

manytuple-takes before he can admit to himself that he is,

indeed, looking at—

“Emoticon? You’re here. And you’re working with him?”

Emoticon’s head turns to a ¯\_(ϑ )_/¯ as the Principles’

Avatar shrugs.

“You’ve been toying with us all along?” Phil asks.

Rogue Shadow nods. “Indeed. When—” He looks at

Emoticon, puzzled. “What do they call you?”

Emoticon does not answer, but simply turns his face to

!

. My lips are sealed.
“Very well then … When Twenty-Faces here came into

my lands, I figured I’d talk to him before engaging in what I

am sure would have been a battle of epic proportions. He

told me—or rather, did a little charades that told me—that

Phillis there has the ability to manipulate shadows. And

given that I have the ability to manipulate light—” he twists

his hand and the Lamp shines brighter, momentarily chasing

away the dark “—well, a henchman with those talents would

complete my circle, don’t you think?”

“Henchman?” Phillis mutters. If Doomsday were with

Phillis, he’d explain that this is the part of the story where the

Villain reveals his plan. Except there isn’t much to this plan:

use Phillis to control shadows and thus strengthen his hold
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on the ShadowLands. The best and often most evil plans are

also the simplest.

“Yes, henchman … You see, when you arrived in the Shad‐
owLands, Mr. Faces here showed up, too. He was looking to

take me down, as it were. But …” The word lingers as he

twists the Lamp ever so slightly to shine a light on Emoticon.

“He knew that I would go easily. So we had a negotiation, if

you will. The ‘Hu-man’ … for her.” He claps his hands twice

and Timid WhiteSheet brings forth Lady Aoi’s limp body.

“What have you done to her?” Phil cries out, but before he

can lunge, Rogue Shadow obliterates a strip of the shadowy

floor too wide for Phil to jump over.

“Me? Nothing. The Principles’ Avatar, however …”

And now all becomes clear to Phillis and Phil: yes, they

found the ShadowLands, when previously no non-shadow

knew where it was, the Devil and Principles included. And

yes, their finding the ShadowLands led the Principles’ Avatar

here as well. But knowing where something is and being able

to access it are two different things entirely. Emoticon’s

powers lie in light and Rogue Shadow’s Lamp is made of

light. Light cancels light … and as terrifying as Emoticon is,

he could not take down Rogue Shadow, not as long as the

fiend has his hands on that Lamp.

Emoticon knows this. Rogue Shadow knows this. Even

the Principles know this. So what does a bounty hunter do

when the fugitive in question is literally and figuratively out

of his grasp? He goes for the next-best target. And if that

target happens to be a creature with whom he has had an old

grudge spanning several thousand years? All the better.

“Emoticon made a deal with me—Lady Aoi … for you,

Phillis.” Rogue Shadow’s smile is pure white and menacing.

“Oh … there was one more part to the deal. You, Phil? Seems

you are someone he wants gone. Destroyed. Obliterated.

Only question is, do I eradicate you with the Lamp or do I
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throw you out of the Hole? It’s been a while since I’ve seen a

shadow go poof!” He points the Lamp at Phil, with a

menacing smile as he twists its handle. Then his mouth goes

white as he says, “Nahh—the Hole will be entertainment for

my people. They could use a good laugh and, given my little

temper tantrum killed a bunch of them, I guess I do owe

them an apology.”

“And the Hu-man?” asks WhiteSheet Leader.

“Take him with you. Let the two of them have one last

emotional goodbye.”

“Very well, Master,” WhiteSheet Leader says with a bow.

Emoticon picks up Lady Aoi’s body and starts to leave.

Rogue Shadow calls after him, “Wait, wait … why not stay

and enjoy the show, my newfound, multi-faced friend?

Look.” The stained-glass window metamorphoses into a

clear window that reveals a blue sky littered with cotton

clouds. “Let us watch the demise of Phil the shadow from

here. It is the best view imaginable.”

And before Phil or Phillis can protest, the WhiteSheets

haul them away to their respective fates.

↔

EMOTICON DID NOT BETRAY the Principles, per se. He simply

made the best deal available to him. That is what makes him

such an effective enforcer. Most of the Principles approve.

Most, but not all.

Dark, for example, seems very angry, while Light is

flaunting an unusual display of flickering that borders on

jubilation.

Their reactions make two things perfectly clear:
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Light is happy.

Dark is not.

↔

MEANWHILE, back on Earth, the zombie horde is mulling

around Phillis’s office, not sure what to do next. That is

when Left (of Left-and-Right infamy) notices Phillis’s one-

and-a-half-yards-squared, nipple-high, fuzzy-walled world’s

soul piece of artwork: a poster depicting a cat hanging on a

piece of string with a caption reading, in 110-point Castellar,

Hang in there!

She turns to Right and says, “He’s been here.”

“Yes,” says Right, turning on his computer. The sound of

the computer booting attracts the horde, who gather round.

Skype automatically boots up—air being sucked out of a

bottle—followed by other programs: Hootsuite, Facebook,

the company blog, each automatically popping up.

Finally Twitter appears with Phillis’s last tweet in 24-

point Helvetica Neue: I seem to have lost my shadow. Has

anyone seen it?

Beneath the tweet is a reply. Or, it should be said, several

replies. Eleven thousand eight hundred and forty-three, to

be exact.
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C H A P T E R  4 9

hat is going on?” the Devil asks, pacing the

Great Hall. His brow crinkles as he falls into

deep thought. He is confused, concerned and—

“I’m asking you, OmniP, so you can take a rest from the

narrating … What is going on?”

Someone is cranky … OmniP does not know.

“But you are an omniscient narrator, are you not?”

OmniP is indeed.

“So be omniscient … tell me! And I swear to you know who

that if you say you cannot tell me because it will destroy the

integrity of the story or it will break some storytelling

convention or trope or some other snooty literary nonsense,

I will poke out each and every one of your eyes. All one thou‐
sand of them.” To emphasize his point, the Devil produces a

fiery trident from where only you know who knows.

Gulp. OmniP doesn’t know.

“Don’t toy with me, OmniP.”

OmniP doesn’t. OmniP swears it.

The Devil takes three steps toward OmniP.

OmniP doesn’t. OmniP doesn’t!
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Reaching up with his fiery hands, he grabs for OmniP,

who only narrowly escapes because he is agile and swift,

brave and strong.

“OmniP!” the Devil booms.

OmniP does not know … but OmniP does have a theory.

“And …?”

Never has a shadow been detached from its owner for so

long before now. Never has a First Law been broken without

the subsequent erasing. The world is starting to notice. And

not just other shadows, but solid beings, too. And concepts.

“Concepts?”

Connection, Solidarity and Being … These are concepts,

but unlike the Principles, they have no physical representa‐
tion. They just are. And they’re noticing that Phillis and Phil

are separate.

“It makes no sense. Shadows have escaped before. That is

the whole reason why the ShadowLands exist, isn’t it?”

True … but these outlaw shadows have always left after

their host has died. Even when Ɏ—

“Careful!” the Devil warns.

OmniP gulps. Never before has a shadow left a living

host and been allowed to exist for so long. Everyone is

noticing.

“Say it isn’t so,” the Devil says, true and unmistakable fear

painting his face. “And if they notice, that means that …” He

looks at the Principles, who still hover in The Portrait of

Everything: Light and Dark, Order and Chaos, Life and

Death, and the three lone Principles, Love and Hate, Destiny,

Time and Miracle. All of them. “If you erase Phil and Phillis

now, you will not just be affecting their friends and family.

You will affect the whole world.”

The Principles are mute.

“And you could very well destroy the world as we

know it.”
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Only the Principle of Light reacts to this. It reacts by

going dark.

“Oh my God,” the Devil mutters. “This can’t be. It can’t.”

Devil.

…

Devil.

“What?” he responds, his voice despondent.

It’s time.

“For what?”

You know what. The story cannot be finished without

knowing your role in all this. I must tell the story Doomsday

read in the Book.

The Devil groans. “Must you?”

You know I must.

With a heavy heart and a mournful soul, the Devil looks

down upon Phillis and Phil as WhiteSheet Leader takes them

to their death. “Will it change anything?”

It might.

“How?”

Secrets kill with their silence.

“But everyone who can hear this secret is here.”

Exactly. OmniP looks pointedly at The Portrait of

Everything.

“Ahhh, I see … You think they might, for once, get

involved. Do something other than judge?”

There is always a first time.

“Indeed there is. But I doubt this is it.”

That is what you thought when they tried Lady Aoi. But

she was a first time. First time to be acquitted. If a first time

happened once again, it might be now.

To this, the Devil laughs. “Indeed, I did. Very well then.

Tell them what you are so certain they need to know.”

Thank you.
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With a flutter of his wings, OmniP flies up toward The

Portrait of Everything and begins the story thus …

↔

1IN THE BEGINNING, before the Principles had formulated their

Laws, before Nature had created Balance, before humans

took on their final form, before shadows became immutably

bound to their host, a band of Wanderers wandered the great

and endless desert.

During the day, the Wanderers wandered from oasis to

oasis, searching for the things they needed to survive—water,

food, a place to sleep. And at night they returned to their

caves and sat together to share in the things that made them

happiest: stories.

And every night the Wanderers would reward the best

storyteller with little riches—a well-made tool, a seashell,

perhaps the tooth of a slain wildcat. Sometimes, when the

story was particularly pleasing, a sheep or a goat. Mostly

harmless things. And why not? A small price to pay for the

stories told.

This was their way. Simple, happy, just. The young among

the Wanderers accepted their way as the best way. The

middle-aged wished this way to be forever … and it might

have been, had not a Stranger happened by.

2AS WAS THEIR CUSTOM, the Wanderers offered the Stranger

their hospitality. They did so because they were a kind and

good people. Also because it is the unwritten rule of the
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desert that when one stumbles upon a stranger, one offers

help. After all, there was nary a human alive who, when lost,

had not been rescued by a stranger. And so, when this

Stranger happened by, they welcomed him.

“What is this game that you play?” the Stranger asked.

And they answered, “A game of stories.”

“Let me play,” said the Stranger.

The Wanderers, noticing that this man wore many pieces

of jewelry upon his many fingers, wrung their hands at the

chance of winning a few little somethings.

Only Ɏ sought to discourage the Stranger. “It is not fair,”

Ɏ said. “We wager and you, being new to the game, are sure

to lose.”

“Is that so?” said the Stranger. “Perhaps I can try a round

and see. What are the rules?”

Ɏ said nothing, leaving the others to teach the Stranger,

content to sit back and watch. Content that this man, now

fair-warned, would lose many of his little somethings.

“The rules are simple,” said a tribesman. “We each tell a

story and the one that rings most true is the one that

will win.”

“So it is truth you seek?” said the Stranger, taking off a

ruby-and-emerald ring that glowed despite the darkness.

The Wanderers were pleased by the offering, and the

games began. Men bet gold coins, cattle and dignity. And

round after round, the Stranger’s stories rang most true.

Every time Ɏ suggested the games end, something would stir

within the Wanderers and they insisted they could win the

next round and recover what was lost.

All their efforts were in vain, however, for the Stranger’s

stories always rang most true.

For thirty nights and thirty days they played, until the

Wanderers had lost everything they owned. Only Ɏ
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remained, but he had no little somethings to bet with. The

Stranger stood to leave when Ɏ said:

“A promise. I bet you a promise.”

3Ɏ HAD BET A PROMISE, and this intrigued the Stranger, for

what was it that Ɏ wished to ask? Moreover, what could the

Stranger make Ɏ promise? The game would have to be

played out, so the Stranger agreed to sit for one last round.

A single round that lasted three nights.

They told stories about the nature of light and darkness.

Of shadow. And at the end of the fourth day, Ɏ told five

truths about Light and Dark, Shadow and the Shadowless.

And each story held with it truth that could not be denied.

“Very well then,” the Stranger said, conceding defeat. “Ask

and ye shall receive.”

The tribe prayed that Ɏ would ask for their wealth to be

returned—for wealth was sheep and goats and camels and

tools. It was tents and pots and flint.

Wealth was survival.

But Ɏ did not ask for wealth. Rather, Ɏ leaned in close

and said, “Promise me that you’ll never let me into your tent,

never offer me your hospitality. And should I turn up at your

doorstep, no matter how desperate I may be, no matter how

much I beg, turn me away. Promise me that.”

The Stranger did not speak.

“Promise,” repeated Ɏ.

The Stranger did not stir.

“Promise!” cried out Ɏ.

The Stranger looked at Ɏ curiously. Finally, with

measured, calm words, he said, “It is not the way of the

desert to refuse another’s request for hospitality. We do not

turn down one another when in need.”
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“Don’t let that bother thee,” Ɏ said. “I plan on never

needing anything from the likes of you.”

Any normal man might have flown into a rage, but this

Stranger was anything but normal. For he was none other

than the Devil himself. Prince of the Eternal Darkness, the

Endless Night and the Great Shadow.

And Ɏ knew this.

How? Because Ɏ noticed details that others missed—and

it is in details, after all, where the Devil resides.

Because Ɏ was intelligent, and stripped these details

down to their bare and often banal essence until he under‐
stood them.

Because Ɏ was calculating, and knew how to use these

details to his advantage.

The detail that caught Ɏ’s attention was this: when the

Devil had won the last goat, the last tool, the last piece of

gold, he stood, throwing his arms up in the air as if he were

praying. This caused the cuff of his dress to rise ever so

slightly, revealing the tip of his tail. While all other eyes were

blinded by the lamentations of loss, Ɏ saw.

The understanding Ɏ had was that the Devil experienced

joy at victory. That he took pride in winning. And if he expe‐
rienced those human emotions, he must experience other

emotions as well.

The calculation Ɏ wagered on was that if he first

appealed to the Devil’s pride and then damaged it, he could

ask anything of this creature and have it.

And that was exactly what Ɏ did.

The Devil’s response was exactly as Ɏ had anticipated.

Anger. The Devil thought of ripping Ɏ’s heart out, feasting

on his carcass—but then he thought better of it, for he could

see the souls of men and saw that Ɏ’s did not have many

blemishes. Killing him would mean sending him to the light.

The Devil did not want to do that.
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So the Devil said, “As you wish, Ɏ.”

And with that he left the oasis, not taking with him a

single animal, a single tool or a single piece of gold.

The tribe rejoiced. Ɏ had saved them. Had the Stranger,

indeed, taken all that was his right, the tribe would have

surely perished. They were thus indebted to Ɏ, and the

Wanderers always repaid their debts. So everyone gave Ɏ a

little something. And with so many little somethings, Ɏ
became a very rich man, indeed.

4Ɏ, being very rich, took to idleness. He claimed that a man

with his gifts should not need to till the soil or tend to the

flocks. He reminded his tribe of what he had done and

insisted that although they had all given him a little some‐
thing, they still owed him their gratitude. Gratitude

expressed by each tending to his needs for an hour or two a

day. That would be enough.

When they protested, claiming their time was not his to

take, he asked them this: what is the value of one’s life truly

worth if not a bit of their time?

Ɏ, being very smart, also became arrogant. He looked at

the others and thought, Only I had enough wit to outsmart the

Devil. He started to believe that he, above all others, deserved

the higher pleasures of life. The more sensual ones. He

looked at his wife with her herder’s legs and callused fingers,

and thought that he deserved better. A woman with an hour‐
glass figure and dainty hands. “Perhaps if I were blind and

deaf,” he said to her, “I wouldn’t notice the tiny details that

make you so terribly unappealing. Your hooked nose and

donkey laugh. Your matted hair and narrow eyes.”

And thus Ɏ abused his wife, claiming that despite her

undying love for him, he deserved better. He forced her to do

demeaning, depraved, vulgar acts—acts she never spoke of,
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so ashamed was she. And should she resist, he reminded her

that it was he who saved the tribe, and by extension her,

from certain death. Therefore, it was her duty to do as he

pleased.

When she protested, insisting that her body was not his

to tarnish, he asked her this: what is the value of one’s life

truly worth, if not a bit of their flesh?

Ɏ, being very calculating, began to desire the dainty

daughters and curvaceous wives of the other Wanderer men.

He did so because once one is set on a path of depravity,

there is only one direction to go.

Down.

So Ɏ began to covet the wives of others. When they

pushed him off, he pointed out that he was the bravest and

smartest, and the only reason the Wanderers still had

strength to wander. Should not the children of his tribe be

imbued with his desirous qualities? And who else can pass on

these qualities, save himself? Not only was it his right—it was

his duty.

When they protested, insisting they should be with those

they choose so the offspring they bore would be a product of

their shared love, he asked them this:

What is one’s life truly worth if not everything they love?

5AND SO HE CONTINUED, until seven years later one of his

tribesmen returned after being lost in the desert for many

sweltering days and freezing nights.

Upon his return, the man told of how Death was near.

Thirsty and alone, he had given up hope. He wondered if his

soul would soar up toward the light or be dragged down into

the darkness. And as he waited to die (for death from thirst

only comes after hours that feel like eternities), a caravan

happened by. At first he thought it a mirage. After all, it was
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the false lure of an oasis that had caused his predicament in

the first place. But as the caravan drew near, he saw that

indeed it was real. Too weak to stand, he prayed they would

take pity on him and give him what he needed to survive.

After all, that was the way of the desert.

He must have lost consciousness, for when he woke, he

was inside a great and luxurious tent. Too weak to sit up, he

lay still, wondering where he was and who he was with.

A voice spoke: “At first, I did not think to stop for you. I

sought to leave you to die. But that is not the way of the

desert. Still, I had made a promise.”

The lost and near-dead Wanderer knew who it was—the

Stranger and his strange caravan.

The Stranger continued to speak. “But then I realized that

the promise I had made was not with your tribe. It was with

only one of its members. Praise be to memory.”

“Yes,” said the lost Wanderer. “Praise be to memory.”

After many days and the careful care of the Devil’s concu‐
bines, eventually the lost Wanderer regained enough

strength to venture out into the desert and seek his tribe

once again. Before he left, the Devil asked about Ɏ. The lost

Wanderer told the Devil of all that Ɏ had done, is doing and

would continue to do.

The Devil said, “Why is it that you tolerate such

behavior?”

“Because he saved us from—” The lost Wanderer hesi‐
tated, but then decided that enough time had passed and that

his savior deserved the truth. “From you.”

“Really? That is not how I remember it,” said the Devil.

And the Devil asked the lost Wanderer what he remembered.

Time and Anger are the enemies of Truth, and although

the Devil did not lie, he did not correct the lost Wanderer

when certain details were confused.

And thus the lost Wanderer returned and told the
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Wanderers what he remembered, or rather, misremembered.

The tribe searched within themselves and also tried to

remember. They misremembered that it was Ɏ, and not them,

who invited the Stranger to play their game. They misremem‐
bered that it was Ɏ, and not them, who insisted the Stranger

continue the game although the Stranger had wanted to quit.

They only part of the story they remembered correctly was

that that it was Ɏ, and not them, who upon winning refused

to ask for their wealth back, choosing instead to insult the

Stranger.

And they also remembered their debt to Ɏ. A debt they

planned on paying in kind.

6FIRST, the Wanderers buried Ɏ to the neck near a great hill

where the fire ants lived.

Next, they covered him with honey gathered from the

hives of the wild desert bees.

Finally, they waited.

A single ant fell upon him and took a single bite, tearing

off the little piece of flesh where the lower lip meets its

higher brother. Ɏ begged to be released, promising to never

again ask a fellow Wanderer for their time, never again

violate another of their daughters or wives. More ants came.

They, too, bit off little pieces of flesh. This time it was the

part of Ɏ that allows his eyes to shut. Next, the skin that

pulled his ear taut. Finally, the cartilage that makes a nose so

practical.

Then more came. Slowly the fire ants took Ɏ apart. Piece

by piece, bite by bite, bit by bit. All the while Ɏ begged to be

released, promising to return everything he had taken. And

as the ants tore at his flesh, they also dug for the juicier

morsels inside—inside his mouth that no longer had lips,
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inside his nose that was now two holes in the center of his

face, inside his ears that could now only hear the pitter patter

of tiny legs and his own screaming.

Ɏ no longer begged for his life. Now he begged for death.

He asked that one of his fellow Wanderers end his suffering.

He cried to his wife, asking forgiveness.

But his words did not soften the hearts of his fellow

Wanderers, nor did they sway his wife. They watched,

dispassionate, immobile, silent, as Ɏ, little by little, ceased

to be.

And when Ɏ finally breathed his last breath, the ground

beneath him opened up and cast a great darkness. Then the

sky above him opened up and shone a great light. The dark‐
ness and the light both denied that Ɏ belonged to them. But

if he did not belong to either, then to whom did he belong?

Surely the nature of his death deserved some pity? Not

enough pity for the light, and the darkness—well, the dark‐
ness had made a promise to this man.

And there was another consideration, was there not? The

Wanderers. His wife. What of their deeds? Should they be

rewarded for dealing with an evil man, or punished for doing

evil to a man? Both? Neither?

Light and Dark conferred. And what seemed like

moments to the Wanderers was, in truth, a near eternity of

conference between two forces that do not oft confer. And

what was decided in the end?

That is not for mortals to know.

↔
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“FINISH THE STORY,” the Devil says, several tears falling on his

cheeks, quickly evaporating from his own heat.

Are you sure?

The Devil considers this and nods. “Yes … it’s time.”

Very well.

↔

7WHAT WAS DECIDED WAS that Ɏ’s soul was to wander the

world, lost, forever. He was given a lantern to light his way

and nothing else. As for his shadow? Well … shadows are

allowed to live as long as their host lives … and since Ɏ
cannot die, not in the way normal mortals can, it too lives

forever.

So, as Ɏ’s soul wandered, Ɏ’s shadow considered what to

do, until it occurred to him that there was only one option.

He would create a realm of his own. A place for shadows

who, like him, were condemned to wander with no hope of

Light or Dark accepting them. The fact that Dark denied Ɏ’s

shadow did not matter to him. All that mattered was that he

did not suffer alone.

Except he couldn’t create somewhere to live without first

finding a light with which to cast these shadow lands—the

ShadowLands. But what light could be powerful enough to

do so?

Ɏ’s shadow took his lantern and did something that no

one in a thousand years would have thought possible: he

captured his former host’s soul and put it in the lantern the

Principles gave him.

That is what casts the ShadowLands. The soul of a very

bad man caught in a lamp—the Lamp—made to his light
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his way.

↔

“SAD BUT TRUE.” The Devil lowers his head. In a mournful

voice weighted heavy with regret, he says, “I was young and

angry, and that damned Lady Aoi had just made a fool of me.

So I decided to make a fool of someone else. Kick the prover‐
bial dog.” A tear streams down the Devil’s cheek, sizzling into

steam before it reaches his lips. “Had I known that it would

lead to the ShadowLands and that Ɏ’s shadow would create

all … all … that … I would have never done it. The Shadow‐
Lands and everything that happens now is all because of me.”

His tears are now steaming up his glasses. The Devil mutters,

“I’m sorry. I’m so, so sorry for what I’ve done.”

There is one more part to your story that bears telling.

Something that even the Book doesn’t know.

“What’s that?”

OmniP needs to tell it in story.

“So do it! Who’s stopping you?”

Very well then.

↔

AS THE DEVIL laments his past deeds in the Great Hall, he

forgets one tiny but important detail to Ɏ’s story.

Back then, when the world was young, Light and Dark

were separate entities, not bound together like they are now.
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But when they passed judgment on Ɏ, they realized that

every entity has the capacity for Light and Dark, Good and

Evil, within themselves.

And so Light and Dark attached, realizing that light is not

complete without the darkness, and darkness is nothing

without the light.
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hiteSheet Leader and two of his cronies escort

Phillis and Phil to the center of the mountain

and up a spiraling stairwell barely wide enough to fit Phillis’s

modest frame. The Hu-Man is trying to think of a way to

stop them, fight back … but every time he tries to reach out

for a shadow, he isn’t able to grab on to anything. It seems

this place is completely devoid of shadows, save one—Phil.

It takes a bit longer than it should for him to realize the

reason why there are no shadows to grab: they are in total

darkness, and Phillis must feel his way up the stairs, occa‐
sionally tripping over his own feet. There is no light

anywhere on these spiraling stairs. Nothing with which he

can fight.

And so there is nothing he can do.

Rogue Shadow knows this. That is why he let Phillis

come along. That and because Rogue Shadow is a bully, and

bullies derive immense satisfaction from rendering their

victims helpless. Phil is doomed—and Phillis is helpless to do

anything about it.

So they climb, their feet clinking and clacking on the
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ground beneath them. As Phillis gives in to the rhythm of

their upward march, he now knows the answer to an age-old

question pondered only by beings made of Light and Dark: in

pitch-black, do shadows make a sound?

The answer is an emphatic Yes.
Phillis now wonders if all the creaks and cricks, groans

and moans, that have terrified him in the real world were

just that—harmless shadows moving about in the dark.

And still they climb, their steps indifferent to Phillis’s

musings.

In the darkness, Phillis cannot see his shadow, but he

wonders: why is a being like Phil, so brave and feisty,

silent now?

They reach the top of the stairs and Phillis hears a moan.

WhiteSheet Leader says, “Why should I carry this for you,

prisoner? Carry it yourself.” A hand fumbles for his in the

dark and gives him a strap.

“What is it?” Phillis asks.

“What is it?” WhiteSheet Leader mocks. “It’s the bag we

took from you upon your arrival. Master wishes we throw

that out of the Hole, too. Now carry it and be quiet.”

Phillis doesn’t remember Rogue Shadow commanding

them to throw out his bag as well, but doesn’t question this.

After all, so much happened after the fight. Maybe Rogue

Shadow did mention the bag and Phillis missed it. He slings it

over his shoulder, momentarily despondent that not only

must he march ever upward to witness his shadow’s demise,

but he also has to be encumbered by … by …

Oh my.
Phillis has an idea.

↔
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THE STAIRS GO UP, up, up, until they don’t. They are now

walking on a path that ends in a pinprick of light. They are

literally walking toward the light at the end of the tunnel. An

appropriate destination, given that they are walking to their

deaths. Well, Phil’s death.

But Phillis doesn’t want his shadow to die, and seeing the

light, he assumes that where there is light there is shadow. He

has another idea that trumps his previous idea. Phillis

reaches for the shadows that surely the light must be casting

inward—but still, he cannot find them. The light does not

come into this place; there is a barrier, just like the one

blocking light from Shadow Rogue’s palace. The Shadow

Visor must extend all over this place. Still, it does illuminate

his situation—what he sees are the two WhiteSheet cronies

in front of him, with WhiteSheet Leader and Phil

behind him.

They are close to the Hole where Phil is to be thrown out.

It’s now or never, Phillis thinks. He pulls at the zipper of his

bag, fumbles out his iPad and turns it on. The screen illumi‐
nates. He directs its light on his hand and Phillis reaches for

the shadows—except there still aren’t any. He does not cast

any shadows—he is, after all, the man who lost his shadow.

Phillis curses himself for not remembering he is shadow-

challenged.

He turns the iPad’s aura onto the WhiteSheets, but they,

too, do not cast shadows. They are protected by the white

covering they wear. What’s more, this place is perfectly

smooth. There is nothing else to block the light.

My bag, he thinks—too late—it can cast shadows!
But before he can act on it, he hears WhiteSheet Leader

say, “For Christ’s sake.” Suddenly, WhiteSheet Leader and

Phil lunge forward, past Phillis, and grab the two cronies. In
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one seamless gesture, they both rip off the white sheets and

kick them out of the Hole.

WhiteSheet Leader turns to Phillis and extends his hand.

“Get up. We have a lot to do and not a lot of time to do it in,”

he says.

“You … you’re helping us?”

“No, I’m helping myself,” WhiteSheet Leader says. “Now

come on … I’ll explain along the way. We have to hurry.

Master has gotten the show he wanted—he thinks you’re

dead and the Hu-Man has been taken down to his cell. He

will be celebrating. He always does when someone is tossed

out of the Hole. Now is our only chance to get to his Lamp.”

WhiteSheet Leader runs down the path, followed by Phil.

“What the—?” Phillis starts, but doesn’t finish his ques‐
tion. Best now to just run.

↔

THE BEDOUIN AGREE to help Doomsday down into the cave.

Once he is below, all he has to do is follow the hot embers

the Man left in his wake.

Now at the gateway, Doomsday seeks to go in, knowing

full well that he risks being erased, but that he does it for the

greater good of the story.

Sandal Man, who also climbed down the hole, stands

before the gateway, confusion and awe painted on his face.

He is carrying a bag of some of his prized items deemed

useful for such a journey. “By the gods,” he says, entering this

place, “I thought this place was a myth.” Then he says some‐
thing in Arabic, and his fellow Bedouin nod with equal

perplexity.
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“It is real,” Doomsday says. “As I knew it was.”

“How so?”

“Because this is the Myth Made Real part of the story.

Quite a common trope, to be honest.” Doomsday’s words are

met with blank stares. “It is the moment in the story when

the secondary characters—us—” he points at everyone

around him, including himself “—finally see what the audi‐
ence always knew to be real.” Doomsday leans in close to the

portal, and through it sees ShadowLands’ mountain citadel.

“I suspect they’re over there.”

Doomsday takes a step forward.

“What are you doing?” Sandal Man demands.

“Going to help my friends.”

“No, this cannot be allowed,” Sandal Man says. “You

cannot be allowed to help Lady Aoi.”

“Why not?”

“Because her immortality is mine to take and I cannot

allow anyone to aid her.” Sandal Man pulls an unmagical gun

from his bag of magic and points it at Doomsday.

“Strange,” Doomsday says, eyeing the gun.

“What is strange about this?”

“We haven’t seen the gun earlier.”

“So?”

“So there is a rule in storytelling. In fact, it is the rule of

storytelling, and it goes like this: if we see a gun in Act One,

if must go off in Act Three. We’re in Act Three now, but we

never saw that gun in Act One.”

Sandal Man gives Doomsday a blank look before cocking

the weapon.

“You can’t shoot me.”

“And why not?”

“Because I’m a significant secondary character. My death

can’t come from a newly introduced gun. It must be fore‐
shadowed.”
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“You are an idiot.”

“So I’ve been told,” Doomsday says, turning around. He

isn’t sure if the storytelling convention he is now betting his

life on is applicable. It is dependent on him being a vital part

of the story and that the storyteller, whoever that may be, is

one who follows conventions. So often that is not the case.

Regardless, his friends need him, and walking toward the

portal, he gulps, fearful that his life will be over sooner than

expected. He prays for a miracle, an intervention, a deus ex
machina. But deus ex machina—a literary device made popular

by the ancient Greeks, in which the gods would intervene on

behalf of a noble hero—is antiquated: largely unused in

modern storytelling.

Doomsday thinks himself doomed. But then he remem‐
bers—he is not the hero. He is Comic Relief. And Comic

Relief is the only exception in which deus ex machina can be

used without the critics having a hissy fit, decrying the

device as lazy, silly and passé. But no shot is fired, and

Doomsday, turning around just before entering, sees why. It

seems the Bedouin are so moved by his bravery that they

take up the mantle of deus ex machina, subduing Sandal Man

just as Doomsday enters the gate. The last thing he hears—

other than the screams of Sandal Man—is Translator

Bedouin calling after him, insisting he return to tell them

more stories—specifically the story of Doomsday’s life.

“And,” he adds, “oh, here is that weird glowing jar that Sandal

Man loves too much. Perhaps its light can help Dhumesdhay

find his way?” He puts the jar back into Sandal Man’s back‐
pack and tosses it to Doomsday.

It does light his way. But then again, so do the embers of

the Man’s fury.

Ziiiiim, ziiiiim …
Ziiiiim …
Now, inside the ShadowLands, Doomsday is still tasked
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with actually finding Phillis. Remembering what Lady Aoi

said about the book answering questions if you know how to

ask, he takes out the pencil that Phillis carelessly left behind.

He draws a circle in the book. Then, placing the pencil in its

center, he asks it to find its owner. The pencil dutifully turns

and angles, guiding him toward the center of the Shadow‐
Lands—right where Phillis is being walked up to the Hole.

Of course, Doomsday didn’t need the pencil to figure that

out. All he really needed was to follow WTF’s fireballs and

the Man’s laughter.

↔

MEANWHILE, back on Earth, Frederick is examining Phillis’s

Twitter account with growing excitement. Even with his

zombie-addled brain, he knows that all the retweets and

likes, follows and hashtags, are indicators that … that …

“Oh my … Phillis’s tweet … going viral,” he mutters.

“Virus,” Phillis’s mom groans as she looks for a sink to

wash her hands.

“Not virus … viral.” Frederick points at the screen.

Linda nods. “Phillis’s tweet. Viral.” She, too, understands.

Doris looks at the screen and groans, “Phillis … my boy …

human, not bird.” She does not understand, and although she

cannot feel it, she has cosmically, metaphorically and literally

joined every mother and father of a certain age in not under‐
standing.

“I have … idea,” Linda says, pulling back the desk chair

and taking a seat. In stilted, pointy-finger misery, she types

out ninety-two characters (including spaces):
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LOOKING for Phillis and his shadow. Does anyone know

where to find the #ManWhoLostHisShadow?

ALMOST INSTANTLY THERE IS A RESPONSE. Then another. Then

a hundred more. And they all say the same thing: No, we

don’t know where the #ManWhoLostHisShadow is.

Then help us find #ManWhoLostHisShadow, Linda types.

The world responds with a flood of thumbs-up and likes,

retweets and emoticons of all kinds. They just keep coming

and coming and coming and …
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hillis, Phil and WhiteSheet Leader rush down the

winding stairwell in silence. They do not speak,

save to say they must get to Rogue Shadow’s lair before the

villain does.

At first, Phillis doesn’t know why they are running toward
the bad guy, as opposed to away from him. Furthermore, why

would one of the WhiteSheets, least of all their leader, be

helping Phillis? WhiteSheet Leader addresses the further‐
more, and between rushed breaths tells him that very few, if

any, residents of the ShadowLands like their master. Least of

all, WhiteSheet Leader.

It seems that Rogue Shadow, having created the Shadow‐
Lands with that damned Lamp of his, did three things that

cause its inhabitants endless misery. The first was that

because of how the Lamp is powered—something no living

resident of the ShadowLands knows—shadows who live here

never, ever die. This realm offers immortality for those made

of umbra. The second thing that diabolical Lamp did was

prevent any shadows from actually leaving the ShadowLands.

In fact, the only way out of this place is through the Hole.
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“And … well,” says WhiteSheet Leader, “we all know what

happens when a shadow leaves via the Hole.”

The third thing Rogue Shadow did, this last without the

help of his Lamp, was to perpetuate the lie that the Shadow‐
Lands are a wonderful place to live. Shadows come to the

ShadowLands expecting Nirvāṇa, but they quickly discover

that this place is, in fact, Hell.

So Hell, immortality and the inability to leave create a

very, very sad place to live.

WhiteSheet Leader cannot stand it anymore. He hates

this place so much he is willing to risk umbra and limb to

end it, and the only way he can think of to stop all of this is

to destroy that damned Lamp. Many have tried, all have

failed—but none of them were Phillis. Phillis, with his

Shadow Powers. Maybe, just maybe, he will be able to bring

down the Lamp, or at the very least wrest it out of Rogue

Shadow’s tiny little dictator hands.

“But if no one can leave, and this place is so well-hidden

… how do shadows find their way here?” asks Phillis.

Therein lies the rub: there is only one Shadow who can

leave. The one who made this place. Every century, he goes

out and tempts other shadows. Shadows who are lonely, in

need of an adventure. Vulnerable shadows desperately trying

to find somewhere to fit in.

“He lures in the shadows of hospitals, funeral homes and

graveyards … tempts us away from the Darkness and toward

here,” says WhiteSheet Leader. “Once a century he leaves

with his Lamp and, should he find you, this place is your

reward.”

“Unlucky,” Phillis says.

“Unlucky does not begin to describe it,” counters White‐
Sheet Leader.

So up and down darkened shadowless corridors they run,

until they come upon a grand door with the same morphing
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shadow mist on the columns. The mist writhes and twists

against the door’s surface, forming a constantly evolving

tapestry that is incredible to behold. Two WhiteSheets stand

guard outside. WhiteSheet Leader walks up to them and they

salute. With their hands up and away from their bayonets,

they are taken off guard when WhiteSheet Leader knocks

them both to the ground and ties them up with a rope

produced from beneath his garment.

With its guards subdued and out of the way, the grand

door sits ready and waiting. WhiteSheet Leader beckons for

Phillis and Phil to follow, and he opens the door into Rogue

Shadow’s lair.

Phillis doesn’t know what he expected to see in the room

of a dictator. If he thought about it—which he does not—he

would have expected bubbling fountains of milk, perhaps a

river of honey, and servants of every race, creed and type on

standby to service the every need of their master. He might

have settled for gold-encrusted furnishings, lavishly inlaid

with diamonds, rubies and sapphire. Or maybe just a chic

hipster pad with egg-shaped chairs and a hammock.

But this place is more “frat house” than “secret lair of a

maniacal dictator.” It is filled with discarded beer bottles and

half-eaten takeaway sandwiches. There is an old drum set

and a couple of broken skateboards. Shadow mice scurry

about, unafraid of whoever lives here.

Phillis shrugs. Even demigods need their own space

where they can just be themselves. He could understand that.

And besides, there is only one item of interest here:

the Lamp.

Much to Phillis’s surprise, on closer inspection and in

better lighting, he sees that the Lamp is not a lamp at all. It is

a squash with holes on every side, like a jack-o’-lantern

carved by someone with an underdeveloped imagination.

The light it emits could be that of a tea-light candle, and if
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Phillis had not seen its power, he would have thought this to

be some abandoned arts-and-crafts project. It rests on an

impossibly high pedestal in the center of the room, its

beacon shining every which way; even though it gives off

light, its effervescent glow does not chase away any shadows.

Can light that does not chase away the dark be consid‐
ered light at all?

Phillis does not ponder such philosophical questions, but

rather begins to look for a way to pull it down. But before he

can see any obvious solutions, he hears, “Hello, everyone.”

From out of the shadows emerges the shadow.

Rogue Shadow stands there, glaring at them.

Behind him is Emoticon, wearing his face.

↔

MEANWHILE, back on Earth, the hashtag #ManWhoLostHis‐
Shadow continues to go viral, whatever that means. Doris

isn’t sure … all she knows is that when a health official says

something or someone is “going viral,” they tend to mean

that some new strain of disease is being picked up left, right

and center by every human who happens to be in its path.

What Doris doesn’t know is that when healthy humans

with an Internet connection say that they are “going viral,”

they mean that their tweet, Facebook post, Instagram pic or

YouTube vid is being picked up by hundreds of thousands of

other humans who like and share whatever that healthy

human originally posted. They are simply alluding to the fact

that, like a virus, their message is contagious.

Given that healthy humans have borrowed this expres‐
sion from health officials, perhaps we should borrow more
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vocabulary from them … specifically from the World Health

Organization.

For the hashtag #ManWhoLostHisShadow has not simply

gone viral. It has just entered into what the World Health

Organization would refer to as a Phase 6 Pandemic Event—

widespread human infection on a global scale.
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ou know, I never took you to be a traitor,” Rogue

Shadow says, his hand on the mechanical gears

that control the Lamp. “You’ve always been so

loyal, as well as brutal, that I figured you enjoyed being my

minion. But you let your hand slip. Do you want to

know how?”

WhiteSheet Leader says nothing.

Emoticon crosses his arms as he watches Rogue Shadow.

If help is to come, it will not be from the Principles’ Avatar.

Rogue Shadow claps his hands twice and two more

shadows appear. One is the Shadow of Kuk—his frog legs

back to normal now, thanks to Phillis’s knowledge of Ctrl+Z

—and the other a gargoyle of such immense size and stature

that he reminds Phillis of the popular nineties cartoon char‐
acter Goliath.

“You didn’t bring them in beaten, bruised or broken,”

Rogue Shadow says. “So unlike you that I figured something

was up. And when I saw that human’s powers, I stole a glance

at you. Do you know what I saw? Hope. Tsk, tsk … Hope’s a

bitch that I killed a long time ago.”
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WhiteSheet Leader does not answer. He simply takes off

his white sheet, revealing a proud, defiant umbra.

Phil and Phillis expect a rousing speech from WhiteSheet

Leader—and if words aren’t his forte, then a spit in the eye.

But instead, WhiteSheet Leader falls to his knees, clasps his

hands in a begging position as tears of light stream down his

face and says, “Please. Please—”

There’s an explosion of light from Rogue Shadow’s hand,

and with that WhiteSheet Leader is no more.

↔

“WELL, THAT’S THAT,” Rogue Shadow says. “And just so you

know, my Hu-Man friend, your shadow is going, too, as are

your friends. So wipe that defiant look from your face.

You’re soon going to be all alone in this Universe, save me,

and the sooner you accept that, the sooner you will find

some form of happiness again. See these guys—” he points to

Kuk, Goliath and Timid WhiteSheet “—they’re loyal and life

isn’t so bad—”

“Friends?” Phillis interrupts.

“Not so bad at …” Rogue Shadow stumbles on his words,

not used to being interrupted. Raising a darkened eyebrow

that is four shades lighter than his face, he says, “Excuse me?”

“You said soon my friends would be gone. What friends?”

“Well, your shadow and that unconscious lady for two.

But also—” He turns to Emoticon. “Well, why don’t you show

our young human.”

Emoticon nods and, placing his hands in front of him,

palms facing the heavens, projects several all-to-familiar

faces from it. There is Rim and Little John, Akira and Sally,
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but also Phillis’s coworkers, Frederick and his mom. The bus

driver, the twins Left and Right. The final face to appear on

Emoticon’s 3-D magical display is that of Linda, her sweet

smile lighting the sky before him.

“Seems that if you can’t be erased—given you’re here and

all—best to erase everyone who knows you. A messy cover-

up to be sure, but from the Principles’ perspective—”

Phillis doesn’t hear a word that Rogue Shadows says

beyond that point. He simply stares in disbelief that the

powers-that-be are so callous as to erase so many people just

because. Fredrick, he gets, but the others—what did they do

to deserve such a fate, other than having met him?

Boring, fearful, unengaging him.

Not fair.
Nothing. Not that it matters. They’ll be gone soon. Erased

because he was so boring his shadow left him and disrupted

the natural order of things.

Not fair.
But what really upsets Phillis is that Linda is also going to

be erased. Beautiful, bright, kind Linda—surely the Princi‐
ples must know that not only does she not deserve this fate,

it is wrong to inflict it on her. Linda is a shining beacon of

good in an otherwise troublesome and confusing world. A

firefly of hope in the oppressive veil of social awkwardness,

uncomfortable encounters and difficult conversations—at

least to Phillis.

“Not fair!” Phillis screams.

Then he drops to one knee, a runner itching to get out of

the gate, and charges forward. It is such a surprise to Goliath

and Timid WhiteSheet that Phillis manages to break free.

The henchmen are not the only ones taken aback by

Phillis’s attack. Rogue Shadow, so focused on destroying the

traitor in his ranks, turns, but too late. Phillis tackles him,

and the diabolical creator of the ShadowLands does some‐
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thing he has not done in nearly four thousand years. He lets

go of his Lamp.

Seeing he is at a disadvantage, he immediately calls for

Kuk, Goliath and Timid WhiteSheet to come to his aid. Only

Timid WhiteSheet moves, until, suddenly and unexpectedly,

Goliath’s unreasonably large hands swat him down,

knocking him out cold.

It seems the shadow henchmen, having lived for centuries

under Rogue Shadow’s rule, will not help their leader. But

also having lived in fear of the great shadow, they will not go

against him either. Instead, they harken back to the ancient

rule of mythological shadows: a true leader must fight his

own battles.

Rogue Shadow, realizing this, says, “When I kill this Hu-

Man, I shall reward you for your disobedience.” As if

acknowledging this, Goliath holds on to Phil tighter. This

will be a fair fight. As fair as a fight between an immortal

shadow and a strange Hu-Man can be. Therefore, Phil, too,

must not be allowed to help.

Rogue Shadow turns his attention to Phillis. “So what do

you plan on doing? Using your Shadow Power on

me and—”

Phillis doesn’t let him finish, but instead does something

that neither he nor Rogue Shadow expected. He grabs the

pillars … and pulls.

The palace trembles under Phillis’s effort. Still the Hu-

Man pulls. If he were a religious man, it could be said that he

was inspired by Samson, the powerful warrior who brought

down the temple of the Philistine god Dagon by destroying

its pillars. If he were a learned man, it might be said that he

knew he was standing in a house of cards and sought to

bring it down by exposing its structural weaknesses. And if

he were a wise man, it could be said that he saw the fragility

of Rogue Shadow’s rule and realized that the best way to
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destroy a fear-mongering despot is by tearing down his

throne.

But Phillis is neither religious, learned nor wise. He is

lucky. For when he sought to grab the biggest shadow he

could find and hit the maniacal dictator over the head, he

forgot that this entire palace was made of shadow. And the

biggest shadow in these chambers was the stained-glass

window and doors that led to the ShadowLands.

Phillis rips a huge window through which the residents of

the ShadowLands can see what is happening, while at the

same time tearing a hole in the back wall, which, without the

Shadow Visor erected by Rogue Shadow’s Lamp, lets in the

artificial sunlight that is Ɏ’s soul.

The effects? Many of the residents have just enough

warning to see the soul-light enter the chamber and oblit‐
erate their martinet leader in shining fury.

Phillis has won.

Sort of.

↔

ONE WOULD THINK that seeing Rogue Shadow obliterated by

the soul’s light of a truly evil man would elicit some reaction

from the Principles. After all, a great evil has been eradicated,

an ancient grudge righted. But the Principles do not react to

this at all. They simply watch with impassive glows.

The Devil, on the other hand, is steaming … not from

anger, but from the tears that evaporate from his cheeks.
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he fight is not over.

As soon as Phillis dispatches Rogue Shadow,

Emoticon, seeing this, thinks that if he manages to capture

Phillis and Phil now, he will have accomplished a penal hat

trick: Lady Aoi, Rogue Shadow and Phillis.

It will be a good day for Balance and a terrible day for

anomalies.

When Emoticon enters the fray, Phillis, who has never

gotten into a fight in his life, prepares to do battle for a third

time in one day.

Ding! Ding!
Emoticon approaches the Hu-Man. Phillis looks around

for a weapon. Seeing nothing tangible, he picks up the elon‐
gated shadow of a beer bottle and uses it as a baseball bat.

Emoticon responds by turning his hands into light, causing

Phillis’s bat to go limp. Turning it into a whip, he then lassos

Emoticon’s feet, knocking him off balance. Emoticon grabs

Phillis and pulls him down with him. The two of them are

locked in mortal combat.

Dark versus Light.
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Mortal versus Immortal.

Hu-Man versus Someone Very Much Not Hu-Man.

As the fight continues, Phillis has enough time to imagine

Street Fighter, with that ominous voice crying out: “The Man

Who Lost His Shadow versus the Principles’ Avatar, Round

three …

“FIGHT!”
The word FIGHT! appears in the air in 178-point SSF4

Abuket, and Emoticon pauses for a second to appreciate

Phillis’s artwork with an appreciative nod.

That will be the only kindness Emoticon shows in

this fight.

Within the annals of the ShadowLands, there will be epic

poems written about this encounter. Ballads performed by

blind, oud-playing shadow bards. Sonnets hung upside down

on walls of shadowed shrines. The ShadowLands, comprised

of once-upon-a-time human shadows, have many heroes.

Heroes of old: Gilgamesh, Hercules, Sinbad. And heroes of

new: Batman, Superman, Spiderman. But they never had a

Phillis before. Phillis the Hu-Man. Their stories will sing of

how one day a Hu-Man entered their realm and smote the

Principles’ Avatar with the power of darkness. Their rhymes

will substitute symbolism for truth, metaphor for fact, alle‐
gory for history. It will state that the Hu-Man fought against

the Avatar, swinging his mighty club (beer-bottle shadow).

The Avatar raised his hand, creating a shield made of a thou‐
sand colors known and a thousand unknown, thus blocking

the Hu-Man’s blow (his hand turned to light). The shield also

bent the fabric of time and space, creating a rift in reality

that caused the Avatar to stab himself in his own back (they

fell wrestling to the ground).

As time progresses, symbolism, metaphor and allegory

will evolve into truth and this story will be taken literally. All
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versions of the story neglect to mention that Phillis the Hu-

Man had help.

For from out of the shadows, another shadow appears:

his own.

Phil figures that Emoticon, although only ever displaying

one face at a time, can in fact see out of all his faces. That the

only true way to blind him would be to cover his entire head.

But with what? A burlap sack perhaps? A tablecloth?

Or perhaps just darkness?

Phil jumps on Emoticon’s head, contorting his body to

cover as many faces as possible. Emoticon flails blindly,

stumbling back and forth. Phillis, seeing Phil’s intent and

using his own shadow as a weapon, melts Phil’s body into a

blanket that covers Emoticon entirely.

Emoticon is literally draped in Phil.
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ith Rogue Shadow gone and the Lamp no

longer under his control, Phillis and Phil

realize that they have, indeed, accomplished their mission.

They are free—well, not free per se; there still is a matter of

the Princples, which neither Phil nor Phillis are naive

enough to believe will let their infringement go so easily. But

at least they will not be erased and their friends will not be

harmed. So it is good news of the I’m going to die on this
godforsaken desert island but at least my friends get to eat me and
live on variety.

Phil, still a burlap sack of shadow, tries to wiggle free and

is surprised to discover he cannot. He is stuck in this form

and, unused to his predicament, starts to panic. It is, after all,

the advantage of being a shadow that one can turn into

anything one wishes, light permitting. As worry swells, he

looks over at his former host and remarks to himself that

whatever Phillis did is permanent. Phillis’s powers are

growing considerably. He also notices that Phillis is calm,

whereas he is not.

They seem to have switched roles, and the irony is not
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lost on Phil.

“Ahh, Phillis … can you release me?”

Phillis shakes his head. “If I release you, he’s going to go

after us again. Aren’t you?”

Phil can feel Emoticon nod into his umbra. “So what’s the

plan? I stay like this for, what, ever?” Phil can feel the lump in

his throat swelling.

“Until we have a plan.”

“A plan? OK … a plan. What’s the plan?”

Phillis takes a moment to think it through before snap‐
ping his fingers and saying, “We could—” But his words are

cut off by explosions in the distance.

Explosions followed by screams.

↔

OUTSIDE OF CHOOSING the appropriate font, Phillis rarely

made a decision without consulting those around him. When

he did, it was usually over trivial matters such as the length

of his hair or whether or not the T-shirt in his laundry

hamper was, indeed, clean enough to wear one more time.

And even then he would doubt his decisions.

But that was who he was in the real world. In this world,

in the ShadowLands, he is something else. Something more.

Perhaps it is his newfound powers to manipulate shadows, or

that in one day he defeated the Shadow of Kuk, Rogue

Shadow and the Principles’ Avatar. Or perhaps it was always

there, buried deep like an underground river, and being in

ShadowLands, he has found a long-forgotten well.

Wherever it comes from, when he hears the explosions,

he decides to do two things he would have never done
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before: investigate and leave both shadow and avatar right

where they are.

With a wave of his hand, he pulls Phil over Emoticon’s

head once more, and then cries out for Kuk and Goliath to

follow him. If he had taken a moment to consider his actions,

he might have questioned whether or not Kuk or Goliath

would hear his call. He probably wouldn’t have even tried …

but he didn’t stop to think. He just called for them to follow

as he left.

And they did.

Out the door and into the streets, all before Phil can

protest.

A few minutes pass in an awkward silence. Resigned, Phil

seeks to distract from his own discomfort by saying, “So,

know any jokes?”

↔

PHILLIS, Goliath and the Shadow of Kuk are looking at a city

made of shadows and flames.

“How is this possible?” asks Phillis.

“Up there!” Kuk says, pointing at what looks like a red

comet streaking through the sky, occasionally shooting

smaller explosive meteors from itself. Bombs of light and

energy that simultaneously blow up the buildings below and

chase away the darkness.

The comet, Phillis is fairly sure, is laughing.

“What the …?” Phillis says, noticing another, darker

comet that shadows the first. It, too, is causing destruction,

but unlike its crimson counterpart, its power is the ability to
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suck the darkness into itself. Something that, in a world

made of shadows, is enormously destructive.

The inhabitants of the ShadowLands run for cover, but

between the two menaces there is nowhere to run.

“I shall engage the red one,” says Goliath, unfurling his

tenebrous wings.

“Take Phillis,” says Kuk. “I’ll see what I can do to save the

citizens of the ShadowLands.” The Shadow of Kuk is still,

despite his recent defeat in the ring, a very self-confident

fellow.

Before Phillis can protest, Goliath grabs him and takes to

the sky.

The Shadow of Kuk heads to the main strip of the Shad‐
owLands. Given that it is little more than a dirt road with

shacks lining both sides, it can easily be mistaken as a back

alley. At its center is the market area, where shadows can

trade goods for services, services for goods—not that there is

much of either. Kuk heads for this area because he knows

most shadows will be huddled there.

And Kuk is right. In the center of the street there is an

open area covered by a thin canopy supported by shoddily

balanced beams. And beneath the canopy’s shadow hide

living shadows, too afraid to do or go anywhere.

“Come on,” Kuk says to the fearful shadows. “It’s not

safe here.”

“If not here, then where?” one of the shadows says. “Our

homes are not any safer.” The shadow points at the sea of

shacks that make up the ShadowLands’ residential area. They

are being sucked up by a silver creature on a surfboard who

seems to be grasping a nozzle of sorts.

Even though the device the creature holds is not large, the

sheer volume of shadows it sucks up is incredible. And when

this silver creature makes its way to the center, to where
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these huddled masses hide, it will suck all of them up, canopy

and inhabitants together.

Not much is known about the Shadow of Kuk’s origin,

and even fewer know he is the shadow of a long-dead

Egyptian god. Or rather, goddess. You see, the goddess

Kauket was a snake-headed woman, which, according to the

Pyramid Texts’ description of the Ogdoad, was the physical

representation of light and order. And Kuk is—or was—her

shadow, the god of darkness and chaos.

Sadly, the people of the Nile traded their Pharaohic

beliefs for those of the Copts or Muslims, and Kauket died.

Her shadow—the fool, Kuk—came here to live forever: a

shadow of his former shadowy self.

What few know about Kuk is that, according to the

Ogdoad, darkness and chaos were not concepts to be feared

or hated. Rather, it was in darkness that the fearful could

hide, and it was in chaos that the weak could triumph.

Kuk remembers who he once was, who his former host

was. He knows he is no match for the black version of the

silver creature following in its wake (who we know to be

WTF, following his counterpart, the Man). But Kuk does not

care. He was once a hero to his people, and today—his last

day—he will be a hero one more time.

He tells the shadows to hide in the palace walls. As

powerful as the silver creature’s vacuum is, he hopes it will

not be strong enough to rip the palace apart.

Then, croaking his ancient war cry, he issues a challenge

to WTF.

The Shadow of Kuk, stepping into his final match, imag‐
ines the Organizer shouting into his old-timey microphone,

followed by a ding! ding! This would be the match of the

century:

Shadow of a Dead God versus Shadow of the Cosmic

Conservator and Teenage Asshole.
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↔

EMOTICON DOESN’T KNOW any jokes.

To make matters worse, the explosions are getting louder

and more unnerving. Phil really wishes he wasn’t stuck to

this celestial bounty hunter, and when a fireball shoots past

the torn-down wall, he decides he’d settle for the ability to

run, attached to Emoticon or not.

“Get up,” he says. “I’ll be your eyes.”

Emoticon stands.

“OK, go straight. Now right—that’s where the door is. Go,

go … Stop!” Too late. They bang into the closed door. This is
useless, Phil thinks. Then he feels Emoticon’s head rotate and

a light start to boil from within. He can feel his umbra being

chased away.

“No … we had a deal. You can’t—”

But before he can say another word, Emoticon slips out

from beneath him.

Phil looks up to see a ‘:|.

“What …? How did you do that?”

But Phil doesn’t need Emoticon to answer. He knows

what the Avatar did: he chased away the darkness with his

light. In this case, it meant illuminating just enough to force

Phil’s umbra to expand just enough for him to slip away.

Emoticon is many things, but helpless he is not.

Emoticon stands over Phil, who, although no longer a

sack over the Avatar’s head, is still a sack. Phil is helpless and

Emoticon is not.

“What are you going to do now?” Phil asks, his darkness

slowly returning, but still shapeless as a burlap sack.
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Emoticon reaches down with still-glowing hands and

starts to pull, stretch and tear Phil, a sensation that is not

entirely painless.

“Ahhh … ahhh …” Phil feels like he is being massaged by a

particularly aggressive masseuse, until—snap!—he is back to

normal. Whatever holding spell Phillis put on him is now

gone, and he is able to return to his own shape.

Emoticon’s hand reaches down and helps Phil up.

“Thanks, I guess,” Phil says.

The Avatar wears a .

Phil knows what is going to happen and doesn’t care. He

walks over to the spot where his father died. It is little more

than a dark stain on an already impossibly black slab. If Phil

did not know the exact place where his umbra finally faded

away, he would not have been able to find it. And now,

standing over the last remnants of his father, he wonders if

that would have been better. But it doesn’t matter. To know

or not know the place where someone dies is inconsequen‐
tial. All that matters are one’s memories of that person.

And Phil has plenty of those.

“What now?” Phil asks again, not taking his eyes off the

spot. “You going to take Phillis and me back to be executed?”

He does not need to turn around to know Emoticon is

nodding.

“But at least we’re not going to be erased. The people in

our lives will be OK, right?”

Again he just knows that Emoticon is shrugging. Phil

understands. The Avatar cannot guarantee what the Princi‐
ples will do. After all, they said they were sending them on a

mission to the ShadowLands alone, yet they still sent

Emoticon to follow.

All they care about is Balance. Sometimes a few lies are

needed to keep the whole thing stable.

“Tell me—if you didn’t have to listen to them, would you
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turn us in? I mean, look at everything we did, everything we

lost. Would you really turn us in, even if more people will

get hurt?”

This time he turns around to see Emoticon’s reaction.

The Avatar stands still, stoic as ever, still with his . That is

enough of an answer for Phil.

“OK. I guess we all have a role to play. But before all that

unpleasantness happens—” Another explosion can be heard

from above. Phil, knowing that Emoticon, like him, is not

built to just sit around when there is action to be taken,

adventure to be had, says, “Shall we?”

Emoticon turns his head to a :!.

“Yeah,” says Phil, smiling. “That’s what I thought.”

↔

THE MAN IS ENJOYING his game far too much. He drops a

bomb, watches it explode, giggles and repeats the process

over and over again.

What fun!

And just when the Man might be getting bored of explo‐
sions, a gigantic, shadowy gargoyle flies up to greet him. And

what’s more, this airborne monster carries another monster

on his back: a shadowless monster. The man who lost his

shadow.

How perfect!

Phillis, on the other hand, is surprised to see the boy alive

and healthy. Well, given how he looks, maybe not “healthy.”

Maybe not even “alive.” Phillis isn’t sure being perpetually on
fire can be particularly healthy. Nonetheless, he is almost

happy to see the Man. He’s alive! I’m not a murderer!
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“Hi,” says Phillis, smiling, perhaps a bit too friendly under

the circumstances.

The Man also greets Phillis with a smile. A smile and a

fireball.

Goliath dodges, his wing crisped by the flame. “Hu-Man,”

says the gargoyle. “Now is the time to do some of those

magic things you can do.”

“Like what?”

“Anything!” says Goliath as another fireball tumbles at

them from above. Goliath, too slow to dodge, hopes his

rocky skin will be resilient enough to absorb the heat. He is

less hopeful for the Hu-Man’s skin—human skin peels after a

day at the beach.

But his worries are ill-founded. Phillis draws a shadow

above them—a shield of black.

“I’m getting good at this,” Phillis mutters to himself. He

yells at the Man, “We don’t have to do this! I’ve found a way

to get my shadow back. That’s what’s bothering you, right?

This whole shadow business?”

“Too late, monster!” the Man laughs, releasing a succes‐
sion of fireballs.

Goliath is knocked about in the sky. Seeing it is only a

matter of time before the Man overwhelms them, he tucks in

his wings and lets himself fall, unfurling them the moment

before hitting the ground. He puts Phillis down. “No offense,

but it is best you stay on the ground. I shall go above and

meet this creature, warrior to warrior.”

But before Goliath can take to the sky, the Man swoops

down.

Goliath jumps, grabbing the Man’s board, his rocky hands

holding on to the plank as he tries to twist him downward.

But rock can only hold on to the unnatural heat of the board

for so long, and Goliath’s hands turn to lava. He lets go and

unfurls his wings, intending to fly away, but the Man is too
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fast. He clips Goliath’s wings with the edge of his board, and

the left wing plummets to the ground with a rocky thud.

There is no blood, no flesh torn, just a piece of rock being

knocked off a statue. And without his wings, that is exactly

what Goliath becomes: a statue.

Having defeated the beast, the Man turns his attention to

Phillis.

↔

EMOTICON AND PHIL run downstairs and out of the palace

just in time to be greeted by the shadow of the palace wall as

it falls on them.

WTF, having defeated the Shadow of Kuk in a battle that

literally cost him an arm—the damned frog creature had

jumped up and with its oversized mouth bit it off—continues

after the residents of the ShadowLands. WTF uses his

vacuum force to suck in shadows just as one would tease a

loose thread from a poorly knit sweater. His favorite trick:

dismantle the base of the wall as if ripping a seam and let the

rest of it tumble on anyone who is standing nearby.

An efficient strategy for destruction and one that would

have been the end of Phil had not Emoticon acted quickly,

shining a light from his hand, effectively creating an opening

in the concrete shadow. With the wall half-torn, Phil and

Emoticon see what WTF is after: shadows, hundreds of

them, hiding where Kuk told them to.

Emoticon is conflicted. After all, here are many scores of

fugitives, all about to be eliminated. The Principles’ Avatar

and twenty-sided face of the Law isn’t sure if he should battle

WTF or offer him a job.
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Luckily for the shadows, Phil makes the decision for him

by throwing a rock that hits WTF on the back of his head.

WTF turns and starts to suck, when Emoticon, reacting out

of instinct (an instinct to protect Phil), throws up the only

thing in his possession that can stop WTF’s diabolical

vacuum: his Green Orb of Transportation. Because the Orb

is made from neither light nor shadow, it blocks WTF’s

vacuum nozzle with a whoomp.

WTF is momentarily distracted trying to remove the Orb,

and Phil and Emoticon use this time to gesture for the

huddled shadows to leave this spot and, quite literally, head

for the hills. The shadows need not be told twice.

↔

AS SHADOW FIGHTS SHADOW, host faces off against host. The

Man has cornered Phillis in an alleyway.

As he slowly stalks nearer, he says mockingly, “Oh, how

the world turns. That you should die here and by my hands.

Tell me, what tricks do you have now? More fake images to

scare away my cronies? Another trick to make me believe

that you’ve turned into a big, bad monster? No … nothing

will save you. Not you, not any of your tricks and certainly

not that bum who—”

But before the Man can finish his evil monologue,

Doomsday leaps from behind him, and—his hands protected

from the board’s heat with his ratty and now-discarded

professor’s jacket—pulling down the Man’s board with all his

strength, temporarily knocks him off balance.

Then, as is consistent with much of their relationship,

Doomsday and Phillis run away from the Man.
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↔

MEANWHILE, WTF fiddles with his nozzle, pulls and pushes.

He has just realized that even though the device he wields is

a vacuum cleaner created by cosmic forces, it is still a

vacuum cleaner. And just like those made by mortals, it too

has a reverse function.

With a whoosh and phump, WTF sends Emoticon’s Green

Orb of Transportation flying.

WTF looks down, amused that a shadow and a being with

a twenty-sided die for a head are trying to stop him. This will
be enjoyable, but moreover, satisfying.

Unlike his host, WTF does not want to toy with his prey.

He deals with them quickly and efficiently. He directs his

force against Phil, seeking to suck in and thus kill the

shadow. But as soon as Phil begins to soar up, the strange

figure with twenty faces cuts the line with a string of light.

Realizing this figure will prove annoying, WTF changes his

strategy.

He sucks in the ground beneath Emoticon, creating a hole

not of darkness, but absence. Stuck in nothingness up to his

knees, Emoticon tries to open the hole by shining a light into

it, but light does nothing against nothing. He is stuck. He

makes a .

With Emoticon out of the way, WTF is now free to deal

with this pesky shadow as he pleases. And it really pleases

WTF to destroy. He aims his shadowy vacuum at Phil, who is

doing the shadow equivalent of parkour as he runs, climbs,

jumps and evades the black pull of WTF’s suction.

And he is doing a surprisingly good job of it, given that
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every time he finds cover, WTF sucks it away. Phil is running

out of both breath and road, and knows he must do some‐
thing or face oblivion. But how does one fight a shadow that

can destroy shadows by turning the darkness into nothing?

Then the answer hits him. Phil ducks behind a tree and

merges himself with the mist beneath, running along the

shadowy earth. WTF has lost his line of sight and compro‐
mises by sucking the world around him. Pretty soon, he will

suck enough of the ground to have successfully caught Phil,

but has bought Phil a bit of time. Enough time, he hopes, to

get back to Emoticon, who is still stuck somewhere in

the mist.

And when he finds him, Emoticon is wearing a :’-(.

“Do you trust me?” Phil asks.

Emoticon shakes his twenty-sided head.

“Too bad,” Phil says. Then, spreading his umbra around

Emoticon, he waits for WTF to find them.

↔

IT DOES NOT TAKE LONG for WTF to figure out that Phil has

doubled back. Nor to see Phil melding his umbra with what

looks like a tree stump. WTF again starts to suck.

Phil clings to the tree trunk with all his might. WTF sucks

harder, pulling Phil up as the force pulls himself down. This

is taking far more effort than it should, and WTF realizes too

late that Phil has not anchored himself to a tree trunk, but

rather to Emoticon, who is rooted in the nothingness of

WTF’s creation. As soon as WTF is close enough, Emoticon

uses his light power to do what he does best when standing

face-to-face with an anomaly.
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He eliminates, erases, eradicates and exterminates.

It is a small mercy that WTF does not realize what is

happening to him. The newly born shadow fades not to

black, but white, never to return to this realm or any other.

↔

THE DEMISE of WTF may have halved their problem, but half

a problem is still a problem and the Man is certainly a hand‐
ful. He chases after Phillis and Doomsday with relentless

pleasure.

“You have to short his power,” says Doomsday, looking

through Sandal Man’s bag for anything that could help. So

far he’s pulled out a deck of cards and large deer-skin flask.

“What?”

“Short his power! He’s been newly created by the Big

Bad and—”

“Big Bad?”

“Real villain pulling the strings!” Doomsday says, exasper‐
ated at Phillis’s time-wasting question. “His abilities are new

to him and, as is true in most stories, he still doesn’t have full

control. This heightens tension for the next time you two

face off, in the climax of the story. Then he’ll be much

tougher to defeat—”

“Doomsday! Now’s not the time for a lecture. Focus!”

“You need to overload him.”

“How?”

“If I knew how, don’t you think I would have mentioned it

by now?”

“Oh?” says Phillis as they duck into a tunnel, running

through the shadow of a shadow.
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To their relief, the Man does not follow. He stops at the

entrance, peers inside and slowly glides upward. Doomsday

grabs Phillis and pulls him the other direction.

Phillis resists. “That’s where we came from!”

“Exactly. He’s going to try and cut us off at the exit, so

we’ll be able to escape by—”

But as Doomsday manages to pull Phillis back out of the

tunnel, it is evident he is wrong. The Man isn’t trying to cut

them off. He has simply waited for them to run out, and now

that they have obliged, he snares them both in a ring of fire.

“How predictable,” says the Man. “I knew you would

think I would try to cut you off. I also knew that your

predicting what you thought I was up to would mean that

you would also do the predictable by turning around. And

thus, predicting your predictable response to my predictable

move, I did the unpredictable, trapping you here.”

“What?” says Phillis, confused.

Doomsday nods with comprehension. “He could be an

academic,” he says to Phillis.

“Well, well, well …” continues the Man. “I finally caught

the monster in my snare. What to do? What to do? Perhaps

carry you high into the sky so I can listen to you scream as

you drop to your deaths? Or maybe I could tie you to that

tree and pull you apart, piece by piece? Or perhaps light you

up in a ball of fire? What to do? What to do, indeed? I know!

I’ll let the monster decide … How would you like to die, Mr.

I-Lost-My-Shadow?”

Phillis looks up at the Man. “Light me up.”

“What?” says the Man.

“What?” repeats Doomsday.

The Man quickly composes himself, shrugging. “A fine

choice.” A fireball begins to grow out of his hand.

“Do you know what darkness is?” asks Phillis, as the Man

continues to produce a fireball of epic proportions.
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“No, tell me,” the Man says, yawning.

“It is the absence of light. And do you know what light

is?” Phillis’s eyes have turned entirely black, two shadowy

orbs resting in his skull. “Heat.”

From all around, Phillis draws in shadows that engulf the

Man’s hand, tearing away at it.

The Man screams.

“And heat is exactly what you are comprised of … a hot

temper, weapons made from fire and, I suspect, a body made

from flame,” Phillis says, his voice cool, deliberate and oddly

devoid of fear.

When the shadows have done their job and the Man no

longer struggles, Phillis pulls them away to reveal a body that

does not move—nor will it move ever again.

“You … you extinguished him,” Doomsday says.

“Well, you said ‘short his power,’ and the coldest part of

night is also the darkest.”

“Oh?” says Doomsday. “Well-played.”

↔↔↔

LIGHT IS HAPPY.

Dark is not.

They are arguing, that much is apparent. What is not

apparent is what they are arguing over. For all intents and

purposes, they both should be happy. Rogue Shadow is no

more, Phillis and Phil will be brought here to meet their fate

and Lady Aoi will, once more, be brought to justice.

And yet they argue.

What’s more, they argue in a language that not even the

other Principles understand.
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Normally one could chalk this up to sibling rivalry. Light,

being the older sibling, is bossing around Dark. Dark, being

the younger, decries the unfairness of it all.

Siblings fight. And then they get over it and make up.

Nothing to be alarmed by, nothing to worry about.

Except, when the fight culminates into a fury of Dark

flashes and Light blazes, the most unexpected thing happens:

Dark solidifies, its aura no longer ebbing or flowing, now

turned into a solid black orb that hangs silent and still in The
Portrait of Everything.

And as for Light … well, Light disappears from the

portrait altogether.
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“T

C H A P T E R  5 5

his shouldn’t have happened,” Doomsday says,
standing over the Man’s body. “He is the Big Bad’s

main henchman. Main henchmen only die in the climax.”
“Maybe we are in the climax?” Phillis offers, feeling

considerably less guilty for having killed the Man for a
second time. What is the old expression? Try to kill me once,
shame on you. Try to kill me twice and shit just got real.

Phillis thinks about saying that aloud, but he remembers
Phil and the life-and-death struggle he is currently going
through. Summoning shadows from the ether, he uses them
to propel Doomsday and himself toward the opening in the
palace wall.

“Neat trick,” Doomsday says.
It is a neat trick. Phillis is starting to really enjoy his

Shadow Powers.
That is, until Doomsday opens his mouth again: “Well, if

this is the climax, then you better get ready for the big
showdown.”

“Wait a minute,” Phillis groans. “Wasn’t the battle with the
fire-breathing Man the big showdown?”
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“Nah.”
“How do you know?” The shadows have propelled them

close enough to Rogue Shadow’s onetime lair, and from the
opening Phillis can see that Phil’s fight is also over.

“Because it was too easy,” Doomsday says.
“Too easy? We nearly died.”
“Yes, but did you have an epiphany?”
“An epiphany? I figured out how to defeat him—does

that count?”
“Not really. Epiphanies … real ones … must come from

within and be life-changing. You need to change, and not just
change—evolve.” Doomsday leans in close and takes a sniff of
Phillis. “Have you had a life-altering thought lately?”

Phillis thinks about the past few days and his immediate
desire is to go home, curl up under the covers and play his
favorite game, Find a Font I Don’t Recognize! “No, I don’t think
I have.”

“Then get ready for the fight of your life. It’s
coming and—”

—depending on if this is a comedy or drama, it could be the last
fight of your life. Comedy: you’ll live. Drama: you are doomed.
That is the rest of what Doomsday wants to say to Phillis.
But he does not, because as soon as the shadows bring them
into Rogue Shadow’s lair, he sees Lady Aoi’s limp body.

He runs over, pulling the Immortality Jar from his pocket,
a half-cocked plan to bring her back to life forming in his
insane mind. But before he opens the jar and pours her
immortality back into her, his gaze—indeed, all their gazes—
are drawn to the hole in back of the mountain. From there,
they see a bright orb approaching. An orb made entirely
from …

Phil narrows his eyes in puzzlement. “What the hell is
Light doing here?”
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T H E  C L I M A X

Look up and turn left, Irim Emad?
Missing Destiny, Gone Shadow Gone…
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(Some say that) in the beginning, God and Nature and Happy
Accident made light. And darkness made itself.

Despite Light being created and Dark being born, the two
have always been considered siblings. And like all siblings,
they fight.

Light, being the eldest, is responsible, disciplined and
structured. It is, after all, under Light’s rules that the
Universe is governed. Not convinced? Consider this: crops
grow, seasons change and mortals labor, all according to the
strict schedule dictated by Light.

But Dark is younger, less responsible and more free. For
it is in darkness that mortals rest, lovers play and imagina‐
tion runs wild.

↔

Light yearns to be carefree.
And if it cannot be carefree, then it will settle for just free.

↔↔↔

There is one last thing to consider: If the Universe began
with Light, then it stands to reason that the Universe should
also end with Light.
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P

T H E  O N E  A N D  O N L Y  C H A P T E R  O F
P A R T  F O U R

hillis, Phil and Emoticon stand at the window

and watch as Light approaches. They are para‐
lyzed by the sheer magnitude of their impending doom.

Neither Shadow nor Hu-Man knows what to do. As for

the Principles’ Avatar? All he can do is \_ _/. Emoticon lost

his Green Orb doing something he never, in his millions of

years of existence, thought he’d do: defending a shadow.

Defending Phil. Without his Green Orb, he is helpless. He

can only stare at the approaching Light in awe, marvel and

fear, his head oscillating between the three respective faces.

Doomsday, on the other hand, is dealing with a more

personal matter, although he lies to himself by saying he is

trying to save to world. The insane professor of literature,

guardian of Story and knower of tropes stands over Lady

Aoi’s limp form, slowly pouring her immortality back into

her body. The light flows out of the jar like warm honey

dripping from a spoon, and Doomsday is careful not to lose a

single drop. The soft glow of her immortality holds the same

unique sheen that Rogue Shadow’s Lamp does … so much so
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that Doomsday wonders if he is actually pouring her very

soul back into her.

Certainly nothing other than a soul can shine like this.

And once that is done, he waits.

But nothing happens.

Soul returned or not, Lady Aoi does not wake up.

Doomsday considers his options. He could perform CPR.

Or perhaps turn Rogue Shadow’s Lamp onto her—its heat

might coax her back to life. Maybe the Book will have an

answer, or perhaps he could ask Emoticon to help. There are

so many options. Normally he would rely on his vast knowl‐
edge of storytelling tropes to decide what to do—after all, if

it hasn’t been told in Story before, then it can’t be real—but

no trope, no motif, no literary device comes to mind.

Doomsday is so paralyzed with indecision that he does

something he has not done in a very, very, very long time: he

abandons Story altogether and prays.

“Oh, God … please wake up this dear Lady Aoi. We need

her vast knowledge to help save us.”

Lady Aoi does not stir. Maybe God is not the one to call on.

Doomsday tries again: “Oh, God, or Nature, perhaps—”

He pauses, considers all the forces that could have made the

Universe and adds, “Or Happy Accident … whatever guides

this world. Please wake up my dear Lady Aoi. Phillis and Phil

and I need her to help us save the world.”

Still the ancient lady does not move. Maybe it is not

Nature or Happy Accident either. Doomsday looks to the sky

and sees that he—that everyone—is running out of time, so

he decides to hedge his bets.

“Oh, God and Nature and Happy Accident …” He pauses

as he considers his prayer. Unlike the previous two attempts,

he says exactly what he wants. “I need her, because in the

brief time I have known her I have grown to like her. I think
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that could grow into something more than like and, well,

hers is the first kiss I’ve had in a long, long time. If only the

world can survive this, then …”

He mumbles on, tears wetting his beard as he prays and

cries and expresses what his heart desires. He speaks the

truth. His truth, at least. And here is where the Luck of the
Devil comes into play, for the only way one can perform CPR

on a soul is by speaking one’s own truth. Doomsday does not

know that, but happens to stumble upon it by sheer …

well … luck.

↔

WELL-PLAYED.

“Thank you,” says the Devil.

↔

LADY AOI STIRS.

Not that Doomsday notices.

“Idiot,” she says.

Doomsday continues to speak his truth.

“Idiot,” she repeats.

“What—?” Doomsday says, finally looking at the woman

in his arms. “You’re … you’re alive.”

“I am, and you are an idiot.”

“That I am.” Doomsday giggles.

Lady Aoi takes a moment to kiss Doomsday once more.
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Then she looks at the sky. Seeing the impending Light, she

says, “I missed much.”

“You did. My theory is that Light is—”

“No time for that, idiot,” Lady Aoi interrupts. “Your theo‐
ries can’t help us. But I know who can. Get me paper. Lots of

it. I need to draw.”

↔

IN THE GREAT HALL, the Principles are frantic. Never before

has one of them separated from its counterpart, never before

has one of them chosen to be alone, never before has one of

them gone maverick.

All the orbs, save three—Time, Destiny and Miracle—

blink and pulse, shine and dull, with confusion. They do not

know what is happening.

“I do,” says the Devil.

Good, because OmniP’s omniscient narration is failing

OmniP now.

“It’s so obvious, though, OmniP. The Man and WTF …

they were given the power of Light. The exception made for

Phil and Phillis, letting them enter the ShadowLands,

sending Emoticon with quite the opposite mission … it was

all done to give Light the excuse it needed.”

Excuse?

“Yeah. The excuse it needed to take matters into its own

hands—or light, or whatever Principles have. Don’t you see?

Light is tired of sharing the world with Dark,” the Devil says,

his voice devoid of emotion. “I should have seen it earlier.

Light shines and Dark obfuscates. Light inspires and Dark

creates fear. There is little that Dark has to offer that makes
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the world brighter, better, happier. And Light, after an eter‐
nity of watching its good work dulled, is sick of it. Phillis and

Phil, the ShadowLands and Rogue Shadow, and all that has

gone past have finally given Light the permission to … to

act alone.”

Although the Principles are mute, they still manage to

gasp at the Devil’s revelation.

“Light is going to conquer the Universe—by chasing away

the darkness.”

What about the Dark Principle? Why doesn’t it

stop Light?

“Because,” the Devil chuckles to himself. “They made a

wager.” He turns to the frozen Dark within the frame of The
Portrait of Everything. “Didn’t you?”

The Dark orb’s umbra darkens still.

“You wagered that Phillis and Phil would bring back

Rogue Shadow. That’s why you sent Emoticon.” The Devil

turns to face the court. “Don’t you see? Both of them sent

their advocates: Light sent the Man and WTF, and Dark sent

Emoticon. And even though both failed, the bet was over

whether or not Rogue Shadow was brought to justice. And

justice means erasing—which means destroying the Shadow‐
Lands’ inhabitants. Am I right?”

Dark darkens further.

“Tell me, what did Light win?”

Dark flickers and flutters, rotates and pulses, and as it

does, the Devil’s face drains of all color. “How could you?”

What?

“Impossible.”

What? Tell us.

“Dark has lost the wager and Light has won the freedom

to act alone for one hour.”

Phew … that means everything will return to normal in

one hour?
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“No … that means that Light needs only one hour to end

everything.”

What do you mean, end everything?

“Don’t you see? Light is going down there to chase away

the darkness. But without the shade, without night, without

the mercy of the gloom, every living thing will die. Life

cannot exist without darkness.”

So what can we do?

And as if by serendipity, or possibly divine intervention,

the Devil hears an old, familiar voice: “You … big red idiot.

We need to talk.”

Lady Aoi.

↔

“NOT HER AGAIN,” the Devil mutters to himself, clearly afraid.

“OmniP!” the Devil booms. “Behave!”

Sorry.

“OmniP,” Phil says. “Is that you?”

OmniP says nothing.

“Omni-what?” Doomsday asks.

“OmniP—Third Person, Present Tense, Unreliable,

Omniscient Narrator. He’s the court stenographer. Or, more

to the point, he’s our narrator. Listen to him—he will tell us

things that will help us. He is, after all, the best Muse that any

world has ever seen—and one hell of a storyteller.”

Flattery will get you nowhere.

“An omniscient narrator of whom the characters of the

story are aware? What the hell kind of story are we in,

anyway?” Doomsday groans, wondering if he’s going insane

again.
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“I will explain everything later. If later comes.” Lady Aoi

sucks in air with a disapproving pop, and concentrates on the

pictures she is frantically rendering.

Phillis, having looked at the Great Hall and the strange

creatures sitting inside it and the even stranger Portrait of
Everything and a gigantic red guy in a suit who he is pretty

sure is the Devil himself, watches Lady Aoi’s sketching with

fascination. So this is how she has created a channel with the

Great Hall: by animating it. If mobile phones work with

satellite, and Skype with the Internet, then Lady Aoi’s speedy

animation is done so by … by … Phillis isn’t sure how it is

done. He looks at the shading of the Devil’s lips and

empathizes with his frustration. He notices the narrowing of

a thousand eyelids over a thousand eyes on a quite attractive

and obviously brilliant blue dragon and senses worry. Phillis

gazes at the gallery filled with creatures he did not know

existed and can feel their intrigue and fear. Lady Aoi is not

only drawing them. She is capturing their …

“Emotions,” he says. “That’s how you are doing this,

isn’t it?”

Lady Aoi scowls with approval—something only she is

capable of doing—before saying, “Yes, it is. And you—big red

idiot. It is me again. And we need to talk.”

“We do?” the Devil groans.

“Yes.”

“And why is that?”

“Because this is—” she looks over at Phillis and Phil with

a wry smile “—another fine mess you got us into.” She does

not say it with the same 1950s gangster drawl their dad once

did, nor does she imbue it with the same flair, but it is still

immensely satisfying to hear. Shadow and host alike laugh.

Phillis notes between giggles that he is not afraid. And

while laughing, he has an epiphany that, if only he had had

years earlier, would have changed everything: one simply
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cannot be afraid while laughing. The human soul does not

have space for both emotions.

If only he had known that before. He would have tried to

laugh more.

Much, much, much more.
“Enough,” Lady Aoi scowls. “We have important business

to attend to. You, red idiot—how do we stop this?”

The Devil, who silently fumes at being called both red

and an idiot, shrugs. “There is nothing to do. Light has been

granted one hour of freedom, one hour to do as it pleases

without Dark’s intervention. As you can see, one hour is all

it needs.”

“But there must be something.”

“Nothing.”

“That is what you said at my trial, and look at me.” She

gives him a rather un-Lady Aoi-like pirouette.

“That was different.”

“How?”

“Because … because. Just because.”

“Idiot.”

The Devil literally ignites at this, burning off his tweed

jacket and melting his glasses. “Call me that one more time

and I swear by all that I hold holy that I will—”

“Destroy me? You got competition.” Lady Aoi points at

Light as it descends at the speed one might go down an esca‐
lator. “But if you think, using that eternal brain of yours,

maybe you will get your chance.”

The Devil huffs, the smooth marble floor melting under

the heat of his hooves. “We need to delay it. One hour.

Barring that, we need to convince Light not to destroy

the world.”

“I was …” starts Phillis, but his voice squeaks under the

strain. Clearing it, he says, “I was wondering about that. Why

does Light want to destroy the Universe, anyway?”
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“Weren’t you listening?” groaned the Devil. “Because it no

longer wishes to share the world with Dark.”

“That’s not why it’s doing it, though. That’s just its justifi‐
cation. We need to know why. I mean, look at Phil. He says he

left because he was bored. That was his excuse. But that

wasn’t why he left. He left because he felt he deserved better.”

“Aw, you get me,” Phil says, genuinely appreciating Phillis.

“Indeed,” interjects the Devil. “But we don’t know why
and, as someone who has dealt with Principles for thousands

of years, I can tell you right now that it could be a thousand

incomprehensible, illogical reasons.”

“Well, if it is anything like Phil, it is feeling underappreci‐
ated,” Phillis says.

“Let’s say you are right—and, mind you, I am not saying

that at all—what would you have us do?” asks the Devil.

“Bake it a cake? Throw it a party? Share our feelings with it?

First of all, it’s on a rampage. I sincerely doubt it will stop to

listen to our intervention. Second, even if we could, how the

hell do you show appreciation for a ball of light? And last—

will you stop wasting our time? We have—” the Devil looks

at his pocket watch “—forty-seven minutes left.”

Lady Aoi huffs in agreement.

Doomsday puts a hand on Phillis’s shoulder and whis‐
pers, “I thought it was a good idea.”

“So what do we do?” Phil asks, looking around. “What

could we possibly do?”

The room goes quiet—but not only the room. All of the

ShadowLands are looking up at the palace walls, through the

palace walls (for there are two holes), watching Light

descend. They are afraid. Everyone is afraid. Even the Great

Hall, which is fueled by emotions, feels the fear.

Fear is not only prevalent in this place, it is flooding it,

causing everyone in the Great Hall to, metaphorically speak‐
ing, drown in fear.
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It is then that something happens that has never, ever

happened before. The silent Principle, Destiny, lights up.

Flickers.
Ebbs.

And glows.

A tiny lens emerges from its center, from which a tick,
tick, ticking can be heard—like that of a projector. A screen

appears before it and begins to show everyone Phillis’s living

room. He is walking around with his iPad in one hand, butter

knife in the other. He then proceeds to electrocute himself,

and falls to the ground. Phil (who at the time was cast on the

wall opposite the toaster) does not fall with him.

The scene rewinds to Phillis moving into the apartment,

trembling hands taking keys from a very frightening

Lady Aoi.

Now Phillis is looking out of the bus window as it drives

by Doomsday, who holds up a sign in 48-point Rage Italic:

What happens after The End?

What’s going on?

“Isn’t it obvious?” the Devil mutters, his voice imbued

with awe and wonder. “Destiny. It brought us all together. It

knew what would happen and it determined that this motley

crew is best suited to stop Light. Destiny wasn’t silent. It was

active all along. Even before …” He looks down at Lady Aoi.

“Oh, my. The foresight this being has … incredible. Destiny

has been helping us since damn near the dawn of time.”

“The voice,” Lady Aoi says. “The one that told me to live.

It was you. It was Destiny.”

Destiny swells … its way of saying, Yes.
“Then why did it tell me to follow Emoticon? He nearly

killed me. He nearly—” But she cuts herself off. She looks

over at Doomsday, remembering something he had said
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earlier: this wasn’t their story. It was Phillis’s. Phillis’s and his

shadow’s. Had Destiny not told her to follow Emoticon,

effectively removing her from the story for several crucial

moments, things would have been different. Very different.

What’s more, it’s become painfully obvious that it has

brought these players together. It is no accident that when

the dissatisfied Light made its move, Phillis and Phil,

Doomsday and Lady Aoi, were to be in the ShadowLands to

stop it. This knowledge, if nothing else, gives them hope. She

looks over at Doomsday, who, as is evident from his smug

smile, has reached the same conclusion.

“Idiot,” he says to her.

Turning to her images, she nods at Destiny and says, “I

understand now.”

Destiny flickers its approval.

Seeing Destiny’s hand in this, a second normally silent

Principle lights up: Time. A clock appears on its surface, with

a second hand that ticks once every, well, second. Then it

ticks twice every second. Then three times. Even though Time

is a Principle of immeasurable power, there are limitations to

how much it will do to help. Turning Light’s hour into

twenty minutes is the extent of its help.

“Sixteen minutes, to be exact,” the Devil says. “That’s all

you have to survive.”

But, looking outside, it seems sixteen minutes is more

than enough time for Light to destroy everything. Unless …

unless …

Lady Aoi’s eyes light up. “You—idiot.”

“Me?” Doomsday asks.

“No—other idiot. The one with Shadow Powers. Lift me

to the Lamp. Phil, come with me.”

“Why?” Phil asks.

“Because you need to control the Lamp.”

“And what are you going to do?”
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“Fuel it.”

↔

AND SO, as the climax comes rushing at us like the light

beams of a locomotive in a dark, dark tunnel, Phillis takes

action. Using shadow, he lifts Lady Aoi and Phil to the Lamp.

That done, he waits, feeling more useless than ever. Which is

saying something, because Phillis often feels useless.

Doomsday taps him on the shoulder. “Here,” he says. “You

forgot this.”

Phillis looks at Doomsday’s hand and sees a yellow No. 2

pencil in his hand. The same one from the museum.

Normally Phillis would say something like I don’t want that
or What will I do with a pencil now? But seeing Doomsday’s

worried look, he takes it, saying, “My McGuffin.

Thank you.”

Doomsday smiles.

Even though Phillis doesn’t think much of the pencil or of

McGuffins, he is pleased that he was able to offer a tiny bit of

comfort to someone in such a stressful situation.

↔

AS DOOMSDAY HANDS Phillis the pencil, Lady Aoi and Phil are

trying to figure out how to move the Lamp. The setup is a

mechanical marvel that would have awed any character from

any steampunk novel. Unfortunately, neither Phil nor Lady
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Aoi are familiar with the genre, and are reduced to randomly

pulling levers, rotating gears and twisting dials.

“What are we trying to do?” Phil asks.

“Focus the light on that.” Lady Aoi points to the Light orb

as it descends onto the shadow realm.

“Why?”

“Have you heard the expression ‘fight fire with fire’? This

is ‘fight light with light.’ Specifically, living light with living
light.”

Phil smiles. “Souls are living light! The Light Principle is,

in a way, alive. But still, what will this do?”

Lady Aoi moves another gear and twists a dial, which

focuses Ɏ’s soul light, then, turning the dais on which they

stand, she points it directly at Light. “A solid object can push

a solid object. Living light should be able to push living light.

All we have to do is delay it for sixteen minutes. So let’s …

PUSH!” She opens the Lamp’s flap, and a beam of radiant

living light shoots out at the descending orb.

For a second, Light stops, pushed back by Ɏ’s light. But

only a second. For as soon as Light realizes what is

happening to it, its radiance changes to match that of Ɏ’s and

it begins to push against it.

Like Light against like light.
Light continues its descent.

So Lady Aoi does exactly what she said she would do.

Untwisting the Lamp’s fuel cap, she puts her mouth over the

hole and blows. She is feeding the Lamp her soul. The same

soul she put into the Immortality Jar. The same soul

Doomsday poured back into her.

What happens next is nothing short of spectacular. Ɏ’s

light doubles, then triples, in intensity. It is a brilliant glim‐
mer, so intense that its heat is felt even by all those observing

in the Great Hall. It is a laser beam that would make the
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Death Star quiver in envy. It is a shot of light the Sun can

never hope to achieve. It is Living Light and it …

… is …

AWESOME.
The Principle Light is not only stopped, but pushed back,

until it is no more than a dot in the sky.

↔

SADLY, even the most awesome of awesome has to end.

Lady Aoi is dripping with sweat, her muscles trembling

under the strain. She cannot keep this up for much longer.

When the last of her soul is expended, she falls to the ground.

Luckily, Phillis’s shadows are there to catch her. Once she

is safely on the throne-room floor, Doomsday runs over to

her. “Your immortality. You gave it up for us.”

“What good is immortality when everyone is going to

die? Besides, I did not give it up. I simply drained my

reserves. The soul can always be renewed. That is the secret

to living forever. Well … part of it.” Lady Aoi coughs. “And

one more thing. You … are an idiot.”

Doomsday laughs as he wipes away a tear. “So is it over?”

She looks up at the sky. “No more Light orb and only ten

minutes left. I think we are—”

Before she can utter the word safe, Light reappears. But it

doesn’t reappear in the sense that it draws itself back down,

like the Sun coming closer to the Earth. It reappears as bright

and as large as it was before it was pushed back.

Apparently its descent was more for show. Light can be

wherever Light wants to be, whenever it wants to be.
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↔

“SO THERE’S NOTHING ELSE WE can do,” Phillis says, staring at

Light. It has stopped moving, now close enough to do what it

has set out to do.

“Not unless you know a way to distract Light for ten

more minutes,” Doomsday confirms.

Lady Aoi lights a cigarette and sucks it down with one

puff. “And what about you, Dark? You just gonna float about

in a gloom?”

Dark does what darkness does: it goes dark.

Now it is Phil’s turn to get angry. “And the rest of you?”

he shouts at Lady Aoi’s rendering of the Great Hall. “Why

don’t you help us?”

“I already told you,” the Devil says. “They do not get

involved unless a Law is broken.”

“And the destruction of everything isn’t breaking

the Law?”

The Devil looks up at the Principles, waiting for some

flicker, for them to agree or disagree.

The Principles do nothing at first, then they start to glow

and ebb and spark and do what Principles do. They are

deliberating. The only problem is that when infinite beings

deliberate, debate and discuss, they tend to get bogged down

by the finer points of the argument, distracted by the minu‐
tiae of the point at hand. The last time they got into such a

discussion, it was to explore whether or not Einstein broke a

Law by discovering a Law—or, more to the point, the

Theory of Relativity. That discussion went on for three

decades (by human time) and, in the end, they decided that

knowing the theory didn’t matter. It was what you did

with it.
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Not that Einstein cared. By the time they decided, he had

been dead for years.

“What’s going on?” Phil asks.

“They’re thinking.”

“So no help there.”

“Indeed. No help there.”

“So we are screwed.”

“Yes, we are all screwed.”

“And—”

“I never got to say goodbye,” Phillis interrupts.

“Excuse me?” Phil asks.

“When Dad died, I never got to say goodbye. And now the

Universe is going to end, which means Mom and Linda and

the guys from the World’s End and everyone I know is going

to die … and still, I don’t get to say goodbye.”

“What does that matter?” Phil asks.

“It matters … to me. Just once I’d like to do the right thing,

and not because I was forced to do it or because I got scared.

I want to do the right thing simply because it is the right

thing … and saying goodbye is the right thing.”

“Phillis … you’re being a dork.”

“No, he is not,” shoots back Lady Aoi. “He is right. If one

is to die, die doing the right thing.”

Doomsday nods. “It seems I was wrong about Phillis’s

story all along. It isn’t a comedy or a drama. It’s a tragedy.

And the only redeeming element of a tragedy is when the

hero gets to do something they so desperately want to do. In

Phillis’s case, it’s saying goodbye.”

Even Emoticon’s face turns to an icon of a thumbs-up.

Phil sighs. He knows they are right, just as he knows

doing the right thing at this moment is helping his former

host. But what can he do? With a heavy sigh, he says, “I know

you want to say goodbye, but the truth is, you can’t. We’re

stuck here and they’re all on Earth.”
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Phillis closes his eyes, a single tear pushed out by the

shutting of his lids. Then he smiles. “Too bad this place

doesn’t have WiFi … I could have sent an e-mail. I got my

iPad in my bag.” He chuckles as he says this. He has made a

joke. Phillis always wanted to be the kind of guy who could

make a joke in the face of death, and he just did.

Phil, Lady Aoi and Doomsday all smirk at his joke. All

things considered, it wasn’t a bad one.

All smirk except for Emoticon, whose face turns from a

!

 to an image of a face resting on a chin, deep in contem‐
plation, to finally that of a lit light bulb.

He holds out his hand before him and it emits a green

glow. He may not have his Green Orb of Transportation, but

he does have a bit of the power within him. That is the

nature of such devices. They tend to become a part of you.

Now normally, that light means he is about to transport

himself into another dimension. He doesn’t have nearly

enough power to take Phillis to his friends and family, but

that doesn’t mean all passageways are closed. He can still

open up little portals that attract frequencies and signals. A

sort of cosmic WiFi booster.

And before you can say “smiley face,” Phillis’s iPad has a

signal.

Emoticon points at the iPad.

“What?” Phillis asks.

“Pick it up, idiot,” Lady Aoi says. “Your iPad works now.”

“How? I don’t have a signal,” Phillis says, picking up his

bag and turning on his iPad. Sure enough, his WiFi says full

signal. “At least, I didn’t.” He looks up at the Emoticon, still

with a 

"

 for a face. “Did you do this?”

Emoticon nods.

“Thank you.”

☺

, Emoticon blushes.

Phillis looks at his iPad. In the past he hasn’t said
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anything … well, not on purpose … and now that he has a

chance to say goodbye—“Goodbye” in the font he secretly

loves, Times New Roman—he’s afraid he is going to mess

it up.

“Go on,” Phil says. “What’s holding you back?”

“I don’t know what to say,” Phillis says. “I’m not very good

with words. Now, fonts … I could pick the perfect Goodbye

font. It would have to be a serif font, 12-point, maybe 13. A

classic like Times New Roman, or elegant like Helvetica,

or—”

“Just say goodbye.”

“But—”

“Just do it already. We don’t have much time.”

And that’s when it happens. He feels a warmth comfort

him as a shade covers his body. And with a muted crunching

sound not dissimilar to that of Velcro being smooshed

together, he sees that his shadow has returned.

Phil has returned.

His shadow, although a part of him, moves of its own will,

forming shadowy words in 11-point Maiandra GD—the font

that originally separated them—on the floor before them: If I

am going to die … might as well be with you.

“Thank you,” Phillis says.

I’m sorry.

“Me, too.”

They both look up at the impending light, and Phil

writes, Wish we had some more time together. Like this, I

mean … not like it was before.

“Me, too,” Phillis echoes. “We might have even gone to

Disneyland.”

Yeah … Space Mountain … it would have been fun.

“Space Mountain …” Phillis mutters, more to himself.

Go ahead. Write your last e-mail. Say goodbye. I’ll be here

with you when you do.
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“Yeah—you will. Thank you.”

Phillis turns on his browser and loads his e-mail. Usually

he has a couple junk e-mails, some forward from his mom

and maybe a work-related message from Frederick. But

today he has seven thousand three hundred and forty-eight

e-mails. All from Twitter.

Followers, likes, mentions, direct messages … all

connecting with a hashtag.

#ManWhoLostHisShadow.

But it’s more than that. He can feel the umbra that is the

shadow of circuitry and wires and network. Phillis feels

them in the same way he feels his own hands and feet—

which is to say, he knows, simply knows, that they are there.

Eight minutes.

Phillis wishes he had eight million of them. But how do

you delay the impending dawn by a second, let alone four

hundred and eighty of them? You cannot. Light will forever

march forward and only the darkest caves and most carefully

blotted-out rooms can hide from it.

You cannot stop Light.

And that is when Phillis feels something stir inside him.

He is angry that he won’t get a chance to go to Space Moun‐
tain. Or see the Pyramids, or explore the Louvre. Or dance

salsa, if for no other reason than to make his mom happy.

He’s furious that he will never eat sushi or run with the

bulls or stay up past his bedtime just because.

And he’s upset that he will never get to ask Linda out on a

date. Not that she would have said yes … but at least this

Phillis has the courage to ask, whereas the old Phillis would

have passed out in the attempt.

He would have liked to try, and that, above all else, makes

him furious.

A familiar anger, usually accompanied by a tantrum,

followed by the two little words. Not fair.
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You cannot stop Light. But you can block it out.

Not fair.

Phillis realizes he is not helpless, but indeed, there is

something to be done. He lifts his hand, feeling not only Phil,

but all the shadows around him.

“Not fair.”
If he could, he’d turn the darkness into an arrow and

pierce the impending Light.

“NOT FAIR!” he cries out. As the thought of arrows and

shadows passes through his mind, he sees that his will is

gathering the darkness around him. But not just around him

—he feels the shadows of everyone he’s ever known: Little

John, Rim and Akira. Talk-a-Lot Man, Bucktoothed Girl,

Left and Right. Sally, Frederick and his mother.

Linda.

He feels Linda’s shadow. It is warm and comforting. So

close, it is almost as if she is by his side. Almost.

Almost.

But almost is not good enough. Not anymore.

He wants her by his side. And not just Linda … he wants

everyone by his side.

Phillis connects to all the shadows—and not just of

people he knows, but also of those he does not know, never

will know and never could know. But they know him in the

way that we all know we are connected to the world in

which we exist. They come to him because he fights for

them. And they—the shadows of everything—will do what‐
ever they can to help the man who lost his shadow.

When Phillis feels he has gathered all the darkness the

world has to offer, he molds it into a net and casts it at Light.

But Phillis’s net is not bound by simple rope—its lines are

sewn together in the form of the thousand fonts that Phillis

knows. Helvetica morphs into Calibri, which becomes Arial

that grows into Poor Richard. Times New Roman stretches
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into Copperplate Bold before blossoming into Felix Titling.

And at the center: Playbill.

Except to say that each font is exactly replicated would be

false, for Phillis adds into each letter his own touch … a bit of

serif, a dash of cursive … a dot, a line, a hanging indent …

italics, bold, both. He does so because he is connecting each

and every word, tying together every font so that it’s hard to

determine where one letter ends and another begins.

This is the font he has been looking for his whole life: a

font that is every font, connected, together and whole.

The oneness with everything is so intense that … that …

Light slows. It actually slows.
But only for a second. A second in which Phillis admires

his magnificent new font. And in that second he knows that

Light will need only a few more seconds before it breaks

through his font’s netting and flushes out everything in its

tidal wave of brightness.

Phillis isn’t sure what to do. In truth, he has already done

far more than he thought possible, and still it is not enough.

The world will be destroyed—and with it everything

he loves.

And all because Phillis wasn’t strong enough, smart

enough, good enough … enough. He fumbles through his

pockets, desperately looking for something—anything—that

could help. But all he has is that stupid pencil Doomsday

gave him, the one from the museum.

If only this No. 2 pencil was a gun, a cannon, a … a …

Phillis knows what to do.

Rolling it between his fingers, he fashions the last of the

darkness around his pencil—his McGuffin—weaving it into

an arrow, a spear, a bullet, a missile, a comet of anti-light, a

cosmic event of shadow. When it is done and he has imbued

it with all the darkness he has left, he flings it into the heart

of Light itself.
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What follows is not a massive explosion, nor the splitting

of Light into a million little sparks. There is no bang and

hardly a whimper—for when a world ending does not end, it

rarely does so with the climactic oomph so often depicted

in Story.

Instead it just stops.

It seems that when Light’s heart was penetrated by

shadows it was responsible for creating, it remembered who

it is and what it stands for. It remembered that when the

Universe made Light, Dark made itself.

And it remembered what it means to have Balance.

Apologetic (well, as apologetic as a Principle can be), it

stops. And everything returns to normal, with little evidence

that just moments ago, nothing was normal at all.

↔↔↔

AS FOR PHILLIS?

Well, the moment he saved the world from impending

doom was also the moment he sacrificed himself for the

world. Phillis’s gathering of all the world’s shadows had the

nasty side effect of disintegrating his body as well; for the

darkness that saved the world needed to be bound, and

Phillis bound it with the only two things he had to give: his

shadow and himself.

Gone and dead, dead and gone …

Phillis and Phil, host and shadow …

are …

no …

more …
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↔
↔↔
↔↔↔

But the world is not no more.

Because of their bravery and sacrifice, the world goes on.

And among the billions of humans, and billions upon

billions of other living creatures, not a single one of them

will remember that just moments ago everything was about to

end. And this is a miracle, because the world cannot continue

knowing that a Law has been violated.

That would be unnatural. The Principles would never

allow it.

But to forget that Light came down from the heavens and

tried to destroy everything, and that a man without a shadow

stopped it is not easy. In fact, forgetting would take a

miracle.

And that’s exactly what the world got: a miracle. Or

rather, the involvement of Miracle. The usually silent Prin‐
ciple finally spoke up, intervening so that Phillis and Phil’s

sacrifice would not be in vain.

In fact, because of Destiny and Time and Miracle’s inter‐
vention, life goes on.

Everything goes on.

The Principles continue to bring Balance to the Universe

with their rigid ways and their Laws.

The ShadowLands continue to exist because there must

always be a place of refuge for those who are the exception to

the Principles and their Laws.

And as for Earth? Most go on as they always have.

Most, but not all.
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Those who knew Phillis (not what he did to save them,

but simply that there was a man named Phillis and he is now

gone) go on slightly changed for having known the man who

lost his shadow.

The Bedouin now know where the gateway to the Shad‐
owLands is—but what’s more, they now know the Shadow‐
Lands are no fable, myth or legend. The ShadowLands are

real. Armed with this new knowledge, they do what they

have always done: protect the ShadowLands from those who

wish them harm. After all, duty does not change just because

you know something is real or not—and the Bedouin know

this better than most.

At the office, a bulletin board is dedicated to Phillis,

complete with photos of him, samples of his newsletters and,

of course, the poster of the cat, its caption reading, in 110-

point Castellar:

Hang in there!

Left and Right take turns being each other’s shadow,

playing loud and destructive games that drive their mother

crazy. Whenever she tries to stop one from chasing the other,

the response is always the same: “But, Mommm, I have to

catch my shaaadow.” And through their games, they will

remember Phillis for the rest of their lives.

Akira, Little John and Rim toast Phillis nightly, raising a

glass in his memory. And with their nightly reverence, Phillis

dies having left behind something he did not know he had:

friends.

Sally? Although she has yet to meet the Devil, she did
meet a man whose shadow met the Devil, and that is close

enough. She goes home to her mother, who welcomes her

with open arms, happy to have her little girl back. Sally no
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longer paints her eyes in black, choosing a gentle brown

mascara instead. She no longer wears leather, trading in that

outfit for a Sunday dress and paisley hat. She still smokes a

cigarette every day at three in the morning, just when the

Devil himself is thinking about turning in. She does so not to

curse or challenge him, but to ask of him in silent prayer: “If

you have him, take care of my Phillis. And if you don’t have

him … please don’t go looking.”

As for Lady Aoi, she turns Phillis’s apartment into a

shrine filled with a thousand pictures of Phillis and Phil and

all their adventures together. Nightly she goes into that

shrine with her new (and only) friend: Doomsday. She is

teaching the formerly insane, formerly homeless man the

secrets of immortality. She is doing so because living forever

can be lonely—and even though Doomsday is an idiot, he is

her idiot.

Although the Principles had forbidden Lady Aoi from

teaching another her secrets of immortality, they turn a blind

eye. After all, the Principles have been both defeated and

saved by Lady Aoi once. So they decide to interpret

Doomsday as Lady Aoi’s counterpart, the ying to her yang,

the balancing force in her life. In a way that effervescent orbs

of light cannot understand, they are right.

Doris, Linda and Frederick meet regularly to honor the

passing of Phillis, often with Linda coming to visit both

Frederick and Doris at Phillis’s childhood home. It is largely

the same as it was before, but ever since Frederick moved in

(for after the passing of Phillis, Doris found comfort in Fred‐
erick), the house is filled with salsa music and sangria and

the optimism of a man who, despite his shortcomings, does

make Phillis’s mom happy.

Doris has also found comfort in Linda—she is a dutiful

friend and someone Doris immediately has maternal affec‐
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tion for. Linda is, after all, the person Phillis loved; that, if

nothing else, is enough for Doris to love her, too.

↔

One day, not long after they begin their monthly ritual, Doris

takes Linda to her basement, where the old printing press

has been rebuilt by Frederick’s enterprising hands.

“It’s ready,” Doris says to Linda. “The printing press

Phillis’s father built. There is a page that has been waiting to

be printed for decades.”

“So print it,” Linda says, drawing in close to the machine.

“We will … but we figured that since you were Phillis’s

friend, you should have the honor.”

Linda can hardly believe it. She circles the machine in

reverent awe. “It took all this time?”

Doris shakes her head. “No, my Steve knew exactly how

to make it work, but he wanted Phillis to figure it out on his

own.” She gestures at the machine. “You know … for after.

But my silly little boy destroyed it instead, and when he did,

he accidentally denied himself the last message his father

wanted to share with him.”

Linda nods, looking at the greased wheels and shiny

gears. Frederick shows her how to pour in the ink and

gestures at the lever she should pull. The lead type, black and

glistening, press against paper. Linda pulls. Perfectly formed

words remain in not a single font, but a hundred fonts,

creating a page in 8 point, 9 point, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14—a little

bit of everything.

The ink does not run.

Linda carefully pulls the page from the machine and
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reads it. As is evident from the tear that runs down her cheek

and the smile on her face, she is happy.

“What is it?” Doris asks.

“It’s a story,” Linda says. “The story of how Phillis got

his name.”

The End (sort of)
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The Epilogues

Happy Endings…
don’t just happen in

Fairy Tales
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* * *

(Some say that) in the beginning, God and Nature and Happy
Accident made light. And darkness made itself.

But after all is said and done, Light is light and Dark is dark,
and only shadows stand in between.

Why complicate the matter further?
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A  M I N I - E P I L O G U E

“What?” members of the gallery cry out. “What is the story of
his name?”

But OmniP shakes his tiny, thousand-eyed head. I cannot
tell you.

“Why not?”
Because, my fellow narrators and creatures of myth and

legend … no story I can tell will satisfy the buildup that has
passed.

But the stories you make up for yourselves … the stories
you concoct in both light and dark … those stories just might
… might … have a chance to satisfy. Go tell your stories and
let one of them be the story of how Phillis got his name.
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A  T R U E  E P I L O G U E

“OmniP.”

Yes?

“Do you have a moment?” the Devil asks.

I already told you that I will not reveal how Phillis got

his name.

“That doesn’t interest me. No … I have other matters to

discuss with you.”

Very well.

Even though the Great Hall has cleared out, the Devil still

wants to speak in private. He gestures for the two of them to

go for a walk, away from the listening ears of Principles and

their principals. Once they are outside, walking—or rather,

floating—among the clouds, the Devil asks, “Did they die? I

mean, really?”

You heard the end.

“I did, but …” The Devil pauses as he gathers his thoughts.

But what?

“But you are an unreliable narrator, are you not?”

So?

“So you could have got it wrong.”
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Maybe.

“So you admit it! They’re alive!” the Devil says with hope

in his heart.

No, the end is The End.

The Devil considers this before saying, “OK … I tell you

what, Mr. Unreliable Narrator … what would the ending be

if they lived?”

OmniP considers this before saying:

↔

For when Light’s heart was penetrated by all the shadows

that it was responsible for creating, it remembered who it is

and what it stands for. It remembered that when the

Universe made Light, Dark made itself.

And it remembered what it means to have Balance.

Apologetic (well, as apologetic as a Principle can be), it

stops. And everything returns to normal, with little evidence

that just moments ago, nothing was normal at all.

↔

As for Phillis and Phil …

The moment they saved the world from impending doom

is also the moment both Phillis and Phil see as their chance

to escape the Principles and their rigid concept of justice.

They sneak away, hiding in the ShadowLands’ wilderness,

which they learn, living on its fringes, has new leadership.

Lots of it. The ShadowLands is now governed by a council of

shadows who use Ɏ’s soul wisely. No longer are its residents
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immortal; no longer are they trapped in this place. Shadows

may come and go as they please—provided they can find

the place.

And so, when enough time passes, Phillis and Phil return

to Earth. But they know that they cannot go home. The Prin‐
ciples will be sure to find them if they do.

Instead they turn to the vastness of the world and decide

to embrace it by seeing all that there is to see. Together, they

travel to Paris, Rome, Prague. To the Great Pyramids of Giza.

They learn to dance. Tango, hip-hop and, of course, salsa—

but this last dance is only because it would make their

mom happy.

Phillis learns that he loves sushi and that, brave as he is,

running with the bulls is not something he needs to do.

Scuba diving, skydiving and bungee jumping, on the other

hand, are perfectly acceptable ways to pass the time.

They travel, Phillis taking odd jobs as they do—mostly

freelance stuff and mostly to do with design and, of course,

fonts—and even though some of those jobs require him to

wake up very, very early, there is rarely a night that he

doesn’t stay up waaay past his bedtime, just because.

Every week, Phillis writes two postcards, in his perfect,

12-point Blackadder ITC handwriting. One postcard is for

his mom; the other he sends to Linda. He knows his post‐
cards are a risk, but he does it anyway—he’s pretty sure the

Principles don’t understand mortal things like mail and

stamps.

He is, of course, right.

One day, not too far into the future, he will ask Linda to

join him on one of his adventures. But that day is a long way

off. For now, he is learning to love life on his own. Some‐
thing we all must do if there is ever a hope of us finding true

happiness.

And so, Phillis Tomson, the terminally shy man who used
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to be afraid of leaving his own apartment, will see and do

much in the rest of his long, long life. And among the many,

many things he will learn to love, there is one thing he will

love above all else: Space Mountain.

That ride is thrilling.

The End

Better?

“Much.”
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